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PREFACE 

Tuts volume offers the traditional mixture of literature and documents. Professor 
Maehler has prepared for publication an extensive but very fragmentary and 
tantalizing commentary on Anacreon (3722); we join with him in acknowledging the 
valuable preliminary work of Dr R. J. D. Carden. Mr Parsons is responsible for the 
remainder of the literary texts (3723-6). All these have elegiac connections; the most 
intriguing is the collection of epigram incipits festooning a recipe for cough mixture 
(3724). Professor J. M. Bremer of the University of Amsterdam has collaborated in 
the edition of 3723. 

The documents (3727-76) have been selected and edited by Dr Coles to illustrate 
the work of the curator of Oxyrhynchus, from the new earliest reference to the post in 
AD 303 up to the early 340s. A list of the holders forms Appendix I. Various groups 
of price declarations submitted to his office give new information about the currency 
inflation of the early fourth century, see Appendix III. There is much of interest in 
the incidental detail, from high politics to daily routine: notice the consular vagaries 
of AD 325 (3756 26 n.), and the curator’s day off, changed by Constantine from pagan 
Thursday to Christian Sunday (3741 introd., 3759 introd. and SO Tai: 

Dr Helen Cockle has compiled the usual indexes with more than usual speed and 
alertness. Dr Coles himself made Index XIII, Corrections to Published Papyri, an 
addition suggested to us by reviewers. The Oxford University Press continues to deserve 
our admiration and gratitude; the skills which it displays on our behalf are rare indeed. 

March 1987 P. J. PARSONS 

J. R. REA 

General Editors 
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NOTEZON@ DH Ee PEC Deon 

PUBLICATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Tue method of publication follows that adopted in Part XLV. As there, the dots 
indicating letters unread and, within square brackets, the estimated number of letters 
lost are printed slightly below the line. The texts are printed in modern form, with 
accents and punctuation, the lectional signs occurring in the papyri being noted in 
the apparatus criticus where also faults of orthography, etc., are corrected. Iota adscript 
is printed where written, otherwise iota subscript is used. Square brackets [] indicate 
a lacuna, round brackets () the resolution of a symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets 
<> a mistaken omission in the original, braces {} a superfluous letter or letters, double 
square brackets ||] a deletion, the signs an insertion above the line. Dots within 
brackets represent the estimated number of letters lost or deleted, dots outside brackets 
mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Dots under letters indicate that the reading is 
doubtful. Lastly, heavy arabic numerals refer to Oxyrhynchus papyri printed in this 
and preceding volumes, ordinary numerals to lines, small roma numerals to columns. 

The use of arrows (—>, |) to indicate the direction of the fibres in relation to the 
writing has been abandoned for reasons put forward by E. G. Turner, ‘The Terms 
Recto and Verso’ (Actes du XV@ Congres International de Papyrologie 1: Papyrologica 
Bruxellensia 16 (1978) 64-5), except when they serve to distinguish the two sides of 
a page in a papyrus codex. In this volume most texts appear to accord with normal 
practice in being written parallel with the fibres on sheets of papyrus cut from the 
manufacturer’s roll. Any departures from this practice which have been detected are 
described in the introductions to the relevant items. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in E. G. Turner, Greek 
Papyri: an Introduction (2nd edn., 1980). It is hoped that any new ones will be 
self-explanatory. 
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3722. COMMENTARY ON ANACREON 

Inv. no. unrecorded Fr. 15 12.5 X 12.8 cm Second century 

On the verso of a month-by-month account, written in a large upright hand of the 
late first or early second century ap, are the remains of a commentary on some of 
Anacreon’s sympotic songs, written in a small practised bookhand with some cursive 
features, especially at line-ends, which slopes slightly to the right; it must have been 
written in the second century, perhaps in its second half rather than in the first. It is very 
similar to that of 2802, a commentary on Aleman. 

Spaces between columns are narrow (little more than 1 cm in frr. 15, 16,17, 25) but 
top and bottom margins are fairly generous (in fr. 29 there is a margin at the foot of the 
column of at least 3.5 cm). A rough breathing seems to occur only once (fr. 26. 4, 
combined with an accent?). There are few instances of elision marks, all of them, it 
seems, in quotations: frr. 1. 5; 4. 2; 5. 3517116, 18 (doubtful: 17 it 10;21 18; 56,0; 57. 2). 
Punctuation is rare (frr. 3. 6; 83. 3). A dicolon is used to mark the end of the lemma (frr. 
I. 27; 2. 9; 4. 1; g. 6; 83. 3) and perhaps, more generally, to separate quotation and 
comment (frr. 1511, 3, ii 10; 16 116; 2516, 7; 28. 3; go. 9; 102. 7); sometimes a blank space 
is left to indicate this (fr. 1. 5, 25; 2. 1, 45 3. 6; 5. 10; 17 ii 7). In fr. 25 col. ii, a number of 
lines have been marked by diplai, also fr. 51 ii 8 and fr. 54 11 23. A reference-mark, 
possibly to an omitted line, occurs at fr. 51 ii g-10, and a very puzzling sign is found at fr. 
25 1 17 (see n.). The scribe uses no abbreviations, except a raised horizontal for final v 
(frr. 1. 6; 2. 3; 1712; 2515; 87. 10); also d for 5éin fr. 1616 and perhaps in fr. 73. 8 (unless 
there it is the numeral, see the note), f for ev at fr. 15 ii 13 (?). Diaeresis occurs only once 
(vda[ fr. 15 119). The quotation in fr. 171 13-19 suggests an average of 27 or 28 letters to 
the line. 

The attribution of the poetic text to Anacreon rests on the certain or probable 
occurrences of known lines. Certain quotations are: An. 38 Gentili (PMG 396) = fr. 1511 
1 and An. g1 (PMG 380) = fr. 29. 2; probable: An. 135 (PMG 454) = fr. 2. 1; An. 114 
(PMG 403) = fr. 1513; An. 117 (PMG 377) = fr. 1515; An. 8 (PMG 372) = fr. a7 0a; 
possible: An. 35 (PMG 400) = fr. 2. 3; An. 47 (PMG 401) = fr. 52. 5. Fragments of 
Anacreon’s poetry have been preserved in X XII 2321, 2322, LIII 3695. 

Mention of the poet’s name at fr. 1. 19, 15118, 27. 7, 39. 4, and 73. 10 confirms the 
attribution, as does the content of most of the recognizable lemmata, which seem for the 
most part to be concerned with erotic and sympotic matters. Dialect and metre (ionics, 
choriambs, aeolic verses) point in the same direction. Unfortunately, the gain, as far as 
new lines or words of Anacreon are concerned, is very modest. 

The fragments of this papyrus were assembled by Mr Edgar Lobel, who also made a 
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number of joins. They were subsequently transcribed by Mr Richard Carden. Between 

1970 and 1976, Dr Walter Cockle revised and annotated Mr Carden’s manuscript; he 

also transcribed the accounts on the recto.! His suggestions are mentioned in the notes. 

Mrs Margaret Maehler has contributed a number of observations on the content, in 

particular on the quotations; the identification of fr. 17 1 13-19 as Hes. Th. 183 ff. is due 

to her. I am greatly indebted to all of them, especially to Mr Carden, whose accurate 

transcription of the text and meticulous descriptions of traces and uncertain letters have 

proved immensely helpful and have greatly facilitated my task. I have checked Mr 

Carden’s readings and descriptions against the papyrus; the resulting changes have for 

the most part been insignificant, and I have therefore, as a rule, not recorded them 

as such. 

In the diplomatic transcript which follows, I have marked the lemmata by the use 

of upright type. 

ited 7.4 X 18.6 cm 

sal ] 
Theva ] 
] [ ] 
Jarourwreudal. . J. er. 

5 ]v8’ aretounnvaBrov- ovov 

Jetadopaatotwrrouuvia@ 

Jynrovtavyerpwr[ , ]wO, ay 
]. xpopecroud.[.... Jes. . []¢ 
jena | © «lca 

10 |zapomuav _ | [ [eer f 

Ny ~orw 

2 ],, overhang perhapsofce —__ [, bit ofan upright, then a short fairly upright trace intersected at top by 
a diagonal ascending from left 4 Jar, end ofa stroke descending from the left; of 7, only the right part of 
the crossbar and stalk can be seen: perhaps y _ At line-end a horizontal mark more resembling the tongue of 
than the sign for » (cf. 1. 6); if e, it will have been raised above the level of the other letters 7 6. , stroke 
leaning slightly to right, turning more sharply right at top, and apparently continuing round in a loop to rejoin 
the upright—though the length of this does not commend p; then a or 6, and a diagonal mark well below the 
line 8 ],«, horizontal mark on line touching back of x I think ¢ correct, though there is what seems 
like a diagonal running up from the end of the tongue of ¢ through the left corner of the next letter, like a 
deletion —_§, [, speck touching top of 8: apostrophe? Another trace at same level on the other side of a short 
break, and a faint trace below this: ¢? 9 ].x, speck at mid-level _ [, a letter with rounded lower left 
corner] ¢, short upright with speck to left of top 10 _, , [, faint upright followed at a short interval by 
bit of diagonal ascending to right, at upper level: x, or v? Then lower half of another upright =], v, or 
perhaps 7; ec possible but not much suggested 

‘ The recto text, unfortunately, by its very nature does not help much to establish the order of the fragments, 
which remains quite uncertain, except where colour or fibre patterns suggest proximity. 
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]..[. Jeva{lecul. . Jovou. []. u,v, 
]..eronpal,],.¢dau.[ ].o..[ 
Iveyovevar, [....]...[ ]rac, . [ 
Jamerou slate le lelrol. 1., Uc 

15 Poeevie leroul ial [al ] 
seme]; |crog¢ar[,.. Jaf 

|KAe’ _vripep, - [ 

J. em. JyeAndo, ev. [, ]. [ 
Jaxpewvectwyap, o[ 

20 ]vpavemye[, JAn, €[ 

]. .Awavoy 8 [,,., Jen[ 
JavroemyedA, [. Je. []..[ 
Jet[]Jwvd, dou, er, ew, [ 
JovotikaitwKopiwer| 

25 ], wvavacyeqt rocnm[ 

]. comcxaxerpuyyc, [ 

ia Sa 
], ovcar[ 

][[a Jourof 

]nd:a[ 
IrL 

11 |, ,, foot of upright below line, a speck higher and slightly to the right: y? Then 2 strokes one above the 
other, the lower more or less horizontal, upper ascending to right: o or top half of e would fit, or 8? ~~ Above x, 
marklikeatinyc v,[,upright —]_ yn, trace level with topofy 12 ], , e, scattered traces including base of 
upright, online — ¢_ [, foot of a stroke perhaps ascending slightly toright 9, [, upright; top ofa tall stroke, 
perhaps not quite upright; below this, 2 specks suggesting a diagonal ascending to right i I, tb 2 
uprights followed by a small loop—this possibly to be connected with a dimly visible stroke below the line a 
little to the right, as ¢, though the loop would be larger than that of the specimensinll.4,6 «__ [, perhaps top 
of ¢, then upright 14 4, top of small circle 15 ]., base of upright 1,, lower half of 
upright J. _[, in first space, y or + 16 Of vy, only a foot 17 Over e, what looks like an 
abnormally large rough breathing with a smaller one in its upper angle: a? —_p,_,, possibly an upright, then 
apparently bits of 2 uprights: second trace not compatible with £ (i.e. not avripepil-) 18 u, [, I think, the 
beginning of a diagonal ascending to right, hooked at base]. [, left side of a small arch 10) p,, 2 
specks level with tops of letters: + might fit 23 «[, possibly a trace just to right of the top of this upright, 
which could suggest rather y than; but itis very faint 8, , trace on line, worm-hole, trace level with tops of 
letters, x, colon orsmall upright —&, fory, yor 7 possible —_¢. [, hook at mid-level 24 7[, or y; not 
T 26 | [, left side of small circle 

ovrwy eupat[y]er? For éudatvew ‘to indicate’, cf. Schol. Pind. Ol. 7. 173a, Py. 1. 47, ete. 
16|v8° dmrerro(unva Biov: double choriambs are frequent in Anacreon, e.g., An. g1 (PMG 380), 85 (PMG Oe ens) 

KS eas 4 
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381b), 109 (PMG 382), 110. 1 (PMG 383. 1), 82 (PMG 388), 108 (PMG 389), 107 (PMG 412). The verb, 
dmomoaivew, is not attested elsewhere, but cf. Man., Apotel. 4. 419 Biov dvarromaivovtes. The metaphor is also 

discussed in fr, 28. 3 ff. 
5-6 olov [Sipyov 7 w]erad. would fill the gap. 
8 ]. xpouwec would be very puzzling—a Doric ending, 1st person plural? The alternative seems to be 

dx pomeécrov ‘brim-full’, not so far attested but a possible form, cf. dvdpectoc, mappectoc, nutwectoc. This would 

suggest a bowl or cup and might find support in yeéAy in the next line, ify can be read there; cf. Semon. 24 Diehl 
(27 West). At the end, JetAn¢ (Carden) is unlikely as 7 cannot be read; Jecap[o]¢ seems possible. 

12 |e meronpa[ could be An. 57 (99 D.) otvorrdrnc b€ memotnpat. 

14 tremow8, [: w[ possible, 6 almost certain. 
16 vd Ap[i|crodav[ouc]: An. 28 (PMG 408) shows that Aristophanes wrote a commentary on Anacreon 

(Cockle). 
17 ]«Ae": if the raised letter was a, it may suggest an abbreviation, possibly a name (KAéapyoc?, see fr. 57. 

4n.), followed by a form of avridépew or avtipépecBar. 
18-19 én[¢] yetAn doxet A[eyew (?) 6 Avlaxpéwv. If so, emi yetAn could be part of a lemma, cf. |. 20. 

1g éctlv yap To [dAov? 

21 _Axaoy: I cannot verify the letter preceding A. 

23 dnAoi xety em! seems possible. 
24 yeylovort, dyAlovert, or Jov ori? 

25 |, av avayeau: apparently part of a lemma; then: 76 cnyu[eiov oT. . .? 
26 “Epwe xaké, tpvync, [ or Kak’ erptynce (e.g., avOn), cf. AP 12. 256 (Meleager). 

ir, 2 6 x 6.5 cm 

|Ocparmvenyvev eA [ 

|utovaroroucuptrociov —[ 

], vdpovamovraouvy [ 

|mpottecwv opevdr [ 

5 ].¢ BeAtevovdnciven| |, [ 

]. epwrikwr-Todepwev [ 

|. evyapowdaxatrerav [ 

|T1oTywebucbevcrrapa[ 

]ySeov :y| zerapr, ate | 

10 es leek ell 

3 ]., speck on line close to edge ofy _9 is very inflated: its appearance would be explained if the scribe 
first wrote v, then converted it by adding a curved right side of matching height 4 6, for: the last stroke 
is anomalous, bulging out to the right 5 |.,asquat trace on and below the line, with vertical extension, 

and suggestion of ink going left from centre; from upper end a stroke curves out to right, upwards, and then 
back on itself; I cannot explain these traces 6 |., trace level with tops of letters, top of an upright 

suggested 7 ],, stroke descending vertically from upper level, then curving out to right, turning up just 
short of the line: y? 8 ]z, stroke running horizontally near the line, then ascending vertically 
g Deletion by horizontal line rather below mid-level, from 7 as far as the writing extends 7. _., in first 
space, top and bottom ofa tall upright; two indefinite traces at mid-level, then perhaps 7 10 ¢, [, small 
circle, and possibly a tail-stroke below: either o or p looks likely J, _ _ [, tallish upright (.?) with a stroke 
joining top diagonal from left; then the upper left part of a circle; then a trace above the general level 



3722. COMMENTARY ON ANACREON 5 

1-3 | Oepdrrwy éunver is evidently lemma. The comment may have been something like éA[eyev éupavy a]¥rov ard rob cupmociou [emi rov ITv86p)av8pov amidvra, of vi(v) «rA.; cf. An. 35 (PMG 400). (é\[eye(v) would be wrong word-division (but see on Il. 4-5, and on fr. 3. 5); to the right above X the top layer of papyrus has broken away; if there was a raised € (eALS] = ee(ye)?), it is lost). If this comes anywhere near the truth, the @epdmwy who ‘has driven mad’ may be Eros (cf. Sappho 159 LP, where Aphrodite calls Eros her servant), unless it is a boy as in Theoc. 5. gof. = An. 135 (PMG 454) otvypdc bepdrwv? 
4 ™pomecwv: very probably lemma, but in what sense? Is it paraphrased by amidvra? Ll. 4-8 seem to 

suggest that the verb may refer to someone suffering either from love or from drink. 
4-5 6 pev di[ (answered, it seems, by 76 8¢ in |. 6) may be part of a discussion (on the meaning of mpomecwv?) involving Didymus, who may have said that the word refers to erotic passion (éz/ [raOqudtwv ra |p 

€pwrixdv would fill the gap), whereas the author of this commentary thinks that a quotation from Menander 
(ro 8€ Mev|[dvdpecor, with wrong word-division? or eév|[ rou?) suggests drunkenness (webucOeic, |. 8). If this is right, Didymus is not the author of this commentary. Didymus is not the only scholar’s name which could be 
supplied, but he is the only one known to have written on Anacreon (cf. Sen. Ep. 88. 37; M. Schmidt, Didymi.. . 
Sragmenta, p. 384) that will fit. 

7 70] per yap of8a xal A{e}iav (cf. BéArevov |. 5) could be part of an iambic trimeter; for «ai A‘av, cf. Men. fr. 
758. The quotation seems to recur below in fr. 6. 6. 

9 |v8pou: the dicolon suggests that this may be part of the lemma; if An. 35 (PMG 400), quoted above, is 
relevant to this passage, [Tv8ou4]v8pou may be worth considering. 

fr. 3 5X 7.5 cm 

eee 
Jatkaudidweorel, Je [ 

]OcrAwvapOurocew —[ 

|ptectaryapndiavora [ 

5 Jeupent eproupend [ 

Jacta tupayva ‘odoyo [ 

]topamvAa, ex[ , |pock, [ 

Jy7vvbavo, ,,. . ve[ 

]. oLJvel 
10 iota al 

iil 
traces of c. 3 more lines 

The short gap which appears repeatedly on the right-hand side would suggest that these were the ends of 
lines, ifit were not clear from ll. 5, 7 that this cannot be the case; the surface does not seem to have been removed 
here; therefore the scribe for some reason jumped a strip 1 First trace, speck on line; second, stroke 
slanting slightly to right, joined by one from right at base 2 Between xa: and 6 a short thick upright or 
narrow circle which may be asuprascripto Above final ¢, attached to top of it, a dim upright hooked to right 
at top: offset? 3 The suprascript @ has a thick diagonal line through lower half 4 Of ]p only the 
loop is visible, 9 possible —_ After final a, a dull dot on line, perhaps not significant 6 Second vy seems to 
have been deleted by aslanting line through middle _-yo, o small, and attached to the end of the cross-piece of 
y 7 Js, only upper half of this stroke survives: v also possible _y apparently written over o Aq or 
Ae 8 o,_, etc., dispersed traces on floating fibres About 3 more lines on a narrow strip, the surface of 
which is almost entirely rubbed away 
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2 re[]e: there is space for one narrow letter (not 1). dre [6]é seems possible. 

3 Lemma: €]0éAwy apOtoc elv|[au?, cf. Thgn. 1312. (ef v|[€ovcey would conform to Anacreontic metre, but 
the word-division would be awkward.) 

4 The yap needs a short remark, e.g. atorov- ob« amy |prictat yap 1 Siavova|[mpoc Ta érropeva vel sim. 

5, #J€udeacis obviously lemma, then perhaps zrepi od pwéud| [era ddyAov (for another possible case of wrong 
syllabification, see fr. 2. 4-5n.). 

6-7 Jacra tUpavva:: if rupavva (n. plur.) paraphrases the preceding word, this cannot have been uv acta 
(voc.); possibly adwéA]acra ‘unapproachable’ (Simon. 29 B.?), or Bilacra ‘violent’, if the scholion continued 

with something like 6 Adyo[c dé voet kal d|voya. (Dr Leofranc Holford-Strevens suspects a scribal error for 

TUpavve. ) 

8 |ymuvOavo,,. .: = é]xmuv6.? 

Teh 3.6 x 6.2 cm 

], :cuoveBy pl 

]. ta apevte, , [ 

|yeccadert| 

]ecwcapery[ 

5 Jert9c nox, [| 
], cuxeAcava., 7[ 

Joe eae Kae L 
Jara Bal 
Jeol Jacewe| 

10 ] [ 

Janra[ 

1 ],, part of crossbar, with suggestion of vertical descending from left end 2 ],, trace level with top 
of 7; branch of v slightly suggested —__ [, top of a stroke slanting a little forward to right, descending from 
tongue of e; then, after a short space, apex of triangle 4 we corrected from tc? 5, [, traces suggest 
7, set rather low and with a speck above it, unaccounted for 6 ]., speck at mid level, close to back of 
¢  a_,speck at mid-level 7 ]..., upper halfofstroke leaning slightly to right, with traces of ink to right 
at top and middle; top of diagonal descending to left; upper half of a more curved stroke, perhaps the left arc of 
a circle, then 2 specks above the generallevel ___ [, diagonal ascending to right, then dispersed traces at mid- 
level 9 for wa perhaps v,a 

2-3 tad’ agevtec, [ may be part of a lemma, paraphrased in the next line (e.g., ras tép |iberc abévrec). 
6 |, CixeAdav: so far, the only reference to Sicily in Anacreon is 31 (PMG 415) 
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fr. 5 3.2 X 6.4 cm 

heen 
Jedeavri| 

Joapyweraa [ 

Jovcvoucac [ 

« ]. cemerov [ 

JuckqurraA [ 

JaxaBax [ 
Jytoc rapbe[ 

Jappacu [ 

10 Jxarrne rc[ 

Jor [ 
FI 

1 ],, stroke running along line, then ascending to right diagonally, finally horizontal: 6 with crossbar 
extended beyond the body of the letter? _ [, upright slanting slightly to right, followed by lower half of a 
second upright (the upper half dim, but suggested) on the break; to left of middle of the first appears to be a 
short horizontal; between the 2 uprights is a suggestion of this continuing: possibilities seem to be ¥, [, or y[, of 
which I slightly favour the former 3 @[, more rounded than the preceding specimen—open at top; or w 
with right-hand bow higher than left, and the right-hand side of it now lost 5 ].,2 arcs ofa small circle, 
o most suggested, possibly a 9 p, the tail has disappeared except, I think, for a faint speck, the foot 

3 Ju dpy’ édda: lemma, cf. Il. 23. 335 éAdav cyeSov dpa Kat immouc. 

7-8 Kabla cat Bax[xvdAlSnc Avoc tyipédo]yroc mapbé[vor (Bacch. 1. 2)? 
10 ]xairyc: possibly part of a compound (tuyairne and xpucoyairync appear in Pindar), and a lemma or 

quotation. 

fr. 6 4X5.7 cm 

Ie lazol 
JameAd, upg 
|Spavdyce, [ 
], vocavtu[ 

5 ]. v9pyr[ 

1 ],7, upright with the suggestion of ink to the left half-way down: 7? 2 |g, or A? —_a¢, for ¢ 
possibly a 4A_., base of a small circle, apparently with a bit of ink descending to line from lower right, 
upsetting the possibility of o 4 |,, a tail descending below the line, with suggestion of a fork at the 
top 5 ]|., top half of a diagonal ascending to right, hooked to right at lower end: ¢ might fit 
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]. e[Jowdax[ 
]a8[ Jecpyn[ 
J. aL. yeaa 
pide Ul 

6 ],, top of upright ascending above the line, close to p 8 ]., apparently top of a diagonal from 
left g-10 Very rubbed, and I can make little of the traces; the second letter before 6 is possibly v; and 
possibly this, the next letter, and 6 are all deleted by a horizontal line 10 ],,, A? Then upper half 

of a stroke leaning over to right, at top, where it is joined by anupright _ p, trace at mid-level slanting down 

to left 

2 If JameAXov, An. 188 (PMG 957) may be relevant here, possibly also fr. 86. 2 below (JeAAnccaz, [); 
AreAot would then be part of the paraphrase (in Anacreon, the genitive would have been AzeAAéov). 
Alternatively, one might think of weAAdc ‘dark’, or the gloss azreAAdv: alyerpoc in Hsch. a 5949. 

6 Perhaps the same line as in fr. 2. 7 above. 
7 Kja® cipyp[ov?, cf. An. 65 (PMG 346 fr. 4. 5). 

Nes 7) 3.8 X 5.4 cm 

Wel 
eval 
Jaexal 
|cear[ 

5 Jweavt[ 

|v yaprexa[ 

Jepwroc[ 
|OewKar, , [ 

ete. (oer | 
10 |, atroxe [ 

1 _[, little hook open to right at upper level 2 ],, foot of stroke curled back to left at bottom 
_ [, trace on line 8 after «a,, specks on line; above this, smudgy trace on a displaced scrap Onlae 

upper half of a very small circle, on the line; then y, or more likely c _€,, apparently a stroke descends 

from tongue of e—this will be «; then either a short space or the surface has been stripped ___ [, traces 
obscured by a blot: first letter includes a loop, perhaps o or a; second apparently a V, i.e. cursive 
v? 10 ],, trace at mid-level 
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fr. 8 0.8 x 4.5 cm 

1 Foot of upright, perhaps below the line 2 _[, speck at mid-level 3 .,[, I think, bow of a; then possibly 0, or p: traces on fibres which may be displaced 4 ,[, fairly upright stroke, perhaps with ink going right from centre 5 ],, short stroke leaning to the right 6 Perhaps only 2 letters, only tops visible: first the top of an upright, followed shortly by that of a diagonal from the left, perhaps K 8 | [, a loop suggesting rather left side of w than a g ]., I think part ofan upright, anda speck just to left of its lower end 

fr. 9 4.5 X 4.2 cm 

del 
lk 

Jel]... 90. . Jep 9 
]. nbernce oyap|[ 

[eee ine ie leo! 
Ti ercul tl rap. 21 

5 ho en 
Jayou: nc, ¢, [ 

Ve 

The piece is very worm-eaten, and the surface in part badly rubbed: tentative version 1 ],p, mark at mid-level ]_, top right of a (small ?) circle; a mark suggesting overhang of c, and below it a trace on the 
line 2 pl or of 3 J.4 ». [, specks level with tops of letters 4 p., perhaps v Omen |e 
upright apparently turning over to right at top 
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if 10 1.9 X 2.9cm 

les 
lee 
Jueyadwe| 
Invew[ 

; Jewzror[ 

iva 

2 |,,, apparently a small circle joined at top 

left by a horizontal To the right, end of another 

horizontal at upper level 

fre12 1.5 X2cm 

Juc, [ 
Jevd, [ 

{ae 
Jrour| 

1 _[, in ligature with top end of c, a stroke 
descends vertically to mid-level, then turns sharply 
right and slightly upwards 2 _[, lower left of 

a circle (or rounded bow of a?) off the line 

we, Led i 94 10 (eau 

ial 
cal 

fr. 13 1.4 X1.2cm 

]Ooucyv, [ 

i! 

1 ,[ trace ascending from left 
of an upright 

2 Upper half 

vats 5.4% 0.1 Cm 

lal 
epee etce cee le Ne | 

] 
eae De. |tp[lewvevutva 

5 J... L. Jovep@roe, pop| ],.74 

The piece is very tattered and rubbed 1 Foot of upright, below the line 2 .,[, perhaps e:, or 
yn? ~—-|....., speck on the line, foot of upright and a trace a little to the right at mid-level, then possibly a low-set 
7, with some ink (from the next letter?) at the right end of the crossbar 
resemble remains of a coronis in the left margin of the following column 

To the right of Il. 2-5, what 
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Jut[ |vOvav nv, [ 

|v, ,Adarov, p_a, [ 
]duL. Jes. . rperof 
Je. . 1 J. ov. ] Syerp, [ 

10a ]..ev,[ 

10 1.0... Ly] «v. pove. [ 
Ile leat 

6 v.,, apex, of a triangle? bit ofa diagonal ascending toright _, [, I think, left side of w Tt ae traces on the line _p_, traces each side of psuggesta _[, speck on line 8 4, 2 or 3 letters: the second, 3 specks one above the other, looks like €or 6 9 |. 9, foot ofa diagonal descending from left ele foot of diagonal ascending to right toa v_[, possibly 7 10 ¢,[, apex of a triangle 11, [, top of a diagonal descending to the right 

9 dverpa[: a form of ductpdzedoc ‘difficult to deal with’? 
10 kurpoyey[: a form of Kumpoyeryc, cf. PMG 949; Alc. 296b. 1; Stesich., Suppl. lyr. gr. 104. 6; Sol. 24.1 G. (26. 1 W.); frequent in Theognis. 

fr. 15 12.5 X 12.8 cm 

col. 1 col. 11 

top of col. top of col. 

}.L.].cmer® ee vdwogen ory[ 
|tnKeapo KTLKOvONAL| |KaL[ 

]roc:acnu® ayetrapadauBavo| 
|xeuwalouar muovdepeernvey«| 

5 Jeovdenucr TO, ayeerpnToTodie| 
]soxevo oTimpotepor| | evyer[ 

|Toveutev Tpwrovy , vue, [ 
], vder70 Tovow , vean| 
], movem0t Aeywrtpercida[ 

Col.i. 1 J, [, more or less horizontal stroke on line, slanting slightly up toright —_]__, trace at upper level 
with vertical extension; below and right, speck on line After + apparently A (or a?) written off the line— 
though the top stroke seems to be in a different ink 7 pony 8 ]., top ofan upright @ Il, 
foot 

Col. ii. 5 0, , some smudging and tearing: the letter seems to have a diagonal right side, slanting up to 
right: cursive upsilon suggested 6 ev, surface darkened, ink smudged, only to be deciphered 
uncertainly 7 v.v, smudge in bottom left of space, speck above and right: if 0, exceptionally bulky 4, 
some extraneous ink suggests that yz has been made by correction of another letter _[, a crossbar on the 
break: y[? 
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10 ], wy yer, owov: pebv[].[..].... 

] .[]toxaraxoe,[.].[. Je... [ 
Jdnvy[]. [. Je cw[]ppovicBai[, ,,.(,) Juv .[ 

Peay sac eins ai tsier Am ee | 
] .€..). Qe eerev pev vayewwcKojevwyTo| 

15 |ptvexTovevavtioyv cOaterrevyapouaAd| , |, avd 

nv. [Jul]. adidnvenmAn civauTwcdepyc.ooKe, | ] 

Jeet. BL. Jv[]AcurecuBwto exotwcernvey,[ | _0,[ ] 
fecal Japwoavaxpe[ |poromxauerte, [ ] 

Jyo[. ] rovrodul hel 
20 leu eet 

jPean 

Col. i. 10 ],, trace below tops of letters, loop of p would fit y,, short upright on line, then one 
descending below the line and flourished to right—a cursive e? 12 Over v, what seems to be w, but 
faint __, [, upper half of upright hooked to right at top 13 |. ., first, speck rather below line, second, 
horizontal stroke at mid-level _ 7, ,, speck level with top of 7, speck in next space slightly lower ]. a, to 
right of space, the top of, apparently, a diagonal from left 14 ,[, on line, hook open upwards and to 
right; above and right, a bit of a stroke slanting down to right (or upper right part of circle) Apparently 
nothing between a and e, though possibly surface lost: the gap is rather longer than normal between words 
16 ff. left ends of these lines (on a detached fragment) very rubbed 19 §small and rounded, possibly 9 

Col. ii. 10 ],[, two traces close together level with tops of letters, perhaps 0; probably no letter lost 
between preceding v and this ]__ __, [, lower half of upright, base of a or perhaps A, lower part of a stroke 
slightly leaning to right, speck off the line, base of a stroke tailing off to left 11 __[, stroke rising at a 
shallow angle from line to right; above right end of this a vertical trace; then top of upright xo, a dot 
under 0, presumably not significant —_¢, __ , in second space what looks like right half of a squarely made 7; 
then a large bow open to right: perhaps 12 ,[, diagonal descending from left, turning back to left 
at mid-level: 6 suggested 14 o[ ora[ 15 ],,a bit, it seems, of an upright (fibre may be displaced) 
17 _,[, upright (the mark as of a stroke ascending to right from centre of this is not ink; but « mightstill be read; 
the upright is on the break) —_]_, horizontal stroke level with tops of letters —__ [, upper half of diagonal 
ascending to right, turning over at top (though this is on the break and perhaps illusory) 

Col. i. 1 er®: the raised a suggests abbreviation; méra(Aa) (of a victor’s wreath?) seems a possibility, as a 
reference to mules follows in 1. 5 below. 

2 |rnxea po or |rnxe du’ o? The former might be Aer |rHxea ‘fine-pointed’, cf. Hsch. A676 Aenrixea: Aer} 
épyactac moinGévra (of thin gold leaves?). 

3-4 An. 114 (PMG 403) dchpwr drép Epudrwv dopedpua (dpopeopar Page); yeyualouar might then be 
paraphrase. 

5 Apparently = An. 117 (PMG 377) inmo8dpov (-Oopwv Bergk) 8€ Mucoi evpety (edpov Bergk) piéw dvev. If 
so, wuce may be aslip (read Muc{o>/). Bergk’s conjecture fm708dpwv could well be an ancient variant, as Hsch. + 
828 suggests (‘moOdpoc: dvoc immouc Bipalwy). 

6 If the lemma ended with évwv, the commentator may have said something like, €.g., at yap inmo|e 
OxEv6[prevac Um” dvwv HyLdvouc ErtK |Tov. 

8-9 rHv pit |uv b¢€ immo[Adpov A€éyer Sri eyebouc Tac {| qToVvC mo.[et? 
, 12 y[€]v[o]c or y[4]p[o]c seem possible (y[é]y[u]c less likely, as a trace of v would be visible). 
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16 Perhaps kar’ droxor|ny 7 ¢[v]yadupyy, such as at An. 86 (PMG 385) éx morapod ’ravépyopat, cf. An. 36. 
12 (PMG 395) and 188 (PMG 957). 

17 Lemma: Bovdeuvté cuBdra (obviously coined after Evware cuBdra, Od. 14. 55 etc.); for Boveutdc = 
BovAeuryjc, one might compare Hsch. B 928; Latte, however, warns: a grammaticis ex aBovAeuroc fica v. Arcad. 
84, 5. 

18-19 ev C]auw 6 Avaxpé[ wv? 

Col. ii. 1-5 gép’ Udwp dép’ ofv[ov d wai = An. 38 (PMG 396), almost certainly the opening verse of a song; 
is this the poem commented on, or is it being quoted in connection with fr. 33 (PMG 356) dye 8, dép’ hutv d mat 
xrA.)? And is dépe an imperative, followed by another imperative (€vecxov), or is it, like éye in An. 33, an 
erippynua mapaxeAeuctixoy (cf. DT 19, i 82. 1 Uhlig)? The choice seems to be between (a) dtu mpocra]|Kruxov (sc. 

70 pépe) dy Aoi Kal [ro aye 57, Pep’ yuiv, ev b ro] | dye rapadapPavwl[v Kai emippnuariKdc el]|rav 1d)’ hépe 

ernvey«[ev 7) evradda (sc. in fr. 38) avrt] | rod aye elpyto, or (b) ofv[ov: dru pépe od mpocta]|Krixdv, dnAoi Kal [GAAy 
@87, €v f 76] | dye mapadapBave[y KTA... . emnveyx[ev exel yap avti] | rod dye elpyro (sc. 76 dépe). Cf. Schol. 

Ar. Nub. 218 cnpatver rAciova 16 pépe: vdv pev obv 70 dye Sy Aol. 

5-6 mparov elre (vel sim.) | drt mporepov evxei[v Vdwp etwOaci or something similar, cf. Athen. 11. 782 a é6oc 

Hy mpdrepov ev To rornpiw Bdwp euBdrr€cOa, we8? 8 rév olvov. Athenaeus quotes An. 38 (PMG 396) and Hes. Op. 
595-6 (see below, ll. 8-10). 

7-10 mpa@rov v_v: not vdv, hardly vw, but what else? Then, ev y[ap seems possible; perhaps yey y[ap 
TO Udwp evexeov, wel? 6] Tov olvov: Kal ‘H[ciodoc cuvawel deiv] Aéywv “tpeic Vdaltoc mpoyéew 76 S€ rérTparov 

(éuev] owov’’ (Op. 596): the quotation would make the line too long, but it may have been shortened. See 
also fr. 88. 3~4. 

10-12 There seems to be a contrast here between drunkenness (wev[) and having learnt self-control 
([ce]cwdpovicbar); in 11, we TO KaTaKoip[acBar? 

13 Todeoj: Tdde° 6 w(Ev), OF TO Sedu (evov)? As yx (év) is usually yz, the latter seems more likely; cf., however, 
5 = 8€in fr. 1616. 

14 a]|vayewwckopéevwy ta[v? 

15 [cecwopovi]cAar again? Then, eet yap of aAAor avO[pwrrou? 
16 avroc or ad’twe? doxéw[ seems possible (if adtdc can be read, 8oxéw[ may be lemma). 

17 ].0.[: ]ro 5[é seems possible; if right, it may have introduced another lemma. 

18 pérer[pur or perép[xouar? 

fr. 16 gx 12cm 

col. i col. 11 

pes! earl 
Ja, 6w7a _[, Jaurepr, .[ 
|, GevnKar w, cembeu| 

|Sovro pa, mpocayope| 

5 |tndaz, 5  towncBaroovo[ 

Col. i. 1 ],, foot of upright 2 a,, beginning of diagonal ascending to right from rather below the 
line Above and to right of 7a, smudges of ink, offset from another sheet? 3 |,, I think overhang 
of 5 The final letter apparently iota deleted by 2 horizontal strokes flourished out to the right 

Col. ii. 1 ],{, base of upright descending below the line J, 7, the three points of a triangle, A or a 
suggested 2 .[, hook on or below line, open upwards and to right, suggesting aorw 7, might be read 
as ut, perhaps better; then speck on line; then traces resembling left side of p 3 Two specks of ink in the 

left margin against this line are perhaps accidental _ ¢, probably back of a 
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], evdevd dew:evKexar[ 

], Pereyw vynpopoviva| , |, [ 
]. vpowo utoTncappodeity| 
]idacvup yerAwro[ |cxaurard[ 

10 ~— |, aundewe 10 | Keroyaptevd wil, , |, [ 
Jetuara yapeOvovct| , || |acopy[ 

]cumope {ope . (. mupyouxregy| 

] LAoc, TuAaxpatecB[ 

Jecodepue civedyntrwcyap| 
15 ] 15 Ppavxidac tep[ 

Jevrarora teAnchn , we[ 
] TaatroAAwvocu| 

| mo. .[. Jul. .].«f 
Items wcatol,... |e. [ 

ay. Jerw pO eeeTOUT wee lel 
]. eure ]Oov, [ 

] Jul 
] 
]vdpn 

25 eon ale | 

Col. i. 7 JA, equally a 8 ]., stroke descending from level with tops of letters, curving down and 
out to left 14 ]¢, o might be read: ifso its right side has entirely disappeared 17 ff. perhaps only 
1 line clear 21 |, [, small v-shaped mark level with tops of letters | Above and to left of e, trace 
like a small ‘short’? mark 22 ff. again perhaps only 1 line clear 25 ],, stroke slanting at a shallow 
angle up to right from mid-level * [, lower half of an upright —_]_[, junction of a diagonal descending from 
left end and an upright, perhaps belonging to separate letters 

Col. ii. 7 ], [,asmall circle, cut offat bottom: o, or perhaps p; in the left margin between this and the next 
line apparently a diple obelismene, though not the same as that between Il. 11 and 12, nor in the normal position 10 8,, after 6, at a short interval, mark like a small apostrophe —]_[, foot of upright 12 v,,,, surface damaged: in left of first space middle part of a fairly upright stroke, above and right a stroke angled to right: « would fit these traces; then a longish upright with suggestion of ink to right and left at top; just 
to right of this, a trace on line, perhaps accidental —_»[, I should say y rather than, [, though the two strokes do not quite meet at the apex 13 ¢,, stroke beginning as a horizontal at mid-level, then hooked up at right end: right-hand half of a small w? 16 1, a tiny horizontal trace level with tops of letters, which would fit as overhang of « 18 o_, at first sight , but the curved middle stroke joins the second vertical near the bottom, not at the top, so that v seems a possibility -;7ory ||, trace of ascending diagonal joined to top of vertical 20 ,[, diagonal ascending to the right, curved over and down at top, a thick black stroke; if a is intended, it will have been larger than the normal 21 _[, upright 
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Col. i 
a|cbevy? 

avd|7y parle ||| [v-? 

év|red0ev 5(€)? Cf. a in fr. 15 ii 13 above. 
HIJA? EAeiy w: quotation? 
c])v poyvo- or v] $v joy vo-? In either case, this may be a lemma or a quotation. 

g-10 Perhaps rac kvavwr]iSac vipu[pac, cf. An. 14 (PMG 357) (Cockle). 
10 |xat 7déwc may paraphrase evperyc in An. 14. 6 (PMG 357. 6). 
11 Ifeiuara, it might be part of a quotation from Homer. 
16 d]eira: 6 ta-? 

21 jeuve[ might be pJéuve[o or 7 ]euve[ ra. 

24 | vdpy or -olv dpy-? In either case, this is likely to be a lemma or a quotation. 

Col. ii 
4-5 me}rroujcBa 70 dvo[pa? 

6 éyxexaA[vppevoc? Cf. Then. 1045 (for évx-, cf. BpavyéSac |. 15 below). 
7 ctehalvnddpor, 5ad|vndopov or the like. 

8-9 pera] yéAwtoc Kal maid[idc, cf. X. Cyr. 2. 3. 18. 

9-10 eipn]xe 70 “‘xaplev 8 & | [? yapiev «7A. seems to be part of a quotation, cf. An. 23 (PMG 402). 
12 Cd pev ey (or ev) tUpyou KAeey[vod: obviously the opening verse of a new poem, after the coronis. 

13 ITvAdxparec: the name is not attested in Pape-Benseler. A pun on IToAvKpatec? 
15-17 Bpavxidac tep[éac tod AmodAwvoc? An. 53 (PMG 426) also refers to Milesians, but is an iambic 

trimeter. The reference to Aristotle ([Apicro]réAnc) may be to the same passage as that in Athen. 12. 523f. 
(Arist. fr. 557 Rose), i.e. to the story of Polycrates consulting the oracle of Apollo about whether or not to enter 
into an alliance with the Milesians (Schol. Ar. Plut. 999; Diod. 10. 25. 2). 

17 ta AroAdwvoc p[avtedvpata? 

On DMO oO 

ir 27 8xgcm 

col. i col. 

iF al 
|pv8pn0 giaovyy, [ 
i vwv WCEKOK, [ 

], ewe [] TodtaKkop| 

5 ee 5f unxertic[ 
lv ] gy couevyae.[ Jeep... [ 
]oe[ ] ] °  worticteormocoutoc [ 

ip Bs []Ja, [ |araradnA , a ik weepe[ 

Jov vu, [ Javovtox[, .., |to[, Jux| 

Col. i. 1 If upsilon, cursive form 3 ]., two specks on or just below line 4 ]., speck on 
line 5 ].,topofupright _, [, hook on line, and a speck above: perhaps a 7 |de[, a small apex, 
then left side (shallow curve) of a circle g w irregular: either the left half was made separately, or it 
represents another letter (which might be e) 

Col. ii. 2 v,[, after »v what looks like a high point, then a little to the right a dot just below the 
line 3 .[, speck level with top of « 6 [,dotonline __  [, perhaps c with thickened overhang, 
then a diagonal as for left side of A (no trace of right side), then perhaps 1; below the last two letters ink, I think 
not significant 9 x, lower half missing, but the fork is too deep to be suggestive of v 
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10 JedodAo[ 10 ~=— aAAax,, [ 

Jvrodal[ cach 

]TeKaucy dpapy| 
|v weAcwr Tw 

|tyappaba ToKo[ 

15 Jeccaita 15 na, {lol 

levers: Sal 
|Texparte > hal 

]ypgpacr’ 1h 
|vayavav 

Se iE Pore 

Col. i. 12 y[, cursive form 18 7, no trace of right side of crossbar. 

Col. ii. 10 , [, a dot level with top of «—not, I think, a 11 _[, dot just below line; above and right, 
a trace just above general level 15 Speck next to foot of a; to the right of a narrow break, a speck level 
with tops of letters 16 Surface damaged, and interpretation of these traces must be hazardous 

Col. i. 2 ] pv6u6(v): cf. An. 99. 2 (PMG 416. 2) prcpouc. 
12 Presumably ]re «at cy (even though the « looks rather like x): quotation? = Archil. fr. 196a. 18 West, 

Delectus ex iambis et elegis Graecis. 
13-19 quote Hes. Th. 183-5, 187: 

‘Hciodoc yap dnc epi ta |v MeAucaav 

Kadoupévw vuppav: dcca]e yap paba- 

puyyec améccubev aiward|eccat, 7d- 
cac bé€ato Taia: repimAo|pévean & 

eviauTav yeivat’ ’Epwic] re xpare- 

pac peydAouc te Iiyavtac v]ipdac 7° (I. 8”) 

dc MeXiac kadéouc’ én’ ameipolva yaiav: 

The omission of |. 186 seems to support Goettling’s rejection of that line. 
20 Jv, oxe: the 9 might be part of w, but the trace preceding it seems to rule out T0]0 ‘Q«e[avod (in Callim. 

fr. 598, a nymph, Melia, is a daughter of Oceanus, cf. schol. Pind. P. 1 1.5 and Apollod. 2. 1. 1. 

Col. 11. 2 didov Fv . [ may be lemma. 
3 exox, [: a form of xoxxdlw? (If this were dic(7>e xd«x[vé = An. 105 (PMG 437), it would suggest 8:4 

«op[ov in the next line). 
5-6 may be part of a quotation, not necessarily from Anacreon. 
7 wou: “The glyconic line requires this to be a disyllable at the verse beginning. A vocative plural like Kao 

is ruled out by the requirements of word division (see W. Crénert, Memoria Graeca Herculanensis 10-28), which 
do not allow a word to be split after a single consonant when the next line begins with a vowel. However, the 
Aeolic form @o: for the interjection wovod is suggested by A.D. mept emppnudrwy §§ 537. 32-538. 3 (Bekker, 
Anecdota Graeca ii): kabdmep obv T@ mé701 TO TaTal TapdKerrat Kal T®@ GtoT0l TO Ararat, ovtwc Kal TH Worl TO 
aval, omep cuvarerpbev Kal ev Bapela racer yudspevov map Ailodedciv écrw dat: didtt Kal TOT TPOCKELTAL, Kpacewc 
yevouevnc Kal mpocAnpewc’ (Cockle). 

tic Tpomoc odroc; ‘What kind of behaviour is this?’, cf. Soph. Ichn. 120 ric judy 6 TpoToc; 
7-8 [yéypa]nrai? (for yéypamra: at the beginning of a comment, cf. fr. 25 ii 11 below); ddnAlo]e cc? éve[ 

may be a form of éy«aAeiv, or éykaddrrrew (cf. adyA[-). 

—————————————— 
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fr. 18 1.5 X5 cm 

10 J, op[ Jel 
lel. 1.1 

2 |., foot of upright descending below line, with speck of ink left where it breaks off, at mid-level [, 
short diagonal ascending to right, joined at top by diagonal from right; apex, of A? 3. [, the rather blunt 
apex of a triangle 4 ].,short stroke, apparently upright 5 Ofal[, only the loop survives, possibly 
w 6 . [, short stroke slanting a little to right, in upper part of space, apparently unattached: a high stop? 
or, connecting a speck below and right, beneath the line, ¢? 9 .[, beginning of a diagonal ascending 
from line to right 10 ],, small loop on the line, very squashed and elongated if 0; perhaps top of B set 
very low 11 J, [, top of a diagonal ascending from left 

8 Clapiwy? r]ayiav? 

fr. 19 2.55.5 cm 

top of column 

Je dcavacra[ 

]xacavtovad[ 

]Kouye'Aecdov[ 

]. tatexva, [ 

5 Jc pny, [ 
]. Swaer[ 
]yveypar[ 
Joga. | 

I yp, a vertical, then, detached from it, a semicircle open at the top 4 ]., speck level with top of 
t  xva,[, speck below line to left of space, speck on line, top of letter 5 .[, lower half and top of 
upright, perhaps ink going right from middle — but this is on the break and perhaps illusory 6 a,asmall 
specimen, possibly 6 8 | [, y or a (or 7?) 



18 NEW LITERARY TEXTS 

1 dvavacra{: a form of dcavicrapar ‘to get up’ (of someone woken up by swallows?), cf. Anacreontea 10 W. 

3 |wor xe'Aevddv[ec: cf. A. fr. 53 N? = 246d Radt redolkou xeAddvoc. I cannot account for the suprascript 

iota, unless it is ye(Aer dov[ , 

4-6 7a réxva, [--xeAddvo]c Opyvy[tixd ecti--], Ca? Cf. Anacreontea 25 W. 

fr. 20 2.55.5 cm 

| [ 
| [ 
|. .evtoal[ 

|rov eAavy| 

JexrewewT, [ 

Japuctapyoc, [ 

5 |rovesdv[ 

]. nAor| 

JeEewe, . [ 
JAnyopetey| 
Jyvov— [ 

10 ]y. ovy. [ 

Above what I have marked as |. 1 there is ink which appears not to be letters of preceding lines but most 
likely offsets: the probability of this is strengthened by the patch of smudging which has rendered the first 2 

letters of |. 1 illegible 1 ],,, badly smudged; from the mess emerge the lower half of an upright on the 
left, and the upper part of one on the right 2 ov, after v a dot, rather high for a high point, probably not 
significant vy, upsilon slightly enlarged and irregular; of v, only the first apex 3 .[, speck on 

line 4 ,[, speck level with top ofc 5 4, suggestion of ink going right at top, but this is on a break; I 
do not think the rest of the stroke suggests uv 6 ],, asmall horizontal trace off the line 8 y[, or 

T 10 For 0, perhaps p 

3 | exretvew 7H[v cvAdAaByy ‘to measure the syllable long’. 
4 Aléyes seems possible. Athen. 15. 671 F, quoting An. 19 (PMG 352), refers to Aristarchus’ commentary 

on that poem; see also on fr. 33. 7 below. 
6 |dnAov[ seems possible. 
7 €.g., dod |eifewe 7[? The word is used as a rhetorical term, e.g. in VII 1012 fr. 1 11. 22, see G. Fanan, 

SCO 26 (1977) 193. 
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fr. 21 5 X5.7cem 

col. 1 col. ti 

lhe 
tna oe 
Wpeeneres jest 
Jwrapatov af 

5 ], Tweroov ov[ 

], o8pac, 4 TLe[ 
|puvecbat pls 

]adrerynu’ ial 
Jc ka[, Jape [ 

10 ].7[, ], ve [ 

].q [ 
]Agtc [ 

], Pac [ 

ce? el he Sh 

Col. i. 2 _[, an upright, with top missing, intersected at mid-level by a diagonal descending to right: « 
possible 5 ]., right side ofa circle broken at top: perhaps w, but side of v also possible — For y, perhaps 
m 6 ],, trace at mid-level ¢__, lower part of an upright apparently intersected by a stroke from left; 
above this, a trace above general level: combine as ¢? Then foot of an upright, hooked to left at base Tallies 
only right side of loop visible 10 |, 7, trace above general level 13 ]., tip of horizontal level with 
tops of letters 14 ], [, top of diagonal ascending from left, or of upright turning left at top 

Col. ii. 1 to the left, a vertical line which looks like the lower part of a coronis 6 ]., top ofa stroke 
ascending from left, flattening out to right: «? A speck to right of this, a little lower than top 

Col. i. A small fragment numbered separately by Mr Lobel ‘joins end of col. i 2~3 and provides coronis 
before col. ii. 1 (recto and verso fibres match)’ (Cockle). 

5 ]. twero ov (Jw possible, not Jc): very puzzling; if ry could be read, it might be a vocative, but no 
suitable name offers itself. 

6 a]modpac én? 

7 BalpdvecBa (of accents)? 
8 GAd’et or BladAer 7 (€)? (after w, a curved stroke descending from right to left, suggesting a large elision 

mark), apparently part of a lemma (for BadAew, cf. An. 13 (PMG 358) and Anacreontea 26. 7, 35. 16 W.) 
g wc xa[t] Ap-. 

10 Jem[t]yvw would fit the traces. 
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fr, 29 3.5% 5 cm 

Cole col. u 

— 

= 
= 

jae 

he Ea 

ee a 
|cw K, | 

]. ue [-].[ 5 
ju 2~¢@>— 

Viet a Meteor 
it |nzapber[ 

Jap. [ 

Col. i. 1 ],., upright with suggestion of ink going left at top; lower half of an upright with foot much 
higher than the preceding: 71? 2 o> OL 1, Or 7 7 |., apex of 6 or A g in second space, 

upper half of a diagonal ascending from left, turning upwards at end 

Col. ii. 2 , [, bow, as of a, but the upper stroke is hooked out to left at top; perhaps e, 6? 3 .[, bow, 
of a? 4 ,[, another, more open, bow on line, but damaged 5 vapparently deleted by a horizontal 
line through middle; next, a hook at mid-level, open to right and above; the deletion perhaps continues; to 
right of this, a speck off the line 6 ¢,ora@? 8 _[, a thick rather curved stroke: left side of a circle set 

off the line? 

‘Possibly fr. 22 belongs directly above fr. 21 so that the traces of the coronis abut, but I cannot certainly 
confirm this from verso fibres’ (Cockle). The recto side would not be against the combination. 

Col. 11. 6 tepm[ may be the opening line of a poem; cf. fr. 34. 1 below. 
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fr. 23 3.8 x 5.5 cm fr. 24 1.4% 4cm 

Ne ce 
).8. [ |p. [ 
Jénco[ Joaunr[ 
Jevnvd[ Jegay| 

5 wcaro, [ 5 |nro9[ 
Irnvpac.n. [ lee cl 
] amedy[, |. . [ Wesepal 

|rapaAgBorr| hl 
ie il ier 
Taal 

Fr. 23 
2 _[, upright 5 .[, trace level with top of letters 6 ¢_, speck at mid-level _[, broad 

curve which would fit right side of y in this hand 

7 ametAv[.], _[ Carden: I cannot rule out avede{. 

Fr. 24 
2 ,[, stroke leaning not very sharply to right 5 Of6, only faint outline of left side Om] ees 

upright with faint traces of a cross-piece on either side, not extending far; then dispersed traces, rather 
Suggesting ¢; then top and bottom of a tall upright; at mid-level rather far off to be related, a stroke curving 
upwards from the horizontal 7.6 anupright _[, left end of a crossbar, and two specks on the line 
below 

fr. 25 10.5 X 17.6 cm 

col. 1 

os 
}. e8orrexe[ 
]. ¢e[]vwr[ 

].. Halk] verae [ 
vuprac[ 

1.0 J.C J. vacl. lev PoBl 5 

Col. ii. 1 ],, short upright with specks to left at top and to right at bottom _[, trace off the 
line 2 |., hook open to left 3 |,, upright with ink to right at centre—the surface is damaged: 7 
would be possible — For ct, possibly a 4 |..[, top ofa diagonal ascending from left, then a broad foot of 
diagonal on line ascending to right—perhaps the beginning of a 5 |.v, a horizontal at mid-level 
touching left side of v: €? 
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JrachoBo, [Jageacl, J. . [lee 
JecttoAw nAfov ovov o, [ 

col. i | wemucxetixovyapmpa€[ 

Joepnkapev 

]. voveupeyopyeoe 7, [ 10 
‘ea |ypatratevcyuvarkaepwc| 

Hee deh Tbeonces vce, [Inevocd il 
i ew lols lure | Jevo.[ Jewel 

Jal. del. Jodovnror  [ ae ee al 
5 J, ,atcemal, . }porepw Je7[ Jewl 15 

InnBq: w[]paracvo I ey ol aaa 
WwW 

]. aowgr: x [ov] war cetAnven[ eal 

].eplInpe[.. Jeetapa 22] repady[ 
]. "eob[, Jrytoc = ——_ 7, wif 

10 Jeptexa,[...]0,.0,[ ] => []pwvypa[ 20 
ttcos | eee Jew [ ] => [, JecAny[ 

Col.i. 1 J, [, foot of upright 2 ,[,traceonline  ]z_, either 7 or ,c (in which case the first letter 
could be y, 7, or c); then top and a lower trace of an upright extending some way above general 
level 3 ]..[, two feet on line 5 ].., speck on line, perhaps the end of a diagonal descending from 
left? Then foot of upright, for which the spacing suggests. —_a[, , ], space for 2 letters: if only p stood here, it 
will have been a rather wider specimen than normal 6 [J], room for one letter, but by comparison with 
spacing above, probably no letter lost 7 ]., speck off the line vo, possibly a was written, more 
probably a rather elongated o —4:, apparently « though the upper point has merged with the top of the 
upright 0 deleted, w written above 8 ],, speck at upper level g ].., traces consonant with 
top half of e and then p, though the two letters would be further apart than usual when in ligature LO | 
a small and roughly square letter open at the bottom: if 7, a blotchy specimen; for w, rather large and 
angular 6. _, lower part of an upright descending below the line, then base of a diagonal from the left 
apparently turning upwards at right end: the two traces perhaps to be combined tov _ 0. , lower part of an 
upright descending below the line, curved to left at foot 11 7[, though the surface is apparently clear 
and intact for the space of 3 or 4 letters, writing appears to have been lost; no traces show 

Col. ii. 6 Of }z, only the right side o, [, two traces which would fit a cursive v ].., upright, upright 
with signs of a crossbar to left and right; then another, unconnected, upright curved slightly to left at foot, 
suitable for y 7_.[, speck level with top of o 10 ],, trace suggests upper half of a rather small 
7  ,[, trace level with top of 7 in left of space 12 c,, trace at mid-level suggesting beginning of a 
diagonal ascending to right, but conceivable tip of 0? —_¢,, speck level with tip of tongue ofe ev, v is 
suggested, but the right-hand stroke which should show stops short [, tops of two apparently upright 
strokes 13 «, ¢ represented by lower half of a thickish upright —_[, lower part of a stroke slanting 
slightly to the right, and possibly turning right at base 14 _[, foot of a stroke slanting slightly to the 
right 16 ], ., foot, ofupright? Then a little hook at upperlevel _, [, two specksonline |. [, crossbar 
linked to a curve which suggests the left side of w 18 Of, the upright appears to project above the 
crossbar 19 77,, trace suggests an upright turning right at top 
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Ts | Seen ].m7p.[ ] > af 
]tpo¢griOer , = pl 

J... pacdexau ell 

ne ], capsdcc, []Suva = [ 25 

J#oupac, .[, , ]Ba at | 
]. Kata, n[,, ], we > ef 

Jwarx[ ],.[, Jurae > y| 

Upsrel stern lc =| 
20 itd oes Ue op.[ 30 

]nve ap| 
lve nau! 
lex Toul 
] Tol 

25 |xude eu[ 35 

lespa veal 
revs p.[ 

Col.i. 12 7,[,apointat mid-level]. 7, a speck level with top of _ [, trace on line, suggesting foot 
of diagonal ascending to right 13 ]z, foot ofupright 7, , the trace suggests either o or € LAs 
trace at mid-level and speck above; foot of a stroke upright at first, then slanting away to right; upper half of 
diagonal ascending to right —_$¢, apex of triangle, tip of diagonal ascending from left 15 ]., top of 
upright _ [, trace level with tops of letters 16 Of,,onlyfootonline ___, [, speck off the line; diagonal 
ascending to right, angled more sharply towards top 17 ],, upright a,, small 8 or possiblyo ‘J, 
short stroke rising from line to mid-level: could be right side of w 18 ]__[, speck level with tops of letters, 
then bit of an upright 19 ],., trace rather above the general level, then upper half of an upright or 
stroke curving to left a little at top; above this, two specks of ink, perhaps accidental 20 |. a, short 
upright leaning slightly to right, and hooked to right at foot: hardly c, possibly 1 21 To right of end 
of this line, a considerable amount of (offset?) ink 27 |,, thin stroke rising diagonally from left to 
touch back of e at mid-level _ [, foot of diagonal ascending to right 28 A hook at upper level, open 
to right and downwards 

Col. 11. 23 | [, trace off the line 24 ,[, lower half ofa diagonal ascending to right 25 .[, lower 
half of upright 26 _[, perhaps the left corner of & 29 ,[, top of a circle go _[, a stroke 
slanting slightly to the right, perhaps with ink to right top and bottom 36 _[, below the line, foot of 
diagonal ascending to right 37 .[, speck on the line 

Col. i. 4 a[u]Pi[B]oAov? 
6 w[|pacawvo: dpa aivo- (or dpaiar): beginning of lmma? The gap after w would suffice for one letter (& 

[y]pata.?, but one would expect to see a trace of y joined to p). 
9 evy[ rather than evy[ (edp[apo]rnroc hardly possible). 
15-16 Perhaps | 7 Capdic #[c] duvd-[cryc? (cf. Anacreontea 8. 1-2 W.) ... Juotpac rob] Ba-[curéwe. 
25 |xube: Kube[peva? 

Col. ti. 5-6 ‘viv rac’ ev P6B[w ovcac... |zac PoBov aéiac? Or pp lévac [pw] ev PoBlepac, cf. PMG 346 fr. 1. 
2-3 (Rea)? 



24 NEW LITERARY TEXTS 

7 é€c 70Aw HABov: lemma? 

8 émicyerixov: used as a medical term (‘constipating’); could it also refer to a sceptical approach to a story? 

Or to the creating of a pause in the rhythm? 
9 [mp loepyxapev (sc. the commentator)? 
10 [dye 5]7) viv cd ev 6pxeo would make an ionic dimeter; it may be the opening line of a poem. 

11-12 épwe [.. . rHc] Sepye cod cer[d]pevoc 8, , [: is the Love-god himself being shaken by the charm of a 

girl’s neck? 
17 ceAnve[: cf. 1. 21 below; possibly to be connected with An. 102 (PMG 462) (Cockle), but more 

probably a reference to Silenus. 
17-18 e.g., ma]répa dy[civ (scil. Anacreon)? or xa]/rep<p>ady|, cf. Hsch. ynAde: panrne, mrAexrnc, and 

PMG 462 (Rea)? The sign to the left of 1. 18 looks like 2@( and certainly not like the usual coronis; its 

meaning is not clear. 
21-9 The diplai against these lines seem to indicate that the passage is misplaced. 

fr. 26 2.5% 5.4.cm 

at 
Praelil 
] ayexa[ 

by 

] KautieT, 
5 evan. | 
6a Jeaps, [ 
6 ] THva 

] weov, []u, [ 

] KaTaxot| 

] deccax[ 

1 © | prev [ 

] Go. [ 
] vwol 
[eort 

1 Trace on line, base of stroke descending below the line, slanting up to right 6a Inserted, pos- 

sibly by the firsthand _ [, horizontal stroke level with the tops of letters 6 7, or possibly ¢: the cross- 
bar is on a break; for 7, the letter is set rather low 7 v_[, short upright intersected at mid-level, where 
it is broken off, by a stroke from right; a speck to right level with this intersection, and another above this 
_[, trace level with top of v 9 q, a triangular letter: foot of a diagonal rising from left to right, and 

beginning and end of a second diagonal descending from left to right 13 |,, a horizontal rather lower 
than the top of a 

8-9 A form of caraxoacba (cf. fr. 15 11 11), glossed xaBev]|Seuc? 
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fr. 29 4X 4.6 cm 

Aiea 
a er 

]. 0... Jeperl 
Jadwer[, ole. . [ 

5 lyaprovro, [ 
6a Jevpurvdn| 
6 Z TQAUTNVA , [ 

]vaxpeovrocay| 

]. nuekewe, [ 

Jepnyvvacca, [, ], [ 
10 |Kac alk, [ 

eee 

2 |. 6, thickish trace on line; above and right, a speck: c suggested, but it would not be typical 3 ]..[, upright; shorter upright with crossbar to right, perhaps left also; then perhaps lower half of n 4 €,, short upright descending from mid-level: ¢, p? (there is a speck to right of top, which could be connected ); then another speck, a little lower 5-7 These four lines are crowded close together; it seems impossible to say whether any of them in particular was a later insertion, though 6a seems to have been given the least space 5 |ya, trace of horizontal level with tops of letters, then cusp of triangular letter linked to the following rho in a flat curve. [, speck at mid-level 8 ]., two specks, close together on line _ [, upright descending below line 9 More cursive 10 _, [, perhaps a, surface damaged 
11 In third space, a small circle. 

4 m]adw en[t]hepe[e? 
6 The suprascript EvpumvAn[v evidently refers to tavrny; she is mentioned in An. 8 (PMG 372). 
8 J ujnp’ éxet ver[? (cf. fr. 21. 8 above), or un jue Keiver (1. xéver) ‘don’t touch (provoke?) me’ (Eurypyle 

speaking?), cf. Eup. fr. 233. 3 K. 
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fr. 28 7.6 x 6.5 cm 

lier ol 
]. tnxpoa[ Ja, | 

Jec: arrerrouw[ | qv[ 

|radopavtnvrwy| 

5 Je racroucyPw7[, Jv. . [ 
Ja[. , |Brorocay[,].[]...<¢ v7, [ 

| [ ] [ 
]. Aan, Jro7, [, , Jepovavera[ 

i I. Jea[, iv (s, _ |eaval, Biro inors [ 

}.[. al Jeol JI -vele..[ 
]v z[ (eal 
eal 
a 

10 

1 In second space, foot of stroke descending well below the line, curving to left; base of a shorter upright 
with apparently some ink to right from foot 2 ],, thinly drawn stroke descending from upper level in a 
curve to the right; a trace below and left suggests a diagonal descending to the lefi: a? [. top of a curved 
letter, possibly c or p 5 vislarger than normal, being writtenoverw @ rather than B 6 \«, thin 
stroke slanting up a little from horizontal, at mid-level _ [, speck just below tops of letters 8 ]., short 
horizontal at upper level, joined at right end by ashort upright: 7? —_A, short stroke at mid-level slanting up 
slightly from horizontal 7, [, upright (?) curved to right at top 9 |. [. ]¢, the first trace suggests a 
very small 6 a[, ], [, the trace may represent the right side of yy abnormal: the stalk projects into the 
bowl making it look rather like 10 ,,[, short horizontal just above mid-level; upright, followed 
by a speck above the general level 13 Tora 

3 Cf. fr. 1. 5 (quotation rather than lemma). 
4 THv pe|Tapopay THY Tay [moysviwr? 

8 A]meAAq[] 76 [07 ]epov?, see on fr. 6. 2. 
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fr. 29 4X5.5 cm 

JT@«dA,  crcol, . J, [ 
]ucdStowvre|[ 

|Anpocnwev em 

], vde emiToug| 

foot of column 

1 A,, A followed by a vertical (or possibly 4); then speck at mid-level, trace on line followed by lower half of a diagonal from the left (these two traces to be combined —as A?) 4 ]., speck level with top of v 
2 An. g1 (PMG 380) yaipe, didov pac, Xapievre erdidwv mpocwmur (cf. LILI 3695 fr. 7, Be 

fr. 30 2.8 X 4.2 cm 

elreee let 
lb eoibanslile, all 
Jeon []uexperou[ 
Jevac tazen[ 

5 |¢iBodrovée, [ 

]. pedoc776a,, [ 

Jvtadounag[ 

J.e{ Jer 

1 Insecond space, possibly c, but traces perhaps to be divided between 2 letters 2 _.,|, two little 
traces at upper level, then a thin horizontal at mid-level not quite touching next trace, an upright; speck to 
right of upper part of this— perhaps to be combined with it, to make p; then an apostrophe-like mark, on the 
break 3 Of uw, only the right upright survives 4 +[, isolated dot on line 5 Of ¢, there 
remain the top of a quite tall upright, and lower, not quite attached, a short stroke angled slightly upwards 
from horizontal towards the right _ [, a short upright descends from tongue of ¢, rather too short for iy 
perhaps side of 7? 6 J,, minute trace level with top ofp + and c raised, bases level with topioty, I, 
a little hook on line, suggesting base of c 7 for €[, perhaps C[ 8 ],, bit of a diagonal ascending to 
left (A or 5); above the e which follows, 2 dots, possibly accidental 

5 ap] PiBorov de z[dc (or t[drepov), cf. fr. 2514. 
6 Acr]¢pidoc?, cf. An. 188 (PMG 957). 
7 |y ta Aoura €[ (or Aowrd£[erau?) rather than cx|vrado ma€[, 
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{re 31 2.6 X 4.3 cm 

lat 
ie 
Il 

Irewel 
5  |rro cevd[ 

|cader[].A A [ 

1 [lel 

1 Loop, of a? 2 Diagonal ascending to night 4 Tongue of eis irregular, a speck with vertical 

extension 6 ].A, [, traces of the top of a diagonal ascending to right and of a horizontal (e?) joined to a 

letter which has been corrected to A, followed by a small curved letter (« or o) 

5 e.g. amo c{e}iS[jpou (Rea), cf. PMG 347 fr. 1.7? The space after zo seems to rule out [Toce:8[. 

fr. 32 ar] X57 eM 

ike (). Pil. o ae 
[elect ee aT. 
cere eee) 
Jed, que, eqprau[ 

5 |xetwva [ 

] [ 
] [ 
] [ 

1 ], .[, in second space, a stroke slanting rather to right of vertical, crossed below mid-level by a 
horizontal 2 |,[{,speckonline _ ], [*, longish upright with ink going to right (and left?) attop —_]_, [8, 
narrow p? 3 .[, foot, well below line 4 |e, bottom ofa curved letter,e orc after 6, trace ofa 

diagonal ascending toright mratherthann  1,, two letters (uc), or one (K)? 

5 |xetwva: cf. An. 115 (PMG 399). 
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fr. 33 6.6 x 5.3 cm 

ee te ae 
]. vOnv[, Jvouads, , , [ 

wie Joverdocevyew| ]d[ , al 
Jeo. vmepec.[..... Jval, “h [ 

Ao Grease ie .¥[]@nc [ 
6 Peak ea ere [ 

7a |. ere, Jaurn 
7b J.a,ou, .[..], cyapaurne pawadaceades [ 

oneal bee [, , jucrapxevocaberes [ 

], ontyo[, |pinvecerp, [ 

]¢....vmpocadpo  [ 
10 JecOaitapatibe = [ 

|, axaca, kacousy [ 

Jevcat, vwer [ 

Surface has suffered badly from tearing and abrasion 1 After Oe, a long upright (p[?) —_, [, hook 

off the line, would fit e.g. a 2 ],,traceonline — y[, ], aspeck below this gap, probably not connected 
withaletter | ___ [, upright, smudge on line, bit ofa diagonal off the line, ascending to the right 8 The 
last two letters in cursive, perhaps zpa? 11 ],, speck rather below level of top of a 

5 Possibly ofvavOnc, cf. 1. 2 JavOnv. 

7b In the second of the two inserted lines, oc has been added after yap and auryc changed to aurac. 
7 Aupw)voc 6 [Ap]icrapyevoc?, cf. Schol. A Il. 10. 397-9. 
g-10 mpoc Adpo-[dirny: cf. fr. 16 ii 8. 
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fr. 34 3X 5.1 cm 

top of column 

(eee ee 
Jepavay, v, [ 
Jovm [ep Joe 

Jrou(].. [ 
5 }.. [adel 

|. toural 

7 Jvoc, [ 
i ula 
8 J.¢,[ 

I y.,, upright, then a short horizontal off the line, suitable for tongue of e 2 4., lower half 
of an upright leaning slightly to the right —__ [, dispersed traces suitable for a short upright A ibe 
upright 8 |., upright _[, small circle above a break at mid-level —c suggested 

iss 1.5 X 1.5 cm 

Ine. [ 
Ives. [ 
ape al: 

1. [, speck on line 3 ]..., mg, then top of an upright 

ne AD 2x 3.8cm 

i Peace | 
J. énc, [ 
deg 

Lael 
Se alee 

J. ous, [ 
J eal 

2 ],,traceonline __ [, dim traces compatible with an upright (c?) 3 ]., possibly a 6 | 
top ofa curved letter: <? —_, [, foot of an upright 
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fr. 37 2.9xX 2cm 

2 ],., foot of upright; traces on line and, a little to right, at mid-level 3 ]|.., a¢ would fit the 
traces _ [, a hook at mid-level and a trace above: €? 4 ],,traceonline For «, possibly v: the stalk 
and right or upper arm can be seen, but neither a lower arm of « nor the top of the upright, nor, if v, the left 
arm 2, , , dispersed traces along the line of a diagonal ascending to the right, and a firmer trace at the top, 
perhaps descending again: a might fit; then upper part ofa circle at mid-level 5 a,, diagonal ascending 
steeply to right 

That fr. 37 belongs under fr. 34 is suggested by the colour of the verso fibres (Cockle). 

fr. 38 I1X2cm 

2 ]., back of A ora 3 |., three specks around the line 5. [, traces on the break of another 
crossbar, slightly higher 

fr. 39 ex 1.0m 

steal 
eal 
Wik. . af 
|Kpeovr, [ 

2 ].[, upright ]__., first trace: foot of upright and top of upright, its top intersected by a stroke 
descending diagonally to the right; second trace, upright 3 «,,, apparently a stroke slanting up from 
line to mid-level, in ligature with a v-shaped letter (cursive v?) 4 .[, trace above the general level 
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fr. 40 eae me 

5 KaiTak, [ 

va [ 

1 for A, possibly y 2, [, lower part of a diagonal ascending to the right, beginning well below the 
line 4 ],, bit ofa stroke level with the tops of letters, angled like an acute accent 5. [, speck level 
with top of « 

fr. 41 1.4 X I.4.cm 

|x. [ 
]. aval 

t peor 2 ],,« would fit the traces af or 8[? 

fr. 42 1.8 X 3.5 cm 
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fr. 43 1.8 X 0.9 cm 

fr. 44 

Two fragments (1.6 x 2.6 cm and 2 x 2.2 cm), aligned by Lobel; the gap between them 
must be uncertain 

1 Nee al. Weel 

2 above X, a horizontal stroke, curved slightly upwards 3 ]., possibly pu, of which the right leg is 
lost [, upright, and a speck just to the right of it at mid-level 5 ].,.yorrt 6 _[, left half ofa 
circle 7 Blank 9 T..., a0: would fitthe traces _ [, hook online, suggesting a it J, oa lly 
¢Tov (or x) would fit the traces 11 Insecond space, upper part of a tallish upright 
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fr. 45 IxXiIcm fr. 46 2x 0.6 cm 

fora J. of 
Jeé[ 

Vey, 2.7 1.6 cm fr. 48 2x17 CM 

Pe de iial Je 
Jeo... etl J. 0... <enve[ 
ial [ed PO ese! 
fied aa | 

2 0,,, part of a short upright apparently 2 e.g. mpetlépny d[iAtmy or gd[tAdrynTa? See 
beginning off the line; there follows another upright, below, fr. 50. 15; cf. Thgn. 600, 1102, 1278b. 
hooked to the left at top in a way suggestive of v in 
this hand: but the gap between the two is rather 
wide 3 ]..,, a horizontal level with tops of 

letters; then dispersed traces, a small circle, and bit 

of an upright 

fr. 49 1.2 X 4.6 cm 

This fragment is made up of two small scraps joined by Dr Cockle in 1975 (the recto fibres 

match) 1 ],, end of a diagonal ascending to right, joined to upright 2 .[, corner of a or 
n) 3 ].., diagonal ascending to right, then a circular letter open at the top 4 ].[, a very odd 
letter: a diagonal ascending to right but turning back horizontally at the top, intersected by a large curve 

open on the left | After the gap, a trace of a flat w or a very sloping v 7 .[, v or p» rather than 
A 8 ]_, trace of horizontal level with tops of letters (c,y,r) —_, [, a letter curved at the top like a cursive 
7, joined to a diagonal ascending to the right; two letters may be represented 
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fr. 50 3.6 x 8.7 cm 

Jo, tcro[ 

|yocatort[ 

10 Jue ]var[ 

Jevewwa|[ 

Jveaurne[ 
eT 

], ev [d:Jaxp[ 
]. €ewcrar, [ 

15 ]. [prornrac[ 

JeArer, ov[ 
J... Jolserc[ 
eee [ 

Jovpero[ 

t Jc, lower half of ¢ (or perhaps e) _, [, lower half of upright followed by trace on line J. [, upright 
apparently intersected near base by a stroke from below and left 3 ]., trace level with tops of 
letters _7_, trace level with top of 7, perhaps to be combined with it as s— but the spacing, and a suggestion 
that the crossbar projects to left of upright, make 7 preferable ¢[, back of a curved letter—c likely 
(rowc[?) 4 w above line, most uncertain: it may be damaged or itself have been deleted [, trace 
rather below tops of letters 7 |., upright 8 9,, a thin horizontal at mid-level, possibly the top 
stroke of c, which this scribe often makes separately and sometimes exaggerates: but one would expect the 
lower part of the letter to appear 13 ],, on the break, B suggested, but the traces may be 
misleading 14 ],, bit of a diagonal ascending to the right _, [, speck on line 16 v,, dispersed 
traces suggesting a —_ of y, only apex between upright and diagonal descending to the right can be seen: this 
may represent 2 letters; if so, y[ or sy[ would be possible 17 |.[, lower part of upright perhaps 
intersected at mid-level by stroke to right 18 | [, trace on line 
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fr. 51 4x 6.7 cm 

col. 1 col. il 

ott 

|, cap aka ce ae 
|v sb (pov. [ sae 
ie >—ollna 

5  Jj.ap ae | 5 
vu d.ar, [ 

Ie yexa[ 
], mae => avril 

|, Kw <= conal lel 

3 p.xetdoc .[ 10 

lv, abl eee 
Jut@v Jequev[ 
].v ed 
eal Ea) 

Col.i. 1 ],, trace seeming to rise from line to mid-level; then I think rather c than y, though the upright is 
hooked only very slightly to the right at base 2 ],, a stroke leaning rather to the right of vertical and 

bending to the right (and slightly downwards?) at top 5 ]., tip of an upright level with the tops of the 

letters 8 ],, I should say. with diaeresis (and not e.g. v) though there is some uncertainty since the left- 

hand of the two dots is darker than the other, and is right on the break g |., speck level with top 

of « 11 After v, a short upright intersected just below the top by a stroke to the right 

Col. ii. 1 There is a little upright stroke attached to the top of 0, but I would hesitate to interpret it 

as part of a breathing 3 .[, base of an upright intersected towards mid-level by a horizontal to 
the right 4 Of w, only the left edge is visible 5 .[, base of a stroke descending below the 
line g ¢ blotted and/or deleted ‘|, , [, hook on line, perhaps loop of a; then a speck below the line 
10 p,,traceonlineasoftinycusp __ [, horizontal stroke off the line 11 _[],,anupright, then traces of 
a letter apparently occupying very little space, i.e. o 12 Above the right leg of yw, a dot of ink not 
accounted for 

Col. i. 8 If Ji, it might suggest ti (cf. tec, Od. 21. 395) 
Col. ii. 4 @ wa[é, asin An. 15. 1 (PMG 360)?, cf. also An. 33 (PMG 356) and 38. 1 (PMG 396). 
g-10 The sign opposite the paragraphos between |. 9 and 10 may be a reference to a line that had been 

omitted but was added in the margin; cf. Bacch. 11. 106 (col. 22 of the 1897 facsimile edn.). 
10 pq, hardly py: cf. Mimn. 10. 7 G. (11a. 3 W.) ’Qxeavod mapa yeiAec’ (xeiAoc Bergk). 
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fr. 52 4.4 X 4.5 cm 

eet ena ake eal 
Jewel. , Borer ryv[ 
]....9., arapyo[ 

J.9.... [aAdnyopel 
5 J. (And 8a, []xa, , [ 

]. ovrec Bacta,[], .[ 

}.0.[.. }$oe, cpr 
|eeaxever| 

Pee et 
10 Je led avis 

1 a. [, foot of upright hooked to right at bottom 3 p.., upper half ofa diagonal ascending to the 
right, followed by an upright (x?) 4 J]. 9, a horizontal level with the top of o & le (-) first, top of 
a round letter, then trace of a triangular letter (a or 5); the end of its diagonal might also be ae foot of an 
upright: |pe:A seems possible a. [, trace level with the tops of letters (c possible) a, , [, two traces which 
would combine as a short upright, a trace near top level, then base of an upright 6 |, 0, before 0, another 
small circle, like that of p a. [, left end of a horizontal level with tops of letters |, [ ligature of a or ¢ 
with c 7 ].,speck level with top ofo _[, alongish upright on the break —_¢, an upright intersected 
by a curve (% possible); € in its cursive form, or just possibly a 

[Aa ]Bovev (space does not allow pe[v Ad]B-) r7v[. 
[wa]perAjpOax [6]xavoy [: probably a comment on An. 47 (PMG 401). 
Jpovrec Bactraler[ 
]doe, cpwy or |gor, apwv: AS] hor apr (‘dapple-grey’, of horses)? 

2 

D 
6 
7 

fr.53a+b 4.7X5 cm 

top of column 

b 

vee lest (elope a. 
ele el reel eel 

(oe ee | [ 

] 6 
] 
] 

fr. 53a +b. 4 was aligned with fr. 52. 1 by Mr Lobel. While his combination of frs. 53a +b looks almost 
certain, their connection with fr. 52 does not rest on a clear pattern of the recto fibres Wy aye) hE 
upright _. |, apex with suggestion of some ink to right, then a speck on the line; the width of the following 
gap is undetermined — ¢_1, room for perhaps 2 letters __ [, a trace off the line 2 y,[, lower part of a 
diagonal ascending to the right 3 The line is blank (though the space is rather less than would be 
expected if a line had been lost) 
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]. 79. [xea. [Jovra, [ 
5 Inpel]. ered, |peAnr[ 

ler jecncvael Val 
Jw, [ 
ve [ 

4 ],, trace of horizontal level with top of r 9, [, speck below line a, [, foot of diagonal ascending 

to right, beginning below the line 5 |, +, trace level with tops of the letters Of y[, the final upright 

cannot be seen and X is theoretically possible 6 After 7, the surface is badly damaged: in the first space 

9 and in the fourth space @[ are possibilities 7 w,[, upper left part of a (not small) circle 

fr. 53a +b The combination of the two scraps is not quite certain. 

4 |, ror (o8|rou?) xvaovrar , [ (sc. of crixor). 

5 Ti d[e] PiAny [A€éyer? This might refer to An. 93. 3 (PMG 373) or 108. 1 (PMG 389), or to a lost verse. 

fr. 54 2X 11.2 cm 

col. ul 

apd, [ 
col. i ye, [ 

]yc py. [ 
| traA.y| 

|pa Joel 
Jpog pew | 

5 jera Aor, , [ 

le. ml 
ls Tat 

ley be, [ 10 

1. ) THI 
10 ] Per i: 

Col. i. 6 Trace after x resembles cursive v 7 |. ., the traces are rather blurred: the lower half of a 
diagonal descending from left; then two halves of a rather large circle, facing one another but not joined 
together 8 for n, perhaps eu 

Col. ii. 1, [, trace at mid-level 2 _[, stroke swinging from mid-level down and to left By alle 

crossbar 5 First letter apparently an enlarged 4, but vy might be read 10 There is a thin stroke 
across @ and extending to the back of e¢, in addition to the crossbar—rather insubstantial for a 

deletion 11 Above the deleted 7, rn[ or tuc[ has been added 
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lie de, [ 
Jaa , eae 
|ve e[ 15 

Ja co[ 

15 | al 
| A vl 
eet A, 

18 | > [ Jec[ 20 

1ga Jurodo Trec[ 

1gb Iyeae = 7a. [ 

19 kee Gil 
20 | e. | 

] pol 25 
] (].¢¢a-[ 

Col. i. 11 ],, short upright, perhaps turned to left at top (7?) 

Col. ii. 13, [, part of an upright 14 ,, [, trace on line in left of first space, a speck higher and to 
right, then a v-shaped trace off the line 17 _,[, hair-line trace of upper part of an upright 19 first 
letter perhaps A or «, then a speck at mid-level, then a loop or left arc of a circle 

Col. i 
19 The end of the second of the two inserted lines might follow immediately on the first: ra]utoAoyiac? 

fr. 55 iO vec 

J. cul 

Tei 

1 Speck on line, then what resembles a small and careless pz 2 |,, speck level with tops of letters, a 
horizontal at mid-level, stopped on right by an upright; there is ink as of strokes going to the right from this at 2 
points, above and below middle; small ex might fit these traces _, [, rather long horizontal on the line: § and 
part of another letter? 6 ],, a trace at mid-level 7 |., trace off the line 
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fr. 56 1.9% 3.7 cm 

]. aw, [ 
]. xan 
]uer, | 

Jveyap| 
5 |node[ 

Jvopyz[ 
|vaxay[ 

Jacayp., [ 
Peet 

10 laal 

1 ],, trace rising a little from the line to touch tip of a; above this, aspeck at mid-level _, [, lower part of 
upright descending well below line 2 ]., speck on line 3, [, trace just off the line, suggesting e.g. 

corner of 0 6 ,[, the stroke is very near the break: I am not sure that ink joined to the right of the upright 

which I have taken as « would be seen 8 _[, bit of an upright g |, ., traces rubbed: ca might 

fit 10 a horizontal crossing the top of an upright and joined at its right end to a stroke descending more 

or less vertically, seemingly split into 2 ends at top 

fr. 57 2.2 X 3.5 cm 

lAoyoc| 
|, vevtn, [ 

]. vr oceul 

Ja:KAeap[ 

5 ], red[ 

Jovad[ 
], Bacec, [ 

| 

1 Ashows a short stroke projecting to right of right-hand diagonal, perhaps accidental; through the first o 
there is a diagonal line (top left to bottom right) —also perhaps accidental 2 ]_, tail of diagonal from left 
seemingly joined near base by a lower stroke from left: a suggested _, [, smudged: the traces suggest an 
upright coalescing with a half-circle: « or ¢ might be read 3 ]., trace at mid-level 5 |., top of 
small upright turning to left at top 6 g, amore angular and open loop than other specimens; the letter is 
anomalous, having a small tick to the left from top of left diagonal 7 .[,a vertical with stroke to right at 
top, 1.€. 7 Or y 
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3 T]ov7’ end of lemma, 6 Ciu[ beginning of comment? A Simalos occurs in An. 88 (PMG 386). 4 Ja: KXeap[xoc (cf. Athen. 14. 639A) or KXeap[icry? (Cockle refers to Theoc. 5. 88), or KXedp[ucroc? (Thgn. 511, 514). 
6 Jovad[ looks more like Jovd8[. 
7 |v Bacuc? 

fr. 58 0.8 xX 3 cm fr. 59 1.4X1.8cm 

Ja il 
Ju. ).[ ]Oqzv, [ 
]uol 

Inevx 
Is.t Inrnel 

5 Jago, [ 5 Neal etal 

2 _[, trace on line 

1 Loop of a or w 2 |, trace at mid- 
level —__[, trace level with top of v Alls 
trace just below mid-level 5 .[, foot (of 
diagonal ascending right?) on or below the line 

fr. 60 0.5 X1.4cm fr. 61 1.2X0.7cm 

oe LI 
lol (eee 
Jayu[ 

Pal 
1 Foot of upright 2 [, left end! of a 

horizontal level with tops of letters 

4 ,[, apex ofA ora 

fr. 62 1.5 * 1.9 emi fr. 63 0.7 X 1.5 cm 

ue = Jbuol 
]iwédeo, [ Jyer[ 

2 ,[, foot of (I think) a stroke slanting rather 
to the right 
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fr. 64 1X1.7cm 

J@cor[ 
]. on[ 
Aa 

le 

2 ],, upper tip of upright 3 ,[, base of 
e (or o) 4 Trace as of top of upright followed 
by a speck at the same level 

fr. 66 1.5 xX 1.5 cm 

18. [ 
Jec| 

].or7.[ 

fr. 65 13 % 273 cm 

1 Diagonal ascending from left, curling over 

to right at top 2 |,, upright with suggestion 

of a stroke descending to left from top ae 

speck perhaps not of ink, on line 

{c5 67 Ux 1.7 em 

4 _[, bit ofan upright 

of upright 
5 .[, upper part 

fr. 68 1.1 9C1.9: Cm 

Jor, [ 

Jecd, 

Jor, 

[ 
[ 

}v el 

lca 

2 _[, speck level with tops of letters 3 .[, a speck off the line 5, [, trace suitable for top of € 
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fr. 69 1.2 X 2.5 cm 

Jo[ 
gs eae 
iPalpiel 
I7[ 

5 hel 
Irl 

2 ].u[, two specks slightly Suggestive of an acute accent over the letter before m 3 |. [, foot of an upright hooked to right at base 

fr. 70 2.3 X 4.6 cm 

ie) 
]. pan. .[ 
]. . aerne[ 

]..7. Op 
5 |. exuprt, [ 

pce Rae 
].0, ef 

Je, va 

Jepov [ 

2 ],, speck level with tops of letters; for y, possibly read ¢ 3 ]., faint traces of a horizontal at mid- 
level and a speck above: e might be read 4 ]..7, room for one or 2 letters; the first trace is a horizontal 
level with tops of letters 5 ]., lower half of an upright, perhaps to be connected with the end of 
a stroke which touches the back of ¢, off the line [, left side of a circle 7 ]., foot of an upright 
8 «,, perhaps v is to be read, though it would be rather a sprawling specimen 

5 re xupro[: cf. Anacreontea 57. 27 W. xopoc iyBiwv re KUpToc. 
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frat bok om 

Cees reL 
2a |xae [ 

2 Jex, [ 

], auf 

1 ],, lower right part of a circle; of ec, only base visible 2a rather smaller, inserted between ll. 1 

and 2 2 _[, trace suggests a crossbar, i.e. T 3 ],, trace level with tops of letters 4 ],,asmall 

loop rather below the level of 0, perhaps lower part of B 5. y or a 6 .[, an upright 
7 .,..[, room for 2 or 3 letters; the final trace is an upright 8 bits of 2 uprights, then a hook facing right 

ine72 225 63.0 Cll 

space of about 4 lines blank 

|rewe[ 

PL 

in 73 5.1 xX 5.3 cm 

ae 
lee 
jer 

]. saya, [ 
5 ] [ 

Jrovay, [ 
Ger elena reel 

This piece is very worm-eaten and rubbed 1 Speck on line 2 __,[,astroke leaning slightly 
to right of vertical and curving to right at top; then a small loop at mid-level (0 or p); then a rather larger circle, 
possibly with a tail-stroke to the right (0, 8, or poorly made a?) 3. [, foot of upright 6 | [, apex of 
a triangle, from right side of which a short diagonal rises towards the right Fe \@ Vee Ge Bl 
crossbar 
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]. ce... @[]daAA, [ 
]..L. Jevrewoux[]nc[]. v7. [ 

10 Jet[. . ], wepravaxpeovtoc[ 

|. , rovatodov e7[, ]vof 

Jover [..].. 0. ]. ve 
Jeual[ ].a[ 

9 ].», trace of horizontal at mid-level | [, perhaps w 11 |,,, upright with trace of a crossbar 
at mid-level, then another upright (7 or « might fit) 12 7,[, top of upright 13 ],, crossbar 
level with top of a 

3 yluvacgiy? cf. An. 82. 12 (PMG 388). 

8 |. .c &y Téw 5 dOAq[: perhaps van ]|cac? sc. Anacreon? 
9 7[ rather than ra[ or ro[: év Téw ofkncdvta[v? 

II aldAov or Aiddov? 

fr. 74 250731 CIM 

Jol 
I7[ 
JL 
inal 

al. 
Je, xa[ 
]..Uel 

Hepa | 
Isa 

10 ~— Jvdfjo.[ 
).vD«l 
jonart 
|r0d, ce[ 
jollaee! 

ee bs bl 
Jey[ 

4 ].. [, speck level with tops of letters, then lower left part ofa circle 5 ].. [speck off the line, then 
an upright slanting rather to the right, joined at the centre by a stroke from the right 8 ],, possibly w, 
but perhaps parts of 2 letters 14 7,, a faint short upright 
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fr. 75 1.4 X 2.5 cm 

1. [, foot ofa stroke descending a little below the line 2 ]., part ofa broad diagonal descending to the right, with a speck on the line below _[, speck on line 3 «,[, trace above the general level 4 .[, along stroke arching over the right side of v, descending to the line, then hooked to right 6 |., tip of a diagonal ascending from left For §, possibly a 

fr. 76 2.9 Xoo cin 

]xal[ 
J... pal 
|7apaco[ 

ial 

Very dim and rubbed 4 |. [, part of a diagonal ascending to the right 

fr. 77 
1.7 X4.5 cm 

], Ave[ 
Javnc[ 
J, begr[ 
Jepyab[ 

5 ez 
ft atwr[ 

Jve[Jocun[ 
joer er 
J. «yl 

5 ].,vorr+s org __[, trace above general level 8 [, upright seemingly turning to right at top 9 ]., foot of upright, preceded by a speck off the line 
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fr. 78 oA <5. cm 

Jer. [ 
Iv. va. | 

esc aa 
Pet elenlelle | 

5 }. af 
}.nl 

}. UL. Il 
Jeellyal 
], +a af 

10 leet 
eal 

1 _[,a triangular letter, A rather than a 2 After |p, a trace level with top of letters, then an upright 
hooked to left at top 3 second letter a or possibly € 6 ],, end of a crossbar g ]., apex ofa 
triangle 

fr. 79 3.8 X 3.4 cm 

eee iE eal 
es leo 

je Delco od bed aoc ae 
1 Pivwrencth | 

a ie Gorerosl etl ee lat 
Divaes iis Ps rele 

en pea 

3 |., lower half of upright 5 |. [ (fin.), longish upright 
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fr. 80 2.85.1 cm 

1 AL eeinen | 
Peed Seale ema 

a Ve poles 
]..BUel. Jeep. [ 

]. du, AL 
ieenex 
Je, Jrocu[ 

10 Joc 
aed 

6 Ba[c]capi[ or Ba[c]eapn[ seem possible, cf. An. 33. 6 (PMG 356a) and An. 32 (PMG 411b) (Cockle). 

ILO 5.2X5.5 cm 

alajeme 

Extremely rubbed and worm-eaten; the decipherment is largely uncertain 2 ]_. [, upright hooked 
to right at base, then after a short gap what seems to be a small circle 3 ].8, upright hooked left and 
down attop  ¢ [, corner ofa triangle, a or 6 
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fr. 82 4.6 x 10.3 cm 

Je«, ver[ 
JeAAnccare[ 

1. L. Jum [oJ rAov[ 
4 Jew[7,. 7] 

5a ]rox 

lene, eel Ales 
J... ..el. . Jeewe[]erov, [ 

10 Jeva [, ] 7, , uxeav, of 
Jou. .[.].., ovsa, [ 
[evieS Ae peal leah 

Atlee eel a) S| dee lver{ |zol 
Jal. Jrov 78[, Jvovn[ 

15 Jvaur[]arexer[, ]. yap[ 
]. prern. xe. [ 

Jovepwr[ 
]. eteyadal 

J. o@ew[ 
20 Jxaul 

Jec[ 
al 

1 «,, room for one or two letters 5 In fourth space, an upright hooked to right at top Ones le 
A or lower half of x, then lower half of an upright 8... right side ofa circle, thenAora __ [, upright 
intersected by another stroke at top 9 v.[, 7ory 10 a, [, short thick upright turning to left at 
base, and rising from the line at a shallow angle, followed shortly by a speck on line; but @ is not suggested. 
T,,, 2 triangular letters, e.g. aA; though between the second of these letters and the following v is a dot level 
with the tops of letters— accidental? 11 , ,[, diagonal ascending to right, followed by another, flatter 
one 12 ¢€,, left side of a circle dimly visible «, ,_, speck off the line, bits of 2 uprights J], [, 2 
uprights 15 ],,aspeck level with top of y, possibly to be connected with it, making 7 16 ],, speck 
level with tops of letters 4, , a speck on line and horizontal at mid-level: wee 

2 BAAnc, or AreAdjc (see on fr. 6. 2 above). 
3 Bab]v-, rav]u-, or €]bémXov (Cockle), or a perfect form of mAoureiv? 
14 mO[a]vov? 
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15 yulvaika: exei[v]n yap? 

16 | rpvety cxed[ov xpovov? 

17 Jov €pwr[a? 
18 yada[: a form of yaAabnvoc?, cf. An. 28 (PMG 408). 

fr. 83 3.9 X 3.9 cm 
top of column? 

Ime 
]. dnkwe, ax, . [ 
|ravpoucn, , , [ 

|]. me0r, avrou‘ov[ 

Inv, . ve, [ 

5 poe | 
]vrol[ 

1 |,, trace off the line — c,a, I am not sure whether this is a space left between words, perhaps with a 

point of punctuation, or whether a letter has been lost to view; by the upper left part of a is a spot of ink which 
could represent the end of a crossbar _, _[, dispersed traces of 2 or 3 letters on or just above the 

line 2-3 the right-hand part of these lines is badly rubbed 27...[, after 7, possibly v (the 
upright in the right-hand part of this space can be seen, and the rest of the letter, though very shadowy, is 

definitely suggested); then trace of a cusp, and perhaps the loop— of a? —in ligature with an « descending well 
below the line 3 |,,a horizontal trace off the line: could be a low-set + 4 v,,,an upright curved 
to the left as it descends, and thickened with a blob of ink at top—then lower left section of a circle? _[, € 
(perhaps crossed out) is ligatured to a horizontal at mid-level 5 ]., trace level with tops ofletters _ [, 

the traces resemble a small apostrophe, then small y. 

1 |, 6 likely: déyxwc? But the trace does not suggest Ja. 

fr. 84 3xX4cm 

|. vtpotroverr, [ 

].@, [], vowovrz[ 
Juexpit@y el 

5 J]. .asmpor,.¢.[ 
oly ale opie 

i |, acu 2 ],,acurvedletter:oorw __[, diagonal ascending to the right 3 |. v, two 

specks at mid-level 5 ,[, trace of vertical descending well below the line 6 |. 0, speck level with 
topofo |, [, a crossbar, then a speck on the line 

4 péxpeTta@ve [: the numeral 10? 
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fr. 85 1.5 X 3.2 cm fr. 86 1.5 X2cm 

Tse wae 

1 ],, speck on line, and above, a horizontal 
joining the left horn of w 3 |., an upright 
5 |..[, an upright intersected at top by a stroke 4 |., tip ofa diagonal descending to the right from the left, and in centre by one from the right 

fr. 87 1.7 X 8.2 cm 

Jee, 8 

Jute, [ 

]Owe [ 

]uocyap 
5  ]rodov[ 

J... uf 
] [ 

8 ad [ 
ga fe 

9 vac [ 
10 |¢avo [ 

Jepor [ 
Jepa [ 

[ 
]. are [ 

vor, [ 

15 je, Ly 
lek ei 

I ,, a stroke beginning below line, ascending steeply towards right 2 _[, dot on line, I think a 
point of punctuation 6 J..., first a diagonal ascending to right and turning into vertical (right-hand 
half of w?); then Ax or v ga interlinear letters, or possibly offsets 9 a,, scattered traces which I 
cannot co-ordinate 13 ]., level with the top of a, the end of a stroke from left | Above the end of the 
line is what resembles an enlarged capital » — or possibly AA, [ 16 ], [, a diagonal ascending to the right 
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fr. 88 3X 4.5 cm 

it 
leegee 
Jercvdal[ 
J... Terp| 

5 ].0, , wood [ 
]..p.Poyvov [ 

LD rata) 

2 ],, lower part of o or w 3 for cv, possibly ov 5 0, ,, arc open to right, from which short 

diagonal ascends to right (e?); then dot on line and trace of upright (v?) 6 ]., foot of an upright 
descending below line 7 ]., upright ],, crossbar  _[, hook facing up and right Olan 

upright, part of stroke beginning as diagonal ascending to right, becoming more upright 

3-4 may be another quotation of Hes. Op. 596 (see above fr. 15 ii 8-10); if so, fr. go. 6 may be part of 
the same line: tpic vdatoc mpoxéew, 70 dé TéTpaTov ‘eye oivov. In fr. 88 the quotation would give a line of 

between 19 and 22 letters as against 28-9 letters attested for fr. 17; it may have been interspersed with 

paraphrase or comment. 

fr. 89 1.5 X 3.6 cm 

2a Neca 

2 eee | 
J.n.al 

2a ],., trace level with tops of letters, the upright perhaps intersected at top by stroke from 

left 2 ,,[,eligatured to next letter (1 think not), then a little y at mid-level Sele uprichtas a, 

little hook, then 2 traces higher to the right 4 ].,small circle 6 astroke leaning slightly right of 
vertical 7 asmall circle open at top right 
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fr. go 3.2x5.6cm 

oe 

.. [Boral 
JxeewT, [ 

J. (. Jvecal 

Jeon 
eel et 

10 Tee eel Le lal 

lial 

3.9, speck on line and horizontal trace level with top of o 4 ].., speck level with tops of letters, 
crossbar hooked up at left end 8 ]., hook level with top of o facing down and left —___[, diagonal 
ascending to right; bit of an upright 9 |.[, bit of an upright 

6 See on fr. 88. 3-4. 

fr. gI 2X2.2cm fr. 92 O.4X 1.2 cm 

bene iba 
teed Jep[ 

in il 

1 p,[, an upright 
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fr. 93 0.9 X 3.2 cm 

1 c{ orw[ 2 _[, anupright Al 
apex of a triangle 5 ]., upright hooked to 
left at top __[, apparently there was an inter- 
linear letter above this letter 

fr. 95 13 1.5 0m 

] pwr 
i nehte st 

07 0.8 X 4.4.cm 

Juee[ 
eal 
Jev[ 
Pal 

foot of column? 

fr. 94 0.8 X 2cm 

fr. g6 0.9 X 1.6 cm 

1 _[, upright, curved to left at foot, and 
possibly to right at top 2 this line is very 
rubbed: the penultimate letter is perhaps upsilon 

fr. 98 2 x 2-2 cin 

top of column? 

] 7a6[ 
] seul 
ea 
al 
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fr. 99 1.7 x2 cm 

Lol 
eet 

Jove [ 
]. quo, [ 
‘esl 

3 .[, at first sight top of &, or possibly left 
arm and part of upright of v 

fr. 101 IX1.4cm 

eel 
]. vf 
fet 

fr. 103 0.7 X1.6cm 

ee 
]rel 
al 

]. rol 

fr. 100 IX 1.2 cm 

| 
ep 
ie =i 

fr. 102 1.7X4cm 

Jal 
Inomor[ 
Jpwrek, [ 

Jovappod[ 
5 Jyaper, [ 

lAerp[ 
heal 
Ixol[ 

2 9 1s enlarged 3 .[, the foot of an 
upright linked to the lower arm of x H isiine 
bits of an upright curved a little to right at 
top _[, traces perhaps of 2 letters: short hori- 
zontal at mid-level, a speck at a slightly higher 
level, an upright with a mark above middle as of 
intersecting stroke from the right 
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fr. 104 IX 1.4cm 

Jel 
]xad8[ 
Jarel 

fr. 106 2x2cm 

i Peeias 
] OneL.]. 1 
] tov, [ 
], apar[ 

1 ,[, stroke beginning below the line and 
rising steeply towards the right A |, tO Ol 
an angular circle: p? 

fr. 107 1.9 X 2.8cm 

ial 
J, ote 

Ju em, [ 

jyap 7.1 

5 — Jepel 

4 7 untypical—the crossbar projects beyond 

right upright; faint traces then suggest r 

fr. 105 2.6 X 2.3 cm 

el 
ee ee Let 
Jaor, (ua [ 

174 love Al 
5 ]..L. Juzposl 

Jap 

3 .v,apexoftriangle | [,vorA Al lets 

top of diagonal ascending from left 

fr. 108 IxX2cm 

1 ],, lower part of a diagonal descending 
from left 3 .[, end of diagonal descending 
from left 5 hook facing down and left 
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fr. 109 ix 11cm fr. 110 1.8 x 2.6 cm 

|. Bel [7O. eeede | 
Jaxw[ Jaxv[ 
aT owl 

leet 
5 lal 

frend 1.2X2cm 

3 lL acre 4 J., top half of y or « 

]roq[ 
]xaz[ 
baal 
le, 

Seritl 

fr. 112 2.0 1.6 cm ft 193 2 27cm 

]..@. Trol ]vev[ 
era | [eer a, 

], mor[ al ieet| 
— : loa 

2 First 3 or 4 letters blotted (or deleted?) 

1 |v, or perhaps JA 8 .Aore ie 
a crossbar 
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3723. ELEGY 

44 5B.61/H(12-15)b 9.8 x 7.6 cm Second century 

Remains of two columns to full height, written across the fibres, on the back of an 

account of artabas which mentions a 14th year. At least one column is missing on the 

right (since the last surviving line is a hexameter); this makes it more likely that we are 

dealing with a roll, rather than a detached piece. But it was a roll of eccentrically small 

format: 7.6 cm high, with a column height of ¢. 5.5. (This is all the more marked in 

comparison with the recto: the document had a lower margin of 4.5 cm; that suggests a 

tall roll, from whose lower edge this narrow strip was cut to be reused for 3723.) Pocket 

rolls of poetry do occur in the early Roman period (see E.G. Turner, GMAW 21, 39, 41); 

but the smallest of these has a height of 12 cm. We know only one roll smaller, BKT Vi 

p. 75 (Pack? 1598), reconstructed height 4~5 cm; this contains erotic epigrams, and the 

editors comment: ‘wir lernen ein Format kennen, geeignet fiir ein Poesiebuch, das eine 

elegante Dame rasch in dem Busen verbergen konnte’. 

A sheet-join is visible on the recto, c. 1.5 cm in from the left-hand edge. The other 

edge of the overlap can just be seen at the right-hand edge of the verso; it seems that the 

papyrus broke along the join. 
The script is a small informal one, with strong cursive tendencies: thus beta and 

epsilon appear in the cursive as well as the formal shape; final sigma may have its flat top 

prolonged to the right; ligature, e.g. of epsilon, is common. We would assign both the 

hand of the recto and the hand of the verso (whose general effect is like that of the BM 

Herodas, though not so regular and pleasing to the eye) to 11 AD. 

There are no accents or punctuation; there is often a slight space at word-end (and 

in 1 a larger space at clause-end). The scribe writes iota adscript in 15 (the only word 

which requires it), inorganic diaeresis in 13 (but not in 19 Opyuxoc, which needs it). 

Scriptio plena in 1, unmarked elision in 9, 15(?), 18, 21. 1 CB for cB is a phonetic spelling, 

9 O0nx for Onx betrays weakening of the aspirate. 

The poem, in elegiacs, concerns gods and their boy-loves: 3-10 Apollo and 

Hyacinthus, 11-16 Dionysus and ‘the Indian’, 17-22 Heracles and Hylas. We might 

think of a simple catalogue, like Phanocles’ Erotes;! there was ample material, to judge 

from the list in Ps.-Clem. Hom. 5. 15. 2. But the narratives of 3723 are so short that they 

more suggest a group of exempla. They could then illustrate a general theme, say (i) ‘Gods 

too fall in love’ (see Gow on Theoc. 8. 59f.; Petron. 83. 1-6, citing Ganymede, Hylas, 

and Hyacinthus?), or (ii) ‘Gods too fall in love with boys’ (Thgn. 1345f.; Theoc. 13. 5f., 

Ganymede and Hylas), or a more particular one, say (111) “The favourites of the gods die 

young’ (true at least for Hylas and Hyacinthus) or (iv) “The gods loved these boys; but X 

is more handsome than any’ (AP 12. 128 = Mel. HE 4470, Daphnis and Hyacinthus). 

1 Powell, Coll. Alex. pp. 106-9 (the actual title attested only for fr. 2). Notice fr. 3, Dionysus and Adonis. 
2 We owe the reference to Professor Konrad Muller. 
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Line 23 contains a verb in the first person singular; it is at least possible that the application of the exempla began here, but nothing unambiguous remains. 

The format, script, and spelling of the manuscript suggest an amateur copyist. The style of the poem might well Suggest an amateur poet: he commands the erotic argot (1, 15, 19f.) and attains a certain neatness (16, 20), but his flat sluggish composition contrasts with his ambitious vocabulary; 21 Saecc, if it really represents Saedc, is a notable piece of levelling. He has four words new to the dictionaries, two routine (duditruxdlery, cuvopxncrnc), two of rarer formation (Spupoydpoc, evUmatayoc); he shares ag¢pétoKoc (-rdKoc) with Nonnus. As a metrician, he falls short of post-Callimachean niceties: he allows word-end after the ‘second trochee’ in a pentameter (20; Maas, Greek Metre §95) and after the ‘fourth spondee’ in a hexameter (1; ibid. §92); in 12 a short- vowel syllable stands before the caesura of the pentameter (ibid. §22; Gow-Page, GP i p. xli). But we see no special treatment of the accent at caesura or line-end. Style and subject alike show that these verses are Hellenistic or later (indeed, the poet may have 
read Theocritus: 17 and 21 nn.); the vocabulary seems to us to point to the Roman period. Thus poet and copyist might well be contemporaries; and in fact we would 
assume that 3723 is the poet’s own copy of his own work. We proceed on this assumption. But clearly the eccentricity of the copy constitutes the only solid evidence; we cannot 
exclude the possibility that this is a private transcript of an earlier (Hellenistic?) poem. 

Such an amateur poet would surely have a model. Such a model, at Oxyrhynchus, 
in the second century AD, would surely have been Greek; imitation of Latin, though not 
impossible (cf. PBon. 4; POxy. L p. 60), is much less likely at this date. This model, as 
reflected in 3723, has some speculative interest for literary historians. An elegy of at least 
twenty-four lines presents a series of mythological exempla, followed by a first person 
singular verb. That first person may or may not (23 n.) stand outside the narratives, 
that is, refer to the narrator; the narrator may or may not be the poet himself. If the poet 
speaks, and ifhe applies the exempla as argument or illustration in his personal affairs, the 
parallel is plainly with Roman rather than Greek elegy; we recognize the procedure, and 
indeed a basic element in the exempla, the servitium amoris, from Tibullus and Propertius. 
It has been much disputed whether the Latin love poets imitated a Hellenistic original 
now lost, or welded disparate Greek strains into a new creation. No such original has so 
far turned up. 3723 by itself is too limited and too ambiguous to settle the question. But it 
may be worth asking whether the presumed model of our poet, and the presumed model 
of Propertius, belonged to the same lost genre. 

This text was the subject of a seminar at the University of Amsterdam in April 1984. 
We are grateful to staff and students in Amsterdam, and to a smaller group from 
Utrecht, for comment and discussion; in particular, Professor C. J. Ruiygh has allowed 
us to quote some suggestions. At a later stage, colleagues in Berne analysed the text; we 
owe to them clarification both of the detail and of the general bearing of the poem. 

HE and GP refer to A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, Hellenistic Epigrams and The 
Garland of Philip. 
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col. i col. il 

|e GBeccedeeovrrup _ dex Gatpwvocdpupoxopou| 

|... []. dpotoxouc jeucticucuvBakxarcwvia[ 

].v. , , ovappurruxaccac nXncevTatayouT poctroda[, 

].... uTpimroda 15 wdwickvrovepwrocednka, [ 

5 | .. , OVNVUTIOCYH K WV mavoicuvopynctnvOupcove| 

], wevoccromate vaynvadKpnvnckpatepoc| 

|. . ptovovtwaxpnvpo , noeAcovtrernvwctrotevarpe, | 

], a, oumrabeoc nukopovbpyikocvAaKarteTn, | 

|rapaitroctOynKvaxiwbov 20  abdAovepwradraBwvrpocse, [ 

10 ~—- Jwveke, npradoc mavraoabeicy wpovparere| 

|7p, . v0T, .€, av pucacBaryarerrwvbupove[ 

puxntpoctwapvbovexwxa, [ 

2 |,¢, descending oblique, back of a, A, or the like 3 v,,,, second perhaps y or c, third ¢ 

5 ]...,second probably right-hand side of o 7 |. ., point on the edge at two-thirds height; then 2 up- 

rights, the second shorter and with remains of crossbar projecting to the left, i.e. ? 8 ],, probably the 
branches, and the foot of the upright, of « IO €,,yoOrT Il yw, ,, second a triangular top as of a, 
6, A, right side of ~—_z, _, second, lower part of upright, then another strongly curved at foot, together 7 or 

m7 12 _§, an upright descending well below the line, point of ink just to the right on damaged 
surface 15 .[, short upright with horizontal projecting to the left at the top; damage above? 

18 _[, upright on the edge 19 ,[, upright on the edge 20 _[, upright curving to right at foot; 
further trace to right at mid-height 23 _[, remains of upright on the edge 
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1 |e CBécce 8 Edv rip n9€ KiBarpdvoc Spupoxdpov[ 
]. . L] adpordxorc puctice cdv Baxyatc wv tal 
Joy... ov dpdurrucaccac NXIc edTaTayou mpdc 76da[ 
]....¥ Ttpimoda 15  “Ivdau cxbdov epwroc €OynxKa, [ 

5 J... , ovnv b0 cnKa@v Trade cuvopxncTny Bvpcov e[ 
]. Hevoc crémare vat nv ArKkunvync kparepoc [ 
]. . prov ottwaypnvpo, nde Acovteiny we ToT’ evaipe Bl inv 
]. a, ov 7a8eoc nvKojnov Oprixoc "YAa xatery, [ 

| mapai zroct Ony’ ‘YaxivOov 20 GOAov Epwra AaBwv mpoc Sex| 
10 — Jv txetnpradoc mavra dabetc y@pov par’ €re[ 

|] Tuwdrord re méCav pucacbar xaderra@v Bujov e€[ 

puxn, mpoc tiva pbOov exw Ka, [ 

1 (Becce. Zeta represents a voiced sigma. This spelling occurs in Attic inscriptions from the mid 4th c. Be, 
but remains rare except in Cuvipva, CudpaySoc (Threatte, Gramm. Att. Inscr.i 547). It occurs also in papyri of the 
Ptolemaic period, especially in the grd c. (Mayser, Gramm 1 i? 177), and commonly in the Roman period 
(Gignac, Gramm. i 121). 

Before zeta is a space, and before that a sigma with its flat top extended to the right; both suggest that the 
writer understood (Bécce as a new word, and discourage the restoration €]c£Becce which Professor C. J. Ruijgh 
suggests (for the spelling see Mayser loc. cit.) to avoid the breach of Callimachean rules (word-end after the 
fourth spondee). 

2 adporoxoi. The compound might be active (-rd«oc) or passive (-roxoc). For the first cf. Nonn. D. 45. 
156 adpordxot Kevedvec . . . Baddccnc (the only instance quoted by LSJ); A. W. James, Studies in the Language of 
Oppran of Cilicia 30. The second would parallel adpoyevrjc (epithet of Aphrodite). 

1-2 Fire and foam, d¢po- and Aphrodite. ‘Fire’ might, in this context, be the fire of love; an easy conceit 
contrasts the fire of Eros with the sea in which he was born (AP 9g. 420 = Antip. Thess. GP 349). We should then 
look for a supplement like xvya]ew adpotdxoic (the miserable traces do not exclude this). Alternatively, we 
could look for the same pattern as in the three exempla which follow: a god humbles himself and his special 
powers before a boy. Fiery gods might be Zeus, Helios, Hephaestus; strict parallelism requires a watery (sea or 
river?) youth, and one who came to a bad end, like Hyacinthus and Hylas. Chrysippus (PMG 751) and 
Ganymede (Zeus) and Peleus (Hephaestus, ‘Clem.’, Hom. 5. 15. 3) seem not to qualify, though Chrysippus 
at least, in the more usual form of the story, killed himself. By extension, the boy himself might have 
drowned; we find nothing there either (Dr Rea thinks of Antinous; that would give the whole poem a 
different drift). Alternatively again, the subject might be a Phaethon, whose fire ended in water; but how 
to make that relevant? 

3-10 Line g refers to Hyacinthus, 4 to the tripod: thus this episode concerns Apollo, and (assuming that 
the poet would not change subject in mid-couplet) Il. 3 and 10 also belong to it. The story of Hyacinthus is 
commonly told; verse narratives Nic. Ther. 902 ff., Ov. Met. 10. 162 ff., Nonn. D. 3. 155 ff. In what remains here 
nothing touches on his death (the discus, the intervention of Zephyrus); but 15f. (assuming that the Indian boy 
did die) and arf. (which just hint at Hylas’ fate) are equally reticent. 

Lines 4-7 list symbols or functions of Apollo: tripod, temple, oracle(?). One can imagine various ways in 

which these would lead up to his beloved: e.g. (i) “The great god who speaks through the oracle of Delphi.. . 
humbles himself to Hyacinthus’; or (ii) “he great god no longer speaks through the oracle of Delphi. . . but 
goes off to Sparta and courts Hyacinthus’ (the same motif in the same story, Ov. Met. 10. 167-70; cf. 10. 
529-31). Either might take the form of a string of participles (Il. 3, 6) leading up to the main verb in 1. 9; the 
second would require a negative, cf. |. 7. 
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3 apudimvucaccac or apt tuxaccac. The compound seems more likely; it is new, but not objectionable (cf. 
appixaddarew; mepumucdtew quoted from Ach. Tat. 1. 15; duduredav and audi... rrvccecbau first and only 
found in Opp. Hal.). The simple verb is commonly used of garlands (Page, Epigrams of Rufinus 73); if Apollo 
here crowns himself (rather than wreathes the tripod) with laurel, the line should include a dative (dadvnt) and 
an accusative (xpotagouc) on the lines of xapy crepavoic mu«dcavrac, Oracle ap. Dem. 21. 52; his name might 
not be stated (in fact, it would be a virtue not to state it), since his functions make it clear. The difficulty lies in 
].v., ,ov. The dotted nu is itself anomalous (the join of the crossbar unusually high); then a splodge of ink, from 
which V-like branches project at the top on to a damaged area; then a point ofink, with remains of a horizontal 

4 lz Dames eC Or likely, TOV C|a8cov (M. A. Harder) possible, not bad |aAgov (AP 6. 344. 4). 

5 ]..,.: perhaps J, oy, but the nu would be unusually large and flourished; or ], oy, with the iota added 
above the line (Rea)? 

-ovnv, -ov Hv (qv, Hv) Ud cyxadv. In context, cnKol presumably means ‘shrine’; compound vrdcnKoc is not 
attested or likely in itself (Buck-Petersen cite only dvrécnxoc, ‘equivalent in weight’). dd ‘from out of” (eg. 
‘uttering oracles from within his temple’)? or simply ‘in’? 

6 Say, Pbeyy]|puevoc (as AP 7. 641. 2 = Antiphil. GP 884) or pedm|dpevoc (as Bianor, AP 9..273.2 =GP 
1708)? With e.g. axevde before? 

7 |... prov: a point of ink on the edge, at two-thirds height; then apparently an eta with its crossbar 
damaged; a point of ink above the rho may be accidental, or a deletion mark. If the poet intended ypycudv, one 
could think (say) of cw]|rypcov to agree with it. But the articulation -provov twa is also available. 

xenvuo, . (i) We have tried xpqv oy; with this reading the dative must depend on an infinitive now lost, 
and the first person (unless it refers to the poet) must belong to direct speech introduced by 1. 6. But the final 
iota, though possible in itself, leaves further ink to the right unaccounted for. (ii) Our only other idea involves 
emendation: read ypyypoy for ypycudv. But the final nu is not satisfactory: its right-hand side would show an 
unexpected curl to the left at the top. s¢ instead would explain the curl; but then we should expect to see more 
of the flat top of sigma to the right. 

8 «a, ou likely; kaxod more likely than xadod. 7abe0c might refer to the sufferings of the god (or the poet); 
or, if |. 7 mentions oracles, to their content (odte xaAod nny ovte] kaxod 7abeoc, or the like). 

9 mapat moci at this place Il. 15. 280 mapa moct Kdamece Bupdc. Apollo ‘laid at his feet’ something, 
presumably a symbol of his power: lyre, laurels, or bow (for this see AP 16. 214. 5 = GP 3400)? Suppliants, 
worshippers, and the vanquished grovel (C. Sittl, Die Gebdrden d. Griechen und Rémer 164, 178); all these would 
have their irony here (for supplication cf. 10, for victory 15; god becomes worshipper); but it is also the usage of 
the servitium amoris, as Tibullus grovels before Marathus (1. g. 30). But we have found it more difficult to 
parallel the gesture of placing something at some one’s feet. 

10 tkernpiddoc. Tau might be gamma; the final letter, though blotted and perhaps corrected, seems 
identified as sigma by its long cross-stroke. If the reading is right, we have an otherwise unattested feminine to 
ixetnptoc (ixernpic three times in the Orphic Hymns). For such formations see P. Chantraine, La Formation des 
noms en grec 355. They seem to proliferate in late poetry: Aurnpiac (Orph. H.), yevebAtac (Nonn.), etc. 

The word preceding must then be a monosyllable (dv, dv, {]av, c]av, 7] ay, etc.), or an elided disyllable 
(dva?). 

The idea ‘suppliant’ has a surface relevance: Apollo approaches the boy in supplication. But the feminine 
genitive needs to be explained. Perhaps the poet presented the paradox in concrete form: Apollo, normally 
approached by suppliants who carry laurel branches, now carries his own laurel as supplant to Hyacinthus, 
adtogddpoc (if such a word can be invented) dadvyc] dv ixernpiddoc. 

11-16 Dionysus. As before, 11-14 may identify him (without naming him) from his normal haunts and 
activities; or say that he neglects them. 

11 qeélav. The meaning ‘border’ of a garment extends to ‘coast-line’ (e.g. Suppl. Hell. 429. 20; Livrea on 
AR 4. 46), ‘skirts’ of wood (AP 9. 669. 10), ‘edge’ of constellation (Call. fr. 748), ‘surround’ of fountain (Suppl. 
Hell. 978. 7). Ofa mountain, it might mean ‘foothills’; LSJ quotes DP 535 [TeAwvaiov b16 réCav. Here no doubt 
just an ornamental paraphrase, as often in Nonnus. 

12 dpupoxdpov or dpuoxdpov[c; at the end e.g. cKomde (Nonn. D. 40. 273). The adjective is not in LSJ 
or Suppl.; and none of the -yopoc compounds in Buck— Petersen 336 is comparable in sense. Homer has Spopa 
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only (hence Nonn. D. 21. 190; dpvua later, e.g. Opp. Cyn. 2. 82); but dpuyoc normally has the long 
hypsilon. 

13 ta- should begin a word, to judge from the diaeresis; and the iota must be long. Ifit was dv, not dv, we 
look for a verb; if a past tense is acceptable, something like dy ta[ye «iuBara Kawa (Ruijgh, cf. HH 14. 3), -v 
evioc aven. 

14 evmardyou: new; compare edKéAadoc. (Compounds of raray- are very rare: toAvmara€; jLovcomarayoc a 
rejected conjecture at Cic. QF 2. 9. 1.) The root noun ‘never of the human voice (exc. in late Greek)’ (LSJ) (it 
may refer to birds and grasshoppers, Gow- Page on HE 2088f.): here presumably it indicates the sound of the 
drums and cymbals (as e.g. Nonn. D. 39. 58). 

If mpoc 7dSa(c) means ‘at (his) heels’, and if #y7c is not governed from the line before, we look for a 
participle to complete a genitive absolute, say mpdc 165ac opvupevnc (Ruijgh), épyopevnyc (cf. AP g. 229. 8). 

15 ‘Ivddu. This might be a name; but the shadowy mythological figures so called have no clear relevance 
to Dionysus. It might be an adjective attached more or less closely to 16 7ra.8i; in which case we need a boy-love 
of Dionysus who could be called ‘Indian’, or at least ‘Oriental’ (see e.g. Phid. AP 5. 132. 8, ‘Indian’ 
Andromeda). Ps.-Clem. Hom. 5. 12. 2 gives a convenient list — Achilles, Adonis, Ampelus, Hermaphroditus, 
Hymenaeus; other sources add Prosymnus and Staphylus. Three of these have special qualifications, and two 
take part in Dionysus’ Indian campaign as Nonnus describes it. (1) Ampelus: Dionysus loved him as Apollo 
loved Hyacinthus (Nonn. D. 10. 250 ff.); he meets an accidental death, and Dionysus puts a thyrsus in the dead 
hand (11. 238; ef. 1. 16). Nonnus’ account is set in Lydia, Ovid’s (Fast. 3. 407) in Thrace. (ii) Hymenaeus 
commands the Boeotians (13. 83), and is compared with Hyacinthus (29. 95). (iil) Staphylus, king of Assyria, is 
also compared with Hyacinthus (19. 105) after his death (18. 329); he does not figure in Nonnus as D.’s 
beloved, but a Thasian Staphylus is so called by Tzetzes on Aristoph. Plu. 1021. Ampelus is clearly most 
eligible, except that there is the least excuse for calling him Indian. 

cxtAov. The conquering god is conquered by the boy. For ‘spoils’ cf. AP 16. 214 (Secundus) and AP 16. 215 
(Philip) (GP 3118ff., 3396ff.), where the Erotes count among their spoils the thyrsus of Dionysus, as well as 
the thunder of Zeus, the bow and quiver of Apollo, the club of Heracles, and the like; similarly AP 16. 103 
(Geminus), AP 16. 104 (Philip) (GP 2372, 3090), Heracles stripped by Eros. In AP 6. 71 (Paul. Sil.) Lais 
receives as spoils the tokens of Anaxagoras’ passion (i.e. of his fall from philosophy). More literally, the domi- 
nant mistress claims monetary spoils (Prop. 3. 13. 12, Ov. Am. 1. 10. 29), the conquering lover celebrates 
his booty (Ov. AA 2. 744). 

€Oyxa, [: probably €6yx’ a, [; the last letter perhaps nu or pi (not é/j«a7[o). 
16 cuvopxncryy: not in LSJ; compare tr- (a conjecture at CGL iii 240. 11 for the transmitted TOPKUCTNIC). 
e[: one construction would be a participle on the lines of é[mucydpevoc, ‘presenting’. 
17 vai wv is a ‘mark of transition or progress’ (Gow on Theoc. 27. 27), i.e. it corresponds to Kai Env as 

marking ‘a new item in a series’ (Denniston 352). vai has a discontinuous history in such combinations. Homer 
has vai 67, AR vai wév. Of vai wmv there is an isolated early example in Empedocles 31 B 76. 2 DK; the MSS 
of Plutarch, who cites the lines twice, are unanimous, but editors normally accept the conjecture of Xylander, 
xai nv. But from the 3rd c. sc this, and the strengthened vat pj «at, become very popular, especially in 
catalogue poems: 

val wv val nv Kal 

Theoc. 27. 27 Arat. 450 (var. «at) 
Damag. AP 7. 541.5 Mel. AP 4. 1. 43, 47 (proem) 
Nicander ( Ther., 5 x, Al., 4 x) Nicander ( Ther., 5 x ) 
Suppl. Hell. 455. 5 Dion. Perieg. 1123 
Opp. Cyn. (12 x ) Opp. Hal. (6 x ) 
DL AP 7. 124 (first words of poem) Orph. Arg. 216 

Kaibel, Epigr. Gr. 916. 3 
Notice that the Oppians make different choices! 

Kpatepoc requires a noun, say [yovoc or [7dic. The rest of the line, to judge from #4€ in 18, should refer to 
another triumph of Heracles. The short space might accommodate (i) an accusative dependent on évaipe, or 
(1) a verb coordinate with évaipe, and its object; the accusative under (i) might be noun or adjective (to parallel 

Aeovreinv), and might or might not be introduced by a conjunction (to parallel cc). If we assume that this was a 
killing, and a killing from the canonical twelve labours, the choice is limited: Hydra, Geryones, Hippolyta, 
Stymphalian birds, the Dragon of the Hesperides? So for example (i) wc 707’ éxiSvnv or (as Dr Holford- 
Strevens suggests) we ddinrw; (ii) &c «ravev Udpyv. 
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Theoc. 13. 5 ff. dAAd Kat Auditptwroc 6 xaAKeoKxapd.oc vidc,/ dc Tov Aiv brepewe TOV AypLov, Hparo TraLd0c,/ 

Tov xapievtoc "YAa, Tob trav mAoKapida popebvtoc. 

18 B[imv: the trace allows beta (and several other letters); the supplement is recommended by AP 9. 221. 2 
(Argentarius, GP 1496), “Epwra/ yepci Aeovreiay avioxedvra Biav. 

19 Opyixoc. In Homer the iota is always short; long iota is attested first in Hellenistic poets; from then on 
short and long alternate. (See Livrea on AR 4. 905, and Colluthus 212.) This scansion at this place in the line: 
AR 1. 24, Call. fr. 1. 13, fr. 104, H. 3. 114, AP 10. 24. 3 (Crin. GP 1967), Dion. Perieg. 323, Triphiod. go. 

AR 1. 1213 makes Hylas’ father Theiodamas a Dryopian; Hyg. Fab. 14. 11 describes Hylas as ex Occhalia, 
alu aiunt ex Argis. The difference of opinion may simply reflect the migration of the Dryopians, who 

traditionally lived in the area of Oeta before being driven into the Peloponnese by Heracles. Neither location 

justifies ‘Thracian’; nor does his disappearance, which AR places near Cius in Mysia. 
KateTHK[eTo KaAAe or the like? 

20 The poet clearly wants to say ‘love was Heracles’ greatest labour’; thus AP 16. 103. 6 (GP 2377) efc 

Bapvc doc, Epwe. dex[ can be read, with the suggestion that the conceit was put in numerical form. Twelve 
labours is the canonical number (hints of a ten-labour cycle, RE Suppl. iii 1021): mpdc 5€x[a TobT0 rpirov, mpdc 
dex[atw tpitatov? 

21 The story of Heracles and Hylas is told in Greek by AR 1. 1207ff. and Theoc. 13; in describing 
Heracles’ search, Apollonius (1. 1248) writes dudi 5€ ya@pov dolra KexAnywsc, Theocritus (13. 65) moAdy 8 
érreAduBave x@pov. Our poet may have imitated these phrases (as he draws on Theoc. 13. 5f. above); if so, he 
meant daGetc (we see no other way of articulating the letters) to mean ‘having searched’, ‘traversed’ or the like. 
We have not found this participle elsewhere; our only guess is that it represents Saeéc adapted to the common 
model in -9- (cf. Schwyzer i 759). Even then the sense, ‘come to know’, ‘experience’, is unexpectedly oblique. 
Another doubt is the asyndeton. But if we write mdvra 8’, what to make of aeic? 

eAe{. Something is needed to govern the infinitive in 22; since space there is limited, once a noun is supplied 
to agree with yadera@v, we might expect a verb-form in 21, either a participle (if asyndeton is to be avoided) ora 
main verb (with asyndeton if need be); a main verb seems more likely, since this is a new stage of the narrative. 
eAe[ would suit a past tense (e.g. éAe[dero); but if the verb is to govern the infinitive we can think of nothing 
better than éAdmrero, éAiccero spelled itacistically. 4d)’ in itself might suggest that an adjective or adverb 
followed; but for its use with verbs see Gow on Theoc. 25. 60, 124. 

22 ¢[. On the likeliest pattern, yaAerav is answered by 7é6wv, mabéwyv, dvidv, or the like at line-end. We 
can think of no single word to fill the whole gap (é[7Avci@v? Lloyd-Jones); if then e[ belongs to a different 
word, the possibilities include (i) a participle governing the infinitive (‘longing’), (ii) an adjective for Oupov. We 
can think of nothing for (i); under (ii) nothing better than €[dv. 

23 yuxn must be vocative: endearment (as Juv. 6. 195), or self-address (as at AP 5. 131. 1 (Phid. GP 
3224) @ puyn, PréEe ce, 9. 411. 5 (Maccius, GP 2486) etxwpev, puxy: metradaicueba; cf. 3724 vi 19)? In what 
follows, we have considered two constructions: (i) wé8ov with riva, (ii) wsAov with éxw. If (i), €yw might be 
intransitive, ‘relate to’, ‘aim at’ (KG i g2); orit might have been completed, in the second part of the line, by an 
accusative (equivalent to rév vodv?) or an infinitive (on the lines of rpémecOat, ‘to what can I’ or ‘must I turn?’) 
or even a participle (to make a periphrastic perfect). If (ii), p58ov yw might simply represent p.vdodpuar, though 
we have found no example of the phrase on its own (Od. 15. 445 éyer’ év dpect usdov, AP 7.92.3 wibov... evi 
cTouareccw €xovta), or woov might depend on an infinitive now lost; or, as Professor Schaublin points out, 
there is a quite different range of possibilities suggested by éyeuvOeiv ‘keep silent’ (cf. e.g. Od. 19. 502 GAN’ exe 
cy 00ov). 

These grammatical uncertainties tangle with contextual ambiguities. €xw, first person singular, seems 
unavoidable. Who then is the first person? He might be (1) Heracles, or (2) a narrator; if (2), either (a) a 
character in the poem, or (4) the poet in his own person or persona. We do not see how to exclude (1), which 
would imply a speech of protest (“He begged the gods to end his pain, (saying) “To whom can | appeal?”’’). But 
it would carry this episode to rather greater length than the two which precede; for that reason we prefer (2). If 
that is right, something still depends on the sense of 6ov: ‘speech’ in general? or (after three exempla) ‘myth’? 
Suppose, for example, that the exempla were intended to persuade a boy to yield, or a girl to behave (cf. Prop. 
2.4), Or a critic to condone pederasty, then the narrator might say ‘To whom am I speaking? They will 
not listen’ or “To what story can I turn, if these have not persuaded you?” 

If the narrator is the poet, and if the exempla relate, as ornament or as argument, to his personal situation, 
we must reckon with ‘personal love-elegy’ of the Roman type; see the introduction. 
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3724. List or EpiGRAMS 

75/2 fr. 1 29.8 x 20.2 cm Later first century 

The main fragment shows a heavy sheet-join just before the line-ends of col. i, and 
another at the extreme right; the central kollema was at least 25 cm wide, with an 
overlap at the right of at least 2.5 cm. At the left the line-beginnings are lost, and other 
columns may have preceded (one at least, if fr. 2 cannot be placed in col. i); on the right, 
the papyrus looks to have broken down the further edge of the join, but there is no sign 
that text is missing. Given the miscellaneous content, we may be dealing with a part ofa 
roll, torn or broken off and used independently. 

Three different hands contributed text. Hand A was responsible for col. i, and frr. 
2-3; his is a sloppy, ugly half-cursive, comparable with such documentary scripts as 
XXXIV 2725 (ap 71), PSI 459 (Norsa, Scritt. Doc. pl. 14) (AD 72) and PSI XIII 1319 
(Pintaudi, Papiri greci e latini a Firenze pl. 14), second hand (ap 76); a date in the later first 
century would suit. Hand B, a ‘slow writer’ in awkward upright capitals, added, some 
5 cm to the right of col. i, a recipe for cough-mixture. This has been crossed out. To the 
left of it, below it, and to the right, hand CG, a good rapid cursive, has added five columns 
of text, of which the last ends short; and on the back, across the fibres, more or less at 
mid-point (with blanks of c. 9 cm to left and to right), a further column and a half. 
C could be dated to the second century; but his script is much less distinctive than AGS 
and gives no good reason to deny that A and C were contemporary. 

Neither A nor C writes accents, breathings, punctuation, or elision-marks; there is 
no example of scriptio plena. C generally omits iota adscript (but viii 3 €v TAaVTH THLVUKTL), 
and represents long iota by « (but viii rr Avrov~iv 4 Aevrnv). C abbreviates, on two 
different systems. (i) At line-ends he cuts short a word, and writes the last remaining 
letter above the line (e.g. iv 17 mpoA* for mpodeyer); this is the system of suspension 
normal in documentary texts. The raised letters are often written with a flourish; 
sometimes it is only the context, not the formal shape, which shows what letter was 
intended (ii 3n.). In places he forgets to raise, and we have to infer abbreviation 
from the sense (e.g. ii 19 yeAa for pedAavevca). (ii) Much more rarely he uses signs 
which belong to the ‘scholiastic’ system: / for écri, « for Kai (see RE s.v. Siglae 2294; 
K. McNamee, Abbreviations in Greek Literary Papyri and Ostraca 27, 45). 

Cough-mixture apart, the text seems to represent a collection of Greek epigrams. 
Col. i (hand A) has one epigram copied in full (15-20), and probably another after it 
(21 ff); on the other hand, 1-14 are all hexameters, and it is not clear whether we are 
dealing with one, or more, continuous poems (not epigrams), or with a series of 
individual incipits (which might be epigrams). In cols. ii-viii (hand C), there is no 
doubt: these are epigram incipits, and indeed the first words only, not the whole first 
verse, of each poem. A similar, but much shorter, list of epigrams appears in Suppl. Hell. 
g76 (ii Bc), and a list of lyric poems in PMich. inv. 3498R (ZPE 12 (1973) 86; SLG S 
286) (11 Bc); but the obvious comparison is with the very extensive epigram-list of iii 
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Bc in PVindob. G 40611, partly published by H. Harrauer in Proc. XVI Int. Congr. Pap. 

(1981) 49. 
3724 mentions about 175 epigrams. Of these only 31 have been identified 

elsewhere. One (ii 2) is an ‘oracle’ already recorded by Chamaeleon; thirty reappear in 

AP. Of these one is anonymous; two are ascribed to Asclepiades, two to Philodemus or 

another, and twenty-five to Philodemus without demur. The table gives the detail: 

115-20 AP 5.145 Asclepiades (again vi 18) 

ll g ‘Oracle’ 

5 11.34 Philodemus 

14 Pil Philodemus 

18 5. 126 Philodemus 

19 eae at Philodemus 

21 P10. 103 Philodemus (again iv 16) 

28 12. LOg adnAov 

LlLeteuy, Be Gta Philodemus (deleted, again v 31 ?) 

iv 4 Ite a Philodemus 

7 9. 570 Philodemus 

10 BA Philodemus 

16 10. 103 Philodemus 

17 5. 24 Philodemus 

18 Gee? Philodemus 

19 6. 349 Philodemus 

28 5. 150 Asclepiades 

oy 5. 80 ‘Plato’ or Philodemus 

Vv 3 25. 123 Philodemus 

II 5. 112 Philodemus 

1 5. 306 Philodemus 

14 5. 131 Philodemus 

20 5. 132 Philodemus 

QI PLT, 30 Philodemus 

vi 4 5. 308 Antiphilus or Philodemus 

18 5. 145 Asclepiades 

ilanG 5. 115 Philodemus 

13 5. 107 Philodemus 

15 5. 46 Philodemus 

17 LLes Philodemus 

21 Q. 412 Philodemus 

25 ?5.. 13 Philodemus 

vill 2 10. 21 Philodemus 

9 5. 120 Philodemus 
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Philodemus clearly takes a special place. The compiler included twenty-five of the 
thirty poems that we know from AP (including 5. 24, which Jacobs, and Gow-Page after 
him, transferred to Meleager); in such a context, we might reasonably guess that he (or 
his source) found 5. 80 (col. iv 31) and 5. 308 (vi 4) ascribed to Philodemus rather than to 
‘Plato’ and to Antiphilus. I have not identified incipits of the other five (AP 5. 25, 5. 124, 
PP oS10, Tet 7s 96.994): 

Of the new epigrams, one probably mentions Philodemus, and may be by him (ii 
12); so possibly ii 15. i 15 makes a pair with ii 19 (Philodemus); ii 8, iv 1, and iv 21 do or 
may have names (Antigenes, Xanthion, Demo) which recur in Philodemean poems. 
Other incipits mention Roman names, places or institutions: iv 14f. Naples, iv 25 
Caesar?, v 29 palliolum, vii 23 Movxac?, viii 4 ‘Pwpainc (cf. v 7, vi 2?). We must therefore 
reckon with some, and could reckon with many, unknown epigrams of Philodemus 
himself. 

Asclepiades, and the anonymous AP 12. 103, had figured in Meleager’s anthology, 

compiled (itis thought) early in the first century Bc; Philodemus came in the anthology of 

Philip, datable to the early Empire (Gaius, on normal assumptions; Cameron, GRBS 21 

(1980) 43 ff. argues for Claudius or even Nero). 3724, copied not much later than Philip, 

shows little overlap with either. The question arises, what kind of text it represents. 

Evidence of one kind could be provided by the physical format of the list. Hand C 

organized his material in different ways. (1) Occasional blank lines and paragraphi 

break up the sequence. But the blanks may be casual; and the groups set off by 

paragraphi seem to be of no standard length. (11) Some items are deleted, and reappear 

later (114 and 24; iii 7f. and v 31 f.); others stand twice (11 15 and vii 4, 11 21 and iv 16(?), vi 

7 and vii 14). (111) Some items, or sequences of items, are marked by check marks in the 

margin. (iv) In v 5ff. consecutive incipits are numbered from 1 to 10 and apparently 

beyond (but not consecutively, if the numeral to |. 16 is rightly read 21’); atl. 1ga new 

sequence begins, which goes no further than line 23 (the numerals in 21-3 struck out, or 

covered by check-marks). The group of ten in iil 9-19 has no numeration; three of the 

sequences with check-marks number five lines each. 

Evidence of another kind comes from the list itself. Its main characteristics are: 

(i) Chronological range. ii 2 was known already in the fourth century; v 19 may 

appear in PVindob., of the third century; ii 28 survives in a Meleagrean sequence of AP. 

Other poems, see above, cannot antedate the late Republic. iv 8 perhaps replies to a 

poem of Callimachus, v 28 may imitate Asclepiades and vi 12 Meleager. 

(ii) Overall subject. There is a clear preponderance of erotic (including homo- 

sexual) and sympotic themes. Of the thirty known poems, all come in AP 5, 11, and 12 

except six; of these six, only two (iv 16, AP 10. 103; iv 19, AP 6. 349) are not immediately 

relevant to love and wine; even the ‘oracle’; ii 2, advises drinking in the shade. Among 

the new poems there are perhaps forty whose subject could, with all proper reserve, be 

inferred; almost all look to wine and love (iv 8, iv 25, v 18, v 32 are the most obviously 

alien). 
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(iii) Grouping. (a) By author? No clear pattern emerges from the Philodemean 

epigrams: two consecutive in ii 18f., four in iv 16-19, two in v 13f. (b) By subject? 

Occasional pairings may be observable: ii 15f. (apdérepov), iv 3f. (dinners?), rof. 

(witnesses to love?), 14f. (Naples), v 16f. (parties?), vi 8f. (harping). But these are not 

many; and, as Professor Cameron notes, there are striking failures—thus AP 12. 103 (11 

28) is a long way from Philodemus’ adaptation (vii 13), and 5. 121 (ii 19) from its 

complement (iii 15). (c) Alphabetically? iv 28 and 31, where Philodemus follows so close 

on Asclepiades, exclude that. 
(iv) Other anthologies. From iv 28 to vii 15 all the known epigrams except one 

reappear in AP 5. AP 5. 131 and 132 appear in that order at v 14 and 20. That is, 

coincidence of ordering is as small as overlapping of content. 
A third question is much more difficult: the relation between hand A and hand C. 

Certainly they have something in common. C included the incipit of one poem (vi 18), 
which A copied complete; this poem, and its successor in A, were epigrams, and indeed 

sympotic epigrams. There may be other overlaps between fr. 2, presumably an earlier 

column of A, and C, but not enough remains to prove them (fr. 2. 4, 7 (very doubtful), 

13; fr. 1 111 18, i11 19, 119). On the other hand, if it was A’s habit to copy poems complete, 

then fr. 111 ff. and (ifthe paragraphi are rightly read) fr. 2. 4-8 were not epigrams in the 

narrow sense; whereas C has, apart from ii 2, only epigrams. Overall, we could consider 

two lines of approach. (i) C indexed the collection of poems which A had copied in the 

earlier (now largely lost) part of the roll. This is the suggestion of Mr Mark Caponigro, 
who will develop it elsewhere. (11) A, B, and C all used this roll (or sheet) for their 

memoranda. A copied some epigrams, or at least some poems including epigrams. C 
listed epigrams in bulk; he could have done this (a) by indexing a single collection, or (4) 

by selecting from such a collection (as in PVindob.), or (c) by selecting or collecting 
epigrams, individually or in groups, from various sources, which might themselves have 
been the work of individual poets or of anthologists. 3724 has so much the look of 

working papers that I incline to (ii). C intended an anthology of erotic and sympotic 

epigrams. He listed them in short form, perhaps from more than one source (hence the 
duplications and deletions); the next stage would be to copy the substantive texts; 

perhaps the check marks indicate that the text had been located, or copied (and 
similarly in PVindob., if ev can be interpreted €d(pé07) or the like). But clearly this does 
not explain the role of A. 

A diplomatic transcript follows; suggestions for the interpretation are made in the 
notes. The cursive hand of cols. ii-viii presents the usual difficulties, and more, since 
there is no continuous context to control the decipherment. The readings should be 
viewed with caution. 

In the notes, ‘PVindob.’ refers to the Vienna papyrus (pp. 65f.); HE, GP, and FGE 
to the three parts of Gow and Page’s edition. 

A draft of this piece was read and discussed by Professor Alan Cameron and his 
colleagues in New York. I am greatly indebted to them for the suggestions quoted, and 
for general clarification of the issues. 
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col. 1 

IF 
|. ap, [, }wvemexewa 

]. pav. [. ], eveperlov 

|opo, [], ene, aurnc 

]. xor[]wvacaravtrac 

Jeaxp[, ]uvoucrevarracte 

JoupouceAedhavtac 

]. . daps, vayeAquwy 

Jvexeca,[., , |, pwvac 

iaxarrenersl\G 

JoucvedeAacdpocovouBpouc 

|. vt@v, eAocotcetc 

]. emapdncreAocorcetc 

JuchOipwevoucreAocorceic 

|ettarcdexpepacror 

Logis 
Jayap[. ], parepwy, wy 
|reOv[, |nc 

vou 

_ Tov[ |weavexecvou| | ] 
] 
): uctepavov, . 

] mv 
|. Ka, 7Epipouca, 

Ka.[, ]axpotepovmpo., weav 
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col. ii 

KEKPNYELVETL 

evKocitacmpox” 

ovKovdatrpod 

[ eyunracourra | 

AevKowove 

7dnAoucapevn 

nveAaBovrpwnyv 

poucwvavreyer” 

outocora opdac 

puptatnctradinc 

pravveravetBadrer 

kevepirod” 

aibevdncwdAvxve 

ETTAT PLY KOVTECCLY 

pam po, epovdir” 

vac. 

OTpoTEpovcT, _v 

| vndewpetrAov 

| mevredid wav 

| puxKnkatpeda 

/oxAn pn 

| tHvTpoTepov 

Kapnoerccexadn 

acct cogs & 

| €ntacouTw 

/ eyrebvewyeww 

| ovparorvndvvepwra 

| nceyuntompocw 

| ovdadiAewduiAcovrac 

TA, AC, TpLKLVa, , uC 

|. 

10 

5) 

20 

col. i 

| APTHPIAKHCCKEYH 

KPOKOY 
TPATA[, JKANOHCSA 
CTPOBEIAIOQN SA 
QL. JON EN 
MEAITIO[N]Y J J 

| ompweywxaimevte 

aucwrroutwa || 

atpwrocto, ~~ 

| Tucwercertovepa 

[undec, | 

|pntnpxaid 

| roverrAoKapouc 

/oxtwxadexerwv 

| Aeuxnkaiaxpn 

| etwevpnKadn 

| xpnpacivoum)® 

[pavw ywwckov 

evderckadruxp” 

evtich, , rdoce, 

TPEL, EK, , € Ka, ov 

cKkAatAatavto, 
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col. iv 

_avOovouknder, 

tovpiAovarcyuvy 

wrycaryAvKEepwy 

aupvoveicAeiTny , € 

NMETEpacjoucac 

ouvtepirercadAovtw 

EavOwxnpotracte 

oupercewromonp” 

ndncouT pirovertra 

ToveetywvtadiAawt 

evcavewouckar, , .? 

TUCTAMAKPOKEOVTA 

tovrpwror|| d | abun 

trapbevorncava, , 

trapHevornct, . 

tyvmporepovOup © 

| puxnpoumpor~ 

/ eae 

| evvoucwpedtKep 

| Cwporrornvwp, 

| 8nw, te, , 

vynovcvAncacac 

| Teccapecesc, par 

athidocwradin 

[9e, _ TLKQLCAp 

TECCApaKUTpLooc/ 

TTWKOVEXOUCA 

wpodoyncngew 

QuTaiTa, ypuceou 

EKTETOVNMALEpwC 

| endoveywren 

wepupaikepadnc 

Overernvepe 
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col. v 

TOVK pov 

Toypaipaitro 

VUKTEpL 5 

dev8wd 

5 a xOloc 

ecyevdny” 

y meOipwaper 

5 aphortepoumO~ 10 

€ mraudamoAurp! 

10 s ovKxeabydAv 

€  npacbnvricdo 

N Tpeucxvabouc 

6 dp laxpuerc 15 

t padporxatradrin 

15, Mpecepouxomaby 
KQ vapdwKcuu, yn 

aS aypockcTep 

Tpwreocpape 

a aly | pbev.oc 

20 B wrodoc 

vexapeTnrreOer 

preccwxaucrep— 

roucepexaim 

avdewn padrew 

25 ovderrweuBeBr” 

/ 

| 

| perdAepor 

| yewwckwrare, ey 

|  ndvbepevceAKer 

ThvaTroTraAAoXou 

30 | dnmodAXaKec 

| ompweywr’ 

| atcwroutwa 

col. vi 

Hn. . papparal 

_ Ankaitn 

_ GucatKupLe 

neopapn 

| KALEL HKG, 

TiccexeAeuce 

opxecBeyrad” 

paddexata., 

Parreuwixape 

owocKarpodwoe, 

exbecedwKev 

vEovexeictov 

Tauta, ole, 

nricapev, .. [ 

ouKede, ov, [] 

travepiAnArakatn| 

Lo ee [ iy owctepa 

apxopebaybuyn 
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Col. i. 1-14 I do not know what to make of these lines. 15-20 contain an elegiac epigram, and 21 ff. 
(probably) another; cols. ii-viii consist of epigram-incipits. The first thought, then, is of epigrams; and, since 
1-14 are all hexameters, of another series of incipits. But Professor Cameron and his colleagues argue 
reasonably (i) that these are complete lines, unlike the truncated beginnings in col. iiff.; (ii) that complete 
poems follow in 15 ff., so that we should expect a complete poem (or poems) here. The question then arises, 
what sort of text would accommodate these rather eccentric line-ends. Professor Cameron thinks of an oracle; 
Dr R. Janko of a hymn to a god who is sovereign over nature (the hymn-style would explain the repetition in 
12-14), perhaps Hermes, cf. 14 (Janko) or Dionysus, cf. 7 (R. Tannenbaum). 

I |, Kal [~]axpdrepov mpottweav. The first trace, vestigial, suggests the foot of an upright. The dotted iota 
is a sloping upright, which in itself might represent the beginning of kappa, mu, nu, pi; but «ayaxpo alone 
would be short for the space. The form of imperative hardly limits the date of composition: in Attic inscriptions 
not earlier than c.300 Be, but already in Eur. Jon 1131, [T 1480 (see Schwyzer 1 802). 

2 |. ap. [, Jwv emexewa. The first trace is a point at line-level; the second an upright which curves heavily 
to the left at the foot (in this irregular hand y 7 «« Ajo v 7 might all be considered). apx[7t]wv (Rea) could be 
read. At the end em’ éxeiva or éméxewa seems likely. 

3 |. pav.[. ]. eve wetlov. First trace is the right side of eta or pi; after hypsilon (which might be a badly- 
made tau) apparently a small sigma; before the first epsilon, and joining it, a curved foot as of a « A p. At the 
end, the articulation is uncertain; if this scribe allows himself to write ec for short iota (hand C does so only for 
long iota), éyéylov (Cameron) could be considered. 

4 |dopo, []. we, avrnc. The first trace is a short upright curving left at the foot, with perhaps a junction 
with an oblique at the top (i.e. jz, v?). ],, the end of a horizontal joining epsilon just above the level of its cross- 
bar. After we, what might be a badly formed hypsilon; but tau too is possible. If we exclude (€)mev adryc (ewor 
adr@ Od. 9. 421), we have pez’ abric or (-)we radry< at the end; -dopoy re would suit space and trace before. 

5 J. xon[p]@vac dravrac (or dravrdc?). The initial traces look like the right-hand extremities of kappa or 
eta, or possibly sigma. LSJ gives no meaning for compe except ‘privy’ (cf. CGL iii 313. 36 latrina). But I have 
not found another reading. If an epigram, presumably satirical. 

6 Jea xp[q]uvouc re vdzrac r¢. In the epigram, ‘crags’ are wild and dangerous, AP 5. 25. 3 (GP 3176), 5. 
168. 2 (HE 3659), haunted by Pan, 9. 142, 337; ‘glades’ are delightful, 9. 669, in the spring, 9. 374, haunted by 
huntsmen, 7. 717, 9. 300, and grasshoppers, g. 373. At the beginning, perhaps éa, ‘let them alone’; cf. 7.50.6 
(FGE 82) rather than e.g. OJed (where we might expect -7?). That could be addressed (say) to a hunter, or to 
Pan himself, cf. 7. 535 (HE 4700), or Dionysus? 

7 Jotpouc €Aégavrac. A spot of ink above the first omicron is probably stray. One might restore x]o/pouc 
(part of an asyndetic string, as in 11); or -wJotpouc. edpjoipovc might mean ‘happy’ (elephants were 
proverbially moral and long-lived); or, as Dr Rea suggests, ‘dead’ and reduced to ivory. 

8 |. dapiwy ayeAaiwy? The first traces suggest the right-hand tips of 7 « 7 ¢ x (¢?); then before 8 a well- 
preserved but anomalous letter which I can only see as a poor epsilon. But ], e5apywy is excluded by the metre; 

tedapiwy for adapiwyv would assume a phonetic spelling which, however common, does not occur elsewhere in 

this papyrus. Perhaps, as Dr Rea suggests, the high spot of ink to the right of ¢ was intended to delete it. 
9 Jyexeca,[... |, pwyac. Before rho the feet of two uprights, e.g. pi; possibly further ink to the right, but 

perhaps illusory. 

10 }Aakac re peraAda. Possible traces before the first lambda just stray ink? perdAda (AP 16. 183) rather 
than per’ aAda or péradAda? At the beginning ¢¥]Aaxac or ¢v]Aaxdc, and much else. 

11 Jouc vefeAadc dpdcov 6uBpouc. ver ]ovc? Lloyd-Jones. 

12 | yrwy zéAoc oicerc. Of vowels, only alpha or possibly epsilon suits the first trace. +]dvtwv, ‘You 
(Death? Time?) will bring the end of all’? 

13 |, omapdyc réAoc oicesc. The first letter had a flat top, with an oblique descender; zeta, (xi?), tau? A 
short oblique drawn through the apex of the delta may be meant to delete it. 

14. Juc Oysrévouc réAoc oicetc. 

15-20 AP 5. 145 (Asclep. HE 860) copied in full (the incipit only, below vi 18). 

16 |... .[.. you. rwaccépevor codd. But rw ]acco[je]vor (the expected spacing) is not especially suited to 
the traces, and the first sigma would be positively unlikely (the trace is a flat base, with a stroke rising at an 
acute angle from the left, as in the left-hand angle of a rounded delta). 

17 katTouBpla yap [6]upar’ épwrtwy. So, rightly, C Pl: épwr- P. 

18 tdn]Te O[p]yc. 
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19 dlerov wc av exeivov. we av dpewov codd. Editors generally have suspected dpewov (though S. L. Taran, 
Art of Variation in the Hellenistic Epigram (1979) 75 thinks that ‘the text is sound and emendation worse than 
unnecessary’): Autvra Wilamowitz (Hermes 14 (1879) 166), éxeivov Schneidewin. It seems that Schneidewin 

was right, despite Gow-Page’s objections. 
20 rapa min daxpuja. So codd.: daxpuva raya min Dorville. 
21-4 The alternation of long and short lines suggests another epigram copied in full. How far did it 

extend? 25 is short, but would not scan as a pentameter, therefore hexameter; after that nothing visible except 
29, a final letter on a turned-over scrap reattached here, and 30, a messy trace which might be accidental. 29 

from its length should be a pentameter; but an alternating count from 25 would make it a hexameter. There- 

fore either (a) 29 was a hexameter (it is only three letters shorter than 25), or (4) the line-space varied, as is 

indeed quite likely, or (c) an epigram ended with 26, 27 was a single first line, 28-9 the first couplet of a poem 

(but in that case why do we see nothing of 27?). The amount of blank in itself suggests that the text here was of 

different character from the upper part of the column (and therefore that fr. 2 does not belong to this column). 

21 |,ectedpavoue yap? (yap read by Dr Rea). The first trace is a strongly curved right side, as of lambda: 

«Jai? ‘Garlands’ continues the subject of 15-20. 

22 |, nv. Oblique tail, as of lambda ete. 

23 |, Kas Tepi povcay (woucdav). Kal? 

25 |. . nv. Foot of upright, then perhaps part of a lower left arc: e.g. |z[c], or ], a, }, ¢, ], 0. 

Col. 1. 1 Kexpyyew érv? I can find no other reading, nor explain this one, except as an ionic form of 
(é)kexpayeu, cf. KéxAnya/KéxAaya. kpatw occurs in AP only at 5. 86. 2 (Rufin. xxxi Page), xéxpdayev (false 
quantity, unless corrupt). 

2 eixoce Tac mpd Ku(vdc). Professor Cameron identified this as the ‘Pythian oracle’ registered by 
Chamaeleon (fr. 11 Wehrli) ap. Athen. 22£ and derided by Oenomaus of Gadara (fr. 10 Mullach) ap. Euseb. 
PE 5. 30: elkoce Tac mpd Kuvoc Kal elkoci Tac peTemEITA] OlKw evi cKLEep@ Arovicw xpHcbat intp@ (Parke-Wormell, 

Aistory of the Delphic Oracle ii 167, no. 414; Fontenrose, Delphic Oracle 392, no. L 103). Clearly the verses already 
circulated in the fourth century, when the medical use of wine was a matter of serious discussion (Mnesitheus 
ap. Athen. 22, 368; J. Bertier, Mnésithée et Dieuchés (1972) 57 ff.); at some stage they were attributed to Hesiod 
(Plin. NH 23. 43, Hes. fr. 371 MW), who had himself recommended wine and shade for the high summer (Op. 

589, 592f.). 
3 ovK oida mpoga( ) or od« ofd’ ampoda(_), unless ovd« ofS’ & (or Doric a4) should be considered. The 

raised letter at the end might be taken as a flat-based omega; but, metrical difficulties apart, final omega 

elsewhere has the double-looped form. I therefore take it as alpha. A similar shape—a shallow cup with its 
right-hand side prolonged—certainly represents alpha at v 17 and 22; a narrower cup probably represents 
alpha at v 8 (and 23?). 

AP 7. 398 (Ant. Thess. GP 423), 9. 109 (Diocl. GP 2090) begin ovx« 0f8’; od« ofa, with lengthening before 
mute and liquid, seems less likely, though hardly impossible (see HE 4151n.; GP i, pp. xxxviiif.). For what 
follows, the possibilities include (a) podavyc, mpodacic, apopacictoc (to LSJ add AP 7. 721. 3 (Chaeremon, HE 
1369), 5. 250. 3), ampodatoc. 

4 Deleted here, recurs at 24. 

5 Aevxoivouc. AP 11. 34 (Phid. GP 3288). 

6 767 Aovcapevy. A real bather, or a work of art? 
7 nv €daBov mpawnv. 
8 povcay Avreyévo(uc)? unless dvri yevo( ). The omicron is written high, as if to end the word; but a 

further horizontal trace, higher still and to the right, may also belong, to give yevoy( _)? Various persons called 
Antigenes appear in AP. The dithyrambic poet, 13. 28 (FGE 38), might be too early; the dead friend of 
Philodemus, 9. 412 (GP 3286), could be relevant. 

g odroc 6 rac wopdac, ifrightly read: after ra, it seems, a psi altered from or to an angular letter open at the 
right, with mu added above; then a loop open at the top altered from or to an upright. Fr. 2. 13, ovrocor[, might 
be the same line; but odroc 6 is a very common beginning (thirteen examples in AP; cf. FGE p. 316). poppy may 
refer to bodily appearance in general, e.g. AP 5. 139. 5 (Mel. HE 4150), or in the context of painting or 
sculpture, 9. 594, 604, 687. 1 (uopdac 6 yparpac). 

10 pupta tHe Hadinc. [agin ‘often stands alone for Aphrodite from Asclepiades onwards’ (FGE p. 167); 
here of course a noun might follow. Ten thousand names, wiles, kisses, pleasures? AP 10. 123. rf. pLupia yap 
cevu/ Avypa (Life). Cf. iv 26. 
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II praivera et Barret. 

12 (eve Birody(u _). The verb does not occur in AP; but the noun ?€eur%c does, of the fowler who uses bird-lime (HE 2144n.). ‘Bird-lime’ may be literal; or denote the adhesive charm of Love or the Beloved, see HE 3209n., FGE 1057n. (and vi 12 below). For what follows, only a form of $:AdSnpoc seems possible, and the adjective much less likely than the name. If this is the epigrammatist, the poem comes from an acquaintance, or from himself; if the second, perhaps ®.Ad5y (we), but AP 5. 115.5, 11. 35. 3 (GP 3200, 3298) show that other cases might fit. 
13 apevdic, & Adxve (or dybevd7 c’,). Lovers address lamps, AP 5. 7. 1 (Asclep. HE 846), 5. 8. 1, 5. 166. 7 (Mel. HE 4353, 4266), 6. 333. 1 (Argentarius, GP 1365), and characteristically as witnesses, which may be the point of dievdrc. 
14 €rra tpinxdvrecc. AP 11. 41 (Phid. GP 3260). 
15 1 mporepor giro(_). Again vii 4, with diA(_). The possibilities include $.Ad (rnc) (nominative or, as Dr Holford-Strevens suggests, vocative) and gdo(rmr ), and compound names and adjectives, among them 

Dir6(dyu +), cf. 12 above. 
16 6mpérepov cr, _ y: the third word probably cr¥wy (Rea), though y might also be read as n- For epigrams on impotence, see GP 1517 ff.n.; the one by Phld. (below iii 7, ?v 31) begins 6 mpd. 
17 vnpew perdAov. Apparently z, not y; the final hypsilon takes a form (top arc with a long tail attached 

below) different from the V-shape normal to this hand, but I do not see how to take it as iota with a suspended 
letter above; it is not visibly raised, but then the scribe does from time to time end an abbreviated word at 
normal line-level. Articulate py’ éqAou(_), He tAov( )? Nothing much offers except mAodroc (mAovreiv), 
ITAobrwv: sobriety puts money in your pocket? death drives one to drink, or drink leads to death, e.g. AP 7. 660. 
2 (Theoc. HE 3427)? 

18 reve di8wcw. AP 5. 126 (Phid. GP 3314). 
19 pikK7 Kal peAa(vetca). AP 5. 121 (Phid. GP 3206). Cf. ili 15. 
20 dxAnp7. The word, not attested in AP, may apply to persons or to things. 
21 Hv mporepov. Possibly AP 10. 103 (Phid. GP 3310); but that comes in fuller form below, iv 16. 
22 Kdy pndeic ce Kady (verb?) or ce, Kad} (vocative)? But the suprascript nu has an unexpected extra 

flourish at the top right. 
23....,«Ka._,,. The first two letters might be kappa epsilon, or together omega; the fourth nu. Ifit was 

..¥ Kal, @av is the only metrical reading that occurs to me. 
24 €t ux Tac ovnw. The same beginning, deleted, above |. 4. 
25 et weOvew Xiw. A Chian (even Homer)? or Chian wine, the best (HE 1454n.), which Philodemus, for 

example, regards as a luxury to deny himself and Piso, AP 11. 34, 44 (GP 3288, 3302)? 
26 ov pa tov 7d0v “Epwra. Compare, for example, AP 5. 110. 3f. (Argentarius, GP 1335) od pd tov 

760v/ Baxxov; 9. 260. 3 (Secundus, GP 3388) od wa Kimpw. 78vv “Epwra at the same place in the line, AP 12. 2.5 
(Strato), cf. Orph. H. 58. 1. 

27 7) clL7 TO mpocw(sov)? The last letter is not raised, so that the simple mpécw could also be considered. The 
lady was old or ugly or African? But the point might be that her lover saw her differently: Lucr. 4. 1169 (after 
Pl. Rep. 474; Philaenis may have mediated the motif, as XX XIX 2891 fr. 3 shows) simula Stlena ac Saturast. 

28 ofda gireiv giréovrac. AP 12. 103 (45nAov, HE 3900), where the editors note: ‘This sententious couplet 
is from the long Meleagrian section in AP 12, but it is not visibly paederastic or even erotic in content... The 
lines should be with Phocylides among the Protreptica of Book 10, and they may very well be pre-Hellenistic.’ 
Philodemus converts this proverbial wisdom to erotic ends, AP 5. 107 (GP 3188) = vii 13 below. 

29 ravrac 6 Tpixivasdoc? But there are palaeographic difficulties: the reading ayz assumes that hypsilon 
has virtually disappeared in the tail of the alpha before and the top of tau following; the reading 180, 
satisfactory in itself, does not explain an oblique descending from the top of the supposed iota. rpuxtvardoc 
would be new; the simple word does not appear in AP. 

30 Only the raised final letter shows. Two more lines may be lost, if the foot of this column ranged with 
that of col. v. 

Col. iii. 1-6 ‘Preparation of remedy for affections of the wind-pipe. Saffron, 3 ob. Tragacanth, 1 dr. 
Pine-cones, 1 dr. One egg. Honey, 3 ob.’ 

Recipes for arteriacs were many and various. See Gal. xiii 1 ff. Kithn; Scrib. Larg. 74-5. 
7-8, the former AP 11. 30 (Phd. GP 3328), have been crossed through, and reappear at col. v 31-2. Then 

a blank line, and a fresh start in g. 
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Q atpwrocto,,,( ). The suspended letter is a curve, such as elsewhere represents alpha, but with a flat 

extension to the right, which might suggest a careless omega. Before it two narrow letters (the second might be 

epsilon?) or one broad (mu?). wa(x-) might be relevant. 

dtpwroc may be literal, or amatory as AP 12. 101. 1 (Mel. HE 4540), 12. 8. 3 (Strato). 

10 tic puce’ Tov Epw(ta) or €pw(vTa). 

11 pydec, then a trace like a high point to the right (accidental?); crossed through. I cannot identify this 

beginning in the rest of the papyrus. 

12 prrnp xal Ou(ydrnp?). Theta would at first sight be taken for omicron; but that seems intractable, and 

a small trace of the crossbar can perhaps be seen on a damaged patch half way down. AP 5. 127 (Argentarius 

GP 1355) gives one possible context. 

13 Tovdc 7A0Kapouc. 

14 éxtwxadexérw. The word AP 7. 167. 5 (Diosc. HE 1717); the point there is premature death (simi- 

larly the masculine at AP 7. 466. 3 (Leonidas, HE 2405), 7. 468. 2 (Mel. HE 4691)). The aspiration of €roc 

is too common in the Koine to be called a mistake; see e.g. Cronert, Memoria Graeca Herculanensis 151. 

15, AevK7} Kal waxpr). Both might be applied to hair, AP 5. 103. 3, 7. 485. 3, or life, 6. 278. 4, 7. 650. 2, or, 

presumably, a person: Professor Cameron suggests, very plausibly, that this epigram made a pair with its 

WAS eo wie vuada: the second trace looks like hypsilon or perhaps kappa or chi, then perhaps tau omega 

sigma, then a small trace at mid-height (omicron?). bKTW Cv, OUTW COV OF OUTWE 6 

is ink too far left to belong to the supposed initial omicron (and too far right to belong to the marginal 

check-mark). 

17 €¢ ev p17) KaAy. 

18 yprpacw ob mAo(__), €.g. tAo(uT@), 7Ao(droc)? True riches are the riches of the spirit, AP g. 234 (Crin. 

GP 2054), 10. 41? Cf. fr. 2. 4. 

19 Pwvrd ywackou, or ywacxou(ca) or the like? (The last letter is not raised; but the scribe does not always 

so mark his abbreviations.) The second word might begin direct speech, cf. AP g. 552. 3 (Ant. Thess. GP 301); 

but Professor David Sider’s elegant suggestion, Awd ywackou(ct) (Pindar, Ol. 2. 85 ¢wvdevra cuveroicw) has 

clear advantages. Cf. fr. 2. 7. 
20 etderc Kaddtxpa(_). AP offers a beloved Callicrates, 12. 95 (Mel. HE 4398), and two Callicrateias, 

both dead, one a new Alcestis, 7. 691, the other a mother of twenty-nine, 7. 224 (anon.), related to 7. 743, Ant. 

Thess. GP 433. Similar beginnings e.g. 5. 174 (Mel. HE 4186), sleeping lover; 7. 29 (Ant. Sid. HE 270), 

dead poet. 
21 el tic pw, , ptdoc éc(7/)? The final sigma would be plausible in itself; but above it stands a long rising 

oblique unlike any other suspended letter in this piece (and certainly not suggesting tau). Perhaps, as Dr Rea 

suggests, the scribe wavered between the suspension ec’ and the full-blown symbol / (which he uses below, iv 26 

and vii 21). Inp, ,, neither jz.os nor yn seems to account for all the ink. 

22 tpettex?%4xa5ov. The ink is reasonably clear. (1) might be gamma, pi, sigma; (2) apparently theta, 

and (3) perhaps the continuation of its crossbar (the spacing is confused by a split in the papyrus); (4) gamma 

or sigma; (5) probably delta, but with an unexplained extra flourish at the top left. Perhaps, as Dr Rea 

suggests, tpeic éxfec xadov (cf. v 12); éxOec the verb, unless for éxOeéc (cf. vi 11). 

23 ¢xhatAamavto,¢( _). The initial sigma, apparently corrected or overwritten, stands a little indented, 

but there is no trace of ink before it; the dotted lambda might at a pinch be tau, the dotted pi, tau iota; the 

penultimate letter looks most like mu, but could be lambda or nu. If the scribe intended dxramAa (Rea), it 

becomes difficult to reconstruct a hexameter; if the end was zravroye(dwr) or the like, I can do nothing with the 

beginning. 
24 Two lines lost below this, if the last line ranged with that of col. v. 

Col. iv. 1 €avOcoy od ndew (od Kydew)? The first letter has a short high horizontal (unlikely, since this is 

the first line of the column, to be a paragraphus), with a squiggle below. Ifit is rightly taken as xi, we could 
think of the herb, or the town Xanthus, or the proper names Zav6.0c, ZavO.ov. Philodemus calls his Xanthippe 
‘Xantho’ and ‘Xantharion’, AP 5. 306 (GP 3240); cf. |. 7 below; “Xanthion’ might belong in a similar context. 

2 tov didov aicytvy: the verb seems most likely, but the nominative or dative of the noun remain in play 
(or the personification, AP 7. 450. 4 (Diosc. HE 1632)). 

3 dvncae yAvKepa@y. The final nu, if rightly read, has been corrected. Preparation for a dinner, as in AP 5. 
181 (Asclep. HE 920) and similar pieces (HE ii p. 132)? Another dinner in the next line. 
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4 avptov etc AectHv Se. AP 11. 44 (Phd. GP 3302). The last word should be ce; the scribe apparently wrote delta for sigma, though there is unexplained ink which might belong to a correction. 
5 Mmuetepac povcac. The Muses, or the poetry they inspire, e.g. AP 5. 215. 2 (Mel. HE 4273). 
6 obre pireic (ovr’ epiderc) &AAOv Tw’. 
7 EavOa xypdmdacre. AP 9. 570 (Phid. GP 3240). The papyrus confirms Huschke’s certain correction: 

EavOoxnporAacre cod. 
8 od picéw 76 ronua. Parallel in structure (and in fact an answer to?) AP 12. 43 (Call. HE 1041) éy@aipw 

TO Toinwa TO KUKALKOY . . . ucéw (Brunck: pucd cod.) Kai Trepipoirov €pwyevov. 
9 77 cot tpirov era. 
10 Tov ciy@vra, Drawi. AP 5. 4 (Phid. GP 3160). 
II €tc dvéwouc kat. .p( _). The doubtful letters look most like we. The first words suggest the familiar 

figure of ‘casting to the winds’, AP 7. 468. 8 (Mel. HE 4697), 5. 133. 4 (Maccius, GP 2497) dpxouc 8” etc avéepouc 
riBenar, Gow on Theoe. 22. 167. 

12 ric Tad Kpoxeovta. Metre seems to exclude other articulations of raya. Ifa is rightly read, it would be 
tempting to correct to Kpoxdevra. Cf. vii 10. 

13 Tov mpawrov ITadgin. 
14 ITapBevornc ava... Above the second trace a suprascript letter, perhaps delta. The reference is 

presumably to the Siren or to her foundation Naples (as commonly in the Latin poets). 
15 [Tapbevornc 7, .( ). The suspended letter looks most like an h-shaped eta. 7Ay(_) would be possible. 
16 rHyv mporepov Buue( ). AP 10. 103 (Phid. GP 3310). P and Pl have bupeAnv. Gow-Page reject the word 

as corrupt; but it seems almost certain that the papyrus had it. 
17 pvx7 por mpor€(yer). AP 5. 24, attributed to Philodemus in P and indirectly in Pl (70d adrod), 

but transferred to Meleager by Jacobs, whom Gow Page follow (HE 4218). The papyrus strengthens 
Philodemus’ claim, since the poems before and after are his. 

18 évOdde rHc tpude (pic). AP 7. 222 (Phid. GP 3320). The raised final letter looks much more like hypsilon 
(as e.g. in ii 2) than epsilon. 

19 *Ivoic d MeAtxép(ra). AP 6. 349 (Phid. GP 3274). The scribe wrote evvouc; iota was added (by another 
hand?) above the hypsilon. 

20 Cwpordrny wpn or wpn( ) (not -7orew, less probably wpac). The noun Hedylus, HE 1843 (and AP 5. 
226); the verb AP 9. 300. 6 (Adaeus, GP 32), 11. 25. 4 (Apollonid. GP 1282), 12. 49. 1 (Mel. HE 4508) (and 
v-l. at Call. Aet. fr. 178. 12). &py or py? 

21 dnu,.7ic,.. After mu, perhaps a lopsided omega; at the end apparently tau and eta. One 
interpretation would be Anu tu 7H; various Demos appear.in AP, hetaerae especially, and the name appealed 
especially to Philo-demus, AP 5. 115 (GP 3196), cf. 12. 173 (GP 3254) Ane pe xreiver, which cannot be read 
here. 

22 vnov cvAncacac( ). The writing rises at the end; it is not clear whether the final sigma was meant 
to be suspended. 

23 Téccapec etc, pat. The doubtful letter looks most like alpha; if so, efcépai? ec? Apal (a deliberate 
sophistication of the usual trio)? Not omega (dpax); not etcw dyavec or Epwrec (AP 9. 357, 585). 

24 ArOido0c & ITagin. Aphrodite rivals Athena (AP 16. 169. 3)? Aphrodite sculpted by the Athenian 
Praxiteles? But in AP 6. 17 (Lucianus) a hetaera named Atthis makes a dedication to Aphrodite. 

25 ot, .tTtxacap. The first trace looks most like lambda, but traces of ink below would allow delta; then 
probably omicron, with a linking stroke to the right, rather than alpha. ofS’ 61. Kaicap (or Kaicap( )?), 
perhaps, ‘Caesar’ nominative or vocative. But e.g. cai Cap(Serc) (suggested by Dr Holford-Strevens) is not 
excluded. 

26 réccapa Kimpiddc (écr). Among many possibilities, the four Erotes (AP g. 585) or the four Graces 
(e.g. AP 5. 95) might be relevant. 

27 mTwyxoVv €xouca. 
28 wpoddync’ 7€ew. AP 5. 150 (Asclep. HE 850). The ascription was added in P by the corrector (PI does 

not have the epigram). 

29 adrai (avrat) ra¢ xpucéov. The first sigma is damaged, but not iota. 
30 exrerovnpat, “Epwe. | cannot see another reading; but no verb éxrovéw is attested, and the adjective 

€xrovoc, from which it would be formed, is itself rare and dubious (Clem. Strom. 2. 2, p. 180. 4; suspect reading 
at PRossGeorg V 14.11). The norm is éexrevyc. If the form is allowed, it might mean ‘I am tense’ 
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(psychologically, or, like évréracar AP 12. 232. 2, physiologically) or ‘I am floored’, e.g. AP g. 441. 4 (Palladas); 

Eros as wrestler, HE ui, p. 13. 

31 pao éyw meu. Two epigrams begin pjAov éya, and in both it is the apple which speaks: 6. 252 

(Antiphil. GP 791), 5. 80 (FGE 594). The second is ascribed by implication (rod avrod) to Plato in P, to 

Philodemus in Pl (and its pair, AP 5. 79, to Plato in P, to no one in PI); it reads pyAov eyo: Padre we Pda cé 

ric: GAN’ errivevcov,| SavOinnn: kaya Kai cd papawopeba. There is at least some chance that the papyrus has this 

epigram, with méue: for BdAde; that would strengthen Philodemus’ claim (I have not identified this incipit 

elsewhere in the papyrus); the argument (FGE p. 163) that his Xanthippe (AP 5. 131 =GP 3225) was 

misidentified as Socrates’ wife would explain the transfer. The chance becomes a certainty when it is observed 

(by Professor Cameron) that the translator of Epigr. Bob. 32 (the next oldest witness) found zréjzrer in his text: 

malum ego: mittit me quidam tibi munus amator. 

32 & chipa xefadne. Cf. v 20 (Philodemus) 

33 Overe 7H Newé(cer)? A cult act (say, at Rhamnus, AP 16. 221-2)? or an apotropaic gesture? This was 

probably the foot of the column (a line higher than col. v). No ink can be seen below 33; it is true that the 

surface is damaged, but, since some ink from 33 strays on to it, the damage must be ancient. 

Col. v. 1 rév Kpovi8(nv), -8(a0), -8(7). Zeus, less often Poseidon or Hades. 

2 70 ypayat 7o( ). 

3 vuxtept(vy). AP 5. 123 (Phid. GP 3212)? But even among known epigrams one other, AP 12. 250 

(Strato), begins with the same letters. 

4 8e06’ &8’. This combination does not occur in AP, nor does devp’ déde. 

5 xOLdc. 

6 efyev Snyo( ). A name like Demophilus most likely? There is no sign of B in the left margin, although 

the surface is reasonably preserved. 

7 meOyaper. (a) met6(e). But then what? (b) mei for wif. AP 11. 56 and 12. 50 (Asclep. HE 880) 

similarly begin 7iv(e); 776’ is a likely correction at g. 315. 2 (Nic. HE 2772). But then what? Mapei(ve)? 

Mape(arnv)? Mareotic wine would suit 76; the adjective seems normally to be Mapewrnc, but Mapec- is 

attested by Steph. Byz. s.v. Afecdrar (I owe the reference to Professor Lloyd-Jones). This was a clear, light wine 

(Strab. 17. 1. 14); but, being Egyptian, might appear in more sinister contexts (Hor. Coke 27k. 

8 duddrepor mHa( ). The suspended letter, a flattened V-shape, occurs again in 17 and 22, where context 

shows that it represents alpha. mOavéc, -&c in erotic contexts HE 824 and n., ‘plausible’; at AP 11. 4. 1, 

Parmenion, GP 2612, apparently ‘complaisant’. 

g maida rodutpy( ). moduTpH pwr, ToAvTpyToc are available; the latter, in AP, applies to rocks, sieves, pan- 

pipes, and honeycombs. 

10 ovd« éa OAAv, OnAv(7ep )? For the short alpha—if this articulation is correct —see Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 

BAe Vile BD 
11 HpdcOny, ric 8 o(dyi); AP 5. 112 (Phld. GP 3268). It seems odd (a sign of incomprehension?) that the 

scribe chose to end with the first vowel of a diphthong. There is in fact some damage to the papyrus surface 

above; but no sign of ink emerging from it, such as a suspended letter would normally leave. 

12 tpeic xvdouc. Toasts at a party, ase.g. AP 5. 110 (Argentarius, GP 1333). Anacr. PMG 383 owwoxdev. . . 

tpuxbabov KedéBnv éxouca; Alexis fr. 111. 3 K rove rpeic 8 Epwroc (KudBouc), quoted by Kiessling Heinze on Hor. 

C. 3. 19. 11f. tribus . . . cyathas. 
13 Saxpvec. AP 5. 306 (Phid. GP 3236) is the only epigram in AP that begins so. 

14 padpol cai AadAuj. AP 5. 131 (Phid. GP 3224): wadudc codd. For the plural cf. 9. 409. 2 (Antiphan. GP 

754)- 
15 tpecé pow kouiy. For the first word cf. AP 11. 132. 2 (Lucillius); for cous 5. 308. 1 (Antiphilus or 

Philodemus, GP 865) = vi 4 (the only use of the word in AP). 
16 vépdw x(al) cudpvyn. Both unguents: for nard see HE 3968n. (the perfumed oil sent to a lady, AP 6. 

250. 6 (GP 788); offered to Isis, 6. 231. 5 (GP 2777)); on myrrh, GP 3288-gn. (one of the delights of the high 

life). The marginal numeral: «aq is certainly suggested (Rea); not <p. 
17 dypoc Kal crepa(v ). ‘Farm’ and ‘country’ are the usual meanings: provides garlands (and other 

things for the party)? contrasts with the urban luxury of 16? 
18 [Tpwréoc Bape. The genitive in -éoc is epic (Od. 4. 365, QS 3. 303, scanned as a dactyl); but it will not 

scan in a hexameter, even if contracted to a spondee, given that the first syllable of Pharos is always short. 
Probably the poet had written ITpwrioc, cf. AP 7. 78. 6 (Dionys. HE 1446). Epigrams on the Pharos by 
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Posidippus (HE 3100), and Diodorus (AP g. 60 = GP 2184); but the island may be relevant in other contexts 
(AP 7. 169 = FGE 1360). 

19 map§ev.oc, the rho corrected from nu rather than the other way about. Noun, AP 7. 384. 7 (GP 1475), 
adjective, 9. 706. 3 (GP 523), or name (the only examples in AP may or do refer to the poet). One of the Vienna 
epigrams began ITapévidc uot Kopupoc am’ Apxadinc (P Vindob. 4). 

20 @ modéc. AP 5. 132 (Phid. GP 3228). 

21 Nixapérn meiOe. AP 5. 153 (Asclep. HE 820) begins Nixapérnc; there and 6. 285. 2 (HE 2738) a 

hetaera, 7. 166 (HE 1707) a respectable mother. AP 5. 38 (Nicarchus I1) begins edueyéOnc me(Ber we Kad) yon. 
The marginal number may be y, crossed though or covered by a check-mark; in 22 and 23 too there seems to be 
more ink than required by simple check-marks, but I cannot recognize 8 and e. 

22 puic@ Kal crefa(vouc). The poet gives up parties, like Philodemus (AP 11. 34. 1-4 = GP 3288)? 
23 tovc dépexaima(  ). If this articulation is right, the ‘ear’ may be literal, as in Hipp. fr. 118. 5 W. rodc 

for rapacyxec, Plat. Rep. 531A mapaBaAXovrec ta dra, or edible, as in the dinner-party scene, AP 5. 181. 8 
(Asclep. HE 927), rendered ‘sea-urchin’ or ‘sow’s ear’ (only one here, a meagre provision). But rovc is also 
available: Dr Holford-Strevens suggests e.g. rode dépe Kal 1a(At) Crovc>. 

24 aidew K(at) padrrdew. Cf. AP 5. 131. 1 (Phid. GP 3224) aduoc kal... did; 7. 221. 3f. per’ dordjc/ 
waAwoc (an accomplished hetaera). 

25 ovderw euBeBAn(  ). -(Ka), -(juar) etc. 

26 péAAet por. 

27 yewucKw (yeivwer’ w) tare, evv. For the first word cf. vii 13 below; after Ae, gamma or tau (or corrected 

iota)? v, or possibly eta? 

28 8d B€pevc EAxer. Similarly Asclep. AP 5. 169. 1 (HE 812), 750 Oépouc dupavre xiwv Torov. EAKer Seems 
more likely to be the verb than the noun. 

29 Tv amd maAAdAov. Pallium and palliolum are not attested in literary Greek elsewhere; but they were 
current in the normal speech of the Roman period, as the Fathers (Lampe, PGL maA(A)iov) and the papyrus 
documents (Daris, Lessico latino raAAoAtov, taAAtodov, maAKov) make clear. Latin writers, at least, associate this 

Greek garment with Greek practices—comedy, philosophy, immorality; only in Christian usage does it 
become respectable. One approach is suggested by Mart. 9. 32. 1 hanc volo, quae facilis, quae palliolata vagatur; 

Philodemus may have treated the theme, see Hor. Serm. 1. 2. 119 ff. 

30 dn ToAAdKtc. 
31 Omplv eye (at). AP 11. 30 (Phld. GP 3328)? But the same first words in 7. 172 (Ant. Sid. HE 312). Atiii 

7 above, a deleted entry, the scribe adds zévre, which makes it certainly Philodemus. 
32 Alcwrov twa. Also at iii 8, deleted. Aicwmov twa (ut8ovy>, as Dr Holford-Strevens suggests? No 

mention of Aesop in AP, except 16. 332 (Agathias), on a statue of him by Lysippus. This was probably the foot 
of the column; the papyrus below is broken, but line-ends would show, unless the lines were exceptionally 
short. 

Col. vi. 1 uy wor ddppaxa? AP 5. 225. 4 nria pou racces $appaxa. The epigrammatists deal much in drugs 

against grief (5. 130) and love (5. 113, 116, 221). 
2 ....An kal 77. At first sight the beginning looks like peyAAy (but then horizontal ink to the night of 

the supposed rho must be explained as an (uncharacteristic) linking-stroke) or BoyAAn (but one might expect 
to see more of the lower loop); in either case we should have to think of Latin (rulla is very rare, and I find 
no example of Rulla; bulla or Bulla, as place- or personal name, might serve). I have tried to persuade myself 
that ef xaAz could be read; but, though the initial epsilon is not impossible, the other dotted letters would all 

be anomalous. 
3 .avcat xvpee. If the alpha is rightly read, the obvious possibilities are xatcar, mavcar, pavcar (KA-, Op- 

probably too long). The third seems excluded by the trace; the first is better than the second, since (a) there 
seems to be ink extending to the right at mid-height and (6) the cap of pi would be expected to show. xvpioc 
occurs only once in the classical epigrams of AP (9. 334. 4 = HE 2894), and then not in the vocative. 

4 % xopy. AP 5. 308 (GP 865). Disputed attribution: P has rod adrod (Antiphilus) [C] 7 waAdov 

D@irodjpov, Pl rob adrod (Philodemus). 
5 ,,Kaveunna, w. The first letter apparently epsilon, overwritten with heavy ink rising well above the line; 

the second letter might be taken for a florid kappa, or a corrected iota (but the tail is short) sigma: evc corrected 
to occ (Rea) or nc? Then Kai éun (€un) Kaiw or (perhaps better) keyw. 

6 Tic c eKéAeuce. 
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7 opxeicbe yAadu(p ). See vii 14. Hypsilon is written directly above phi; therefore a heavy trace to its 

right, on the edge, must be accident, not a suspended letter. 
8 Padre (PaaW e-) kata,(_). The last letter most suggests a very cursive pi, though nu (no example of this 

form elsewhere) and sigma (normally less flattened) could be considered as well; it is not raised, so that the 
word could, but need not, end here. 

Q padrew Tkape. AP 16. 107-8 are epigrams by Julian of Egypt ona statue of Icarus; otherwise it is rare as 

a personal name. The island, cunctis Baccho iucundior hospes/ Icarus (Tib. 3. 7. 9), might be relevant to festive 
music. 

10 olvoc Kat podwor, . -o1 not -at, it seems; the ink following, a heavy descending oblique, seems not to be a 

letter. In AP only Asclepiades uses podwoc (pddeoc is commoner), 5. 185. 5 (HE 936), 5. 181. 2 (HE 921) mévte 
crepavouc Tav podivwy. Hedylus begins similarly AP 5. 199 (HE 1831), olvoc cal mpordcec. The best parties have 
wine and roses: Hor. C. 1. 36. 15 etc., Mart. 3. 68. 5 deposito post vina rosasque pudore. 

11 €xOeéc €5wxev. Kappa for chi before another aspirate: Gignac i 88 gives a few examples from documents 
of the Roman period; Crénert, Memoria Graeca Herculanensis 88f. found similar spellings in the papyrus of 
Philodemus, de ira. 

12 (ov éxerc Tov (éxer crov-?). Mel. AP 5. 96. 1 (HE 42096) begins fov éxerc 76 biAnua. See ii 12n. on 
lime and love. 

13 Tatra, ofe,. ravra rather than rad7’ a-, since the extended tail of the second alpha suggests a word- 
break. After that I had tried qofey (766ev), but pi seems excluded by a horizontal trace which crosses it at mid- 
height. 

14 yvixa wey, .,[. Philip AP 11. 36 (GP 3027) begins Hvica pev xadoc Ac; wév is no doubt likely here, but 
«aA[ does not suit the remains at the line-end. 

15 ovK €deyov v, _[]? Gamma might be tau. Rufin. AP 5. 21 (vii Page) begins od« éAeyov, [Tpodicn, 
ynpacxopev; But the second word might be a noun. At the end, perhaps parts of two letters: hypsilon, and then 
e.g. sigma? or eta, and then what? 

16 rave prdndakarn[. PAnAdKaroc is attested for Antip. Sid. AP 6. 160. 5 (HE 186), cai révde didnAdxarov 
cadabicxov. But the feminine termination points rather to gid’ }AaKary|. 

aor de RO pa, ,.,. The first letter perhaps epsilon, then a high horizontal and part of vertical as of tau. 
After the iota, probably kappa; then one wide or two normal letters, then at the end perhaps a straggling nu 
(but e.g. omega also possible?). 

18 avz[od] wou créga(vor). AP 5. 145 (Asclep. HE 860). Copied in full ini 15-20. 
19 dpyopeba puyy (or puxq?). Lucill. AP 11. 134 begins dpydpued’, ‘HAdSwpe; rompara railopev obtw .. .; 

~uxy might be nominative (with stop before); or vocative, as Philodemus AP 5. 131. 2f. (GP 3225) mip dpru 
Katapxopevor,/ & puxn, Pree ce, Maccius, AP g. 411. 5 (GP 2486) cixwper, puyr, metaAaicueda, cf. 3723 23. 

Back 

col. vii col. vill 

LNT, vn, Ewou nubnxnT Bay , c 

On, , TE-LTTTOV Kumpryadnvarn 

wrerarravOpwrwy EVTQUTHTNWUKTL 

unmporepovdi EVXELP, , aLNC 

5 petcwrravraret 5 eyAeyopatkada 

ovdoTt KartoTpo* ndvAcovrrediAnKa 

npac8nvdnwouc ovdactovbu, Ko, 

vuvoswrycar elTmwyaipeKa 

pq... KauwUKTOCWECaTNC 

10 OUMATE, KpOoKEoVTA 10 @ ecTL 
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etiumotevOv, at... Aitoveo.touTa, , , ¢ 

xpvenwepl].. <x. KUTpLOLKAL, ., , , LE 

yew, .[, ]xaprecca 

opxetcbe, Aadup, c 

ig Perper Od ervey: 

TELTITNE , , TLYLOL 

KpapBnvaprept 

VUK, UCL, WC, 

MNME. . HTWE, a 

20 evyapicectipily , . 

7dnKatpodor/ 

ef dew dy. 

jLoukiada 

eyepirAor, . . . nC 

25 e«énfovra.... 

Col. vii. 1 7) 7, vn yetvov? But if this articulation is right, I can make nothing of the second word: 

possibly a rho after the pi (not wépvn or zow7}): IIpdyvn could be considered, but not ITpgxvy. (Another 
phonetic spelling, cf. Gignac, Grammar i 76 ff? Even in Latin there seems to be no substantive evidence for 

2 8n,.. téuTTOov. uy looks likely, but I doubt whether yoy is excluded (in which case ‘fifth’ may be part 

of the writer’s or subject’s age, as e.g. AP 7. 601). 

3 wder’ ax? avOpdirwy (dravOpmmwv). AP 7. 403. 1-3 (Argentarius, GP 1477) PvAdroc . . . evade Ketrar/ 

aicxpov am’ avOparrwy pucbov eveyKdpevoc. 

4 p27 mpdtepov PiA(__). See 1 15. 

5 picw mavt’ alet. 

6 of8 étu ai 76 mpdc(wrov?). The same first foot in AP 12. 148 (Call. HE 1071), 9. 577 (Ptol. FGE 466), as 

well as iv 25 above. 
7 ApdcOnv Anuwotc. AP 5. 115 (Phid. GP 3196). 

8 viv dyswvjca. The infinitive, that is, rather than the optative (or the middle imperative)? Another 

dinner, as in iv 3? 
9 pnv.7,.. After nu, perhaps omega (rather than iota nu or even eta sigma), after pi, apparently 

omicron. 17} vo), p27) v@, jx7v w- do not promise much; Professor Lloyd-Jones suggests a form of wnvwrdc (new, 

but cf. actepwrdc, jAwz7dc). 

10 od yd Ted KpoKeovTa? ii 26 and two epigrams in AP begin with the negative oath. For the last word see iv 

12; again a miswriting of xpoxdevra? If the oath invokes a god, it might be Dionysus or Priapus, crowned with 

ivy, AP 13. 29. 6, 9. 338. 3 (HE 2716, where see n., 3474), or Dawn xpoxoremoc. 

11 ef t¢ mor’ ev Ovntaicw? The first iota looks short (but apparently not ectt). Since theta nu seems 

secure, choice in what follows is limited; but the dotted letters are all dubious readings. év Ovnroict at this 

place AP 7. 148. 3. 

omicron. 
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13 yewodcn[w], xaplecca. AP 5. 107 (Phld. GP 3188). (Ascribed to Philodemus in P: Pl &8nAov.) 

14 dpxeicbe yAadup, c. Already vi 7, where the second word is abbreviated; here the penultimate letter, V- 

shaped, looks most like v; of grammatically more plausible vowels, o (open-topped, as often, but anomalously 

angular) is easier to read than a or w. A smooth performer, a beardless boy (AP 11. 168. 4 = GP 768), a 

hollow lyre (Od. 17. 262) might be relevant; or the piper Glaphyrus, celebrated by Antip. Thess. AP 9. 
266, 517 (GP 93, 681). 

15 xalpe cy. kal cp ye? AP 5. 46 (Phld. GP 3180). Since the first two words are pretty certainly read, and 

the rest well suits the remains, the identification seems likely. The difficulty is in the spacing: before xqy there 
must have been a blank (it would fall on an area of fibres already damaged in ancient times; but elsewhere the 
scribe seems to write on regardless) —ideal to punctuate the dialogue, but the scribe normally takes no note of 
such things. 

16 méumrne écriy wor? A good reading, but clearly the metrical awkwardness makes it suspect. The fifth 

hour AP 5. 183. 6 (HE 3099), 9. 640; the fifth day—and so on. 
17 KpauBny Apreul(dwpoc). AP 11. 35 (Phid. GP 3296). 
18 vi, ,,, vcum, we,. After kappa, straggly remains; omicron or omega, then nu? Then possibly chi rho, 

but not Xpvcim7oc. 

19 p47) wéya, wn weya Or weya(A )? The gammas could be taus. 
20 ebyapic ecre Didwya? Pidwva (Rea) suits the remains better than ®.Aivoc. The name may be vocative, as 

in the similar beginning AP 5. 258 (Paulus Silentiarius), mpdxpitdc ecru, Bidwva, re1) putic 7 Otroc HBNc/ macNC. 
evxapic occurs only once in AP, of Eros, 9. 666. 1 ob péyac.. . GAN’ ebyapic. 

21 76 Kal pddov (écri). AP g. 412 (Phld. GP 3280). 
22 e&dewndn,. é€-, e€, fer v-, HOew (first or third person?), #Seuv, 4 Séw’, and much else. The last letter 

looks most like nu, or possibly lambda omicron (omicron raised); the latter would allow e.g. H SHAo(v), 7 
Ajdo(c). 

23 jouxiada. I can do nothing with this, unless it represents a Greek adjective (cf. Appias, Daunias) or 
patronymic (cf. Memmuiades etc.) to the Roman name Mucius. 

24 «i pe pidoy, nc. The first of the doubtful letters is nu or possibly mu; the iota before it is dim, but 
certainly ink (that excludes diAopperdyc, where in any case delta does not suit). diAouw didow- (ptAowor, 
giAowe)? At the end, eta rather than epsilon iota. 

25 efn€ovra,..,.. AP 5. 13 (Phld. GP 3166)? The second xi is not a typical phonetic error; I assume 
it is simple carelessness. But there is the added difficulty of the traces at the end; what little remains does 
not suit reAeé particularly: just offsets? 

Col. viii. 1 Hv pHyn may , c. m:Bavdc looks the likeliest reading, but -@c may not be excluded; for the word 
see on v 8. ‘Stroke’? 

2 Kimpe yadnvain. AP 10. 21 (Phid. GP 3246). 
3 €&v ravry THe vuKTi. Ink above the first letter, which I have taken, doubtfully, as a paragraphus. 
4 exes ‘Pwyaine? Unexplained ink in the left margin. Four epigrams in AP begin éyxet; the name of the 

toast may follow in the genitive (see HE ii p. 631), AP 5. 110, Argentarius (GP 1333), eyxer Avcidi«nce Kudbouc 
déxa, Mel. 5. 137 (HE 4228). Rhomaia might be a name; or a name or noun may follow. 

5 eyAéyouae xadd. ‘I pick out for myself? (Plat. Symp. 198D ta KaAXctTa e€xAeyouevouc)? AP 9. 72. 4 (GP 612) 
(Heracles), év Ovoc éxAéyerar, 5. 18. 1 (Rufin. v Page). 

6 ‘H8ddbdov mediAnxa. Hedylium is one of Ballio’s girls, Plaut. Pseud. 188; Maccius finds her irresistible, 
AP 5. 133 (GP 2494). 

7 ol8ac Tov (0f8’, 0f8’, acrdév) Ov, ko,. The strokes at the end most suggest ov; but that seems to exclude any 
metrical reading. Best then to assume that they represent a nu with an additional flourish at the lower lefts tes 
read rov 0 dixdv (Rea). 

8 «inw Xaipe xa(Aj?); Thus, deliberative subjunctive, as e.g. AP 5. 108. 1 (HE 1841), rather than ef tw? 
Cf. vii 15, and Page on Rufin. x 1. 

9 Kal vuKroc wecdrnc. AP 5. 120 (Phid. GP 3202). 

1 ectt.w,, cm’ ecru would be possible. 

11 Airév cou TobT’ a... ¢. adtic perhaps (not -roc), but hypsilon and tau are not very satisfactory 
as readings; my only other idea is a{é)@sc. ‘Humble’ gifts AP 6. 230. 5 (GP 3362), 190. 2 (FGE 182); 
cf. iv 4. 
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12 Kumpidt wal... , ue? Assuming this to be a dedication (cf. Argentarius, AP 6. 248 (GP 1419), 
beginning with the same word), and if pe is rightly read and interpreted as the object of dedication, the word 
between should be another dative. I have tried Xdpucw; the first four letters certainly suit the remains, but the 
other three would be rather cramped. 

fr. 2 fr. 3 

leet Pave | 
]. dexal Jpac, [ 
Jatkaxo[ ]. peel 

Jenuace, [ ea 
5 ], tevdec, [ 

]. pycece, [ 
]. ova, [ 

avtoca, , [ 

erhenene| 

10 ~©=— aAAoexw[ 

Thved, [ 

Ceucta, [ 

ovtocor| 

foot 

1 ],..9...[: second and third traces perhaps tau iota; after omicron, lower left quadrant of oval (sigma 

etc.); then remains of horizontal at line-level, and foot of upright. 
2 ],: point on edge, just below the tops of letters, e.g. evdexal. 

3 vai xaxo[ or the like? Below the first alpha the end of a paragraphus? 
4 ,[: upright, with oblique crossing at the top (nu?). y]pyyacu[? cf. fr. 1 iii 18. 
5 ].: upright. | [: left side of gamma or pi (rather than tau?). 

6 |_: short rising oblique, as of hypsilon, damage below (so that e.g. kappa, chi not excluded?), e.g. 
elupycer(c). , [: left side of chi? 

7 |.: point on the edge, above the tops of letters: letter, or paragraphus? | [: gamma-shaped, but with 

further ink joining on right, 1.e. a narrow pi? Fr. 1 iii 19 has the incipit dwrw ywwcKov; that is perhaps possible, 

but phi would not suit the first trace (if it is a letter), and gamma iota is less suited to the last. cwywa[ would be 

possible. 
8 __[: lambda, then an upright on the edge? or simply nu? If the second, note AP 9. 403. 1 (GP 2530), 

avtoc ava€é xr; the author, Maecius/Maccius, was apparently early enough to be included in Philip’s Garland. 
g-12 Four lines set off by paragraphi: a group of incipits, or one poem? 

g et 6€ The conjunction at first sight does not suit the beginning of a poem; perhaps the wispy 

paragraphus, by contrast with the forked one below, simply marks a section (Hes. Op. 106 ef 8 e@éAeic, 

€repov ...). Or e@de or the like? 
10 aAdo (aAX’ 6) éxw{: the reading is certain; and I cannot find an articulation which would remove the 

hiatus. If dAdo has strayed in from a heading, we have still to explain exyw[. 
11 _[: first part of gamma or pi. r7v eAn[? 
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12 Zeb, Zevc. _[: probably the left hand part of mu. 
13 odroc 6 7[? Cf. fr. 1 11 9g above. But similar beginnings are common, see FGE p. 316. 

le, @ 

1 ],: curving right-hand side, as of alpha, lambda, mu. , [: epsilon or theta. 

2 _[: left-hand arc, omicron, sigma, or omega. 
3 |,: two high traces, suggesting the upper extremities of hypsilon or chi, but rather close together, 

and another below touching the tail of rho. If hypsilon («|ypve, cf. fr. 1 vi 3), the tail must curl to the right. 

Below the descender of rho, a horizontal trace, not part of the descender? and yet too far in to belong to a 
paragraphus? 

4 |. [: upper left of hypsilon or chi? Before it space for one letter, where the papyrus is intact in the upper 
half of the line but stripped below. 

3725. EPIGRAMS 

38 3B.86/D(1)+K(2)a Fr. 1 6.2 x 11 cm First-second century 

Three fragments, written across the fibres; on the other side, along the fibres and 

upside-down in relation to 3725, are scrappy remains of an account or register. The 

script, smaller in frr. 2-3 than in fr. 1, belongs to the type exemplified by GLH 11a (Ninus 

Romance, before c.100 ap) and by Schubart, Pal. fig. 81 (later than ap 81); it is 

approximately bilinear, and without serifs; characteristic letters are the pear-shaped 

theta, and epsilon with the crossbar detached and ligatured to the next stroke. I should 
assign it to the late first, or early second, century. The scribe uses no lectional signs. 

The text, so far as can be seen, consists of epigrams. Two are identifiable: AP 5. 40, 
11. 241 appear consecutively in fr. 1 ii r-12. Each epigram has a heading, either (i) 
é€mt... or (i1) djotwe. (i) clearly refers to subject-matter; similar headings have been 
restored in an epigram papyrus of ili Bc, Suppl. Hell. 985; it is a question how far the 
lemmata of AP derive from such early practice (A. S. F. Gow, The Greek Anthology: Sources 
and Ascriptions (1958) 17f.). In this context (ii) must mean ‘on a similar theme’, not 
‘by the same author’; papyri more usually have dAdo in this sense (Suppl. Hell. 973. 
8-11n.), but 6wotwe recurs (rarely) in AP (Gow, op. cit. 29). 

Since 3725 has subject-headings, not author-headings like those in IV 662, we 
could infer that it represents, not an anthology, but a single epigrammatist: so PKéIn V 
204 (Mnasalces) and XLVITI 3324 (Meleager). AP assigns 11. 241 directly, and 5. 40 
indirectly (rod adrod), to ‘Nicarchus’, that is, on the normal assumption that the one 
name covers two different poets, to Nicarchus II (HE ii p. 425). This Nicarchus imitates 
Lucillius; Lucillius dedicated his second book to Nero (AP 9. 572), probably early in the 
reign (Cichorius, Romische Studien 372-4; disputed by L. Robert, Entretiens de la Fondation 
Hardt 14 (1967) 208f.). Nicarchus II therefore worked no earlier than the second half of 
the first century; 3725 shows that he worked not much later. His poems reached 
Oxyrhynchus quite quickly; that does not prove the theory that he was himself Egyptian 
(Keydell in AZ. Paul. iv 100), for books could move with speed (LII 3685 introd.), but 
may support it. 
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TL avra ABov Kwei cauTny Tpepe Kat ypade mpoc pe 

eve T[oLnv axTnv evdpocuvoy yeyovac 

evTa| Krew TrE_pw TO 8 EvoLKLOV NV TL TEpLCCOV 

yewntar Kat [Ewor Ppovticov nuatiov 

av ey yactpe [AaByc Texe var TeKE Ly JopuBnAnc 

evpycet 708[ev ect eADov ec NAtKinv 

emu ca, [ 

TO cToua xwT|pwKtoc Tavtov Deodwpe cov oer 

were [dulay[vwvar touc ducixoic KaXov nv 

n ypal[yat ce det TOLOV cTOMa TOLOV 0 TPWKTOC 

vuv d[€ AaAouvtoc cou 

].u. dmg. ..... [ 
]xeveBaddevoAn| 

] opmowwe = [ 

], Pucvadapyw[,. |, [ 
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Col. i. 1 ],, overhang of sigma? 
3 |,, point (top of upright?) level with tops of letters 
4 |,, lower right-hand quadrant of small circle (omicron, rho, omega)? 

5 ]., upright, probably iota. 

Col. ii. 3-8 AP 5. 40. 5-10 (706 adrod, sc. Nuxdpxov). In 7 the papyrus has dv, the MSS jv; MSS have av 

(jv Jacobs) in 5 above, where the papyrus is not preserved. 

g The heading of the next poem. _[, if the trace is not delusory, is an upright on the edge. Given the 

subject, there are temptations in ém caz[pocrduov, although LSJ cites the word only from [Arist.] Chrezai as 

quoted at Stob. 3. 5. 42. If the heading was centred on I. 8, it might need to be a little longer (add twoc?). 

14 Heading. 
15 aAdw|[, aAu[ cannot be altogether excluded. 
16 |, .[, perhaps the oblique and right side of nu, then a sloping top as of alpha, lambda, delta, mu. 

Ie 
1, [, left-hand arc, as of sigma omicron omega. 
2 ],, point at line level; more ink to the left, but on stripped underlayer of fibres. _ [, apparently left-hand 

curve of omega: i.e. -vww[ before the caesura of the pentameter? 

3 Heading o]uouwc. 
4 .[, pi? (less likely gamma, with a trace of a junction at the right). If the heading is approximately 

centred, we should end in mid-hexameter, say —VV], ov AiokAy var[, AtoxAqy az (for the form of accusative see 

HE ii p. 256). Various Diocles appear in AP. 
5 -ev (ev) Stpuw (Syjuwr), evdnuwa, -wv. A slight space after the second nu perhaps suggests that the word- 

break fell there; otherwise Any also possible. 
6 -VU-] cyeBSlac: 6 Se[---]wevoc? cyedinc at pent. end AP 6. 341. 2 (FGE 697), of Darius’ bridge of boats. 
7 ],, upright with curving link from base to back of epsilon, mu likely. , [, part of curving back as of sigma 

etc.? On the face of it, apa tw, 7@. For the article before the diaeresis, see Gow Page on HE 913; GP 1p. xlv 
(only three examples in Philip’s authors); most examples have xai (7 in GP 3337, Philodemus) before the 

article; zapa in HE 913 (Asclepiades), 1090 (Callimachus). 
8 Title. If ém/is to be taken separately, cdiyy[dc is a possibility (AP has nothing relevant, except a passing 

reference to Oedipus’ Sphinx, 7. 429. 8, and a copy of her riddle, 14. 64; a local epigram on the Egyptian 

Sphinx, Bernand, Jnser. Metr. no. 129). (But sphinx and c¢vyyiov may also describe a kind of ape.) If this title 
centred approximately under that in 3, it must have been short; which tells against cdryy[opevou (or the like) 

plus noun. 
9g Apparently Jarnpnvaxecw[. I do not see how plausibly to divide this. 
10 ],, upright with ink to the left, eta or nu? | [, lambda or first part of mu? or an anomalous alpha? 

Eng 
2 After the first epsilon, apparently rho; at the end perhaps the back and lower oblique of kappa. |depey 

5n- (if the accommodation is acceptable in a MS of this period), dep’ eyd7, w vex[, eydn, wv ex[? Since 4 must be 
a pentameter, so is this; the succession of long syllables shows that the caesura falls after w/wyv. 

3 Jopadnv (-dp]ouddnv) possible. 

4 ov]x eveBaddev odAn[ (ov x]ev eBaddev)? The first, not the second, half of the pentameter, to judge 
from 2. 

5) litle: 

6 ],, remains of upright on the edge. Proper names (Damo, Damon) are among the possibilities. 
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3726. EPIGRAMS 

32 4B.7/H(1)a Fr. 1 3.5 X 19 cm Second-third century 

These scraps from a fine manuscript (fr. 1 has a lower margin of 5 cm), written ina 
handsome upright Severe Style, include one identifiable text, the epigram AP 9g. 434 (fr. 
1. 25-6). This epigram was probably composed for an edition of Theocritus’ works (see 
Gow, Theocritus ii p. 549); it appears also in the Prolegomena of the Theocritus Scholia, 
preceded by AP 9. 205 (Artemid. FGE 113) (p. 6. 11 ff. Wendel: cf. Pp. 9.30, 10.:29). In 
principle, then, 3726 might be (i) a prose work, in which the epigram was cited; (ii) a 
text of Theocritus, to which the epigram was appended; or (i) an independent 
anthology of epigrams. Hints of metre, and dialect forms in fr. 2. 2, 5, seem to exclude (1); 
no line of Theocritus has been identified, which excludes (11); (111) therefore remains, and 
certainly what little survives can be reconciled with elegiac couplets. There is no trace of 
AP 9g. 205. 

The back is blank. 

Rey a iit, & 

]dacd[ |¢a, [ 
eal ], auncunry| 
|xp..[ ayers. | 

Vv 
iBall ]. opaceuer, [ 

5 | [ |. preva, [ 

laa | Jadiouermc, _ , [ 
bot JyrL, Juer[ 
] y [ ] F Tovroccy| 

nw }. xen. [ 
cease lineal 

Fr. 1 
2 .,[, upright and then, on vertical fibres, rising oblique, together «? then perhaps beginning of high 

horizontal as of + 3 «ratherthany  __[, top of upright, with hook to right (e, c?); trace high in the 
line, perhaps beginning of w? 4-14 Largely stripped; even the number of lines is uncertain 

Bye 2 
1 _[, upright 2 |,, low trace running into the nose of a 3 ]., perhaps parts of the top and 

rightsideof7 a, __, first, perhaps upright (rather short), and top of loop, of p; last, upper right arc of small 

circle (0? w?) —_, [, point at line-level 4 |., upright crossed at foot by stroke from left (v?) Be ilies 

gently rising stroke at mid-height, joining loop of 6 _ [, upright, perhaps join at top (y? 7?) 8 all 

short upper curve of e, c?, upper arc of circle (o?), top of upright 8 ]., tip of horizontal at two-thirds 

height, projecting below the left-hand horizontal of 7, crossbar of &? 9g ]., part of upright on 
edge, stripped above _ [, high horizontal as of 7? 10 ],, upper trunk and right-hand branch of v? 
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ipa i 

[ 
ieee ea | 

[ 
[ 

Jou. [. Jal 
Ince [ele aa, 

20  |uvOo[, |pev, [ 

].ev, .ce kal 

J. vnch 
Jemuxpynva[ 

], pwrroicouxed[ 

25 |, €Oeoxpitocr, [ dAXoc 6 Xioc: éyw] b€ Oedxpitoc (acy Ta[S’ eypara 
kes ees MN a “ Ca: / 

], wverpecup|[ ec a0 Tw@V TOA Ady eit Cup[akociwy 

Lye 

we} |] ly fae? 15 ],, right-hand branches of xy rather than x? ___[, foot of upright; foot of long 

descender (p vu ¢ y, ?7) 16 ],, upright on the edge, apparently reaching only to half height (i.e. w?) 

18 «,, upright, perhaps with rightward extension near the top (i.e. 7?) 19 ],, loop of p rather 

than o? __ [, upper left arc of circle (0?) 21 ],, point on the edge at line-level __v___, lower left arc 
with heavy ink at centre, stripped above (0, with a gap where its component strokes should join at bottom 
right?); two uprights (7? v?) 22 |, upright 24 |,, tip of horizontal at two-thirds height 

re, 
19 ff. Assuming that these are elegiacs, and given that in 25f. the caesura falls towards the left of the 

preserved portion, possible readings might be: 
1ghex. |ycx[a]p7o[ (not AP 7. 331.6, 9. 79. 1). 20 pent. -Vv—] pv8o[, | Pevd[. 21 hex. -vv-v]_ evoy ce kal 

(but the first trace does not suggest 2); the scribe left a space after ce, which suggests word-end. 22 pent. |, vn¢ 

A6[. 23 hex. —vv-v] émt xpyv@[v? But it is at least unexpected that a word-group should bridge the third-foot 
caesura. 24 pent. —Vv av]Opamrouc odk éd[, od xed|. 

lhe, ® 
If 4 is rightly guessed to be the central part of a hexameter, possible readings might be: 
2 hex. -vv-], ane untyl[ (unry[p?) 4 hex. vy w]vdpacev wer, [. Cf. AP g. 684. 2. 5 pent. -vV-] édirevy 

cat ,[. 6 hex. -vv—]adiove mac coy [- 8 hex. -vv-v]grov roca. 

Hie, 8 

3 |< gopz[. 
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3727. DECLARATION TO THE LOGISTES FROM AN 

eripeAntic epyatav Méudewc 

22 3B.16/K (3-4) b 13X 17.5 cm 303 

This fragmentary document is primarily of interest for providing the earliest 
attestation of the office of logistes, previously unattested before 304; cf. J. Lallemand, 
L’ Administration civile 108, and see the note below onl. 4. 

An éripeAnriec epyatav Méudewc swears to the logistes apparently that he has taken 
charge of a total of 45 persons, levied from various villages to provide compulsory labour 
in Memphis. See further 7n. 

Written along the fibres. No kollesis survives. The back is blank. 

[emt U]rdtwv r[v] K[v] plov hud A[droxparopwv] 

CeBactov. 

Abpyrtw CevOn 7@ Kal ‘Qpiwv AoyicrH ’O€[vpvyxirov] 
[]apa Adpyrlov Ardotroc vio’ Capaniwvoc [ _c. 10 ] 
ylelvouev[ov] .[.]() [Hc] Aau(apdc) Kal Aap (poTaryc) 

’Okupvyxitad[v TAEwc | 

emipeAnrod epyatav Méudewc. duvi[w rhv radv Kuplwv | 
juav Attoxpatopwv AvoxAntiavod Kal M[a€ipavod | 

CeBactav cai Kwvcravriov cai Ma€yuavod t[av emipavecTtatwv | 
Kaicapwv CeBac[ra& |v [7d] ynv trapeAnd|€évar rapa Tav | 
Kwpapxav tav €&7[c] yeypappévw[v kapav c.6 | 

apbue |, || (added, m. 2) rpidxovra mévre (m. 1) Kal er[ ¢.6 | 
apiOu@ (added, m. 2) déka (m.1) dod [ uptoc.12 | 

al Je 

“Under the consuls our lords Imperatores Diocletianus for the 8th time and Maximianus for the 7th time, 
Augusti. 

“To Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from Aurelius Apphous son of Sarapion. . . 
formers = = of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, supervisor of the workmen of 
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Memphis. I swear by the fortune of our lords Imperatores Diocletianus and Maximianus Augusti and 

Constantius and Maximianus most noble Caesares, Augusti, that I have received from the comarchs of the 

following villages . . . in number’ (added, m. 2) ‘thirty-five’ (m. 1) ‘and... in number’ (added, m. 2) ‘ten’, 

(Quiet eetOoeet ering 

1-3 For the form of the consular date-clause cf. P.Wisc. II 61. 1-2, and R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, 

The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 105. 
3 The month and day will probably have been given at the foot after bratelac ri} adr7jc vel sim. 

4 For Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion and the chronology of the Oxyrhynchite logistae from 303 to 346, see 

Appendix I below. This document provides a new earliest date for Seuthes, who is the earliest known logistes. 

6 For émeAnrai as drawn from the councillor class see F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 219; J. Lallemand, 

L’ Administration 215. 

7 émyseAnrod epyarav Méudewc. For émmednrai see Oertel, of. cil. 214-21, and also 84 n. 2; N. Lewis, The 

Compulsory Public Services of Roman Egypt (= Pap. Flor. X1) 27-8. For levies in respect of workmen at Memphis 
cf. P. Sak. 22. 23 ff. and 23; for Alexandria likewise, CPR VI 5. 1-9 (with R. S. Bagnall, Bull. Soc. Arch. Copte 24 
(1979-82) 115); also P. Sak. 25. 1-11, 24ff. The language here (mapeiAndévar, 10, with 12-13) suggests that, 
unusually, it is human labour which is being levied here. For rapecAndevar cf. e.g. XLVII 3346 11-12. 
Wording lost in the lacuna in 11 may nevertheless have converted the ‘men’ into a payment in hu. 

9 7[. Or ¢[? For omission of r&v before émupavectarwy cf. e.g. VIII 1104 19. 
10 For repeated CeBacray cf. P. Col. VII 136. 3 with 1-4n. 
11 The document presumably continued with a list of the individual villages with the number of men 

levied from each. 
12 After dpv8u@, a short curved upright, partially erased: not the remnant of a more substantial erasure, 

but simply due to the second hand’s at first beginning tpidKovta (the stroke being the vertical of r) too far to the 

left? 

3728. APPLICATION TO THE LOGISTES 

A 7.B4/1 (H) WA eye ae Feb./Mar. 306 

This fragmentary document provides the second attestation (see 4n.) of the 

dvouayywvec, here shown as forming a guild. The guild makes application to the logistes 

but the nature of that application is unclear; it is not a declaration of prices like 3731 etc. 

It may share the same format as the even more fragmentary 3730. 

Of prosopographical interest, besides the logistes (Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion: 

see Appendix I below), is a mention of the prefect Clodius Culcianus; see 7n. 3728 falls 

within the known term of office of both. 

The back is blank. 

e[mi v]a[at]wy Tav Kupiwv nul av] Av[toxpatépwv Kwvcravtiov| 

kat Maéwavot CeBacta@[v 70 5’. | 

Abpyriw Cev6y 7H Kat ‘Qpiwvi Aoy[ucrH O€vpuyxizov] 

mapa Tob [Ko.]vot Tav d6vonavywvealy Tic adtic méAEwC| 

5 du €uod Avpyriov Appawviov ArodAAwviov. af[tobvri] 

co. aKko[Aovd |we Toic KeAEuc[ Hei ]ci 70 Tol 6 Kupiov Hudv | 

4 1. 6vopayywvwv 
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Kradiov [K]ovAccvavod tiv Tyne , [ Card | 
cuvmy[n]ugvev kal mpac, , wéev[wv? cas | 
THE A’ [ro] b vroc unvec Papeva[O ie) | 

10 [ ¢.6 | xuplely] jar Adroxp[arépwr é.1G | 

7 |. KovAkcavod 8 mpac, _wev[wv?: uncertain letters obscured by a correction 

‘Under the consuls our lords Imperatores Constantius and Maximianus, Augusti, for the 6th time. 
‘To Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the donkey-sellers of the 

same city through me Aurelius Ammonius son of Apollonius. At your request in accordance with the orders of 
our lord Clodius Culcianus . . .” 

1-2 For the consular formula cf. R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 
105. The length of the final lacuna in 1 and the plural CeBacra[v in 2 are important factors in controlling the 
choice. Note that though Maguavod features in the formulae from 302 to 306, 306 is the only one of those years 
in which the consuls are both Augustus but do not carry different consular numbers. 

4 dvopavywvw[v. Cf. XLIV 3192 10 (9 May 307). Their formation in a xowdy attested here accords well 
with the situation in 3192. 

7 Clodius Culcianus. See XLVI 3304; and C. Vandersleyen, Chronologie des préfets 12 and J. Lallemand, 
L’ Administration civile 238, with the amendments tabulated in XLIII 3120 8-9n.; and T. D. Barnes, The New 
Empire of Diocletian and Constantine 149. He is attested as prefect from 6 June gor until 4 February 307. 

3729. Doctor’s REPORT 

39 3B.76/F(1-2)c 11.4 X 12.3 cm 4 May 307 

A public doctor reports to the logistes Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion that as 
instructed he has examined a man who has been wounded, perhaps on the buttocks. For 
such reports cf. XLIV 3195 and LI 3620 17-18n. The victim is styled xpdricroc 
dovxnvapioc. The text provides the latest attestation for Seuthes in office as logistes: cf. 
Appendix I below. 

A large blot of ink partially obscures the centre-right of the text. Traces of ink at the 
extreme left margin (level with 10-12) may be only further blots; at any rate the 
appearance of the left edge of the papyrus suggests that we have the original margin of 
the document. 

There is no kollesis. The back is blank. 

i 
[em Uratwv Tav Kupio |v nual[v] 

[Adro]xp[atopoc Ceounpov C |eBacro[é] 

Kat Maéip|ivov rob em |h[a]vectarov 

j [Kai |capoc. 
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Abpnriw Cevder Td Kal ‘Qpiwvi Aoy,- 

ctn O€(upuyxitov) da AdpyAiov AvOectiou é&n- 

yntov diaddyou 

mapa AvpndAiov ‘Hpwvoc ‘Hpwvoc tot 

10 Kat Avovuciou amo thc Aap (mpac) Kat Aau(mpotaryc) 

OE (upvyxiT av) 
/ / > A > / ToXewc Snuocioy latpod. emecta- 

Anv v70 cob TH evectwcn Huéepa 

nrc ectlv Ilaywv 0 ex BiBAcdiwv 

emd00evtwv cou U6 A’pyAtov *Icidw- 
/ / > a 15 pov Kpatictou douxnvapiou edideiv 

\\ \ > \ / pee / 

THV TEpL aUTOV SudecwY Kal evypa- 

pwc cou tpochwvijcat dbev edidov 
\ 7 > / ” 

Tov mpokipwevov I[cidwpov éxovta 
> Nee ae A A \ 

emt ap[ictepo|b (O@voc Tpatua Kat 

20 [ c. 16 ].[..].. xatémizov 

Fh OS 10 Aap/, Aap/fo€é 14 vo 15 1. émdety 16-17 1. éyypadwe 
17 1. éreidov . 18 1. mpoxeipevov 

‘Under the consuls our lords Imperator Severus Augustus and Maximinus the most noble Caesar. 
‘To Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, through Aurelius Anthestius exegetes, 

deputy. 
‘From Aurelius Heron, son of Heron alias Dionysius, from the illustrious and most illustrious city of the 

Oxyrhynchites, public doctor. I was instructed by you today which is the gth of Pachon, consequent on a 
petition presented to you by Aurelius Isidorus, vir egregius, ducenarius, to examine his condition and report to you 
in writing. Wherefore I examined the aforesaid Isidorus, who has a wound on the left buttock(?) and...’ 

1 The traces may be accidental. If not, they are likely to be from a docket rather than a column or item 
number, for which they would be set rather far to the right. 

2-5 For this version of the consular formuia cf. P. Mil. II 55. 1-3 (R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, The 
Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 105). 

7-8 In XVIII 2187 2, 5 the logistes (presumably Seuthes again, cf. Appendix I below) is likewise 
represented by a d:ddoyoc; likewise there the S:ddoxoc is an exegetes. 

g-10 Can this be the same Aurelius Heron who is a dnudctoc farpdc in 316 (VI 896 24) and 331 (XLIV 
3195 29)? Cf. 3195 28 ff. n. The remains of the patronymic in 896 24 are too damaged for a photograph to be 
conclusive, but the space is perhaps insufficient to admit the patronymic with alias attested by 3729. 

11 A vertical stroke begins below yu of Snuociov and reaches down to 13; it is presumably accidental. 
Another similar stroke to the right begins lower and reaches to 14, and there is a further stroke to the right of 
that. 

15 xpaticrov douxnvapiov. Cf. J.-M. Carrié, ZPE 35 (1979) 217-18 and C. Foss, ibid. 283. For the 
debasement of this and other equestrian categories see also F. Millar, 7RS 73 (1983) go ff. 

19 f@dvoc is uncertain. I am very doubtful about ]y preceding it. The only alternative culled from P. 
Kretschmer and E. Locker, Riickl. Worterb. (pp. 188, 191) is 6]@Owvoc, ‘nostril’, which would require a shorter 
word in front of it. a» would be an addendum to the papyrological lexica. 
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3730. APPLICATION TO THE LOGISTES 

A 21/6 (25.4.67) 4.8 x 8.2 cm c.308-12 

A fragment from the top or from near the top of an application to the logistes 
Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, whose term of office known from elsewhere supplies an 
approximate dating (see Appendix I below). The format of the document (which is not a 
declaration of prices) may be similar to 3728; see 7n. 

The back is blank. 

[Ov]a[Ae]p[iw] How 7& [kal Capariwv Noy (ucTH) | 

*O€upv[yxiTov | 

Tapa TOU Kowod THY ¢[ o 12 THC | 

[Aau(arpac)] Kat Aap(mporarnc) ’Ogupuyxit[ adv moAewc Sia. c. 4 | 

5 [... ] envrapyadv A[dp(nAtwr) €.13 | 

Kal Cappatov Aprepwidw[pov audotépwv(?) amd rhc] 

[av]rjcméAewc. airo[vpefa? c.g ] 

eeeae |<] 

4 Aap/ 

‘To Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the. . . of the illustrious 
and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through . . . monthly presidents Aurelii . . . son of . . . and 
Sarmates son of Artemidorus, both from the same city. We request(?) ...’ 

1 The slightly wider gap above this line indicates that it may be the first of the document. On the other 
hand the consular date is expected, although cf. e.g. 3742, a price-declaration where the consular date follows 
the body of the declaration. 

3 The guild can hardly be identified. If sigma is correct, then the craypatom@Aa (3748) and 
ctimmoxerpictai (3753) are likely only to be two of several possibilities. For what it is worth, the pnvapyac in 
3730 are different from those in 3748 and 3753. 

4-5 After 7éXewc, perhaps dv’ judy] |®[ rev]? 
5-6 There is no change of hand indicating insertion of the names of the pynvidpyat. 
7 airo[ recalls 3728 5-6 ai[rodvri] cou and the two texts may be parallel. Or should we compare VIII 1104 

6 and XLIV 3193 2 and reconstruct airo[vpeba emictadjvar? 

3731. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

A 10.B5/2 8x 14cm C.310-II 

A fragment from a declaration of prices by the guild of wupommAa, perfume-sellers: 

cf. 3733 and XX XI 2570 ii = 3766 v, and also 3765 32-40. As in the two former texts, 
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the items declared here were set out in two columns: we lack the right-hand column but 

the left column contains the same items in the same order as 2570 = 3766. 

Commentary on the items will be found under 3766. 

An approximate date is provided by the mention of the prefect Sossianus Hierocles, 

for whom see XLIII 3120 8-9n. and P. Coll. Youtie II 79; also now in P. Heid. IV 323. 

The addressee in 1 will at this date presumably be the logistes Valerius Heron alias 

Sarapion, for whom see Appendix I below. 

There are scanty remains of a crude four-layer kollesis at the left edge, with a few 

illegible line-ends; this suggests that the papyrus was a Topoc cuyKoAAnjcioc, unusual 

among these declarations (cf. 3742?). The back is blank. 

Previously published declarations of prices are I 85 (re-ed. CPE 39 (1980) 115-23), 

PSI III 202 (see ibid. 124-5), P. Harr. 73 (re-ed. <PE 37 (1980) 229-36), XX XI 2570 

republished here as 3766, and LI 3624-6. The type is surveyed in the £PE articles and in 

3624-6 introd. Note also P. Ant. I 38 (Ap 300), republished as SB X 10257, with the 

comments of M. H. Crawford and J. M. Reynolds, <PE 34 (1979) 164, and J. R. Rea in 

LI 3628 1on.; on this text see now especially R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth 

Century Egypt (BASP suppl. 5 (1985)) 63. 

Declarations of this type generally exhibit signs of advance drafting, sometimes 

obvious, sometimes less so. I discussed this bureaucratic procedure in XPE 39 (1980) 

115. The draft was prepared by copying from an exemplar, most probably the roll of 

declarations from the previous month since the guilds had to make these declarations 

every month. A gap was left for the name(s) of the unviapxyar, while the items declared 

and the units of measurement and of currency (talents or denarii) were all filled in 

in advance; thus the names of the pyvidpyar and the actual price-figures are expected 

to show signs of later insertion, even if sometimes this is by the same hand (3731 does 

not entirely accord, see 4n. and gff.n.). The use of the previous month’s roll to copy 

from would obviously help to keep the ready written currency units up to date. The 

subscriptions too were additions, of course. The date was already written; the day where 

preserved is always the 30th of the month. This does not imply that the drafts were 

actually prepared on that day or that they were necessarily filled in on that day. 

Os[arepin 

mapa Tov Kow|[o]0 Tay pv|[ potwAdv 

Avpnrtov , , ,e[, , ] Atoyévoue a[zo 

5 xtT@v 6AEwc. akodov[ Awe 

v0 TOD diacnuotatou Coc[ciavod ‘lepoxA€ouc 

TYLHATL Tpochwvae TH Vv 
‘ ® i > ff 

TyLnVY av xipilw wvi| wy 
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TUTE pEwe Ni(tpac) a TaA(avrov) a 
10 = AuBavou Ni(tpac) a (Onvapia) c 

pada ‘Ba bpou Ni(tpac) a TaA(avtov) a 
ctupakoc v[s]nAob —Ai(rpac) a [ 

ct¥paxoc eAal[dpod 

KOCTOU Ni(tpac) a I 
15 pactikne Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) o[ 

OfLO{LOV Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) Ack[e? 
BdéAAnc Ni(tpac) a (Onvdapia) tole? 
Kaciac Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) tole? 
KaCa{LOU Ai(tpac) a dnvapia) tole? 

9 A, Tan’ 10 1 so in 15-19 11 First a of wadaBabpov rewritten or corrected tad’ 

4 After AdpnAiov, the first name may be ‘Epye[ov]; the second name at least appears to have been 
inserted by a different hand, and runs into a of é[7é by the first hand. 

4-5 The order here is surprising, with the representative’s name preceding the reference to Oxyrhynchus. 
g ff. The prices are in the same hand as the main text, with no evidence of insertion. 
16 The reading is not Aq, i.e. 1,250 den. Acx[e] (1,225) is perhaps a more likely figure than just Ack 

(1,220), cf. 3732 13-15 n. 

17-19 375 den. =} tal. and therefore is a likely figure. 

3732. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

70/16 bis (a) (31.5 X 25.5 cm) 25 May 312 
+ 71/51 (b) 

This and the three following items are consecutive declarations of prices on a 
continuous if much broken and damaged roll. Little survives of this first one, the ends of 
lines only; for the layout and restorations cf. 3734. Comparisons with 3733 (or 3735), 
where the layout is much wider, are not apt. The column here must have begun at a 
higher level than 3733. The guild-name ends in -7]wAdv (6); this is not helpful except 
inasmuch as it indicates that the guild-order here differs from XX XI 2570 = 3766, 
where the pvpor@aAa (3733 here) are preceded by the xepapeic. 

The texts fall within the known limits of tenure of the curator Valerius Heron alias 

Sarapion: see Appendix I below. 

The main hand of the declarations is the same in 3732-5; here in 3732 there is a 

proxy subscription which may be in a different hand, different therefore (the name is 

lost) from the proxy subscription in 3733 which was written by Aurelius Nilus the main 

hand of 3732-5 (see 3733 introd.). 
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There is a kollesis between 3733 and 3734; the roll is not a répoc cuyKoAAjcoc. The 

declarations are written along the fibres. On the back, along the fibres, is part ofa roll of 

reports of proceedings, published here as 3764. 

[vmatelac Tay SectroTav hua | 

[Praviov Odvadrepiov Kwvctavrivo |p 

[kat Ackwavod Auxiviov CeBactav r]o PB’. 

[Ovarepiw Hpwvi 7d Kai Capariw |v 

5 [AoyuctH ’O€upuyxirov | 

[mapa Tov Kowobd THY —-?- 7] wA@v 

[TH avTHC TOAEwWC Oia Jvoc cal 2... 

[axoAovOwe Toic Kedev]cO(eicw) Siw 

[Tyunpate mpochwvobyer]| tH €€jc 

10 = [Tyuny dv xerpiLopev] wviwv Kal 

[Ouvdopev Tov Deiov] 6pKov jr) 

[SrepetdcOar. ctr dé: 

[ ] (dnvapia) A 
[ ] (Onvdpra) xKe 

Them A: ] (Onvapia) vy 

[vmateiac THC abTH Ic, 

[ITayav A’.] 

(m.2)  [AdpyrAor... Kal... mpochwvot]|uev we (mpdKerrar). 

[Avpyrtoc . . . €yparba brep adradv] yp(dupara) 1) (ddr (wr). 

18 we)? 19 ypf, «1d07 

3 For the order of the names cf. 3733-4. 
6 Kowod probably abbreviated, cf. the two following declarations. 
6 ff. Space-assessment and restoration in this and the following lines are very uncertain. It is not 

absolutely certain that there were two declarants, the readings in 7 and 18 being very doubtful. With only one 
declarant of course the verb-forms in g, 10, and 11 as well as 18 must be adjusted to the singular. 

13-15 We cannot exclude the possibility that a sum in talents preceded the denarii. The figure of 13 
denarii in 15 is surprising, not only because it is so low (unless a sum in talents preceded it); denarius-sums are 
normally multiples of twenty-five, as witness 3733. 

18 The very cursive remaining traces are very uncertainly read. 
18-19 Perhaps Adp(7jAvor) and Adp(7jAvoc), and the lost part of 1g may have had further abbreviations. 
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3733. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

70/16 bis (a) (31.5 X 25.5 cm) 25 May 312 

+71/51 (b) 

This is the second in the sequence of declarations 3732-5; for some general 

comments on the tattered roll that preserves them, see 3732 introd. This item is of special 

interest for its economic information: it supplies a third declaration by the guild of 

pvpoma@Aar, perfume-sellers, to add to 3731 (c.310-11) and XXXI 2570 iii = 3766 v 

(27 October 329); cf. too 3765 32-40 of c.327. The items declared are arranged in two 

columns as in the parallels, and follow the same order. Commentary on the items will be 

found under 3766. Comparisons with 3766 indicate that seven items have been omitted 
here between lines 18 and 19. 

Distribution of hands is not totally clear. I think the whole of this declaration, 

including the names in 5, the prices and the subscription, is by the same hand; i.e. 

Aurelius Nilus (32) will have been a scribe in the logistes’ bureau who was hired to act as 

vroypadgevc in this case. More disturbingly, I see no clear evidence of the later insertion of 

names and prices, unless perhaps the pre-drafted entry only listed the items, and the 

quantity-unit (Ad(tpac) a) and price-unit (talents/denarii) were inserted along with the 

figures. The crisper ink for some of these entries (especially clear in 24-8) may indicate 

this. 

vtrateiac Toy Sect[o]Ta@v Hua@dv DAaviov Odadrepiov 

Kaveravtivov kat A[t]xiwiavotd Atxiviov CeBactav 70 B’. 

Ovarepiw “Hpwvi 7 kal Capatriwv Aoy(icrH) "O€vpuyxitou 

Tapa Tov KoL(vov) THV pupoTTWA@Y THC avTHC TOAEWC 

5 Ota Icidmpov Capatiwvoc. axoA(ovOwe) totic KeAeucBeicw 
97 / A \ iit) \ & tA 

idiw Tyusnpate mpochwva THv EEjc TYLNV v xeupilw 

a@viwv, Kal 6uviw Tov Peiov dpKov pr) [dre ]edcBale. ecru dé 

TUTE EWC Ni(tpac) a (raXdavrov) a 

AiBavouv Ni(tpac) a (Snvapia) c 

10  padra<Ba>Opov Ni(tpac) a (taXdavra) B 

ctUpakoc visnAod Ni(tpac) a (Onvapia) Acv 

ctuUpakoc éAadpotd = Ai(Tpac) a (Syvapia) pv 

KOCILOU Ni(tpac) a (raAavrov?) a 

pactiknc Ni(tpac) a [ 

Cee tae Meng) cengtaae 
1 Part of beginning of line obscured by ink-blot 4 Kot 5 axon 13 1. Kécrou 

14 1. pactrixne 
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BdéAAn[c Ni(tpac)] a dnvapia) cv 

Kaclac Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) 

KQCO|LOU Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) vv 

TATHMATOC Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) cv 

20 achadrayGi[o|v A(tpac) a ‘Onvapia) oe 

dpval 3-4]... .1 
Ai(tpac) a (Oynvapia) py 

(LI. 23-30 to right of Il. 8-22) 

cacéAewc Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) pe 

chayviou [Ad(tpac)] a dnvapia) oE 

25 €lpwvev Ai(tpac) a dnvapia) pv 

éAevidiwv N(rpac) [a] dnvapia) poe 

arKkewTidwv Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) oe 

ovux twy Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) ¢ 

Evropactixky|c| Ni(tpac) a dnvapia) o¢ 

30 admactov Ai(tpac) a dnvapia) oe 

(At foot, below ll. 1-22) 

Umatetac THe a(vTHc), Ilaxwv A~. 

[Adp(jAtoc) *Ic]wpoc mpoch(wva) wie] mpdox(ervtar). A[vp](jAroc) 

Neihoc €yp(arba) v(7ep) avrod 

[17 <td ]$7 (0c) yp(appara). 

20 |. dacmaddbov? 27 oe: less probably pe Bi ae 32 aac apo<alup|’, eyp/v) 

33 «dJo’yp/ 
‘In the consulship of our masters Flavius Valerius Constantinus and Licinianus Licinius Augusti, for the 

2nd time. 
‘To Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the perfume-sellers of the 

same city, through Isidorus son of Sarapion. In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the price 
below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have not been deceitful. As follows: 

Pepper 1 Ib. tal. 1 
Incense 1 lb. den. 200 
Malabathrum 1 lb. tal. 2 
Storax, tall I lb. den. 1250 
Storax, dwarf 1 lb. den. 750 
Costmary 1 lb. tal. 1(?) 
Mastic 1 Ib. [ ] 
Amomum i Moy, den.? - 
Bdellium 1 Ib. den. 250 
Cassia 1 lb. den. 500 
Cassamum 1 Ib. den. 450 
Pounded spice(?) Talay den. 250 
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Camel’s thorn(?) 1 lb. den. 75 
Zedoary 1 lb. den. 150 
Hartwort 1 lb. den. 105 
Sphagnium st SH}. den. 75 

? 1 lb, den. 150 
Elecampane 1 lb. den. 175 

g 1 Ib. den. 75 
ie 1 Ib. den. 200 

Mastic wood 1 Ib. den. 75 
? 1 lb. den. 75 

‘The same consulship, Pachon 30. 
‘I, Aurelius Isidorus, make my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Nilus, wrote on his behalf because 

he is illiterate.’ 

2 A[i]xuravod Accwiov. Cf. 3734 3. The order is correct, see PLRE i 509, and regular in the papyri, cf. the 
examples in R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 106, where the 
presentation of the formula as Acxwviov Acxiwveavod is incorrect. 

3 Ductus of abbreviation of Aoy(icrH) not clear. 
12 Or possibly dv (550), but 750 den. (halfa talent) is a more likely quantity (though note 450 den. in 18). 

21 Cf. 3766 104. The traces here are too scanty to provide help with the textual uncertainty at this point 

in 3766. The entry here occupies two lines because the item-description is both long and written generously 
large. 

23 The price is an unexpected figure. Is this an error for pxe (125) or poe (175)? The reading is certain. 
32 NetAoc. I cannot exclude MéAac. 

3734. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

70/16 bis (a) (31.5 X 25.5 cm) 25 May 312 

+71/51 (b) 

The third in the sequence of declarations 3732-5 (for general comments on the roll 

that preserves the four see 3732 introd.) is that of the aAow@Aau, the salt-merchants. They 

turn up again in a declaration of 319, 3750 below, where the price of salt— 250 denarii 

per artaba—has not changed. The guild-order there—the aAo7@Aa are bracketed by 

yapoTr@Aar (3749) and é€prommAa (3751) —1s different from here. 

vmateiac TA[v dec|m[o]Tav Huav 

Phaviov Ovadrepiov Kwveravtivov 

Otarepiw “Hpwvi t@ Kat Caparriwv 

e AoyictH ’O€upvyxitou 

Tapa Tov KoL(vod) TMV GAoTWABV THC 

attic m[6]A(ewc) d1a [1toAeuatov Aovkiov 

unviapxol[v]. ax[o]A(ovOwe) [rolic KeAeucO (etc) (diw 

Ad 6 6 Kot 7 70! 8 aoe. Kedeuc 
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TULNMATe Tpocpwva Thy €EHC TUYLTY 

10 «= av xeu[p] lw aviwv, cal duvdw 

Tov Beiov dpKov fur) bu- 

eevc[O]ac. 

[éc]re d¢€- 

addc [(apraByc)]a (dnvapra) cv. 
G / a oa 

15 UTTATELAC TNC AUTIC, 

Tlaxav v7 

(m.2)  AvprHAr[oc] [TroAepaioc tpochuva 

we Tp[oKec|Tae. 

13 Enlarged letters with a long filler-stroke at end 

‘In the consulship of our masters Flavius Valerius Constantinus and Licinianus Licinius Augusti, for the 
2nd time. 

‘To Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the salt-merchants of the 
same city, through Ptolemaeus son of Lucius, monthly president. In accordance with orders, at my own risk I 
declare the price below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have not been deceitful. 
As follows: 

‘Salt I art. den. 250. 
‘The same consulship, Pachon 30.’ 
(and hand) ‘I, Aurelius Ptolemaeus, make my declaration as aforesaid.’ 

8 For the guild znvidpyar—one acts as declarant in the present instance, but sometimes more do so, six in 
1 85 iii (re-ed. ZPE 39 (1980) 118)—see XLIII 3126i 1gn. and XLIV 3195 6-7n. 3743 and 3752 attest the 
Same persons as pyvidpxac (of the guild of Aevxavraé) in two successive consular years. 

14 For salt note LI 3628 17n.; A. Lucas, Anc. Egyptian Materials and Industries, 4th edn. rev. J. R. Harris 
(1962), 268-9. 

3735. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

70/16 bis (a) (31.5 X 25.5 cm) 25 May 312 
+71/51 (b) 

Only scanty remains survive of the fourth and last-preserved declaration of the 
3732-5 sequence (for general comments on this roll, see 3732 introd.). The guild is 
unidentified and the remains contribute nothing except a possible example of a layout 
unusual in these declarations, and they are really transcribed only for completeness’ 
sake. What survives is sufficient to show that we have a wide format with the consular 
date on two lines (1-2), cf. 3733 above, the declaration of the Hupor@aAa. It is not clear 
whether the items here declared occupied two columns as there. I do not know as yet of 
any guild that used this format except the pupom@Aa, for whom it was regular. 
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Umra[telac Ta@v decrroT amy Hudv PAraviov Ovarepiov] 

Kav[cravtivov Kat Acxwiavot Atcwiov CeBacrav ro B’| 

Ova[Aepiw “Hpwvi t® kat Capatiwv AoyictH "O€vpvyxirov| 

map[a Tov Kowod TOV - - - THC avTHC TOAEWC 51a ?] 

5 eel axorovdwe Toic KeAeucHeicu | 
> a 

(di[w Tinuwate mpochwr- Thy €Enc Tyr av xeE-| 
/ > / NE ea / \ a Lia \ 

pil C- WvlaV, Kal OmVU- Tov Jeiov dpKov py dre- | 

pe[UcBar. 

4-7 The uncertainty over identification of the guild, the presence or otherwise of abbreviations, and the 
ttumber of declarants make accurate reconstruction of these lines impossible. 

3736. DECLARATIONS OF PRICES? 

13 1B.212-213/A h(i) and (ii) h(i) 10X21 cm. 27 September(?) 312 
h(ii) 10 X 17 cm. 

These tattered fragments preserve the foot (on h(1i) = col. i) and the top (on 

h(i) = col. ii) of what presumably were declarations of prices. On the back of fragment 

h(ii) are 3758 221-8 and on the back of h(i) are 3758 214-20. Lines 181-213 of 3758 are 

on the back of the price-declaration sequence 3737-40 below, dated 27 September 312. 

The year in 3736 col. ii is certainly 312, though month and day have not survived, while 

the addressee Valerius Heron (alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite) is shared with 

the 3737-40 sequence (3738 inadvertently omits him), and the inventory numbers are 

sequential, so that the circumstantial evidence for unity is strong. 

The declarations are written along the fibres. From the foot of col. 1 scanty ink 

traces of only two or three lines remain, which we do not transcribe. The last line begins 

Adbpy[Avoc. There was a blank lower margin of perhaps up to 8 cm. Of col. i1 we 

transcribe the first five lines; occasional traces survive below this on a tangled mass of 

loose (and mostly vertical) fibres, extending about 18 cm. below l. 5. 
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Urateiac TH[v| dectroT[@ |v 

7pav PAaviov Ovarepiov 

Kwvcravtivov kat Aukwvia[vo |b 

Atxwiov CeBactay ro BL” | 

Ovarepiw “Hpwr{t| t[ a on 

2 ddaviov 

3737. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

13 1B.212-213/A (h) Height 25 cm 27 September 312 

This price-declaration addressed to the logistes by the guild of Keyrom@Aar (see 

7-8n.) is the first of a sequence of four of the same date occupying part (39 cm long) of 

the other side of 3758. The three items that follow it are published below as 3738-40. The 

sequence of these three (€Aatoupyoi, aptupatom@Aar, Kamndor) is echoed in the 

declarations 3760-2, perhaps of 326. 3737 is more or less complete except for the loss 

of part of the right centre, but the loose and shredded nature of the surface fibres renders 

transcription hazardous. Considerable stray ink (offsets?) adds to the difficulties. There 

appears to have been a strengthening-strip (for 3758 presumably) attached down the 

left side of the document, which must itself have been inscribed; traces of its fibres 

remain, with ink visible through them. 

The sequence greatly extends the known span of office of the logistes Valerius 

Heron alias Sarapion and provides the latest known date for him. See Appendix I below. 

The main hand of all four texts 3737-40 is the same. See 3731 introd. for the 

practice of drafting the common form of such declarations in advance. 3738 bears an 

autograph signature by the declarant; the other three are signed by a tbzoypadeic, 

Sarmates in 3737, Jion in 3739, and Horion (the daoypadevc in 3739?) in 3740. Horion, 

in a hand clearly different from the main hand, also inserted the prices and the names of 

the znvidpxac in 3740. Authorship of the insertions in 3737-9 is uncertain; they may all 

be in the same hand, or the troypadeic may have made them in 3737 and 3739 

respectively, and there are other possibilities obviously. If they are all in the same hand, 

the writer may be Sarmates, the broypadevc of 3737. His handwriting is hardly to be 

distinguished from the main hand of all four texts 3737-40, although that may be due to 

the poor surface condition of the papyrus. It is conceivable that Sarmates, like Aurelius 

Leontius in P. Harr. 73 (see R. A. Coles, PE 37 (1980) 230), was a scribe in the logistes’ 

bureau and in that capacity drafted the main texts, made the insertions in a number of 

them and was commissioned by the pyvidpxyc in one instance to write the subscription. 

See Appendix IV below. Such a man would be in a position to insert the missing details 
of nomenclature and price in a document for which another man was droypa¢evc. 
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There is a kollesis to the right of 3740, just before the edge of this particular offcut 
scrap of papyrus, but elsewhere the extreme surface damage and decomposition makes 
the presence of these joins very hard to discern. 

vtateialc] Trav dectroTwv 

jpua@v Praviov Odvarepiov 

Kwveravtivov Kat Aucwviavot 

Acxwiov CeBactav 76 B/’’. 

5 Ovarepiw ‘Hpwvi t® kat Capa- 

[iw ve AoyictH ’O€vpvyxirov 

[apa Tod Koli[vo]b ray KEmLo- 

Twr@v THC abtHc TOAE[ we | 

[1-2?]..... AdpnAiov ‘lepaxa[toc? | 

10 ~— [a] KeAoVBwe Toic KEAEvCO(Etciv) [’diw | 

[Te ]unpare mpochwrve@ Thy 

efjc tinny dy [xepila| 
[wvi|wy Kall duvdw tov Betov] 

CRC ERR SAKCY 

15 [2-3]. [. lov (aptaBync) a tadXd(avtov) (added; m. 2? 

(m.1)  [dlacyHAov (aptaBync) a tadX(avtov) (added; m. 2? 

(m.1)  [ép]eBivOou (aptaByc) a rad(avtov) (added; m. 2?) a 

(m.1)  THAEwWC (aptaBnc) a (dyvapia) (added; m. 2?) py 

(m.1)  dpdBov (aptaBnc) a (dnvapia) (added; m. 2?) A 

(m.1)  vmatelac THC adTic, OwWO X’* 

(m.2?)  AvpyHdAroc ‘lepakdc mpochw[ ve we mpdxertat. | 

pn [etddToc. | 

2 ddaviov Last o of Ovadepiov rewritten Q tepaxal[ 10 wedevc?? 16 tad’ So in 
Tj LE 21 tepakac 22 avp’,eyp/v) Form of abbreviation of yp(aupara) not discernible 

‘In the consulship of our masters Flavius Valerius Constantinus and Licinianus Licinius Augusti, for the 
2nd time. 

“To Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the seed-vegetable 
merchants of the same city’, (m. 2?) ‘through me(?) Aurelius Hieracas’. (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at 
my own risk I declare the price below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have not 
been deceitful. As follows: 

[ } I art. tal.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘1’ 

(m. 1) ‘Calavance I art. tal.’ (added; m. 2?)) “1 

(m. 1) “‘Chick-pea I art. tal.” (added; m. 2?) ‘1(?)’ 
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(m. 1) ‘Fenugreek I art. den.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘750° 

(m. 1) ‘Vetch I art. den.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘10007 

(m. 1) “The same consulship, Thoth 30’. 
(m. 2?) ‘I, Aurelius Hieracas, make my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Sarmates, wrote on his behalf 

as he is illiterate.’ 

7-8 Kewrom@Aa recur in two other texts in this volume, 3744 and 3755. Neither of those texts contributes 

to our knowledge of the meaning of the word. The most recent treatment is that of Z. Borkowski, Une descr. 

topogr. des immeubles a Panopolis (Warsaw 1975) 71. Now that we know four of the items handled by the 

Kewtom@Aat (16-19), we may more firmly reject the translation ‘marchand de gomme’ than Borkowski was able 

to do. If the cejtom@Aae were concerned with chickens, then here they would have to be declaring the prices of 
the foodstuffs they bought. Borkowski’s third possibility, based on xéy1ov = some type of vegetable, is more 

acceptable and suits the nature of the items declared here in 3737. For «éuov see P. Ryl. 1V 627, 629-30, 

639 freq., esp. 627. 192n., CPR VIII 85. 5n. and P. J. Sijpesteijn and K. A. Worp, ZPE 29 (1978) 269. The 

association Keuiwr Kal OudpaKxwy (vel sim.), and Kewopadavoc, both frequent in P. Ryl. 1V, provide added weight 

for the vegetable-based interpretation. A common characteristic of the vegetables handled here (16-19) is that 

they are all leguminous vegetables cultivated for their seeds; hence I opt for the translation ‘seed-vegetable 
merchants’, 

g One expects 8.’ éuod at the beginning of the line but I have failed to read it. An insertion or change of 
hand for the name of the declarant is expected but is not palaeographically clear. There are at any rate script 
similarities in the words recurring in 21. ‘Iepaxdc (cf. 21) is not in F. Preisigke, Mamenbuch or D. Foraboschi, 
Onomasticon or in Pape-Benseler or in F. Dornseiffand B. Hansen, Riickl. Worterbuch. The short genitive ‘Iepaxa 
is also possible, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 16-18. 

12-14 xupilw .. . opxov. The wording is restored on the basis of the other items in this series but the 
papyrus is so damaged and the traces in 13 so uncertain that the distribution of words between lines is very 
conjectural. 

15-19 The amounts of money are expected to be in a different hand or at least to have been added in; that 

they have at least been added in is apparent from the amounts in talents not being quite in alignment with the 
indication rad% 

16-19 For the items here (that in 15 remains undetermined) see M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft 189-91, 

193-5. Pacydroc, épéBBoc and époBoc recur together in P. Cair. Isid. 71. 7 and 72 introd. For ddcyAoc cf. BGU 
XV 2496 introd. On fenugreek (77Atc) see also D. Crawford, Kerkeosiris 112-13. For époBoc see O. Lund 1. 2n.; 

R. Pintaudi, Aeg. 61 (1981) 99, discusses épBap- variants. Note the unfortunately incomplete price-declaration 
of the 6pBrom@Aa, 3745 with 7-8n. 

17 The reading of the price is very uncertain; the surface is disfigured by offsets. 

21 The use of the indicative of rpocdwva, without émdé5w«a, is not in accord with the later practice, but 

is consistent through this sequence except for the curious double subscription in 3738. zpé«ectar probably 
abbreviated. 

21-2 A change of hand is expected but is not palaeographically clear. Surface damage helps to obscure 
the individuality of the handwriting. Cf. the introd. above. 

22 «iddroc probably abbreviated. 

3738. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

13 1B.212-213/A (h) Height 25 cm 27 September 312 

‘This declaration by the oil-workers of Oxyrhynchus is the second in the sequence of 
four contemporary declarations 3737-40, for which cf. 3737 introd. This one has 
suffered some loss from a diagonal break across the centre. The writer has omitted the 
address to the logistes, thus depriving ric adic méAewc in 6 of any point of reference. 
Another curiosity is the repeated subscription (here not by a droypadevc but in the 
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declarant’s autograph). For the various handwritings of the four-document sequence, 
see 3737 introd. 

For the €Aaoupyoé and the oil they declare cf. 3760, and see 5-6 n. below. 

Umateiac TMV dectoTa[V] 

nuov Praviov Ovarepio[v| 

Kwvctavtivov Kai Auxwr[tavod| 

Acxwiov CeBactav ro Bl] 

5  Ttmapatlo]v Kowod t[a@]v [eAac-] 

oupya@v TH adtHc [ToAewc | 

dv [eno] AdpyAtov 

(added, m. 2?) — [Ler] répec Ha, , , [ 
(m.1) — [axo]AovOwe tote [KeAeucBetcw | 

io = | eae lel GI le 

[ é. 26 ] @vi- 

[wv Kal duviw] tov Deiov dpKov 

[un exsedcBar. Elcte dé: 

14 [Aaxyavo]etépuou (aptaByc) a TaA(avta) (added; m. 2?) B 

(Onvapia) cv. 

(m.1)  [vaareiac] tHe adtHc, Ow8 X° 

(m. 3) [Avpy |Aoc [letripic mpochw- 

[vm] we mpdKetat. 

[A]dprjAcoc ITerripiuc émdé- 

dwKa Tpochwvav 

20 wemp<oKertaL». 

1 vUmatevac? 2 ddaviov 8 1. ITerripioc [Any TON Oc 14-15 Parts of this 

line and the next appear to have been re-inked 16 First r of [Tetripic added 18 mer Tipic 

‘In the consulship of our masters Flavius Valerius Constantinus and Licinianus Licinius Augusti, for the 

2nd time. 
‘From the guild of the oil-workers of the same city, through me Aurelius’ (added; m. 2?) ‘Pettiris son of 

Pa... (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, [at my own risk I declare the price below for the] goods [which I 
handle], and I swear the divine oath that I have not been deceitful. As follows: 

‘Vegetable-seed I art. tal.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘2, den. 250’ 

(m. 1) ‘The same consulship, Thoth 30.’ 

(m. 3) ‘I, Aurelius Pettiris, declare as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Pettiris, presented this, making my declara- 

tion as aforesaid.’ 

5-6 éAaovpyo/ are discussed briefly by Z. Borkowski, Une descr. topogr. des mmeubles a Panopolis (Warsaw 
1975) 71-2. [hat the oil they handled was not olive oil is clear from Aaxavocrréppov in 14 here (partly restored) 

and in 3760 12 (cf. n.). (Olive oil is discussed by A. Wittenburg, <PE 38 (1980) 185-9, and also posited by 
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A. M. Tromp, Stud. Pap. 21 (1982) 39-40. On olive cultivation in Egypt see A. Lucas, Anc. Egyptian Materials 
and Industries (4th edn. rev. J. R. Harris) 333-5.) 

7 For the prior classification of the guild’s representative as an Aurelius cf. J. G. Keenan, ZPE 53 (1983) 

245-50, esp. 246. Filler-stroke at the end of the line; whether it is by the first or the second hand is not clear. 
10-11 Unless there were abbreviations (e.g. xeAevcO(eicw) in g, cf. 3737 10), space is tight for restoring 

the formula as in 3739. Did the writer omit éyyeypappeévny as in 3737 and 3740? 

16-20 Cf. 3737 21n. 
20 The sentence was never finished; only the loop of rho was written. 

3739. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

13 1B.212-213/A (g) Height 25 cm 27 September 312 

This declaration by the condiment-sellers of Oxyrhynchus (cf. 3761) is the third in 

the contemporary sequence 3737-40 (see 3737 introd.) and is mostly preserved or 

restorable except for the items declared, Il. 15-23 (see n.). 

For a discussion of the handwritings of the four-document sequence, see 3737 
introd. 

[vmarteiac Tv dec|ToTMY Hudv 

[PAaoviov Ova]Aepiov Kwvcravrivov 

Kat [Ack ]vravot Acxwiov 

[CeBa]lcra@v ro B/” 

5  [Ova]rep[tw] How 7d wat Capariwvr 

[Aoyictn *OlEvpuyxitov 

[zapa Tob] Kowod Tav aptupatoTWw- 

[Awy rc] abrae méXewe (added; m. 2?) d1(a) Ev- 

[ayyéAov? |], wvoc. (m. 1) dxoAovbwe 

10 ~—- [Tote KeAevc |Beicw (iw TyUnpare 

[mpochw |v[ a] tiv Enc evye- 

[ypappevy |y tyuny dv xipilw 
[wrviwr Kal 6uvd[w] tov Beiov 

[prov pw] eedcBar. Ecr[u d]é: 
aed Pages lov (apraBqc) o [ 

[ | (apraByc)a 7aA(avrov) (added; m. 2?) a (Syvdpia) ob 
eee Mh hy (apraBnc) a” (dnvdpia) (added; m. 2?) yy 
(et ue] ‘ee arm c decu(idiov) a’ (Snvapia) (added; m. 2?) Ke 

8 bu’ 11-12 1. éyyeypappeévnv 12 1. yerpilw 15 ff. — 16 tad’ So in 22, 23 
* Soin 17-21, 23 18 decp’ 
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added; m. 2?) Aca 

added; m. 2?) Acv 

added; m. 2?) Acv 

aptaBnc) a (dnvdpia ( 

( 
( 

aptaBnc?) a tad(avtov) (added; m. 2?) a 

( 
( 

) 
dptdByc) a (Snvdpia) 

a (8nvdpia) 

a a eS os 

i 

Sy a fe ee (i SS 

fa) 

in 

mo) q R Tse) 3 n 

added; m. 2?) a 

dnvapia) py 

aptaByc) a tad(avrov) 

m. I [Urrateiac TH] adtHc, OWS X’ 

(m. 3? A[dpydvoc Eday|yedoc mpochwvad we mpdx (erat). 
26 [AdprAroc ?'Qp|iwv €[yp] (aba) b(7ép) abrod yp(dupara) pr) 

€(6(6T0C). 

25 mpo* ? 26 eyp/v), yp/, «i 

‘In the consulship of our masters Flavius Valerius Constantinus and Licinianus Licinius Augusti, for 
the 2nd time. 

‘To Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the condiment-sellers of 
the same city, through’ (added; m. 2?) ‘Evangelus son of -on.’ (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own 
risk I declare the price entered below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have not 
been deceitful. As follows: 

1 art. [ 

a vee we I art. . * (added; m. 2?) “1, den. 750’ 
(tad) I art. den.’ (added; m. 2?) 20 
(ane 1) 1 bundle 4 (added; m. 2?) ‘2 

(aaas 1) I art. en.’ (added; m. 2?) ae 

(men) I art. en.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘1250’ 

(m;. 2): I art. en.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘1250’ 

Goreng I art.(?) a ” (added; m. 2?) ‘1’ 

(adore I art. tal.’ (added; m. 2?) ‘1, den. 750’ 
(m. 1) ‘The same consulship, Thoth 30.’ 
(m. 3?) ‘I, Aurelius Evangelus, make my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion(?), wrote on his 

behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

15-23 The items here should be identical with those declared in 3761 6-14. The number of items is the 
same. Unfortunately, comparing 3739 18-19 with 3761 9-10 (the fourth and fifth items in each case) makes it 
clear that the order in the two lists must be different (surprisingly, contrasting the regularity, say, in the lists 
submitted by the pupoma@Aar), thus making it impossible to supplement the items. Equally ], c here from the 
seventh item (I. 21) will not square with the seventh item in 3761 12, «vjKov. 

18 For the decuidcov as a unit of measurement cf. 3765 9. 
26 For the restoration of Horion’s name see 3740 introd., and Appendix IV below. 

3740. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

13 1B.212-213/A (g) Height 25 cm 27 September 312 

This declaration of prices to the logistes by the guild of tavern-keepers (cf. 3762) is 

the fourth (and final one to have survived) in the contemporary sequence 3737-40 (see 

3737 introd.). 
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For a discussion of the handwritings of the four-document sequence see 3737 introd. 

It is not clear whether the dzoypadedc Aurelius Horion, who clearly also inserted the 

prices and the names of the pyvedpyat, might not also be identified with the vroypagevc of 

3739. Apparent differences in the script could perhaps be attributed to use of a different 

pen. For Horion see Appendix IV below. 

The document was drafted in expectation of one declarant. For the scribal havoc 

created by two declarants turning up, see the app. crit. on 8 and 13 and 8-10, 12, 14nn. 

vratetac [tw |v dectrotwv 

nuadv Praviov Ovadrepiouv 

Kwvetavtivov kat Auxwviav[o |b 

Atxwiov CeBactav 70 Bf *’. 

pmo anlg tle fees lappa corn at oe 
miwve AoyictH ’O€upvy x (irov) 

mapa [Tob] Kowot Tav KaTHAwY 

The [adryc] moAewe du(a) (m. 2) Quay 

Oc0d[wpov| Capamiwvoc kat 

10 Ato[Sapov] Avovuciov wn(viapxa@v). (m. 1) axoAov- 

Pwlc roic KeAev|cBetci 18[(]w Ti- 

enna te mpochwvo|vpnev THY €- 
Ej[c tyuny dv] xipilowev wriwy 

K[at ouvdopev 70]y Detov dpKov py 

15 ewbe[dcBar. | €ctt 0€° 

oiv[ov ’Oalcizixot E(é€ctrov)a (dnvapia) (m. 2) o€ 

(m. 1) Kv[diov O|nBaixod E(écrov) a (dnvapia) (m. 2) o€ 

(m. 1) vrate[tac TH|c avTHC, Owb X‘ 

(m. 2) Abpy[Ar]or Deddwpoc Kat Aiddwpoc 

20 Tpo[c]dwvotpev we mpdxertat. Adp(jAroc) ‘Qpi- 
” ¢€ A > a fe x > / 

[wy €lyp(aisa) b(7ép) adrav yp(aupata) py €lddTwr. 

I vUmateac 2 ddAaviov 6 o€upuyX ? 8 8.’; d re-inked by m. 2 Not certain whether 
the second hand’s heavily-inked uv has been written over anything (é€uo0?) by the first hand 10 pnf 
II tdww 13, xepiCouev corr. from yipilw; |. xerpifowev 17 OnBaixov 18 umarevac? 19 

Horizontal mark in margin close to line-beginning, cf. 20 20 Unexplained horizontal mark before 
tpochwvobmev, cf. 19 aup’ 21 eyp/v), ypf 

‘In the consulship of our masters Flavius Valerius Constantinus and Licinianus Licinius Augusti, for the 
2nd time. 

‘To Valerius Heron alias Sarapion, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the tavern-keepers of the 
same city, through’ (m. 2) ‘us Theodorus son of Sarapion and Diodorus son of Dionysius, monthly presidents.’ 
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(m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at our own risk we declare the price below for the goods which we handle, and we swear the divine oath that we have not been deceitful. As follows: 

‘Oasite wine Isextarius den.’ (m. 2) ‘75” 
(m. 1) “Theban (wine) of Cnidian type 

I sextarius den.’ (m. 2) 75” 
(m. 1) “The same consulship, Thoth 20, 
(m. 2) ‘We, Aurelii Theodorus and Diodorus, make our declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, wrote on their behalf as they are illiterate.’ 

7 While xdmmAou (= caupo, cauponarius, tabernarius CGL) elsewhere can indicate a different or less specific occupation, it is clear that here they are wine-merchants or rather tavern-keepers, declaring the price of two types of wine. M. San Nicolo, Ag. Vereinswesen (2nd edn., Munich 1972) i 133-4 discusses the development of this specialized meaning of the term. It is odd that the xammAor as a class seemingly did not stock Oxyrhynchite wine, listed in 3765 5, where it must be derived from the declaration of a different guild. 
8-10 The first hand left space at the end of 8 and before dxoAodv- in the line following, sufficient for a single declarant. The second hand has squeezed in more than was planned for, and axoAov- printed as if ending ro is in fact physically sandwiched by 9-10 as inserted by the second hand. 
12 mpochwvo|iuey. The ductus is far from clear. A correction from mpocpwve is expected. 
13 Space precludes inclusion of eyyeypaupevny before ryuv. Cf. 3737 12. 
14 ouvvouev will presumably have been corrected from ouvdw, cf. the app. crit. on 13. 
16-17 Cf. 3762 15-16 and 3765 3-4. For Oasite wine cf. XLVIII 3425 rn. The other variety here is less straightforward. The other two occurrences assure the reading. Geographical adjectives or adjectival nouns such as «viSvov when encountered in papyri are often taken to describe a particular style and size of jar (as 

indeed xvi8cov does in 3748 15; and cf. V. Grace and J.-Y. Empereur, BJFAO 81 suppl. (1981) 424-5) rather 
than refer to genuine imported wine or other commodity; but such cannot quite be the case here. The volume is 
specified, namely the sextarius, and the addition ofa second unit of volume would make no sense; in any case the 
measurement-units do not normally precede the item. Moreover, the provenance is given as the Thebaid, 
O@nBaixod, so that we cannot have a reference to imported Cnidian wine. I believe we have to understand the 
description here as ‘“‘Cnidian’’ (wine), made in the Thebaid’, or more freely ‘Theban (wine) of Cnidian type’. 
Cf. M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft 251-2; O. Lund 12. 6-7n.; also H. Cockle, JRS 71 (1981) 95 with the 
reference to H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae I 154-5 (note the caveat on p. 170). 

The abbreviation for €(écrov) is the usual one ofa xi cut by an oblique stroke rising to the right at a shallow 
angle. 

4 tg-21 A fold on the surface as manufactured interrupts the writing in the middle of these lines, giving 
6 codwpoc, |dwvo ywev and av twv. 

3741. OrrictaL DayBook 

70/16 (a) 49.7 X 15.3 cm. 2 September-7 October ?313 

3741 preserves part of an official daybook. The official concerned is nowhere clearly 
specified. The logistes is cited in 59, and certain sections (5-8, 39-40) record matters that 
fall within the sphere of his activity. Yet 62, following on 59, appears to exclude him as 
the official whose decisions are recorded at intervals. In both format and brevity the 
daybook is in contrast with the long transversa charta reports of hearings or series of 
hearings exemplified elsewhere in this volume. For other examples of daybooks cf. XLII 
3072-4. 3741 gives the lie to the statement of E. Bickermann, Aeg. 13 (1933) 346, that 
Diocletian did away with the keeping of official journals. 

The papyrus is written across the fibres and preserves the lower parts of four 
columns plus traces of a fifth (the occasional traces of line-beginnings of this, never more 
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than one letter, are not transcribed). Preserved dates run from Thoth 6 (1. 13, = 3/4 Sep- 

tember; Il. 1-12 presumably all date to Thoth 5) till Phaophi 10 (1. 63: = 7/8 October). 

There is a wide margin of 7 cm to the left of col. i and it is a fair assumption that this was 

the first.column of the roll and that the roll started with Thoth 1 = 29/30 August. 

A curiosity of the daybook, apart from the frequency with which the level of 

business transacted was ovdéy, is the entry Aiéc occurring regularly every seven days 

(Il. 13 (Thoth 6), 18 (Thoth 13), 36 (Thoth 27), 44 (Phaophi 4) ). On none of these Av6c- 

days are transactions of any kind recorded. Aiéc presumably = dies Louis, i.e. Thursday: 

cf. e.g. CCAG VIII. 3 p. 192. For days of the week cf. XLIV 3174 17n. with references 

(the wooden tablet referred to there is redated to 327 in place of 294 by R.S. Bagnall and 

K. A. Worp, BASP 17 (1980) 17, while a revised edition of Bickermann, Chronology, 

appeared in 1980); D. R. Jordan, Hesp. 54 (1985) 215. For the regular cessation of 

official business on Thursdays perhaps compare Caesarius of Arles, Sermones 13. 5 (also 

19.4 and 52.2; we owe these references to Dr Holford-Strevens); there may be a hint of 

the practice in XXII 2343 8-9 (29 December 287), see R. A. Coles, ZPE 61 (1985) 113. 

The date of 3741 should probably be 313. The calculation is as follows: if Thoth 6 

(1. 13 = 3/4 September) and every seventh day following was a Thursday, use of V. 

Grumel, La Chronologie 316 shows that in the early fourth century possible years are 302, 

307, 313, 324, 330, and so on. 302 and 307 can be excluded because they antedate the 

date of the document on the front of 3741 (mid 313: see below) while 330 and later dates 

postdate the fall of Licinius, after which, because of Constantine’s legislation on Sunday 

observance, we ought not to find official bureaux routinely closed on Thursdays 

(contrast 3759 introd. and 38n.). 324 is theoretically possible because 3 September in 

that year still precedes the fall of Licinius (news of which would not have reached 

Oxyrhynchus by the latest date on the papyrus), but 313 is much more likely as yielding 

a very plausible interval after which the document on the front that came in to the 

logistes’ bureau would have been discarded for reuse. (Intervals evidenced by these texts 

from the logistes’ bureau range from a possible one month (3766-7) to possibly nearly 

twenty years (see 3756-8 introd.).) Perhaps this attractive interval is too short. The 

earliest day on 3741 would have been 29 August if the year were 313, see above. The 

petition on the front must fall between 28 July and 13 September 313, see below; this 

interval reduces to 28 July-29 August if the daybook dates to the same year. This leaves 

a very brief time for the petition to remain on file, and would of course have 

consequences, albeit very hypothetical ones, for the date of the death of Maximinus Daia 

and the date by which the consular change to Constantine alone was known in Egypt. 

Nevertheless so rapid a reuse of the back of the petition for a record starting Thoth 1 has 

a compact neatness which is very persuasive. 

This petition on the front, from a woman to the logistes and dated 313, is extensive 

but too damaged to yield connected sense beyond its first four lines. It is written along 

the fibres upside down in relation to the daybook. The text opens as follows: 1(m. 1 or 
4s 

mM. 3?) dratialc T]ob decrrétov Hudv Pravio[v] Ovadepiov Kwvcravtivov CeBacrol[b 70] y”’ 
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2(m. 2) Ovar€pioc Aupwrravoc 6 kat Pepdvtioc Aoyictnc Okupvyytrou AbpnrAlw Capariwve 

Mpai(mocitw) mayou 7TH giATdtw yxalpew. Tav SofvTwv por PiBrALwy bd [rod] rHc 

Tepovtiw Aoyicty Okvpvy[xitov] *mapa Adbpnrlac Texwcotr[olc tic Kat Evdayovidoc 

Buya[tpo]c Advpou rob Kal Evdaipovolc] Kal we x[p|nuartiler amo tHe Aal[u(mpac)] Kal 

Aap(mpotaryc) Okupvyxita@v moAewe. OUT, , | (much-damaged remains of ten further 

lines). The very wide lines were once wider still although the end of 3 suggests that not 
much has been lost. The last preserved line was apparently a short one, but the docu- 
ment probably continued below that; if not, it will have been of unusual proportions. 

(Comparison of Il. 14-16 (col. i) on the back with l. 17 (top of col. ii) shows that a mini- 

mum of four lines has been lost there at the top of col. 11.) The consular formula (1) is of 

interest since it records a stage hitherto unattested in the papyri, see R. S. Bagnall and 

K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 106-7. The month is not pre- 
served but the date should fall between 28 July and 13 September, cf. P. Sakaon 6. 13-14 
and XLIII 3144 1-2n. That terminal date must move earlier (into August) if the 

daybook on the back also dates from 313, see above. In any case the petition probably 
belongs nearer the beginning of the interval, since it represents a stage after it was 
known to omit Maximinus Daia from the formula but before the knowledge of his 

replacement by Licinius; while a further reason would be to maximize the petition’s 

potential life on file, a month at most if the daybook on its reverse is to be assigned to the 
same year. Regardless of these refinements, the date will fall within the known limits of 

tenure of the logistes Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, for whom see Appendix I 

below. The address to him (3) is pretentiously written in a large script with the words 

well spaced out. The smaller script of 4 ff. is presumably in the same hand. Ample space 
was left above the address for the insertion of the logistes’ instructions by a second 
hand (2). It is not clear whether the consular date above that is by yet another hand 

or by the writer of the main text. In 4 the size of omicron and the spacing suggest the 
articulation 6 v7- at the end. Three kolleseis are preserved, giving visible sheet widths 

between them of 16 and 14.5 cm. 

Coli 

al 
oe eee 
[€d]o€(ev) éx[t] tov €[mi]rpomov tH c C’vo-? | 

[2a] avarréurrecO[a]i 70 mpaypg. 

5 /aArdo [ c.3 |, AiBucca dia Kacropoc rept) [Lod] 

1h ge nv yovaik( ) €evixod TH 

6cia Trapadobnvat. 

3 bok" 5 7 6 yuvar 
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20 

25) 

30 

8 &b0&’ 
p 22 v) 
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ed0€ (ev) o0Tw ylyvecBar. 

OXA9 [. |n[.]...[.]..¢ Kal Ogodepa mp(dc?) Aprar[o]v 
m(ept) otkiac. €d0€(ev) Kal Tov viwvo|v] 

“Hpakdevov AaBeiv THY woipav THC 

ie ner 
1S Auoc. 

C reysnc (yOunpdc evexev aved, 

dAvéwv do0evtwy etc Aevroupyiav 

Colm 

[B ovd€]y. 

uy’ toc. 

0’ ovdév. 

rue Cepnvoc Arocxoupidou HE[ iwcev 

Kac €md.dovc daviou (traAavtwv?) uf 

TH TOAEL U(TrEp) dvdpatoc Oe [ 

mLdo0¢ yuv(arkoc) ‘Qpiwvoc ap, [ 

AaBety ra Urapyovta. 

ed0€ (ev) otTw ylyvecBar. 

ls. ovdev. 

uC ovdev. 

7 Moa€gevriou rept) me... 

Col. iii 

KB ovdev. 
> Ve 

/Ky ovdev. 

/KO ovdev. 

/KE ovdev. 

9 p) 10 m7, €d0€, viwvov 14 1. tyne; ixOunpac 21 1. davetou 
23 yu" 25 «d0f’ 28 7’ 29 ¢f 

pe 
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35 KS  oOvoeV. 

ake Atoe, 
> £ 

/KN  Ovoder. 

KO ovdev. 

A mlept) Abcewc diabhane .[...]... vouBpac 
40 Ariov trapédpou [vac.? | 

/PDaddi a’ ovdév. 

/B  ovdév. 

ry ovdev. 

A e1lOe. 

45 Le  AckAnmiadnc éemipeAntiac axuwadiov 
o / > / 

oTrou KaTEVETO alTL@peEVOC WC TpPO- 

pav un dofercw@y Taic povrAaic. 

Col. iv 

ret, | 
dof (ev) vmepz, | 

[date oJ] vdev. 

[date], ovdev. 

[date] Capan[‘Jov [,].aA,.[ 
55 [ letra ov, .T[ 

[ J... Tove Exew Tac aywyac. 
€d0€ (ev) THY emictoAny avadnudé (Hvac) 

Toic UTo-(vHpact). 

GAAo = 0 Aoy (uc IHIc) HElweev,.,.,,, KOTAC 

60 mAnpa@cat Tove Savictac emt 

TPLETEL YpOVvw. 

ed0€ (ev) ovTw yiyvecBbar. 

U m(ept) e€eracewc amedAactac Bodc 

39 7’ 47 taic corr. from _ toic 51 €d0&’? 57 €00€%, vane” 58 vm0pnf 

59 Aoy( ): form of abbreviation not clear because of damage to the papyrus 60 |. daveuctac 

62 «d0€’ 63 7’ 
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Col. i 3 
‘Decided: to transfer the matter up to the procurator Heptanomiae(?). 

‘Another. ..., a Libyan woman, through Castor, concerning the necessity ... wife... foreigner... to be 
handed over for burial. 

Decided: that this should be done. 
‘Another. .. . and Theodora against Arianus(?) concerning a house. 

Decided: the grandson also, Heraclius, should receive the share of the . . . 
“6th dies Touts. 
‘7th On account of the value of the fishing-concession (a list?) was submitted of fishermen presented 
for liturgy in accordance with the order of the rationalis.’ 

Col. ii 17 
‘12th Nothing. 
“13th dies Iovis. 
‘14th Nothing. 
‘15th Serenus son of Dioscurides requested . . . presenting. . . a loan of 1[?] talents(?) ... to the city in the 

name of The- . . . -pis wife of Horion . . . to receive his property. 
Decided: that this should be done. 

‘16th Nothing. 

‘17th Nothing. 

‘18th Maxentius(?) concerning. . .’ 

Col. iii 31 
‘22nd Nothing. 
‘23rd Nothing. 
‘24th Nothing. 
‘25th Nothing. 
‘26th Nothing. 
‘27th dies Tovis. 
‘28th Nothing. 

‘29th Nothing. 
“30th Concerning the opening of the will of . . . sister-in-law(?) of Apius(?), assessor . . . 
‘Phaophi 1 Nothing. 
‘end Nothing. 

‘3rd_—— Nothing. 
“4th — dies Tovis. 
‘5th — Asclepiades, in charge of baggage-animals somewhere(?), made a deposition containing an accusation 

that the mules were not given their fodder.’ 

Col. iv 51 

‘Decided? = 
[Date] Nothing. 
[Date] Nothing. 
[Date] Sarapion . . . to have the right of procedure. 

Decided: the letter to be incorporated into the minutes. 
‘Another. The curator requested that . . . should refund the creditors over a three-year period. 

Decided: that this should be done. 
‘roth Concerning an inquiry into the driving-off of an ox.’ 

1 Trace is along diagonal, not from e (= Thoth 5), nota check mark (cf. 5 etc.), not I think from dAAo (ef. 5, 9, etc.: if stroke were from first A, cf. 9, more traces should be visible). Possibly cf. unexplained marks at the beginning of 10 and elsewhere, see 16n. 
3-4 For the procurator Heptanomiae cf. J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 261, and XLII 3031 and L 3573. Or 

thle mprova-|*[ ry ]¢? 
5-7 These lines obviously summarize a hearing regarding apertura testamenti or more specifically the burial 
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arrangements that may conclude such hearings: cf., for 77 dcia mapadoPAvar, 3758 153, 210. Cf. also 39-40 
below. 

6 Or Zevixot? 

14 Teyenc (xOunpac evexev. The precise implications of this phrase are unclear. I take it that the absence of 
a number of fishermen on liturgical duties would lead to a drop in the revenues from the fishing-concession, 
whether rents or taxes or both, hence the interest in a list of such persons. Possibly dve5(60) yp(ad7)? For 
txOunpac cf. e.g. XLVI 32706 and P. Harr. II 194; for fishing in general see the bibliography collected in XLIX 
3495. 

16 In the margin an unexplained mark, similar to a cursive Latin g. Identical marks occur in the margin 

beside 29, 46-7, and 61. A damaged mark in the margin beside 10 may have been similar. Also cf. 1n. The 
mark beside 40 is different, see n. There is a small further mark, different, in the margin midway between 42 
and 43; this may be accidental. 

17-19 Ink traces to the right of the text as printed are perhaps to be explained as offsets. More offsets 
interfere with 21. 

21 See 17-19n. 
28 First two letters of Magevriov obscured by blots, offsets or a correction. Avgéevtiov is a possible 

alternative. If Magevriov is correct and this person was named after Maximian’s son, the latter’s date of birth 

(c. 283?) becomes relevant. See T. D. Barnes, The New Empire of Diocletian and Constantine 34. 
39-40 For hearings on apertura testamenti cf. 3758 134-55 and 181-213; also 5-7 above. 
40 In the margin an unexplained mark, similar to the rough-breathing sign in literary papyri. Cf. 16n. 
45 axpuwadlwv. Lat. agminalium. See TLL s.v. agminalis, with especially D. Just. 50. 4. 18. 21 agminales .. . 

mulae (wovAace here in 47). The Greek form seems not to have occurred before, nor is this particular variety of 

emuueAntnye attested (N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services of Roman Egypt (= Pap. Flor. X1) 27-8). 

46 If ozov is not a substitute for the unknown name of the place where Asclepiades was active, 1t may be 
relative (meaning ‘since’) and the entry will then have continued into the next column. 

55-6 Itis difficult to assess the number of letters lost at the line beginnings because of the probability of a 
staggered layout, cf. 45-7 and earlier. It seems almost certain that 54-8 all belong to the same day because only 

four days are to be accommodated between 45-7 (Phaophi 5) and 63 (Phaophi 10), with new days definitely at 

52, 53, and 54. 
56 aywyac. Probably to be understood in its legal sense of actio. Cf. e.g. XVII 2111 gn. 

3742. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

4 1B. 76/m 10.2 X 23.9 cm 26 November 317 

A declaration of the price of glass, by weight, addressed to the logistes Valerius 

Ammonianus alias Gerontius (for whom see Appendix I below) by the guild of 

glassworkers of Oxyrhynchus. For the glassworkers see P. Coll. Youtie II 81 (= XLV 

3265). 5 and n. They recur in the list PUG I 24 (ii 8). 3742 is the text referred to in P. 

Coll. Youtie II 81. 15n. 
On the back are the first five lines from a report of proceedings, written ¢ransversa 

charta, probably before the logistes. The date is 15 December 325, in the consulship of 

Paulinus and Julianus (cf. 3756 26n.), the location in 7@ Kopiw tep@ (cf. 3759 1). 

Analysis of the handwriting is not totally straightforward. For the regular format cf. 

3731 introd. The expected additions in 5-6 and 13 (the names in 5-6 clearly added, the 

price in 13 less so) are not obviously the work either of the main scribe or of Aurelius 

Pathermouthis who wrote the subscription. 

At the extreme left edge there are traces of a four-layer kollesis (the original 

manufacturer’s joins would be of three-layer type, see LI 3624-6 introd.). Was the roll of 
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declarations a répoc cuyKoAArjcysoc? This would be unexpected; a possible example of 

this format, rare in guild declarations, is 3731. Alternatively, the traces may be from a 

repair patch; or the discarded declaration-roll was cut up for reuse on the back, and 

3742 —neatly cut up its left margin—had the declarations that once preceded it replaced 

with some other document(s), pasted on to take the report of proceedings on the back. At 

the extreme right edge there are remains of another kollesis, again four layers thick: this 

time 3742 overlaps the writing on the strip of a document attached to it, which is upside- 

down relative to 3742. Clearly there is no question here of a répoc cuyKoAAjcipoc, nor is 

there need of a join here to extend the area for reuse on the back, since we have the 

beginning of the report of proceedings (written ¢ransversa charta) on the back, and the 

right edge of 3742 is the top margin of the proceedings. Probably the surviving 1.5 cm.- 

wide strip was all that was ever attached to 3742 and was there as a strengthening strip 

(for 3742 or for the proceedings). It may itself have been cut from a price-declaration, 

since |raA{ is visible. Whether 3742 had been neatly cut up its right margin (as well as its 

left?), or whether it was conceivably the last declaration on the roll, we cannot say. 

[Odvarepiw] Aupwrviar[@ 7 kat] 

[Tepovri]w rAoyicrH ’O€vpvyxit[ov] 

[apa Tob] Kowod trav veAouvpywv 

[r7}c Alau(mpdac) Kal Aa (mpotatyc) >OE(upuyxitav) 76AEwc 

5 [dv e€uo]t AdpydAtov (m. 2) Api(w)voc 

[....]. Tov. (m. 1) axodAovéwe 

[rToic KJeAeucBeicw (diw Tyujpa- 

[te mpo|chwva tHv E€jc evye- 

[yJelo]uwerny tinny cv xipi- 
10 «= fw wviwv Kal 6uviw TOV 

Getov opKov undev due- 

wevcOar. ecru O€ 

veAov OAKHL Kevt(ynvapiov) a TaA(avta) (m. 2) 6. 

(m.1)  vdmateiac Ooviviov TadAkavot 

15 Kal Katcwviov Baccov tav 

Aautpotatwy, Abvp A~. 

(m.3)  AvprAcoc Apeiwv émidedwKa 

Tpochwvav we mpdoK(ertar). Atpy(Aoc) ITabep- 

povdic €yp(arba) u(mép) alv]rov yp(aupata) py €fdd7o0[c]. 

3 veAovpywv 4 Alapusf, Aap/o€’ 5 1. Apetwroc 6 First v re-inked 8-9 l. éyyeypappevny 

g-10 1. yewpilw 13 veAov, KevT, Tar’ 14. UTaTELvacoouLvLoV” 15 v of t@v rewritten 

18 mpo“avpy ? 19 eypfuf, ypf 
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‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the glassworkers 
of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius’ (m. 2) ‘Areion, son of...’ 
(m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the price entered below for the goods which I 
handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

‘Glass, by weight 100 Ib. tal.’ (m. 2) ‘4. 
‘In the consulship of Ovinius Gallicanus and Caesonius Bassus, viri clarissimi, Hathyr 30.” (m. 1) 
I, Aurelius Areion, have presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid. I,mAgjyelius 
Pathermouthis, wrote on his behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

13 The price here of 4 tal./100 lb. had increased by 326, just over 8} years later, to 22 tal./100 Ib., as P. 
Coll. Youtie II 81 (= XLV 3265).15 attests, an increase of 450°, (not 550%, as in P. Coll. Youtie II 81. 15Nn.). 
The average annual percentage increase is 22.2%. 

14-15 For the consuls see T. D. Barnes, The New Empire of Diocletian and Constantine 95, 101; R. S. Bagnall 
and K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 107. ; 

3743. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

A 21/6(i) (25.4.67) 7 X 23.2 cm 318 

This declaration of prices to the logistes by the guild of Aeuvxavrai, bleachers (see 

H. C. Youtie, <PE 22 (1976) 63-4), is physically separate, but it was found in close 

proximity to 3744 and may, with 3745, once have formed part of the same roll of 

declarations, drafted by the same hand. The year is the same throughout, but only in 

3743 does a trace of the month survive and that trace is indeterminate. 

3743 is of special prosopographical interest: supported by 3744 and 3745, it attests a 

brief period of office as logistes for Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus earlier than his 

previously known tenure and interrupting the once apparently continuous tenure of 

Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, the result being that both officials have second 

periods of office. For fuller details see Appendix I below. 

Aevkavtai appear again in 3752 of the following year. Unfortunately the damage to 

3743 prevents our knowing the effect of one year’s inflation, other than that the price for 

the first item declared cannot have increased—if it increased at all—by more than 25 

denarii, just over 1.5%. 

The names of the pnvapyar (9 ff.) and the prices declared (20 ff.) are expected to 

have been inserted by a second hand or at least added by the same hand (for the normal 

format cf. 3731 introd.). Here they are clearly by the same hand and it is far from obvious 

that they have been added. The denarius-sign in 20 is in an ink blacker than the ink 

generally is elsewhere in the document. 

On the back, but along the fibres and thus at right angles to 3743, are the 

fragmentary remains of the last two lines of a report of proceedings before a logistes. The 

first line was partially deleted; the second runs /6 Aoyicryc €f(rev): ax[On]covrar, the rest 

of that line and the remaining space below being blank. 
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[dsa]|relac Tay dectroTa[v] 

[a1 |v Acxiviov CeBactod 70 €f’ 

[kat K ]pic[7ovu rob] égupavectarou 

[Kaiclap[o]¢ [6 af’. ] 

[Odva]Aepiw Atockoupidyn 7 «[at] 

[ov ]Avav@ AoyicrH O€vpvyxilro]yv 

[7a]pa Tod Kowod Tav AevKav- 

[r@]v rH Aap (mpac) Kal Aap(mpotaryc) ’OE(upyyxita@yv) 7d- 

[Aew]|c bv? judy AtpynrAiwy [M]a- 

[é¢]uou Capparov Kat Ilaf[e]|p- 

[wov]Oio'v’Ca[pla[miwvoc w|nui- 

[apx@v. axoAovd |we Toic 

[KeAeucBeicw idiw Ti] ujpa- 

[7c] mpocd[ wrod |uev 7H[v] Ec 

levy eypappevny tyn[nv dv] 
[yep |Couev wriwv xa[t] 

[6uv|vopev tov Deiov op[Ko |v 

[unde |v drepedcOar. ecru [d]é- 

[Ai] wv mavroiwv Aev«[@ |v 

20 [Tod] pev tpudepod AL(Tpac) [a Ta|X(avrov) a (dnvapia) pl 

[rod dle Kowod A(tpac) [a besa 

[drode |ectépwv xw|pixa@v Xi(tpac) a 

[drateialc THC TpoK(Eperyc), , [ 

(m.2)  [AdprHAcor] Ma€ipoc x[at labeppovdroc | 

25  [émidedwx lapyev mpo[chwvobvrTec we mpdk(erTat). | 

[ 8  ]dfsobetc 2yp(arpa) d[(mép) adrav yp(dupara) pi eiddrenv.] 

8 Aap/, Aap/fok’ 20 A?, Tad, & 23 mpoX 26 eypf 

‘In the consulship of our masters Licinius Augustus for the 5th time and Crispus the most noble Caesar for 
the Ist time. 

‘To Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the bleachers of the 
illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through us Aurelii Maximus son of Sarmates and 

Pathermuthius son of Sarapion, monthly presidents. In accordance with orders, at our own risk we declare the 
price entered below for the goods which we handle, and we swear the divine oath that we have been deceitful in 
nothing. As follows: 

‘All kinds of white linens: 

Fine quality 1b. tal. 1 den. 100[ +?] 
Standard quality 1 lb. [ | 
Inferior, local [1 lb. J 
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‘The aforesaid consulship, [month and day. |’ 
(m. 2) “We, Aurelii Maximus and Pathermuthius, presented this, making our declaration as aforesaid. I, 

Aurelius . .. , on request wrote on their behalf as they are illiterate.’ 

1 decrora[v]. The nu is obscured by a piece of extraneous papyrus glued over the upper right corner 
(perhaps in preparation of the roll for the text on the back?). It would be risky to remove it and since readings 
are not in doubt the attempt does not seem worthwhile. 

g-12 The same persons were pnvidpyacin Phamenoth the next year, as 3752 shows; 3743 9-12 and 24 can 
be restored in combination with each other and with 3752. 

11 The reading here is assured by the parallel 3752, even though the traces are only dubiously allocated 
to particular letters. 

12 dxoAov@|we. A trace remains (on mainly vertical fibres) from near the beginning of this word, it is 
uncertain from which letter. 

19 Aevx[@]y. Like 3753, this is another example where to suppose the guild declares the price paid for the 
raw material of its trade (cf. LI 3624-6 introd.) is not the ready explanation; it would seem much more 
obvious that here we have a service industry or better still a retail trade (since the goods are described as 
already Aevx[]y) listing its prices. 3626 is another text that will not easily fit the raw-material pattern of 
declarations, along with 3776. The Michigan text published by H. C. Youtie, <PE 22 (1976) 63 ff. (cited in the 
introd. above), is evidence for dealings with Nevxavrai by the Nirpa (Il. 16-18), perhaps not outright purchase 
(as Youtie’s translation suggests) since ll. 27-8 appear to keep a fee for the work separate from any price for the 
actual material. The drop from 3$ Ib. (Il. 17-18) to 24Ib. (1. 26) is disconcerting. Ifnot simply an error, had Aria 
taken 3} lb. to the bleacher for bleaching, sold 1 Ib. for a profit and paid him, and now she still owes him for 
bleaching the remaining 2} Ib.? Measurement by weight suggests that yarn and not cloth is meant. 

20 tpudpepod, 22 [dode]ectépwv. For the combination cf. Aeg. 54 (1974) 94, a text also concerned with 
textiles. The commentary on l. 5 there is invalidated by a lexicographical misunderstanding, as checking 
XXXI 2599 31 n. quickly makes clear. xatadeéctepoc is the term which occurs passim in the textile sections of 
Diocletian’s Price Edict. The parallel 3752 uses brodeéctepoc. 

22 See 20n. 
24 Cf. g-12n. above. 
26 The vroypadevc may be the ubiquitous Aurelius Horion, cf. e.g. the letter-forms in 3748 20 and see 

Appendix IV below. His name may have come partly in 25; Adp7jAcoc is likely to have been abbreviated aup. 
Various of the words lost at the end of 26 are likely to have been abbreviated; 5(mép) and yp(aupara) almost 
certainly so, avr(ayv) and €/6(drwy) (or €tSd7(wv)) possibly so. For d€wwOetc see H. C. Youtie, APE 17 (1975) 211 
and n. 26. 

3744. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

A 21/6(vui) (25.4.67) 7.2X12cem 318 

This fragment from the beginning of a declaration of prices to the logistes by the 
guild of xeyrom@Aaz (cf. 3737 7-8 with n. and also 3755 30) is additional evidence for the 

early tenure of the office of logistes by Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus: cf. 3743 and 

Appendix I below. No month survives in 3744 but it is dated to the same year as 3743 

(and was found in close proximity to it) and also 3745, and all three are in the same hand 

and may have come from the same roll. 

The papyrus is broken offat the left and below. There is no trace of a following item. 

The fragmentary text on the other side (also along the fibres) may be a draft, with 

several corrections and interlineations. Appearance suggests it may be from a report of 

proceedings, written transversa charta and probably before the logistes, but there is no 

internal evidence for that. 
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[vmatelac TH |v dectoTmV 

[yudv Ac|xuiov CeBactod 70 €f” 
\ / re 4 

[xal Kpicr lou rot émipavectatov 

[Kaicapoc 7]6 af” 

5 [Ovarepiw Atloccoupibn T® Kat 
> a a? - 

[LovAvave® AloyictyH O€upvyxitrou 

mapa Tov Ko|Lvod TMV KELLO- 

TmwdAadyv THC Aap (pac) | Kat Aau(mporarnc) ’O[E(vpvyxita@yv) | 

Cage ‘ert ees lie | 

aKxodovdwe Toic K]eAeucbe| ice | 

[ 
[ 
[moAewc dv eulov AdpyAtov 

[ 
[ 

8 Au’ 

‘In the consulship of our masters Licinius Augustus for the 5th time and Crispus the most noble Caesar for 
the Ist time. 

‘To Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the seed-vegetable 
merchants of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius . . . In 
accordance with orders, .. .’ 

g Papyrus broken after AdpyAtov; space (for about three letters) probably left blank. 
10 The scanty traces are insufficient to show whether a second hand entered the names here. 

3745. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

11 1B.145/G (c) 13 X 22cm 318 

Details of the item(s) declared, and the subscription, are lost from this price- 

declaration by the vetch-sellers which otherwise poses no problems, despite its 

condition, except for the name of the pyvdpync in 10. Lines 5-6 provide further 

supporting evidence for the brief first tenure of the office of logistes by Valerius 

Dioscurides alias Julianus in 318: cf. 3743-4 and Appendix I below. We do not know in 

which month 3745 was written. It is in the same hand as the declarations 3743-4 and 

all three may have come from the same roll. 

Written along the fibres. The tattered condition of areas of the text renders the 
measurements approximate only. There are scanty traces of the beginnings of lines of a 
following column, which are not transcribed. On the back, transversa charta along the 
fibres, are the remains probably of proceedings, in all likelihood before the logistes. 
There are parts of nine damaged and heavily corrected lines. 
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Umateiac Twv SectoTaV 

[nu@]|v Auxwiov CeBacrot 76 €f” 
\ / a > / 

Kat Kpicrov tot émipavectarou 

[Kaicapoc 70] af” 

5  [Ovarepiw A]rockovpidn ro Kal 

PTovAcav]@ AoyicrH ’O€vpuyyxirou 

[apa rob] Kowod tav 6pBro- 

[TwA®|y tHe Aa (mpac) Kal Aap (pordrnc) OE (upvyxit av) 

9 — [woAew]¢ 80 euod AdpydAiov 

(m. 2) [ ¢.5-6 Jdov Aupwroc. 

(m. 1) [axoAo|vOwe roic Kedeucbei- 

[cov (d/]w TYynpate mpoc- 

[dwva] trv Efjc evye- 

Lypapwe] env Tyan dy 
15 [xetpif]w aviwv Kat 

[ouviw] ov Yefov Spxov 
[udev dilepedcAay. [ 
[ Ler 

A Aaph Aenioe” paslacyne: 
‘In the consulship of our masters Licinius Augustus for the 5th time and Crispus the most noble Caesar for 

the Ist time. 
“To Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the vetch-sellers of 

the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius’ (m. 2) ‘... son of Ammon.’ 
(m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the price entered below for the goods which I 
handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. ...’ 

7-8 This is the only surviving declaration of the 6pBrom@Aa, regrettably broken away before giving us the 
object of their declaration. Supposedly they will have declared the price of époBoc (3737 16-19 n.). dpoBoc is one 
of four (at least, and probably five) leguminous vegetables declared by the xejom@Aax (3737); how the two 
guilds stood in relation to one another, we can only guess. 

3746. UNDERTAKINGS ON OATH 

70/24 bis (a) 24 X 24.5 cm 23-5(?) March 319 

This text is of prosopographical interest: it provides the earliest evidence for the 

second period of tenure of the office of logistes by Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, 

and describes him as logistes (47) in contrast with the rest of the evidence for this second 

tenure which describes him as dcorx@v tH Aoyictedav. I have not yet seen the solution to 

this disagreement. See Appendix I below. The papyrus falls within the known limits of 
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tenure of the praeses Herculiae Valerius Ziper (cf. J. Lallemand, L’ Administration civile 255, 

and now especially CPR V 7. 2n.). 
It is a rOpoc cuyKoAAjcuysoc preserving two sworn declarations (preceded by a more 

fragmentary third) addressed to the logistes of the Oxyrhynchite by persons who bind 

themselves to guard named individuals and present them at the headquarters of the 

praeses. The dates are not quite certain but the declarations may have been submitted on 

three successive days. All three have been drafted by the same hand, with different 

subscription hands. For the type of document cf. XLIII 3127 and L 3576. Note also P. 

Harr. I 65 and the somewhat different SB VI 9192. 

A kollesis belonging to the original manufacture (and of the expected three-layer 

type, cf. LI 3624-6 introd.) runs down col. iii, two-thirds the way along its lines. The 

occasionally caused reading problems, and elsewhere the transcript treats the obscured 

letters as if they were fully visible. 

On the back, across the fibres, are two columns of a list of names, followed by 

scantier remains ofa third. The purpose of the list is uncertain. All entries are masculine; 

the usual format is name plus father’s name only. There is no alphabetical arrangement, 

no date, and no heading. There is a sub-heading (11) beginning ragewc. In 38-9 occur 

Arriwv Evrotiov cat AgO[6]vioc adeAddc. The unusual combination of the first two 

names recalls the homonym (EFdé7d@toc, correctly, for Eémdtvoc) in XXII 2347 15 and 

elsewhere (see P. Oxy. XLV p. xvi) and may therefore provide an approximate date for 

the back ofc. 360. On Arriwy EvmoGiov see also S. Daris, Aeg. 63 (1983) 150-6, esp. 153. 

An Attion recurs in 3776 below of 24 July 343. On this side can be seen the remains of a 

kollesis where a fourth item was attached to the right of 3746 col. iii. The rooc-kolleseis 

are readily visible on this side and coarsely made compared with the one due to the 

original manufacture of its roll. 

(—) SS SS eS 

S 4 4 | =| (Se) (| 

. sae 

Ss (ec) | i ie) 

(ay ig sy ey, hy Pe ee [ «0-2 
[ ¢. 12-14 ] €mt TH pe THY TavTC 

[tHpncw Kal mapad|vAaKny Tmoincac- 

[Oar vixtwp Te Kat] we?” nuepac axpic 
” soe 58 s A , A 

[av QuTnV tmapactyc|w TY) Ta€u TOU 

g 1. rake 
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20 

30 

12 |. delw 14 ¢ extended as filler-stroke 22 Noy? diadey crpfok’ 

3746. UNDERTAKINGS ON OATH rea 

[Stacnu(ordrov) Hy(eudvoc) Obarepiov Zime|poc at THC Tapa- 

[cracewe yp(aupara) émoicew etc 7d] ev pndevi 

[weupOjvar 7 Evoxoc] einv Ta iw 

[Opxw. vrarelac THe a(UTHc), Pape |vad Kl. 

[ AvprAtoc name le 

[father’s name trapeiAnga 70] mpd- 

[cwrov Kal mapactycw] we 

[wpdxecrar. | 

Col. u 

vra[telac tw dec|rot[@]v nudv Kwvcray[rivov | 

CeBac[rod 76 €f |‘ kal Atxwiov 706 émave[crdrou] 

Kaicap[oc 76 af’. 

[Ovadr]epiw [Aup]wriave 7@ Kal Tepovriw 

Aoy(uctn) Sia ‘Eppivov diadex (opevov) ctp(atnyiav) ’O€(vpvyyirov) 

mapa Avpy|A]iwy ‘Qpiwvoc AdeEavdpov 

amo ’O€(uptyxwv) toA[ewe Kat Aupowva ITlacd aro Ko- 

unc Awceibeou n mayov. 6, ]uodo- 

yovpuey {omor} Guvivrec tov ceBacutov 
[@] cov dpxov Tay decToTaV Hud 

Adtroxpatopwy kat Kaicapwv taptAy- 

Kee? upov eyyuntnv Xape- 

_. unc dovAnc ITAoutiwvoc émi TH Hac 

THY TOUTOU THPNCEW Kal TapadvAa- 

Ky TroincacBat vUKTwp be Kal WEB HLE- 

pac axpic av avTov TrapactHcwpe(v) 

TH TAEL TOV StacnuloTatov) Hy(Eudvoc) Odadrepiou 

ZLimepoc x[a]i THe mapacracewe yp(dppata) 

eTroicew etc 70 ev pydevi peppOjvar 
7) Evoxor Einnev TH Oeiw OpKa. 
¢ / A > A \ i? 

Utatiac THC a(uTHC), Papevwb Kn’. 

25 |. Awefeou 26 ceBacuio ? 27 |. Oetov 28-9 |. mapetAndévar 

31 tovrov corr. from adrod; |. tHpycw 32 de=Te 33 Tapactyncwpe ! 

35 yes 

) 

36 érotcew partly rewritten 38 |. dmarelac; af 

24 of’ 
29 ey yunTny 

34 diacnp/ny' 
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Abpnrtot ‘Qpiwv Kat Aupwvac 

TrapeAndameyv TO Tpdcwro(v) 

KQL TAPACTHCOMEY WE TPOKELT AL. 
Abp(nAtoc) ‘RQpiwy éypa<iysa> v7ép Tob aAAov 

YpapLara 417) €lddTOC. 

Col. iii 

[vmateiac T]Wv dectoTav Hud@v Kwvcravtivov 

[CeBacrod] 70 €f” Kat Atxwiov Tob emupavectatou 

[Kaicapoc 70] af”. 

[Ovare]piw Appwviava t® kat Depovtiw dAoy(icr7) 

61a “Eppivov diadex (opévov) crp(arnyiav) ’O€(upvyxitov) 

mapa Avpyrtiov Pirovpévov Owviov 

amo THC Aap (mpac) Kal Aap (mpotatyc) ’O€vpvyxitav 

moAew[c] tpot[olumod. duvide 

Tov ceBacuuov Oiov OpKov THY becTroT@Y 

Huadv Adtoxpatépwy kat Kaicapwv 

rrapAndevar Makivav yuvaira. ‘I¢pq- 

Koc viov Kaciavot yapBpot Ayabivov 

emt T@ LE THY TAVTNC THPNCEW Kal 

trapadvAakny troucacBbat viKTwp de 

Kal we” Huépac axpic av avTHY Tapa- 

cTHncw TH TAEL TOU Siacnu(oTatov) Hy(eudvoc) Ovare[piov] 

Zimepoc Kal THe Tapactacewc yp(aupata) 

eTroicew etc TO ey undevt weupO7- 
vat 7 evoxoc einv TH Oiw OPK@. 

vratiac THe a(dtHc), Payevad xO’. 

Abpjrtoc Dirovpevr[oc] 

Owviov rapeiAnda [70] 

mpocwrrov Kat ral pa-| 
he € Ve 

cTHCW we TpoKELT[ aL. | 

40 mpocwro 42 aup 47 Aoyt 48 diadex crpfo€é’ 50 Aap/, AanS 52 |. Beiov 
54 |. maperAndévar 54-5 tepaxoc 56 1. rHpnew 57 d€=Te 59 |. ra€et; dvacnu/nyt 
60 ypf 61 6 of peudOyvar corr.? 62 1. belw 63 1. bratelac; a ? 



3746. UNDERTAKINGS OF OATH noe 

Col. i 6 ff. 
*... to the end that I watch and guard her by night and day until I deliver her to the headquarters of the 

praeses Valerius Ziper, vir perfectissimus, and that I will produce receipts for her delivery, so as not to be blamed 
in any respect, or may I be liable to the penalties of the divine oath, In the same consulship, Phamenoth 27.’ 

(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius. . .s son of... , have taken charge of the person and I shall deliver her as aforesaid.’ 

Col. ii 
(m. 1) ‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius the most 

noble Caesar for the st time. 
‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, curator, through Herminus, administering the office of the 

strategus, of the Oxyrhynchite, from Aurelii Horion son of Alexander from the city of Oxyrhynchus and 
Ammonas son of Paol from the village of Dositheou in the 8th pagus. We acknowledge, swearing the august 
divine oath by our masters Imperatores and Caesares, that we have taken charge of C. . ymus, guarantor for 
Charixena(?), slave of Plution, to the end that we watch and guard him by night and day until we deliver him 
to the headquarters of the praeses Valerius Ziper, vir perfectissimus, and that we will produce receipts for his 
delivery, so as not to be blamed in any respect, or may we be liable to the penalties of the divine oath. In the 
same consulship, Phamenoth 28.’ 

(m. 3) ‘We, Aurelii Horion and Ammonas, have taken charge of the person and we shall deliver him as 
aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, wrote on behalf of the other as he is illiterate.’ 

Col. iii 
(m. 1) ‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius the most 

noble Caesar for the rst time. 
“To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, curator, through Herminus, administering the office of the 

strategus, of the Oxyrhynchite, from Aurelius Philumenus son of Thonius from the illustrious and most 
illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, escort. I swear the august divine oath by our masters Imperatores and 
Caesares that I have taken charge of Maxima, wife of Hierax son of Casianus son-in-law of Agathinus, to the 
end that I watch and guard her by night and day until I deliver her to the headquarters of the praeses Valerius 
Ziper, vir perfectissimus, and that I will produce receipts for her delivery, so as not to be blamed in any respect, 
or may I be liable to the penalties of the divine oath. In the same consulship, Phamenoth 29(?).” 

(m. 4) “I, Aurelius Philumenus son of Thonius, have taken charge of the person and I shall deliver her as 
aforesaid.’ 

10 Cf. 34-5 and 59-60 and the introd. above. 
22 Cf. 48 and n. 
29-30 Perhaps Xapigévyc. The beginning of 30 is hidden under the well-glued edge of the preceding item 

of the ropoc. 

37 Getw dpxw was surely the intention, though it is not easy to see exactly how the reading conforms to the 
writing ductus. The ink is fairly well preserved. 

41 Text transcribed on the basis of col. iii. In fact, virtually nothing is visible of the dotted letters; I cannot 
allocate occasional ink traces to particular letters. 

47 Slight ink traces actually remain from the beginning of OdaAepiw; I cannot certainly assign them to 
letters. 

48 Cf. 22. Herminus(?) is an addendum to the list of J. E. G. Whitehorne, ZPE 29 (1978) 184, where 
there is a substantial gap in the sequence at this point (note that Gerontius, no. 119, is to be deleted from the 
list, cf. XVII 2114 20n. where he is reidentified as a Uanpérnc crpatnyod). As regards the next holder in 
Whitehorne’s list, Aur. Hermias, no. 120, there is no evidence for his having been gymnasiarch (confirmed 
to me by John Whitehorne by letter dated 2 March 1984). 

51 tpor[olumod. Cf. L 3576 6 and n. 
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3747-3753. DECLARATIONS OF PRICES 

11 1B.145/G (a) 55-5 X 24cm 26 March 319 

This sequence of seven price-declarations, all dated 30 Phamenoth = 26 March 

319, is not a rdpoc cuyKoAAjcuoc, and may all have been drafted by the same hand (with 

later insertions, of course: cf. ZPE 39 (1980) 115) although attributions to hands are not 

absolutely certain. For the normal format cf. 3731 introd. The declarations are not, 

however, drawn up with the same degree of uniformity as is present for example in I 85 

(re-ed. R. A. Coles, ZPE 39 (1980) 115-23; note especially p. 116 on the differences 

between the two later columns and the rest—in the present sequence there are many 

differences of detail). 

The sequence provides further and repeated evidence for Valerius Ammonianus 

alias Gerontius’ second tenure of the office of logistes. Here Ammonianus is consistently 

described as Svouxav the office of logistes, as in PSI V 454; contrast 3746 47 Aoy(«cr7), and 

see Appendix I below. For the distinction between dcorca@v and é:ddoyoc see 3755 28n. 

The declarations come from the following guilds: 3747 peAcccoupyot?, beekeepers; 

3748 craypatron@Aa, aromatic-oil(?) merchants; 3749 yapor@Aau, fish-sauce sellers; 

3750 dAom@Aa, salt-merchants; 3751 épromm@Aat, wool-merchants; 3752 Aevxavrtat, 

bleachers; and 3753 crummoy[etpu|craé, tow-handlers. 

The declarations are written along the fibres. Kollesis-positions occur near the right 

edge of 3748, the left edge of 3751, and the middle of 3753, giving sheets approximately 

19.5 cm wide by 24 cm, and 1g cm by 24 cm (visible-area measurements). All the 

kolleseis are of the three-layer type. 

On the back, along the fibres, are proceedings before the logistes, published here as 

3759. A docket relating to that text has been written on the price-declaration side, 

vertically up between 3747 and 3748: see 3759 introd. 

3747. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction to 3747-53 above. This one, at the left-hand edge of 

the surviving portion of the roll, is in much damaged condition; besides the loss of the 

very top and the beginnings of lines, the beginning is in a very poor state, and the surface 

of the lower part is partly stripped so that assessment of line-numbers is not absolutely 

certain. The guild is perhaps that of the eAcccoupyoé, who recur in the last column of I 85 

(re-ed. ZPE 39 (1980) 120); unfortunately we do not learn from either papyrus what the 

beekeepers were declaring. 

Distribution of hands, as far as can be ascertained, follows usual patterns. 
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1-4  Scanty traces, very badly damaged 

5 [mapa rob Kowot 7] @v peA[tcc ]oup- 

[yav du’ euod Atp]ndAiouv 

(mez =) Bert |, Tec. 

(m.1) — [axoAovOwe Toi]c KeXevcb[€]icu(v) 
A 

[(diw tyujpar |e mpo[c]d[w]va 

10 ~— [tH €€c eyyey |paypméevnv 

[Tyuny dv yepilw] wviwy «[a]? [6]uvd- 

[w tov Beiov dpKov pw] ndev dz ex |ed- 

[cOar. (vac.) | écri dé: 

[ lf 
Lal ] (8qvapia) (m. 2) Apy 

(m1) [ ee 
(m.3)  [Adpydvwce. 4]. ¢ 

[emidédwxa po |chw- 

[vay we mpdoKert lay. 

6 Final v extended to right as filler-stroke 7 Horizontal of ¢ extended? 8 KedevcBera — 
15 >< 

1 Probably one more line completely lost at the top. 
5-6 For beekeepers see R. D. Sullivan, BASP 10 (1973) 5-13. 

6 For the omission of rc Aampac ’O€upuyxita@v modewe cf. e.g. 3749 (where it has been added in) and 

3750. For its inclusion, and this form of the phrase, see 3748 7n. 
14-15 The question of what the beekeepers declared is tantalizing, and the loss here is particularly 

regrettable. We can at least deduce that they declared the prices of two items. 
16 Presumably the repeat consular formula, month, and day (cf. 3748 16-17) came here, though I have 

failed to discern it in the scanty traces. 
17-19 The subscription is autograph, in heavy crude letters. 

3748. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction to 3747-53 above. This declaration, by the 

ctaypato7@Aa, aromatic-oil(?) sellers, poses no textual problems despite some physical 

damage. It follows the expected pattern of distribution of hands and later insertions, see 

KPE 39 (1980) 115 and 3731 introd. 

[Urateiac TH |v dectroTwY 

Huav Kwl[v|ctavtivov CeBactovd 

Cree Te ay Sr 

Otarepiw Appwviavea TH kat 
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Tapa Tov Kow[o]0 TwY cTaypaTo- 

mwAddv Thc Aap (mpac) OE (upuyyit@v) 76AEwC 

dv Ewod AdpyAiov (m. 2) Aupwviov Tpi- 

pwvoc. (m. 1) akoAovOwe Toic KEeXEv- 

10 Beicu (8[(]w Tiypate mpoc- 

pura Thy €€jc evyeypappe- 

vyv tTyn[ nv] dv xupilw wvi- 

wy Kal ouy[v]@ Tov Jeiov dpKov 

pndev drepedcBar. ct dé: 

15 craypatoc Td Kvid(tov) a (Snvapia) (m. 2) Af, |’ 

(m.1)  vmatelac THe mpoK(Eqpevync), Dape- 

vod X’. 

(m. 2) AbprAvoc Aupovioc émdé- 

dwKa mpochwvar we mpox(ertar). Adp(%Aroc) 

20 ‘Qpiwv éyp (apa) b(mép) avrod yp(dupara) pn €tddToc. 

5 Suorroy /* 7 Xapfo€’; A of Xa (mpac) corr. from o 11 1. éyyeypappe- 12 1. yxeupilw 
15 Kv; Ll. rod Kvid(tov); 16 mpo* 19 mpo“aup’ 20 eyp/v), ypf 

‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius Caesar for the 1st 
time. 

“To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 
the guild of the aromatic-oil(?) sellers of the illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius’ (m. 2) 
‘Ammonius son of Tryphon.’ (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the price entered 
below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As 
follows: 

“Aromatic oil(?) 1 Cnidian jar den.’ (m. 2) ‘500.’ 
(m. 1) “The aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 30.’ 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius Ammonius, presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, 

wrote on his behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

6-7 craypatomwAdy. ‘Sellers of aromatic oils’, LSJ, but crdéypa is differently explained elsewhere, 
‘rosewater’ (cf. Stephanus; Preisigke WB: I 155, where it is also measured in xvi8ca) or ‘liquid honey’ (P. Mich. 
III 214. 23). Cf. craxry, apparently a perfume, in Diocletian’s Price Edict §. 34. 41 and 59 (ed. M. Giacchero), 
with the commentary of S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt 287, 288. ctaypa is glossed liquamen in CGL, which is 
itself glossed yapoy, ‘fish sauce’, but yépov itself appears in the adjoining declaration 3749, at 28 den. /sextarius. 
I do not yet see a resolution to this problem. crdypa should at least be a product obtained by ‘dripping’ in some 
way, €.g. a resin; but the price—500 den. for a Cnidian jar—is not exceptionally high at this period (nor, 
equally, notably cheap), cf. the tables in Appendix III below, so that a rare luxury commodity seems 
inappropriate. The price is just under half of that declared for one item by the beekeepers in the contemporary 
and adjoining 3747— but, ifthe guilds are to declare the raw materials of their trade (cf. LI 3624-6 introd.), the 
beekeepers are not expected to declare the price of honey! Honey and crdypa are found together in I 155 cited 
above. 

7 TH Aap (mpac) *OF(upvyxir@v) méAewc. The formula with single epithet is exceptional at this period, see 
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D. Hagedorn, ZPE 12 (1973) 285. The formula recurs in 3749 (inserted), 3751, 3752 and 3753, and also in 

3760. 
14-18 The line-spacing between these lines is wider than elsewhere. 
15 ctaypatoc. See 6-7n. The size of the «vi8.ov is uncertain, cf. P. Oxy. LI p. 76 and 3628 15n. 
The correction at the end: I suspect that a lower hundreds-figure has been deleted and the ¢ inserted to 

the left, not that a tens-figure has been deleted. A high trace after the deletion (itself washed out?) is of 

uncertain meaning. 
20 For Horion see Appendix IV below. 

3749. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction above to 3747-53. Despite some damage down the 

centre, this one, the declaration by the yapom@Aar or fish-sauce sellers, presents no 

problems of reading or interpretation. The insertions in the text are later work of the 

main hand; the subscription is the work of Horion whom we have already encountered 

in 3748 and who recurs in 3750 and elsewhere: see Appendix IV below. 

UTatelac THY SecToTaVv 
jua@v Kwy[ctlavrivov CeBacrov 

70 €f’Kal Atxiy[iov] Kaicapoc 76 af’. 

Odarepiw App[w)yrave te Kat 

5 Tepovriw [8:Jorx(otvtt) Aoy(ucretav) ’O€ (upuyxitov) 

mapa Tov Kow[ov T]@v yapoTTw- 

Adv ‘tHe Aap(mpac) "O[E(vpvyyxitadv) méAew]c’ dv? €u[od] AvdpnAtouv 

(m. 1, added) Apreuui- 

dwpov Aroy[é]vouc. 

(m. 1) axorovOwe [t]oic KeAcucbei- 

10 cw (dtw ti[ pe] ypate mpocdw- 

ve thy [€bjc €]vyeypappern(y) 
typ av [xer]pilw @viwv Kat duve- 

w Tov Oeiov dpKov pndev d.e- 

evdcBar. €ctu 0€° 

15 yapou €(é€crov) a (Snvapia) (m. 1, added) Kn. 

(m.1) drarelac Hc TpoK(eevnc), Papevod r°. 

(m. 2) Aibprroc Aprepidwpoc émidédwKa 

mpochwrav we mpoKertat. Avp(jAtoc) ‘Qpiwv 

éyp(arba) i(7ép) adrod yp(dupara) uw €tddToc. 

5 Si0cAoy") o€’ 7 Aapf 10 tduw 11 €lvyeypappem ; |. eyy- 15 * 16 po 

18 avp’ 19 eypfv), ypf 
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‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius Caesar for the 1st 
time. 

‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 
the guild of the fish-sauce sellers of the illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius’ (m. 1, added) 
‘Artemidorus, son of Diogenes.’ (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the price entered 
below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As 
follows: 

‘Fish sauce I sextarius den.’ (m. 1, added) ‘28.’ 
(m. 1) “The aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 30.’ 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius Artemidorus, presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, 

wrote on his behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

7-8 The agent’s name is in the same hand as the body of the text, but to judge from the space at the end of 
8 (sigma has an extraordinarily long finial stroke reaching right to the next column = 3750) the name was 
written into the ready-prepared text. 

14-17 The spaces between these lines are wider than in the text elsewhere. 

3750. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction above to 3747-53. This example, the declaration by 
the dAom@Aa = salt-merchants, is well preserved and presents no problems. Later 
insertions by a second hand follow the expected pattern, and are here clearly the work of 
Horion, who wrote the subscription (cf. 3748-9). 

Cf. 3734, another declaration by the dAo7@Aau, from 312; the price seven years later 
in 3750— 250 denarii per artaba—is still the same. 

Utateiac Twv dectoTav 

nav Kwveravrivov CeBacrot 

70 €f’ Kal Acxwiov Kaicapoc 76 af”. 
Odarepiw Aupwriava t@ Kal 

5 Tepovriw S0ix(odvre) Aoyucreiav OE (upuyxirov) 
Tapa TOU KoWOd TwV dAoTWAY 

du’ €wob AdpnXiov (m. 2) ITanctov Campi- 
wvoc. (m. 1) dkoAovOwe Toic 

KeAevcbeicw (Siw Tyutpare 

10 Tpocpava Thy é€jc evyeypap- 

Levy Tyny dv xepilw 

wviwv Kal duviw Tov Betov 

opKov pndev SrepetcOar. ect Sé- 

5 dior, of’ 7 1. Hancvoc Q tou 10 1. éyy- 11 1. yecpilw 
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14 aroc (apraByc) a (Onvapia) (m. 2) cv. 

(m. 1) UTrateiac THC TpoK(Eqevnc), Pawevad X’. 

) 
(m. 2) AdpnAroc [ajc émdédwKa 

a € / 

TpocPwvav WC TPOKELTAL. 

Abp(Atoc) ‘Qpiwy éyp(arba) b(ép) adtob yp(aupata) p17 €£5 (ToC). 

14 ~, * 15 mpo* 18 aup’, eyp/v), yp/ Ductus and method of abbreviation in py €16(_ ) 
not clear. 

‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius Caesar for the 1st 
time. 

“To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 
the guild of the salt-merchants, through me Aurelius’ (m. 2) ‘Paesis son of Saprion.’ (m. 1) ‘In accordance with 

orders, at my own risk I declare the price entered below for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine 
oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

‘Salt I art. den.’ (m. 2) “250. 
(m. 1) ‘The aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 30.’ 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius Paesis, presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, wrote 

on his behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

6 Note the omission of rjc Aap (mpac) *O€(vpuyxitav) moAewc. Cf. 3749, where it was omitted and then 

inserted later. The phrase is present in the other declarations in this set except 3747. 
13-16 Cf. 3749 14-17n. 

3751. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction above to 3747-53. This one, the declaration of the 

wool-merchants, éprom@Aat, has been much broken but offers no serious textual 

problems. Later insertions occur in the expected places, but there is some uncertainty 

over the allocation of hands. Apparently Aurelius Pecyllus wrote his own subscription, 

but his script is scarcely distinguishable from that of Horion (3750) on one side of him or 

that of Aurelius Sarmates on the other (3752). I have assigned the other insertions to a 

different hand less on palaeographical grounds than on the basis that the subscriber 

would be less likely to have filled in these details himself. Palaeographically I could not 

say whether the name inserted in 8 was written by Pecyllus (3751 19), Horion (3750 18), 

Sarmates (3752 23-4), or another person altogether. 

€ / A A € A 

UTatelac TwY decTOT@Y NUM 

[Klwveravriv[oly CeBla]cro[0 70 €f”] cat 

Ovarepiw Appwviava t@ kai I'epov- 
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5 Tw dwocxobvtt Aoyictelav ’O€upvy x (irov) 

m[a]pa rod Kowod Tav epioTwAawy 

thc Aap (mpac) ’OE(vpuyxitdv) moAewc Ov ewovd Atpy- 

Nov (m. 2) ITexddAXov Credavov. (m. 1) axodov- 

Owe toic KeAeucBeicw tdiw TYnn- 

10 parte mpochwva Tv E€Hc ev- 

yeypappevny tinny [vy] xupt- 
Cw wviwv x[a]t 6uvi@ tov Gei[o] (v) 

opkov pnde[v d|repetcBar. 

ectu O€: 

15  €piov Aevxod évt(omiov) Ai(tpac) a (dyvapia) (m. 2) pv. 

(m.1) dvoxp@uwv Kat dAAwv 

Xpwmatwv Ni(tpac) a (dnvdpia) (m. 2) poe. 

(m.1) vmateiac THC mpoK(Eemevync), Papevw8 2’. 

(m.3)  AdprAcoc ITexvrAXoc ém- 

20 d€dwKa Tpochwrvav 
€ / 

we 7poK(ELTaL). 

5 O€vpvyx(irov). No sign of abbreviation other than a slightly extended diagonal (up to the right) 
of x 7 rapfog’ Q tow 10-11 l. éyy 12 Be[o] 15 «7A, x Apparently pv 
pap. 16 idc0-? PZ As 17-18 Wider space between these lines 18 zpo“ 21 mpoX 

‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius Caesar for the rst 
time. 

‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 
the guild of the wool-merchants of the illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius’ (m. 2) 
‘Pecyllus son of Stephanus.’ (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the price entered below 
for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

“Wool, white, local 1 lb. den.’ (m. 2) ‘150.’ 

(m. 1) ‘Natural and 
other colours it Wek den. (m2) 175:: 

(m. 1) “The aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 30.’ 

(m. 3) ‘I, Aurelius Pecyllus, presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid.’ 

15 On the Price Edict’s section on wool note J. Reynolds, ZPE 42 (1981) 283-4. It is perhaps surprising 
that white wool is less expensive, at least than natural-coloured wool. The papyrus is cracked across the price in 
17, but I do not think pxe can be read. 
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3752. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction above to 3747-53. This example, the declaration of 
the bleachers, Aevxavrai (cf. 3743), is badly shredded at the top but presents no problems 
in reading. Allocation of hands is another matter, since insertions in the text appear not 
to follow expected patterns: see 8n. The guild’s monthly presidents are the same persons 
as in 3743, of an uncertain month in the previous year. The items declared are the same 
too; damage precludes comparisons of price except that the price of the best grade has 
increased, if at all, by no more than 25 denarii. 

umat[elac Tay SectroTrav yu] av 

Kwvez[avtivov CeBactot 76 €f’] Kat 

Arxw[iov Kaicapoc 76 af” .] 

Ovarepiw Aupwviave ro Kat 

ore seikeny ow nm a2) 2) iu a 
< 

“€ lo) = = ° - ae x 5 > ~ 4 ~ > °o =< Yann ~ fay 4 a 
~ 

R 3 
SS 

v 

2) UY aia iS a=) Ss SS pd a fo) S oe 
mapa T[o]b Kowod 7[ av] AevKavTav THe 

Aape(mpac) OE (upuyxitadv) 7oAewe 80’ Hudv AdpyAC- 

wv Magipov Capuarov kai [Tabep- 

povbiov Capamiwvoc pnviap- 

10 yav. axodovdwe toic Kedeucbei- 

cw Olw TYunpate mpochwvod- 

ev THY E€nc evyeypappevy (v) 

TYLNY dV xipilomev Wviwy Kal 

dpvvopev TOV Detov dpKov un- 

15 dev dvepetcBar. Ecru dé 

Aivwv mavtoiwy AevK (av) Tob pev 

tpugepov Xi(rpac) a TaA(avrov) (m. 2) a (Syvapia) pre. 

(m. 1) Tov d€ Kowod Xi(Tpac) a (Snvapia) (m. 2) woe. 

(m.1)  vmodeectép(wv) xwpik(dv) Ai(rpac) a (Synvapra) (m. 2) ¢. 

(m. 1) vmateiac THC TpoK(Eemevnc), Dapevw8 A’. 

) 
(m.3)  AvpHdAvor Mé€émoc cai [labep- 

22 povbic emdedwKapev Tpoc- 

pwvobvrec we mpox(ertar). Adp(jAvoc) Capuda- 

Tc €yp(arba) U(mep) avTav yp(aupata) pr €(5(dTwv). 

5 Aoyto€é’ 7 Aapfo€’ 12 evyeypappery ; |. éyy- 13 1. yerpilopev o dev 
17 A, tad, x TON 19 vumodeecteplywpiXA, 20 mpoX 23 mpo~ aup 

24 eyp/v), yp/, eu 
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‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius Caesar for the 1st 
time. 

‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 
the guild of the bleachers of the illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through us Aurelii Maximus son of 
Sarmates and Pathermuthius son of Sarapion, monthly presidents. In accordance with orders, at our own risk 

we declare the price entered below for the goods which we handle, and we swear the divine oath that we have 
been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

‘Linens, all kinds, white: 

Fine quality rlb. tal.” (m. 2) *1, den. 125.’ 

(m. 1) ‘Standard quality (varieties) 11b. den.’ (m. 2) ‘875.’ 

(m. 1) ‘Inferior, local 1lb. den.’ (m. 2) ‘500.’ 
(m. 1) “The aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 30.’ 
(m. 3?) “We, Aurelii Maximus and Pathermuthis, presented this, making our declaration as aforesaid. 

I, Aurelius Sarmates, wrote on their behalf as they are illiterate.’ 

1-3 Considerable traces do actually survive of the letters in the lacunae indicated in these lines, but on a 
tangled mass of separated fibres whose correct positions could only be established with great difficulty. The 
supplements, however, are not in any doubt, the date obviously being the same as in the declarations that 
precede and follow on this same papyrus (3751 and preceding, 3753). 

8 Unexpectedly (for the normal format cf. 3731 introd.) there is no evidence of change of hand or even 
later insertion at this point. The latter is surely excluded by the exact fit before dxoAovOwe in 10—indeed, 
pnviapxev is ligatured to dxoAovOwe. The same applies, excepting the ligature, if a resumption were sought at 
Lyviapxov. 

3753. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the general introduction above to 3747-53. This, the last survivor of the 
sequence, is the declaration of the tow-handlers, crumoyepicrai. The right edge is partly 
lost but there are no textual problems beyond an incomplete personal name (10-1 ia 
Allocation of hands is another matter, as in 3752: the pattern and problems are much the 
same in the two texts, see 3752 8n. and 3753 8-11 n. 

umateiac [Ta@v dectoTav Huav| 

Kavcravt[ivov CeBactot 70 €f’ Kat] 

Arxwiov Kaicap[oc 76 af” .] 

Ovarepiw Auu[w]viave [7] «at [[epov-] 
5 Tl diotxod[v]re Aoy (icrelav) *O€[upvy]x[irov] 

Tapa Tob KoWwod TaV ctummrox [expr-] 

cra THC Aap (mpac) "OE (vpuyxitadv) méAEwe BV Auer] 

AdpyAiwv ‘Qpiavoc Evdaiu[ovoc] 

kat ‘Eppeia ‘Qpiwvoc cai {ai} Ade[Edv-] 
10 © dpov Avtwviov Kai Xaipjpovoc[ c.5 | 

5 Aoyt 7 Aapfo€’ 
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Movoc pnviapxa@v. axodAovdw|c Toic| 

KeAevcbeicw idiw Tysnpwat([e mpoc-| 

pwvobpmev THY Efjc evyeypapy|pe-| 

vyv Tynny dv xipilouev wy[iwv | 

15 Kal ouvvonev Tov Beioy [dpKov | 

pndev dreetcBar. ecti dé: 

cTuUmmTiou KEXLpLcevou TOU 

ev Tpudepov Ni(tpac) a (dnvapra) (m. 2) vv. 

(m. 1) tov d€ Kowod Ni(tpac) a (dnvapra) (m. 2) p&B. 

(m. 1) UrrodeecTepw(v) ywpix(@v) Al(tpac) a (Snvapra) (m. 2) p. 
/ 

(m.1)  vmateiac THe mpoK(emperync), Pawevw Al ’.] 

(m.3)  Adp(HAror) ‘Qpiwy Kat Xaipjyuwyv cat ‘Epyiac cat Aré- 

Eavdpoc du €uod Tod mpoK(epévov) ‘Qpiwvoc ég[de-] 

dwxK(apev) tpocd[w |vobvrec we mpdxet[ Tar. | 

13 l. éyy- 14 1. yecpilopev 17 1. Kexerpicpévov 18 tpupupov written? A, * 

19 A, * 20 Traces of washed-out writing before the beginning of this line —_ utrodeectepw simply? 
xwpeXr, 21 apo“ 22 aup 23 mpoX 23-4 em[iWe]dwk’ 

‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 5th time and Licinius Caesar for the ist 

time. 
‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 

the guild of the tow-handlers of the illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through us Aurelii Horion son of 

Eudaemon and Hermias son of Horion and Alexander son of Antonius and Chaeremon son of ...mon, 

monthly presidents. In accordance with orders, at our own risk we declare the price entered below for the 
goods which we handle, and we swear the divine oath that we have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

“Tow, worked: fine quality 1lb. den.’ (m. 2) ‘450.’ 

(m. 1) ‘Ordinary quality Tel bau Gennaio) ieTO2e, 

(m. 1) ‘Inferior, local (varieties) 1lb. den.’ (m. 2) ‘100.’ 
(m. 1) ‘The aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 30.’ 
(m. 3) ‘We, Aurelii Horion and Chaeremon and Hermias and Alexander, through me the aforesaid 

Horion, presented this, making our declaration as aforesaid.’ 

8-11 Cf. 3752 8n.; the same considerations apply here. 
g For genitive ‘Epyeca cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar, ii p. 13. 

17 crummiov. See P. Mich. XIV 680. 3n.; also, on the variant forms of the word and its derivatives, P. J. 

Sijpesteijn, ZPE 24 (1977) 101 and n. 31. With the grades declared in 17~20, cf. 3765 g-11? 

23 Aurelius Horion is not the same as the writer of the subscriptions of 3748-50. It is clear that he did not 

add the denarius-amounts in 18-20. 
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3754. APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF A CHILD 

71/62 (b) 8.3 x9 cm 320 

The upper left corner from an application for registration of a child addressed to 

Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, acting curator civitatis, for whom see Appendix I. 

This document falls in his last year of office and might be our latest evidence for him but 
month and day are lacking. 

Aurelia Tayris seeks to register the birth of her grandson, if we understand the text 
rightly, on behalf of her son Aurelius(?) Theodorus, who is now a recruit. No indication 
survives of the current age of the child. The most recently published example of this type 
of document is P. Upps. Frid. 6 (ap 273), where the comparable texts are listed. There 
are now several parallels from Oxyrhynchus from the last decades of the third century. 
This is the first example from the fourth century. It has other unusual features: the 
declaration comes from the grandmother (cf. III 479), and is made to the (acting) 
logistes when the parallels would lead us to expect to find the systates as addressee. 

Written along the fibres; the back is blank. There is a kollesis down the right edge, of 
the expected three-layer type (see P. Harr. II 212 introd., and LI 3624-6 introd.); the 
papyrus has fractured down the right edge of the overlap. 

Umateiac TaV decToTav Hudv Kwv[cravrivov CeBactod 76 ¢ ‘| 
\ K. / a 2 Yd fi \ / i) Kat Kwvcravtivov Tov emupavectatov [Kaicapoc 76 a’, month and day? | 

Ovarepiw Aupwviare 7@ cal Depo[vriw dioccobvre tH] 

Aoyicriav ’O€upuyxetrou 

5 mapa AdpyAtac Taiipioc ‘Qpiwv[oc 6. 22 ] 
amo THe Aaumpac Kal Aaumporarnc "Ol Evpuyxita@v méAEwc. BovAopar] 
TpwTwe dvaypaphnvar Tov yevoue|vov TH ypuetepw vid Aupnriw(?) | 
Ocodapw ev crparia eEetaloper[w vidv c. 18 ] 
pov Tob Kat HpaxAdupawvoc aro T[Hc abric méAEwc ed” He exer (?)] 
Cee, / AN A r) \ ¢ A V3 > / ? > \ 10 O NMETEPOC vLOC TOD dE Viwvod p[ ov TaTHp c. 6 otkiac(?)ezt] 
aupodov Ilaypeév[ov]c Hapadifov . [ C. 22 ] 
“Qpu[-? c. 10 [Orman es Toc[ C. 22 ] 

4 1. Aoyicretav; o€vpuy’ xertov/ 5 Tavpioc 8 1. crpateta IO vloc?  — duwvou 
11 1. Iapadeicov 

‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 6th time and Constantinus the most noble 
Caesar for the 1st time, [month and day?] 
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‘To Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius, administering the office of curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from 
Aurelia Tayris daughter of Horion. .. from the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites. I wish 
to have registered for the first time the son X born to my son Aurelius(?) Theodorus who is being passed for 
military service [and his wife X daughter of?] -mus(?) alias Heraclammon from the same city, in the house 
which my son the father of my grandson has . . . in the quarter of Pammenes’ garden...’ 

3 For the distinction between dioica and 8dSoyoc see 3755 28n. 
7 AvpyAiw. Theodorus might at this date have been allocated the gentilicium Valerius as a soldier, sae ||. (Eh 

Keenan, @PE 11 (1973) 46, but since at this moment he was in process of enlistment (cf. 8 and n.), he may still 
have had the name Aurelius. For recruits as Flavii at a later date, cf. Keenan, ibid. 50 and n. 77. 

8 &v crparia e€eralouev[w. Theodorus is a recruit in the process of formal enlistment, cf. the CGL: év 
ctpareta efnracuévoc = militia probatus; P. Mich. VIII 467. 22, antequam me probarem in militiam. The lacuna 
perhaps mentioned his wife, daughter of X alias Heraclammon in 9, after the name of the child followed by 
LNT poc. 

11 [Tapadifou: for the change from « to ¢ cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i p. 123. For the district see A. 
Calderini, Diz. det nomi geogr. iv 1, p. 32. 

3755. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

11 1B.1512/F (b) 8.5 X 14.5 cm 27 September 320 

Parts of three items from a roll of declarations of prices addressed to the logistes. 
Only scanty remains survive of the first and third items; the middle one, from the 
Keuom@Aar (see 30n.), has lost its top and lower part but is otherwise well preserved. 

The text provides the earliest attestation of the second period of tenure of the office 
of logistes by Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus. For his first period see 3743 above, and 
see Appendix I below. A reference apparently to his son is tantalizing, see 27-8n. 

The back is blank. 

col. 11 

col. i [7 ]wov K[ wveravtivov| 

20 CeBactot 76 sf’ x[a]i 

Jv Kaveravtivou tot 

ig eTriupavecTaTou 

|. Kaicapoc 76 af”, po €’ 

’Oxrw |Bp(iwv) Kadavéay ’OxtwBp(iwv). 

5  MAtocko]upi- 25 Odvadrepiw Arocxoupt- 

*TovAva|y@ 6n TH Kat LovAiav® 

d1a] *Lov- AoyictH dia “lovA- 

d1adox Jov avod vio[d] diaddx[o lv 

Kowo |b Tapa TOU KOWOU 

4 |Bp’ 7 tov 24 oxTwBp" 26 tovAravw 27 tovdA 28 viov? 
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= 30 TOV KEeWLoTTWA@Y 

thc Aap (pac) Kal Aap (mpotaryc) O€(upvyxitav) 

mroAewc bu €wob 

Sere m AbpnaAiov (m. 2) CeAevcoy 

‘“HpaxXiov. 

(m.1)  aKodAovwe Toic 

KeAev[c]betcuv (dia 

TULNLATL TPOC- 

pwve tHv €€jc 

elyve]yplapperny 

(ex) IS 

col. iil 

49° | 
N A A 

trap[a Tod Kowod | 

Tay 

Hc | 
TOA Ewe 

31 Aap/, AapfoE’ 36 dw 

Col. ii 
‘[In the consulship] of our [masters] Constantinus Augustus for the 6th time and Constantinus the most 

noble Caesar for the 1st time, on the 5th day before the Kalends of October. 
“To Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus, curator, through his son Julianus, deputy, from the guild of the 

seed-vegetable merchants of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me 
Aurelius’ (m. 2) ‘Seleucus son of Heraclius.’ (m. 1) ‘In accordance with orders, at my own risk I declare the 
(price) entered below...’ 

1 The highest trace remaining from col. i is level with the third preserved line (= 21) of the better- 
preserved col. ii. 

13 ]Aev. Spacing-comparisons with col. ii suggest that this will be part of the name of the Lnviapyne, e.g. 
‘Hpax|Aet-4[dov. 

23-4 The Roman month-and-day formula is unusual. Perhaps the customary Egyptian version (the 
equivalent would be Thoth 30) came lower down between the items declared and the subscription. 

27-8 Julianus. If the reading yfo[ 3] is correct, this is the third generation of this family to be known to us; 
clearly he was following in his father’s official footsteps. He is almost certainly to be identified with the Flavius 
Julianus known as curator of the Oxyrhynchite a decade later (for whom see Appendix I below). 

28 d1a8dx[o]v. Clearly this implies a different (and lower) level of responsibility from d.occav rv 
Aoyicretav (3748-53 and elsewhere). Here the post of SudSoyoc is held by a young man near the beginning of a 
long career in public office, who would himself be curator later on (cf. the preceding note), and whose capacity 
here will perhaps be as an assistant rather than as a deputy. Elsewhere an éxSixoc serves as dradoxoc (e.g. PSI 
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VII 767), and the 8:d8oxoc is always associated with a full AoyecTHc. Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius is 
dvoixav tHv Aoyicre‘av, supposedly without there being a Aoyicryec as such in office, near the end (he was dead 
fifteen years later) ofa presumably distinguished career of which the only other detail so far known to us is that 
he had himself already been curator not long before. Cf. Appendix I below. 

30 KewtonwAdv. Cf. 3737 7-8 with n., and 3744 7-8. 
40 The highest surviving trace of col. iii is level with col. ii 29. 
42 The sequence 3737-8 suggests that this might be the guild of éAaoupyoi. 

3756-3758 

The complicated physical relationships of 3756-8 are best presented in a diagram of 
each side of the papyrus on which they stand: 

%, ail T T an 
\ ' 

ee) \ i I 3756 |. 8 t mo raee | = { ae f 
SS ofS bor) | le 1 Gis i as uy 

& a © Hes al cen SS ORIN Wer S a 
eS) Ss m IS EU ieyer ce ee Mes Nee a Gi i as ! 1 

T = 
+ Sere | eat | 

> eu 308 re) ap report from comarchs Noda]  gEre-reze 9ELE 
5 3S ‘OH8e “oueuy 

3S < draft | aie COP || a ——— — | <—. 

The arrows indicate fibre-direction, the publication numbers the direction in which the 
particular text is to be read. 

It is clear that 3758 39-228, containing records of cases heard by the logistes, were 
written on a roll specially made up by pasting together out-of-date documents which 
had been sent in to the logistes, five of which are published above as 3736-40. No 
attention was paid to the orientation of the documents. It was enough if they were of the 
right height and if their blank backs could be joined to give a continuous roll. The 
proceedings are written in a single column, the writing running along the fibres of the 
backs of the documents. At the head of this column there was attached a separate piece, 
otherwise unused, containing similar proceedings on the same side (3758 5-38) anda 
title on the back (3758 1~4). It is not possible to say whether this was added when the roll 
was first made up or at a later stage, but perhaps the former is more likely, the object 
being to provide the roll with an outside cover containing only the title. The final stage 
was to add at the top, above 3758 5, yet another separate piece containing on the front 
an earlier document (3756) relating to one of the cases within, on the back of which a fair 
copy (3757) of the record of that case (3758 78-97) was later written out. 

The agricultural accounts, the report from comarchs to the logistes (ap 305) in 
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draft and fair copy, and the fragment of a financial report are not published in the 

present volume. The datable reused documents date to 305 and 312, up to twenty years 

earlier. I am not sure how long the 305 text (the report from comarchs) would have 

remained on file; the declarations of 312 (= 3736-40) would have had a very short life, 

as is Clear from 3766 with 3767, and will have been stored as waste paper for many years. 

3756. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF PROPERTY 

7 1B.212/11 46.3 x 25 cm Jan./Feb. 325 

This document, more or less complete, concerning the estate being held in trust for 

a girl minor, has the long ¢transversa charta format roll of proceedings 3758 attached to its 

right edge, and has the single report of proceedings 3757— which is a fair copy of 3758 

78-97—written out on its back. The explanation of this structure may be that 

Philammon—most likely, as the recipient of 3756— obtained the proceedings-roll 3758 

and attached it to his primary document, then had copied out on the back of the latter 

the only actually relevant section of 3758. All the cases in 3758 are dated in the month 

following 3756; the interval before they were attached to 3756 may have been much 

longer. How, and indeed why, Philammon obtained the whole roll remains a mystery. 

The principals in 3756 come from Alexandria or from the so-called territory of the 

Mastitae in the Mareotic nome. There is no reason to suppose that this is not an 

Alexandrian document; see below, 3757 introd., for the Oxyrhynchite connection. 

Aurelius Ammonius in his will had appointed as guardian for his daughter Isis a 

certain Boccas. Shortly before the date of 3756 this Boccas had also died, leaving 

children of whom the eldest, Philammon, was still a minor. In these circumstances by the 

intervention of Isidorus, apparently then praeses Joviae (see 7n. and cf. LI 3619), the duty 
of guardianship passed to Aurelius Aeithales. Aeithales then petitioned the prefect 
Flavius Magnus (see gn.) for the retrieval of the property of Isis which was being 
detained by Philammon and his brothers (cf. 3757 8), the sons of Boccas. In the present 
document Aeithales now acknowledges to Philammon and his brothers the receipt of all 
the property, both money and goods, belonging to the girl Isis, with the exception of 
specified money and goods retained in connection with the funeral of Boccas and the 
girl’s mother’s childbirth expenses. This apparent complete discharge (see the terms of 
ll. 23-5) had a flaw in it; the following month we find Aeithales at Oxyrhynchus in court 
before the curator civitatis demanding from Philammon the repayment of a residual 50 
talents, see 3757. 

The data on praeses and prefect mentioned above (see 7n., gn.) are of wider 
historical importance, and help to confirm the conclusions of J. R. Rea (LI 3619 introd.) 
that there was no official in Egypt with overriding authority in the decade preceding the 
date of this text. 
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The measurements given above are those of the piece with 3756 before 3758 was 
attached to it. There are two manufacturer’s joins in 3756, in 1. 2 through w of "“Hpwvoc 
and w of oc«@v, so that we can see one complete sheet of the original roll with a writing 
surface of 22.5 x 25 cm. 

(m. 2) a(vriypadov). 

(m.1) Advpydvoc A¢gOaAnc “Hpwroc rod ‘lépaxoc am6 tHe Aaptpotarnc 76AEwe 
tév AdeEavdpéwv olkadr ev TH ef ypdparog mpdc Témw KaArovpe[v]ou 
Ciypartoc 

[e]y rote Kaciov xAnpovopou BérKa amo x@pac Matitrav tot Mapedrou 

vouovd dia Tov mpecButépov adeAfod Adpyriov Drdppwvoc per’ 
Evookncewe 

Adpnrtov Cipov AmodAdwr[iJou am tic adbric xwpac Matictav mpd 
/ / / > A / / >? \ TovTov Katactabévtoc Koupdtopoc atT@ Diraupwvs yatpew. émd1) 

€ / 

6 7podnAov- 

5 [pw] evoc buwdy tatHp BoxKkac kata diabyxac Adpyrtiov Aupwviov Cupov 
> A fal > fal a A 9. / > ff \ amo THC avTHC xwpac Mactita@v érritpo< mo yc ervyxavev katacrabeic 

THC TOU 
> A > / \ ba A € > > lol / / avTov Aup[wviov] Avyatpoc Eicitoc toic bm’ adtob KAnpovdpou pdvyc 

atoAndbeicnc, Tov d€ Biov petadAdEavtoc Tob abtov TaTpoc bud 

Kate{c}- 
V4 > \ \ / A rd > 7 A / 

cTabny éyw Kata mpoctaypa Tob Kypiov ov Icidapov 706 Siaxocuyncavroc 
\ / A ¢ / a > A x ig > /, lal 

tov Opdovov THe HyEepoviac THe abtHc Adgéavdpiac émitpomoc TH 

madi axoAovdwe Toic TEpt TovTOV yevouevorc UTopYHMact Kal THC TOV 

TPAYLATwWY THC AUTHC TALOOC GTrOKATACTAaCEwWC EVvEKEV EvTUYELAY 
¥ A P: fal / > / A > hh / TETOLNLAL TH KUPLW [LOU TH OLacnmoTaTw enapxw Thc AlyiTrov Prgoviw 

Mayvov kai éxéXevc[ev] arodoOjvat, Kata (ta)>bTa Tapayevopevoc 

10 ©«6eptavOa rept. [ ¢.9 |rnp[ ¢.6 J... [, d]edéxOae map” duav trav 

tov Bl[dé|xxa KAnpovéuwry tot 7,.........1 

TAVTG. 

ta diadépovta 7H emiTpoTev[omevn] vm euod tradi tH adTH Eicure 

axorovdwe tH Tob matpoc avT_c Aupwriov [diJabnnn é[d’] ofc 

TEPLEXEL OLKALOLC 

2 tepaxoc; |. ypapparte 3 1. KAnpovomorc, Boxka, Macritav 4 1. Mactitav, érrerd7) 5 Uwwy 

6 1. “Teitoc rhc; UT, Ywr 7 ictdwpou; |. AreEavdpetac 8 1. evruxiav g |. Mayvw 10 vpwy 
Rela dcore 
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Tac. Kal rapindévar ta evevpol[vt]a TH adrH Blo]vAnce: mavTa TH... ., 

wexpe accaplov évoc xwpte wld] vne TH d0dvnc 51g 70 KarywphcBar Etc 

ra < ee > - a > a / ” > A \ 

diatpabevtwy vrapxyovtwv axorovdwe TH avTH dcabHKy OvTwr ETL TO 

avTo apyupiou 

raddvtwy oxtalK loctwy wera (ta Kovdicbevra [b]p’ Hudy etc Adyoy KaTa 
\ / a \ pest a / / € \ \ > 

Ta dtatayevta TH prev TraTpl vu[@|y Boxka tadAavtwy ExaTov Kat Etc 

Kndlav 

15  adzlo]b cara rv {8[ (av BovAncw [74 ]Aavra every [Ko]yta aite TE Kal Etc 

Abyov Aoxwdv tH[c] 706 Aupwviov yuvarko[c] wyTpoc THC TaLdoc 

dvatayévta opoiwe 

TdAqvra tpidKoy[t]a ta Aowra Ta[Aa]vTa mevrakdca [6]ydonKovTa mpoc 
a Sma A ” , ip e Sint < A 

ofc dad tyne dvoy Tadqvta déxa Kali amo [,],, xvpov Mnva 

K,.[.]... atodobévroc 

apyv[pilov taAavta Sex[a]téccapa ay [4] araplOuncic [wo]. ex mAnpouc 

reréd[e]crar: od apyup[(jou thc mpoxyéevync {rc} TocdTHTOC TO 

mpocepyov TOU avéxabev 
id / A > Us € ~ ¢ / > \ a 4 \ 

xp[o]vou péxpe Tic evectac[yc] nuépac brreA[oyy On avti Tav Tpodiwv Kal 
> a a / > \ > \ \ \ 2 \ A 

avadwpatwy Tav yevonéeve[v] e[i]c tHv dpharvyv ta d€ amo TaV 

Tpocepywv 

pe[ta] ta Aoyicbévta Tob mavtoc ay[a]Awpartoc ev,, .[,, |ra ev vpeiv 

elva[t] raAavra everjKovta €€ Ouoiwc Urede| Ealunv, we elvar emi T[0] 

avTo arapiOunbévta 

20 poralp|yupiov radavt[a] égrakdcia. 7,[,], , d€6 adtoc Aupwvioc ev TH 
¢ A / > \ f lal > A X ¢ A ¥ 

eauTov duabynKn evTor[y |v TapecxeTo TW avT[@ mlatpi Hudv Boxxa 

duxacacbar mpoc AkvAav 

[ on Ee Trees lelnes sla lege eps Oo.) rerearens 
we kat Tov dvay,[, |, , at emedeEaunv Tap’ TO ORS CeO. 0 

[ 6.17 |v Aitpac réccap[ac m]ept TH¢ B[ Uw ]v Vrod0x Hv Tod TE 
2) 4 \ > ra m” \ \ / \ St \ 

apyuptov Kal acnmov ait TE Kal xpucto[v Kat xaAxwpariov Kal 
> A > lal 

aipeac ecOntoc 

12 1. mapeAndévar, éyxtpovta, KexwpncOar 13, 1. xndetav 14 [v]d? judy: 1. bp’ dua; vu[w]v; 

l. rdAavra Exartov, Kndelav 15 1. ere b€, Aoyerav 17 amapl’uncic; |. tpoxempevyc, 6 of avéxabev corr. 

from + 18 v of yp[d]vov corr. from v; vmeAoynOn; |. tpodetwv 19 vpew: 1. duiv; amapO’unbevta? 

20 |. dua@v; second a of d:xacacba corr. from e (or vice versa) 21 After epi, v5 juwy 22 1. ér1 8é, 
xadKkwpatinv, épedc 
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Kal T@v adAwy [rav]trwr péxpy Accaplov évde x[wpi]e dBovnc povnc 

eTepwrnbic wmodr[oy|ynca mapeAndpeér[a]s éx mAnpouc axoAovPuc TH 

diabyKy Kal ev- 

te[d]Oev undeva [Adyov] exew mpo¢ blac mre]pt TH[c duoiKH|cewe THC 

yevouevnc vo Tob tat[polc Hudv Tav dpdavicay [xp|nwaTwr Kal 

Trept dv evexeipncev UTapxovTw(v) 

2, ma[v|rwr amagar[Adc] Kata pydéva tpdr[ov] under éy«[areiv p]nde 

evear€écw mpodpalce], ntwrodv [Kat] am[o]ynv tadryy tpiccy[v] very 

exEedounv amroteAectixyy nv e€€éc- 

rat [v]uety dnulocudca]: wept ravrwy ,, ,[, ], rwv apxes[, , €]zepwrn Bic 

c®pord[yncla. tratiac IIpéxAlov kat] IlavAivov, Meyxeip |. 

(m. 2 or m. 3?) LET Enna 

23 1. érepwrnfeic; first « of mapeAndevar corr. from a 24 uvTapxovTw 25 |. éyxadeiv, 

éyxadécew; ipew; |. dpiv, e&eSdunv; droredectixyy: first + corr. from A, A corr. from c 26 1. dpiv, 
2 , « , 
érrepwTnbeic, uTraTetac 

(m. 2) ‘Copy.’ 
(m. 1) ‘Aurelius Aeithales, son of Heron and grandson of Hierax, from the most illustrious city of the 

Alexandrians, residing in the Epsilon district in the locality of the so-called Sigma, in the house of Casius, to the 

heirs of Boccas from the territory of the Mastitae in the Mareotic nome, through the elder brother Aurelius 

Philammon, with the consent of Aurelius Syrus son of Apollonius from the same territory of the Mastitae, 

previously appointed as guardian for the said Philammon, greetings. Since your aforementioned father Boccas, 

in accordance with the testament of Aurelius Ammonius son of Syrus from the same territory of the Mastitae, 

became appointed guardian of Isis the daughter of the said Ammonius, who had been left by him as sole 

heiress, and on your aforementioned father’s death I was appointed guardian for the child following an order 

of my lord Isidorus, who then adorned the throne of the praesidiate of the said Alexandria, in accordance with 

the minutes which were made concerning this matter, and for the sake of the recovery of the estate of the said 

child I made a petition to my lord the prefect of Egypt Flavius Magnus, vir perfectissimus, and he ordered (her 

estate) to be given back, accordingly being present here . . . received from you the heirs of Boccas, the guardian 

of... child, everything belonging to the girl in my guardianship, namely the said Isis, in accordance with the 

testament of her father Ammonius upon all the legal conditions which it contains, and to have received back 

everything pertaining to the said will . . . down to the last penny, excepting alone the linen on account of its 

being allocated to the laying-out and funeral of Boccas; and in addition from the moneys from the price for the 

possessions sold in accordance with the said testament, totalling eight hundred silver talents, I have received 

(after deductions by you on account in accordance with what was bequeathed, namely one hundred talents for 

your father Boccas and ninety talents for his funeral in accordance with his own will, and a further thirty 

talents similarly bequeathed on account of the childbirth of Ammonius’ wife the mother of the girl) the 

remaining five hundred and eighty talents, plus ten talents from the price for a donkey and fourteen silver 

talents from the... sold to Menas. .. , of which the counting out to me has been fully completed. The interest 

on the aforesaid quantity of money, from the first up to the present day, has been offset against the maintenance 

and expenses incurred with regard to the orphan; but I have likewise received the ninety-six talents remaining 

of the interest after the amounts reckoned for all expenses had been credited(?) to you. Thus in total seven 

hundred silver talents have been counted out to me. . . . the aforesaid Ammonius in his own testament gave 

instructions to your said father Boccas to go to law against Aquila . . . I have received from you and . . . four 

pounds of .. . Questioned in respect of your stewardship of the money and uncoined silver and also the gold 

and bronze objects and woollen clothing and everything else down to the last penny, excepting only the linen, I 

have acknowledged full receipt in accordance with the testament, and from henceforth I shall have no case 

against you regarding your father’s management of the orphan’s money, and in general as far as concerns all 
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the property he took in hand in no way do I make any charge against you nor shall I do so on any pretext 
whatever. I have issued this final receipt to you in triplicate, which you may register . . . in answer to the 
question I have given my assent. In the consulship of Proculus and Paulinus, Mecheir [ _ ].’ 

(neon?) ee 

I a(vriypagov). Alpha is bisected by a diagonal from lower left (cf. LI 3611 22n.). There were three 
copies, cf. 25. The printed transcript does not show the correct location of this marginal notation, which is 
halfway along the sheet above wéAewc in 2. 

2 AgiBadnc. The name appears as Ai@dAyc in 3757 15 and 3758 81 and AeOdAnc in 3758 89, 95. 3757 
21 inadvertently omits initial letters, thus ¢Ae)idAnc. These are the only appearances so far in papyri of this 
rare name. Spelling Ae but above all the diaeresis in 3757 15 and 3758 81 indicate that the name was not 
trisyllabic but tetrasyllabic. 

év 7@ ef ypduaroc (1. ypayparr). For the five ypdupara, divisions of Alexandria, see Calderini, Diz. 
Seogr. i 1. 79-80; P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i 34-5. XLVI 3271 6 now provides a reference to the 
Gamma district, and the present papyrus appears to be our first reference to the Epsilon district. 

Ctyparoc. This appears to be previously unrecorded. Given our limited knowledge of Alexandrian 
topography, there can be no justification for supposing this to be a misspelt reference to the tomb of Alexander, 
see Calderini, op. cit. i 1. 149-51, s.v. cOma, cha. A semicircular portico, cf. LSJ? 

3 [é]y roic Kactoy. Cf. XLI 2980 14, delivery instructions fc ra @éwvo(c) on the back of a letter. 
Borxa. Elsewhere in this volume the name is consistently spelt Box«-, and is written uniformly Box«a in 

the oblique cases; there is one nominative example (1. 5 here) where the name appears as Boxxac. This name 
found no entry in the WB but is now well attested: P. Bour. 42. 572, SB V 7515. 295, 305, 309, X 10615. 3. There 
is some chance that another example exists in XIV 1728 10, where Grenfell and Hunt read Boxrov (or 
Boxxa( ), see their n.); from a photograph Boxxa may be the right reading. See now also Z/E 66 (1986) go. 

Marita. Cf. 4 Maricrav, and ultimately the right spelling Mactitav in 5- For the territory of the Mastitae 
see A. Calderini and S. Daris, Diz. geogr. iii 3. 241. Note also XLVI 3292. 

tod Mapewrov vouod. See Calderini-Daris, op. cit. iii 3. 234; also M. Rodziewicz, Graeco-Arabica 2 (1983) 
199-216. 

4 Kouparopoc. Cf. 5 émitpo<mo>c (also 7, 10 and emitpotevouevy in 11 and 3757 6-7). For the fading 
distinction between these terms see Aeg. 61 (1981) 109 n. 15; R. Taubenschlag, Law? 180. 

7 For Isidorus, praeses of Aegyptus Iovia, see LI 3619. The description ric Hyepoviac .. . AdeEavSpeiac adds 
welcome confirmation of his sphere of authority. We cannot fix the date at which Isidorus was in office, without 
knowing the date of the death of Boccas, but nevertheless the events of 3756 suggest only a brief time-lapse 
between involvement of praeses and involvement of prefect, and Isidorus may have been the last holder of the 
office of praeses Ioviae. A terminus post quem for the end of the tenure of the last holder would be supplied by the last 
attested date for Sabinianus as praeses Mercurianae (AD 324), cf. gn., as well as by the abdication of Licinius 
(September 324), see 3619 introd. For Mercuriana as Sabinianus’ area of authority see J. D. Thomas, BASP 21 
(1984) 225-34. 

Tov diaKxocuncavroc Tov Opdvov ric Hyeuoviac. Cf. 3758 7-8 (Sabinianus, praeses Mercurianae); also P. Sak. Ro. 
18-19, Septimius Apollonius xocurcavtoc thy dvolKyc. 

g Flavius Magnus is an addition to the known prefects of Egypt ( J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 241). He is 
attested several times in the texts in this volume; this is the earliest reference, the papyrus being dated Jan./Feb. 
325, and he is still in office at the date of 3759, 2 Oct. 325. In between come 3757 (13 Mar. 325, but the 
reference is probably to the same action as in 3756 g) and 3758 10 and 15 (and 80-1 and 93 which = 3757). 
Can we say how much earlier than Jan./Feb. 325 Magnus may have been in office? Sabinianus (see 3758 8 n.) 1s 
still attested as praeses Mercurianae in 324. It is possible that Iovia could have been put in the hands of a prefect 
while Mercuriana and Herculia each continued under a praeses, but it is much more likely that the three 
subdivisions were amalgamated and brought under the control of a prefect simultaneously, after September 
324 (3619 introd.). It is possible then that Magnus was the first prefect after the decade without one. His 
successor may have been Ti. Flavius Laetus, attested for 2 Feb. 326 by LI 3620. The next certain prefect was 
Septimius Zenius, Oct./Nov. 327, P. Harr. IT 215 recto. See now also BASP 22 (1985) 25-7. 

LOST A aes v. I cannot ascertain the reading over this much damaged section. The general sense is clear enough however. The probable initial 7 excludes reading ric Aupwvriov. tpodSndovpevon (cf. 4-5) <rHjc>? 
12 méxpe dccapiov évoc. Cf. 23, and P. Kéln III 155. 16-17 (Ewe dccapéov évéc) and SB VI 9403. 14 (revised KPE 35 (1979) 140), dype dcXc>aplou évdc; also 3758 11, 30, 38. West-Johnson, Currency 121. 
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13 xndiav. See CPR VI (pt. 1) 1. 14n. 

small loop following is consistent with p. 7 is certain. If rpocemi were right, this would appear to be an earlier 
adverbial use of a word frequent in later Byzantine papyri in usages of the type mpocemi tovroic (though some 

commentators would divide mpoc éi and take mpéc adverbially, cf. P. Lond. V 1660. 33n.). Or did our writer 

intend mpocéri? 
15 Aoyiwv. The child Isis was born before her father’s death, cf. 6 where she is left his heir; since there is no 

mention of a second child of Ammonius’, this deduction of 30 talents must be to meet obligations Ammonius 

incurred towards Boccas and his family in connection with Isis’ birth. 

16 For early fourth-century donkey prices cf. <PE 6 (1970) 181; Aeg. 54 (1974) 61-2; XLII] 3143 13n., 
3145 11n., and PE 24 (1977) 116-17; and, most recently, R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century 

Egypt (= BASP Suppl. 5 (1985)) 67-8. Ten talents for the donkey here may be only a partial price. 

[. ]. .xvpov. Space and much-damaged traces could suggest [€]vexvpoy; the space might possibly admit of 

[ro]¥ ax¥vpov, which is more easily comprehended with dodobévroc (and the donkey has already provided an 
agricultural context), but first v is difficult. 

After Mnva, a damaged patronymic? A construction with genitive Myva is also conceivable. 

19 Reading after ay[a]A@paroc is baffling. ¢ could be read as y, if its supposed centre bar were in reality 
the extended finial of preceding c. y is almost certain. I had initially thought of yywe[é]7a, but the supposed 

right loop of would-be w seems rather to consist of a vertical (with an awkward low trace) and centre 

horizontal; these might suggest eta, but then the left loop is unexplained. A verb implying ‘credited’ or the like 
seems to be wanted. For the periphrastic construction see F. Blass, A. Debrunner, and F. Rehkopf, Grammatik 
des neutestamentlichen Griechisch (1979) § 355; cf. too efvar . . . drapiO.névra at the end of this same line. 

20 7,[,],.. We might expect zepiwy but it seems too wide for the space. 

Sixdcacbat mpdc AxvAav. There is no further mention of this lawsuit in the archive. Presumably it was 

pending when Ammonius drew up his will (this is curious; was the lawsuit one which would arise on 
Ammonius’ death?), now past with Boccas’ death. The damaged next line may have elaborated on the case. 

21 _ xaBe. The name of the village probably lurks here. No village that will fit the traces is recorded, but 

this is not surprising. 
22 rH. I do not think 77Hy can be read. Therefore correct to r7y, or alternatively correct drodoxqy (v 

certain) to drodoyjc. For dcnuov = uncoined silver see CE 48 (1973) 372-4. 

25 dmoteAectixyy. Cf. the app. crit. The writer wrote azoXec before realizing and correcting his error. 

26 For Sypociwec see M. Hassler, Die Bedeutung der Kyria-Klausel 77 ff., and H. J. Wolff, Das Recht der 

griechischen Papyri Agyptens (Handb. d. Altertumswissenschaft X 5. 2) 129 ff. 

For the consular formula cf. XLIII 3125 gn. The proceedings referred to in the first paragraph of that 

note, with dates by Proculus and Paulinus for 3 and 17 March 325, are 3758 below, which adjoins the right 

edge of this text. The dating by Paulinus and Julianus for 13 March 325 is in 3757 on the back of this text. A 

further example of Proculus and Paulinus may be in VI 889 11-12, see T. D. Barnes, 2PE 21 (1976) 279-81. 

This article wrongly reports the day of the month in 889 12 as Pachon 24 (= 19 May, not 18 May) when the 

papyrus (and ed. pr.) clearly has Pachon 29 (= 24 May). This is uncomfortably but of course not impossibly 

close to the dating by Paulinus and Julianus in XIV 1626 23 (Pauni 1 = 26 May). 889 was independently and 

concurrently discussed by J. D. Thomas, Anc. Soc. 7 (1976) 301-8 (with pl. VI), but without suggesting 

Proculus and Paulinus as the consuls in 11-12. 889 was further discussed by T. D. Barnes, The New Empire of 

Diocletian and Constantine 234-7, and by T. D. Barnes and K. A. Worp, ZPE 53 (1983) 276-8. 

27 Full transcription of the docket has so far escaped me. The transcript does not accurately record its 

location; it begins at the mid-point of the full line-length, 1.5 cm below 1. 26. There are some scattered ink- 

marks both before and after it, but insufficient remains to show whether they are other than mere blots. 

3757. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE LOGISTES 

7 1 B.20 2 (io Width 25 cm 13 March 325 

This report, more or less complete if somewhat shredded, is written along the fibres 

transversa charta on the back of 3756, which is dated the previous month and documents 
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an earlier stage of the same affair; 3757 is itself a fair copy of the cancelled Il. 78-97 of 
3758 which is attached to the right edge of 3756. For the chronology and explanation of 
this composition see 3756 introd. 

In Jan./Feb. 325 Aeithales had given Philammon and his brothers a complete 
discharge (= 3756) regarding their involvement with the property of the child Isis in his 
(Aeithales’) guardianship. All was apparently not well, however: here in the following 
month we find the two parties in dispute before the curator civitatis in Oxyrhynchus over 
the allegedly unpaid sum of 50 talents. 3758 78-97 = 3757 records this hearing. 
Aeithales adduces an order of the prefect, probably the same instructions as are referred 
to in 3756 9, which required Philammon and his brothers to release the property in 
dispute; and he also claims to have a document in which Philammon acknowledges the 
residual debt of 50 talents. Philammon for his part produces the discharge document 
(presumably 3756 itself) in which Aeithales declares all Philammon’s obligations have 
been cleared. The curator, bound to see that the prefect’s order is complied with, while 
faced with incompatible documentation, takes the easy way out and elects to assert the 
terms of 3756 which had satisfied Aeithales and still of course satisfied Philammon; he 
ignores Aeithales’ document concerning the 50 talents, and instructs him to initiate a 
new process for the reclamation of this sum. There is no further reference to this 
document of Aeithales’ in the archive, so that we do not know the outcome of the affair. 
For the time being 3758 78-97 = 3757 exonerated Philammon, thus providing the more 
reason for him (see 3756 introd.) to attach the roll with the rough copy of the 
proceedings to 3756 and then have the revised version copied out on 3756's back. 

The Oxyrhynchite connection of this sequence is puzzling, since both Aeithales and 
Philammon came from Alexandria or its environs. Had Philammon between Jan./Feb. 
325 (3756) and 13 March 325 (3758 78-97 = 3757) moved to Oxyrhynchus, taking 
3756 with him, and had Aeithales pursued him there? 

3757 and 3758 78-97 help to supplement each other in the damaged or missing 
passages, except in 3757 12, which is absent from the rough copy, and in the lacuna in 
3757 14, which contained something absent from the rough copy. The opening with the 
consular formula in 3757 1~2 is also different from every example of the consular formula 
in 3758; 3757 was clearly copied not from the rough copy 3758 78-97 but from some 
other exemplar, and copied after the consular change (see 3756 26n.). 

[(€rouc) ] [Of ]’evar[o]v, Panera vl. drarelac TavAlvov xat 
2 a A a) TovAvavot tay Agwrpot [arwv. | 

Tpoc TH Kamitwriw. emt Tapdovtwv ‘Qpiwvoc Kal ‘Apa brnp[erav] 
\ > / Z € \ S / A 3 A kat EvAoyiou mapébpov. 6 Aoyt(cT1)c) el(mev): mpdctaypa Tod Kupiou pou Tob 

diacnulorarou emrapxou | 

4 Aoyee);soin17 Final supplement cramped or abbreviated 
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5 THC Alydrro[v] DAlaovio]yu Médyvou émhveynev TH Eun pel[tp]e[ornre 

Aebaryc| 
amo xwpac Macti[Tav rept mpaypdatwv diadepovrwy TH emuiTpo-| 

Tevomevyn UT avtov trade “Tcite Kal diaxarexopévwy v0 Tob Tap|[dv-| 
Toc Dildppwvoc Kal tTdv adeApav atrod KAnpovépuwv Boxxa. ev ct[€p-| 
voc Tolvuv Exwy TOY... THE avdpelac PdBov Tob THALKOUTOU apxo[vroc] 

10 = petaded[wra pev Toic avTidiKobct Ta TpocteTaypéva, evnya- | 
yov d€ avtovc iva yva@pev tiva éctly a duerpaéavt[o] mpo[c atrovc] 

Petree TO THALKODTO TANpodcHat mpdctaypa. Bird [ pepe | 

amrexp(tvaro)> SueAvOnwey Kal Exw ypanmateiov Tepi TLodrov. 6 Aoyt(cric) 
e((zrev)* avayvwcbn- | 

Tw. Kal aveyvwcby ovtwe we Tle] pré[xex] . [2-3]. [.]. [2-3] .[.].[ 06 

peta THY | 
15 avayvecu, Aidadyc dtexp(varo): a6 TovTwWY THY Tpaypdtwv évud|e-| 

Ancev [or] apy(vpiov) (rdAavta) v’, dv Kal éypdipato ecw mpobecuiac 

amrodwc[euy, | 
Kal Exw 70 ypaypateiov THC dete. 6 Aoys(cTHC) ef(rev): TO mpdcTaypa 

TOU Kuplov 

Lov Tov dvacnuoratovu enapyxov [7 ]jc Atyimto0v Praoviov Mayvovu én répac 

7X9 70 yap ypaypareioy THe weTaky yevouerye [8]ra[Adcewc] 
20 dueAgyyer wemricbay duddrepa Ta wépy. dbev dvaywprcerte é[ae] ‘mt’ z[oic] 

yevopevocc Ud’ Yudv cumpavoic. epi b€ ye ob dycw 6 (Ae>iOadAn[c] 

ypappatetou 700 xpéouc Toy (tadavtwv) v’, Kata K[ac]pov [wereAedceT ar] 

TOV xpewcrTHY TrEpt THC EvKEEvalc 6] PELARE. 

7 dtaxatexopéevwy: Kat rewritten; wy corr. (cf. 3758 83)? 8 First » of GiAdupwvoc corr. from v 

12 at of mAnpodcbar rewritten 13 amexp( ): see 13n. 15 atOadnc: 1. Aebadnc TOp ana: 

17 0 of first ré rewritten 20 |. merreicBat; x of dvaywpycerte corr.? |. dvaywprycere 21 iadnc 

“Year 19 and nine, Phamenoth 17. In the consulship of Paulinus and Julianus, viri clarissimi. 

“At the Capitolium, in the presence of Horion and Heras, assistants, and Eulogius, assessor. The curator 

said, “An order of my lord the prefect of Egypt, Flavius Magnus, vir perfectissimus, has been brought before my 
humble self by Aeithales from the territory of the Mastitae, concerning property belonging to the child Isis, 
who is in his guardianship, which is being detained by Philammon, here present, and his brothers, heirs of 

Boccas. So, keeping in my heart the fear of the Nobility of so great an official, I have communicated his orders 
to the parties in the case, and I have brought them in so that we may know what mutual arrangements they 
have come to for the . . . fulfilment of so great an order.”’ Philammon answered, ‘“‘We made an agreement, and 

I have a document about this.” The curator said, ‘‘Let it be read.”’ And it was read as follows . . . After the 

reading, Aeithales answered, “Out of this property he owed 50 silver talents, which he wrote that he would 
repay within the appointed time, and I have the document attesting the debt.” The curator said, ‘“The order of 
my lord the prefect of Egypt, Flavius Magnus, vir perfectissimus, has been carried out; the document of discharge 
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between you shows both sides to be in agreement. Wherefore you will depart, abiding by the conditions of the 
agreements made between you. As regards the document which Aeithales mentions concerning the debt of 

50 talents, at the proper time he is to sue the debtor regarding the obligation contained therein.” 

1 For the avoidance of # in regnal-year dating see J. D. Thomas, ZPE 24 (1977) 241-3; P. Mich. XV 724. 

8n. For the consuls cf. 3756 26n. 
3 KamtwXiw. See A. Calderini and S. Daris, Diz. geogr. 111 68; G. Ronchi, Lex. Theonymon iii 570. For its use 

for court hearings cf. 3758 156. Other locations for hearings before the logistes: Adpraviw (3758 134, 3767 1, 
3764 14, P. Harr. 160. 2 as re-ed. ZPE 37 (1980) 237); yupvactw (3758 181); Kopiw tep@ (3759 1 and 3742 

back), and Aoyicrnpiw (3758 98). ei mapovtwr: see 3758 156-8n. 

Horion and Heras recur elsewhere: Horion in 3758 79 (the duplicate of this passage), 98, 137, 157, and 

184; Heras in 3758 79 (the duplicate passage) and gg. 
4 EvaAoyiov rapédpou. He recurs several times in 3758: 79 (the duplicate of this passage), 99, 157, 184, 221. 

Could this Eulogius conceivably be the later logistes (AD 341: see Appendix I below)? 

5 Flavius Magnus, praefectus Aegyplt. See 3756 gn. 7H eun pe[tp]e[oryTu: see 3758 81 n. 

6 amo ywpac Macr[rav. Cf. 3758 81. Acithales describes himself as an Alexandrian in 3756 2. Scattered 

traces are visible in the indicated lacuna, but I cannot allocate them to individual letters; the reading is 

restored from the cancelled copy. Similarly in ro. 
8-9 ev cTEpvoic KTA. Cf. M. Chr. 7]: 6 (= 12 Lips. 36) and 78. 5- 

g Possibly four letters between oy and 77H. Presumably a preposition came here, but I have not been able 
to establish which one, in the broken state of the papyrus. Cf. 3758 85. 

avdpetac: cf. 3758 10 and see CPR V 7. gn. These new examples applied to the prefect amplify the pattern 
outlined in the note in CPR V and show that the title was resumed by the prefect when the post was restored 
after the defeat of Licinius; it continued to be used by the praeses Thebaidos. 

13 dmexp(ivaro) is marked as abbreviated by a horizontal cutting the descender of rho; so also in 15 and 
frequently in proceedings in this volume and elsewhere. 

17-19 TO mpoctaypa... emt mépac HxOn. Cf. M. Chr. 78. 4. 

3758. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE LOGISTES 

7 1B.212/11+ 

13 1B.212-213/A(a-h) 25 X 290 cm Feb.?/Mar. 325 

For a general introduction to this papyrus and its physical relationship to 3756-7 

and other texts in this volume, see the general introduction to 3756-8 above; further 

comments are in the introductions to 3756 and 3757. Lines 39 to the end of 3758, 

covering at least seven different hearings with dates from Phamenoth 7-22, are on one 

roll 246.5 cm long made up to take them, it seems, by reusing documents that had come 

into the logistes’ bureau and been discarded. Lines 5-38, containing a report of an 

earlier hearing in Phamenoth, were recorded on an unused piece of papyrus, measuring 

25 X 43.5 cm and blank on the back except for the title dropvjpata unvoc Paper etc. 

(= 3758 1-4); this may have been the title for 5-38 simply, or it may have been written 

there as the title for the whole of 3758. At any rate its location on the back of the roll 
makes it clear that it was written before the combined 3758 roll was affixed to 3756. The 
whole of 3758 is written in ¢ransversa charta form. A result of its bipartite structure is that 

5-38 are written across the fibres, 39 onwards along them. 

On the ¢ransversa charta format see E. G. Turner, The Terms Recto and Verso (Pap. 
Brux. 16) 26-53, esp. 51. 3758 is the unpublished Oxyrhynchus text referred to on p. 51. 
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Note that it is not a ropoc cuyKoAAjcusoc, as there stated, in the usual implication of that 

expression. I confirm the transversa charta format of XX XI 2562, re-edited here as 3767. 

The chronological pattern of the hearings is as follows: 

5-38 date lost (but it should be Phamenoth 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, or 7) 

39-77 Phamenoth 7 = Wednesday, 3 March 325 

78-97 
98-131 

134-155 Phamenoth 21 = Wednesday, 17 March 325 

156-180 Phamenoth 22 = Thursday, 18 March 325 

181-213 Phamenoth 19 = Monday, 15 March 325 

214-228 date(s) lost 

Phamenoth 17 = Saturday, 13 March 325 

The date Phamenoth 19, which interrupts the sequence, must of course throw some 

doubt on the conclusions above and in 5n. below on the date of Il. 5-38. 

Some of the hearings have such extensive alterations (e.g. over twenty in 39-77, 

over a dozen in 78-97) as to give the impression of being drafts. That they are copies is 

clear from the gaps between the day-figures. 
Why were these hearings copied out together? Clearly they do not form the total of 

the curator’s activity, and they are in no way his daybook. Many of the cases concern 

inheritance law in some aspect or other (not, notably, the first, ll. 5-38), and the reason 

for the collection may lie in this direction; yet they do not obviously illustrate the 

Aeithales case (= 3756) to which they were attached, except of course for Il. 78-97, 

which were recopied as 3757. 

Lines 5-38 are concerned with the responsibility for a quantity of compulsorily 

purchased military clothing now surplus to requirements. Initially a sum of money was 

exacted from the 8nuérar = tayavol by the councillors and/or landowners. This money 

was then used for the purchase in Tyre of 150 criydpia, through the agency of the 

prytanis Leucadius. The prefect then decreed that the mayavoi = dyu67a1 should be 

refunded their money, and Leucadius is instructed to pay it back and try to recover his 

losses from the landowners or his fellow councillors, who had been ordered to purchase 

the criydpua: if they were now willing to repurchase them, they could then sell them 

themselves for whatever price they wished (or could get!). Naturally, Leucadius was 

unhappy with this arrangement, and the dialogue is lively almost to the point of 

rudeness. But Leucadius loses, it seems: the logistes overrides his objections and insists on 

the implementation of the prefect’s orders. 

The case contrasts the authority of the praeses Mercurianae (Sabinianus, see 8n.) with 

that of the praefectus Aegypti (Flavius Magnus, see 3756 gn.) in a way which probably 

reflects a chronological contrast: cf. LI 3619 introd., 3756 introd. and 7n., gn., and note 

also |. 43 below, 77v Hyyeuoviav TH T67¢, implying that the first of the two offices no longer 

existed. The apparent ability of the councillors/landowners to ignore the praeses’ 

authority (16-17: implicit in ec pev BovAovrat vue Ka0wE TpOocTeTaKTat) is at first sight 
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astonishing, but is presumably explicable by the praeses’ orders having been superseded 

by those of the prefect. 

Lines 39-77 concern conflicting claims to some gold jewellery, which appears to 

have been passed around various members of the family concerned in trust, and then 

ultimately —legitimately?— to have formed the object of a bequest by the plaintiffs 

mother, now deceased. Much is unclear, perhaps because of abridgement in drafting 

the report (either the original record of the hearing or this copy of it). The various 

family relationships in particular are not clear to me. 

Lines 78-97 were cancelled and a revised version written out on the back of 3756; 

this revised version is published here as 3757. It differs from the cancelled version, even 

after the many corrections in that, at (line-numbers in brackets are those of 3757) 78 

(1-2), 86 (11), 87 (12), 89 (14), 90 (16), and gi (16). 

These lines (78-97) record a sequel to the wrangling over the property of an 

orphan minor in guardianship, revealed to us by 3756. Now the child’s current guardian 

is suing his predecessor’s sons over the alleged retention of 50 talents. The curator cwitatis 

avoids an impasse, temporarily, by asserting the validity of the previous document of 

receipt and discharge (presumably 3756 itself) supplied by the current guardian to his 

deceased predecessor’s sons. 

Detailed commentary on these lines will be found under 3757; I provide notes here 

on points specific to this version of the report, along with an apparatus criticus. 

Lines 98-131 are concerned with conflicting claims on some house-property left by 

Amois, now deceased, to his daughter; the girl had had a brother, but he had died, 

leaving her as sole heiress. A Libyan called Syrus has made some claim on the property, 

the details of which remain obscure for us. 

Lines 132-3 give the consular year, closely preceding the following section but in a 

different hand so that the structural link is uncertain, although this is hardly of 

importance. 
Lines 134-55 record a straightforward apertura testamenti. The will was made on 

Phamenoth 20 (16 March) and opened and read in this hearing the following day, 

Phamenoth 21, after the death of the ¢estatrix. Lines 181-213 record a similar case, and 

the two usefully supplement each other where one or other is damaged. Regarding the 

time-lapse note M. Amelotti, // testamento romano 1 (1966) 186. It is to be noted that the 

curator authorizes the start of preparations for burial (152-3); if this were a routine 

element in the procedure (cf. 209-10), it provides an obvious reason for haste. The 

session in 134ff. was held in the Hadrianeum, but this was a routine location for 

proceedings before the logistes (cf. 3767) and need not necessarily be connected with the 

custom that wills should be opened in an imperial temple (see e.g. P. Mert. II 75 

introd.); the session in 181 ff. is held in the yupraciov. 

Lines 156-80 are more damaged than the preceding sections, as the condition of 

the roll deteriorates the nearer it gets to its end. There is no obvious connection 

with inheritance law here; the case concerns a house in Oxyrhynchus belonging to a 
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councillor apparently from some other city. Seemingly the house had been let to a 
certain Hermias, who had disappeared to the Oasis locking (? b6 cnudvrpoic moujcac 
avT7v, 162-3) the house up behind him. It appears that the owner is now trying to regain 

access to the property. 164-7 imply that this is the second time the case has come before 

the curator, and 170 and 173-4 suggest that the case may earlier have come before the 

praeses. The plaintiffs request that the curator should authorize action in their favour in 

accordance with his earlier instructions; prima facie this would be a judgement in 

absentia, but it is seemingly argued that Hermias is in some way under his mother’s 

control and that since she is present in court (she is technically the defendant, see 

156-8n.) she can receive judgement on his behalf. The mother denies any responsibility 

for her son (her claim presumably is that the obligations of materna potestas have been 

annulled by aoxypvéic, see 169n.); a much-damaged section follows, but at the end of 

the proceedings (180) the curator gives a decision in favour of the plaintiffs. 

Lines 181—213 contain another record of apertura testamenti closely parallel to 134-55 

above. The main 3758 roll breaks off at 1. 213 before the record has quite finished 

(probably little is lost, cf. 134-55). The testator here is a veteran, Besarion, and the will 

was made in the preceding year, AD 324. Four of the original signatories are present for 

the opening. 

The text transcribed as 3758 concludes with Il. 214-28, which are on two tattered 

fragments found with the rest of 3758 and presumably from the deteriorating end of the 

roll. The similarities between 3736 col. ii, on the front of 214-20, and 3737-40, on the 

front of 181-213, provide a reasonable guarantee of the connection, but it is not clear 

what interval there may have been between the main stretch of 3758 and these two 

fragments. That the only reply to the curator preserved (214) does not come from 

Poemenius (cf. 184, 197, 205) or Capitolinus (cf. 193-4) indicates that 214-19 are nota 

continuation of 181-213, as too does 219 if rightly read. Spacing between 219 and 220 

suggests that 220 may then begin a fresh hearing; if so, 214-19 conclude a hearing 

separate from 181-213 and the gap between 213 and 214 will have been considerable. It 

is uncertain whether the hearing beginning in 220 continues in 221-8 on the last frag- 

ment, where 221 (see n.) again indicates that we are near the beginning of a report. The 

length measurements given at the beginning of this introduction and in the heading take 

no account of these potential gaps. 

There are considerable variations in the script, but often the changes in style are so 

gradual that it is very difficult to ascertain where there are hand-changes. ‘There is a 

change, perhaps only a change of pen, at 58; more abrupt changes of style occur at 79, 

98, 132, and 134. 

As regards sheet-joins or kolleseis, the roll exemplifies two types: (a) three-layer 

joins (see LI 3624-6 introd. and P. Harr. II 212 introd.) in the manufacture of original 

new rolls; (b) four-layer joins where pieces of scrap papyrus have been pasted together 

for reuse on the back, which occur passim in this roll, cf. the diagram in the general 

introduction to 3756-8 above. The kolleseis I am concerned here to pinpoint first are 
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those of type (a). In 3758, ll. 1-38 are the only section where the kolleseis relate to 3758 as 

the primary document. Their presence elsewhere in the roll is irrelevant here, being the 

concern of the commentaries on the texts on the other side; after the reuse, of course, they 

may lie either way round, depending on which way round the disused papyrus was laid. 

Establishing their location in the section with ll. 1-38 is not as easy as it should be, 

because of damage to the papyrus surface and because of complex fibre-structures in 

several areas. First, there appears to be a kollesis between g and 10, although this is very 

unclear at the right edge. There must be another one, I think, between 37 and 38 (here 

there appears to be an extra layer of fibres, about three-quarters of the way across). 

There is the possibility of a further one at 25. At one point here (seen from the back of 

around 22) the papyrus is six layers thick! The resulting kollema-widths are 6.5 cm 

(incomplete), 16.5 cm and 15 cm (if there is a kollesis at 25), and 4.5 cm (incomplete). 

All these kolleseis would provide ‘steps down’ in relation to the writing of 3758 5-38. 

Strengthening strips have been laid down along the level of (and have been overwritten 

by) ll. 21-3. On the other side, the fibre-structure between 1 and 2 seems more 

complicated than is warranted by a simple attachment of 3758 to 3756, but I cannot 

disentangle it. 

As regards the joins of type (4), was the roll made up in advance, out of scrap 

papyrus, to take the collected reports of proceedings, or were the separate hearings 

recorded on separate scrap pieces and subsequently glued together? Reference to the 

diagram in the general introduction to 3756-8 will show where the joins occur relative to 

the line-numbers of 3758, and it will readily be apparent that although at three points 

(39, 98, 181) the joins coincide with the gaps between hearings, three of the other 

hearings (78ff., 134 ff, and 156ff.) do not start on a separate scrap piece. Also the 

fragmentary sections with 214 ff. and 221 ff. were probably on the same stretch as 181 ff, 

cf. 3736 introd., so that only 5-38 could ever have been a completely separate record. 

The new joins between the scrap pieces were not consistently laid down to provide a 

series of ‘steps down’ on the new surface, as might be expected, but overlap both ways; 

the joins between 129 and 130 and between 176 and 177 are arranged as ‘steps up’. 

There must have been some trimming to obtain an even width for the roll, but the extent 
of this is not apparent. 

(LI. 1-4 on back, along the fibres) 

aes tel 

vropuv(jwara) pn(voc) Leah ae Seaeeeacopes 
vropy(nuata) un(voc) Dawe[v]w r[0]6 Of’ OS’ ’erouc emi AvockoupiSov 

(vac.) Aoyictod (77) p(dc) Kataywpicu[d]'y’. 

2-3 vmopv/; form of abbreviation in yzn(vdc) not clear 4 p) 
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Sere eee elem ees |e ene lire la y Kemimapopr atte h, 44... 
[ttl ROO Rm ee) Mes orcas to 

TpoTroA (urevopevwv) Kat ‘Teipwvoc ‘HpakdAeidov’< Kal) mAeictou pépouc TV 

dnpoTta@v 61(a) Capamiwy[oc] Tavc[,.]. . 

[.]. 0.) cat Mapappwvoc kat Aupwvolc] 
kal Aupwviov kal dddAwv. 6 Aoyictnc €l( Ev): KATA THY apyny KEA[ Ev] cHévTEc 

v7r0 TOU duakocuycavTo|c | 
& / a c / A 7 > a ” / bal 

tov Opdvoyv THC Hyewoviac CaBiwiavot acre anl[alitjca eite KTHTOpaC 7 

BovAevtac 
\ > \ / ¢ > / \ / a 

Tayavovc apiOuov ypnuatwv, ovtwe amynTycate [K]a[@]we mpocréraxTar. vov 
\ / 

de ypay.- 
> A A A A 

10 ata exopicaduny THc avdpetac TOD KUpiov Lov TOU SLtacnLoTATOV ETAPXOV THC 

Aiytrrov Praoviov May[vov] 

T Tov rayar[a]y ., Onvar €« TAnpove Expt 
> / {3 / > \ > 

accapiou €évoc. éerret of bv | 
A a / 

peTeKadecany Upac Tovc Yevomevouc cCuUvwYNTAC TMV cTLXapiwv ovopacBEevTac 

Kat TreupO| év-| 
€ \ A > re / na & \ / A rac U70 TOU avTob Wyepovevcavtoc CaBiiavod were Tove Snudtac AaBeEty 

A A lal A a / 

avTa@v TO apyUpLov TO Tpoctaxbev bo THe apEeTHC TOD aUTOD KUpioU 
A A / 

15 prov Tod Siacnuotdrov éndpyov thc Alydmrov Pdaoviov Mayvov [, | 

Tapawa viv were 
A > a \ 3: me \ > \ 4 Me Sal vi \ 

Sodvat adroic TO apyvpiov Kal €f wev BovAovrat BovAevtal 7 KTHTOpEC KaDac 

TpOcTETAKTAL 
ig \ a / 2 / / \ / “ > / > / 

imo THe wellovoc eEouciac cuvwvyjcacBar Ta cTLxapia a EA€yeTE EVvNVOYEVaL 

dvvay[Ttac] 
a al UA / > 

muwdreiv far, .Bovrov]] otac tywqe Bold]Alo]y[zla[e.] Agv[x]adsoc ame- 
/ 

[k]p(wato): 6 KUpid¢ wou 6 diacnudratoc 
\ a € ae / \ te > a NE a 6 

mpoc TH Hyyepovia yevopevoc CaBwiavdc mpocétager arayticae [ny | jude 

etc Tupov Kal Thy 
\ a / / sh > z > >: > A \ 

20 cuvwrny Tav Tapayavdiwy tromjcacbar Kai aylé|crerAa avr’ ¢uavtod Toy 

Bon Boy «[ac] 

6 apora’, 615 w of Capamiwy[oc] corr.? 7 ev) 10 Initial rewritten? ta of 

Svacnuorarov partly obscured by fold 13, c aBu wavou: here and in several places below there are gaps 

in the writing where the papyrus surface was already damaged before the text was written 18 amexp( ): 

see 3757 13n. 20 0 of éuavrod rewritten 
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fi / > \ 

TH cuvwry Tremoinrat Exdctov crixapiou (Snvapiwy) (wupiddwv) s BE xwpte 
fal > / § 3 / 

Tav avadwpatwv Kat v[é]x[ An | 
\ / ie A / > \ > \ / aA > / ‘ \ \ 

Ta cTLyapla Kal evTavda éctw Kal ef ev BovAg TavTA EveyKaL TpOC cE Kat 

diadobvar of[c] 

ovAe Kal 57) Etre: ovov achadecay DérAw €, .[. |... .£ af... ovd€ yap TO y ye p 
apyvptov ot, , [0-3] 

4. 6.25 need Peale Beal bocee, dtvapar apacBac. 
6 Aoyu(cTHC) €t(zrev): 

2,  Tactiyapa ov AapBavouce of mayavol, od yap exeAedcOycav AaBeiy, adda TO 

apyvp.ov 
oe \ N Hs > \ Vi > \ Ss / \ / A OTTEp Kal Tapa THY EdynV SedOWKACL. Ef LEV ODY TAPEKOMICATE TGA CTLYAPLA, TOLC 

cuvBovAevtaic Sivache mapaxwpycat Toic KeAevcHeicww WrycacBar Kal ToIc 

KTNTOPCW 
\ A \ > / a a / ¥ / Kal dobvat TO apyvpiov Toic mayavoic: mowcate. AevKddtoc mpvT(avic) 

> \ > \ > / / > A 

el(mev): €yw adddtptoc Ett THY 

mayavav: tapayavo.a nvexOn: AdBe, dc por acharevav Kal doc ofc BovrAEL. 6 

Aoyt(crHc) €f(mev): 
> A / > / ¢ / 

a Pea ae teeta! (yee [sed | aes, en amodovva: méxpt accapelov voc. 
Aevxad.oc mpvt(avic) €f(zrev): 

AaBe cd Ta cTLyapia Kal TwAEL 7 6 DéAELe mpGTTE: dvov ddc por acharecav. 

mictw éya 

écwca. 6 Aoyi(cTHc) el(wev): mca cTLxapia Hyayete TOV (TadAavtwr) °Z 

Tapa Tav dnwoTav; 

Aevxddioc mpit(avic) ef(mev): lle, ] etc mavra Adyov HréxOn crix (dpia) 
€ / / / / ¢€ e 

pv €xacTou cTLx(apiov) (Onvapiwv) (pupiaddwr) s (jicewc) 

Kal uTep avaAwpatwv (dnvapia) "EF avadwrar. didwpi cou tov Adyov etc 

exacTov Kata 77)[V] 
/ A , A , € , a 

35  KéAeuciv TOU Kupiou pou Tod diacyoTat[olu yyenovetcavtoc CaBunravod. 

6 ALoy]u(erjc) [e]f(awev): 6... [.]... 7 d0c of BovAe: ta cTryapia olac 

BovAer Tunic. TaVTwWC yap 

dei Kata THY mpdcTakiw Tob KUpiov pov Tod diacnuotatou éTapxov [THC 

A]t[yvmrov ®raoviov Mayvov| 
Me ge 7 (S A / > / SPN x / > A 

TO GpyUpLov EavT@V expt Accapiou Evdc TOUC SNuOTac aTroAaPeiv. 

5 I 24 Aoyt 28 mpu" 30 IL, accaptou 31 mpaT TE 33 crX 

38 w of éavra@y corr. from o 
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[(€rouc) ] sO/O/’ Bapevad C’, brratetac IIpdxdov Kai Havai[vjov. 

go [ C14 }.[ «12 J. [.... ]bavoy rapédpov. 
Ogwy p(ytwp) el(mev): Capariwy Aduyyiov emt mapotcyn ‘EXévn yuvarkt 

avtob. TH | ciuBrov] ‘yapernv’ 
¢ A a \ a ig / / / \ \ A A A 

€auTov Treprypapoperny ‘Dewpav 6 Bonfovpevoc’ Adyw pev Kal T@ SoKeEtv TH 

evTuxela KEXpNTAL aveveyKwY emt 
\ ¢ / \ is w” \ \ > a Aa / ” A 

THY NyELoviav THY TOTE, Epyolc O€ KAL aUTAic Taic duvapicl idLoV KTHLA 

nyovpevoc elvat TavtTa Ta elc THY yuvaika pEeTaTNHSHCavTa Opolwc THY 

exduKelav 

45 Towovpevoc TH altH avahopa Kéxpyntat. Kal é€(7c) A€yovtoc [loAo]| 6 
\ s a \ > / NA \ > LS 

Noyt(crHc) ef(mev): wepitr||@c pev av7- |] ‘dc wev av7- 
> \ ai € / > \ x € A ig > \ 7 \ 

veyKEVv ETL THY HyELoviav: Emetoyn de aTak€aTAW? vomoc EcTLY WCTE TOVC 

Xapardi- 

i ee, \ a if 7 Ne 4 A NA T@ Tpaypwate’ Kal aKkovw Tob | Ac 
e SA / / / ¢ / > hid we \ 

[tpaypartoc] ‘drobécewc’. O€wy p(jtwp) el(mev): EctyKev H yvrr) 

OR ar s4 [. ] ro[éc] dveveybe[i]cuv Kat toic Aeyouet{v}- 
€ \ a > \ > a / ¢ / > el / \ / AIF 

vouc U6 TOD avdpdc abTHc. | Owv p(jtwp) ef(mev) | exydvev ‘toivuv’ idiwv 

KOCLOV ‘mEpL Troincapevoc xpvcu[vo[v] 

50 mapébeto TH €avTov yapeTy. TabTa Ta €ldyn 7 Taic we av mpoc TAEiova 

pvdakny 
/ a \ a al / > / A A € / 

mapéleto TH uNTpL TH TOD Bonfovpevov: Exeivn KaAwc TroLOvca NViKa 

Sa iL eo Raotntioae succor eee 
TavTG TA Elon 

dmoxatactabjvar TH madi. Kal EE(Hc) ‘A€yovtoc’ 6 Aoye(criIc) €f(ev): [7 

1aO7 || 76 BovAnuatiov diaréyerar tapaby- 

Knv elvac Kal deiv amoKxatactabnvar TH TraLdl 7 Ov; Oléwv] p(yjtwp) €f(zev): 

oUTWC EXEL KAL GVayEWWMcKW. 
« \ > > / \ > ie \ \ > 4 € 

6 Aoyt(ctnc) el(mev): avayvwh. Kat aveyvwcyn peta THY avayvwcw oO 55 

Aoyt(ctHAc) el(mev): ‘tic’ emjnveyKev 
A vay > 

Th Aoyicteta 70 BovdAnpartiov mpdc Acw; O€wv p(7jTwp) el(sev)* Nuwetc, Tap 

4) Anwéac ovK avreizev. 

39 The line will have begun slightly in ecthesis 40 Occasional traces survive, on loose fibres, 

besides those indicated 42 1. evroxia 44 1. éxduxtav 45 €€, mepit Tw 

54 |. avaywockw 55 A space (no diagonal stroke) before the second occurrence of 6 Aoys(cr7jc) €l(zev) 
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GAN érrecd7) €ddKer ypdovov duatpéexew THC yuvaikoc THC exovcnc TA elon 

[brep || ‘tic mapov-’ 

‘ / € - / \ A a vg € A > > 6 

cnc Tanatpivioc vrep’TiWenévnc 1a TovTO edencev NaC ELC avayKyY 

eM dvrac Kal THC Wyepoviac 
\ je 

Ev; Ba ere ee Seen oe ree eln®aoem: [....]...  mpo dixne 
\ # 

plev wnoept- 

av. .cav yetvecBar, drodobAvat Sé 7H Tradl Kara THY BovAncw THC [LNT poc TOD 

‘Bonbov[ulévov 76’ xpuciov. Anuéac amexp(warto): dédwKa. Déwv p(HnTwp) 

el(ev)* EctyKev 7 Traic, EctynKev b€ 
Noe \ td ww \ > \ € oe: mn 3 if 

Kal 7) TO xpuctov €xouca. Aourov ovdey YTOAiTETAL 7] AYavaKTICAaCcaV 

ry civ ayxivorav Ott TOAMG Tuc Urrevavtiov BovAnpatoc yeyevnevov 

Starpdtacbar drodrvacbar Kai TH yuvaika THY diaKaTEexoucay a7r0- 

Sobvar Hpiv: ‘cuvopa yap 7 cr eupéAa we Kal Téxvwy Sixaiw yeyerntar TO 
, ,»% / eps > / 

yovawov.’ Aupavioc p(nrwp) el(mev)* cuvywpycov 
> a / € / \ S f 

eimeiv. Oéwv p(jtwp) €f(mev)* tapaypagopar 

eT Aupovioc p(jrwp) (me) ey@ mpoc thy evayaryny 
Neyer] \@’. Oewr p(jTwp) €f(zev): [ovdey | 

Anpee: tic ei8éElev]\ ato’ adrov eimdtw. |[6 AoyuctyAc eEl(mev): Tic 
ae yecTn 

nn > / >, 

av avtiAéyerc; Ap- 
/ iS / s > \ > / \ n” A 7 \ \ 

povioc p(Arwp) ef(sev): eyw avrirA€yw TaTHp dv THc Tapovcync TaLdoc Kal 

OT at evtoAat 

AdeEdvdpac érAnpwbycav. |6 Aoyictijc €t(wev): mpd mécov xpdvov 7 

AdeEavdpa 
> / £ > / % a Pe a > / ¢ 2 

dmeyévero; Anuéac amexp(ivato): mpd tpidv éerav. Aupavioc p(jTwp) 

el(mev)* Ectwcav KUpiat 
€ A ADAE: A te ¢ A\ > mw XN a ame} 

at duabjKat. Kal €€jc Aéyovtoc /6 AoyucTHc El( EV): EiTE Tapa TH TATpl EcTW 

Ta €lOn 
w” A A > Ni \ A / a / 7 \ \ 

Eire Tapa TW avdpi 7 Tapa 7TH Taratpivy TH Tapovcn dence: Kata TO Bov- 

aa ene eee eee [TNs lee Sipe pee bate Tatra éxew 
> 2 > ee it a > x a > / ” 

[.]....v ef BovrAerar aro iSiac yrwunc T@ [av] Spt dodvar, e€ouciav Exe 

[ed Se] ‘J. .[.]. [0 7@ avdpi wnrnp [..]°..% réxv@y yeyernrar [amodact 
oe \ Vas \ Leas A / 

EWC yap || UTTEp TOU atagatrAwe 

60 1. yivecbar; v of final rod added 62 1. dodeimerat 65 |. eupédeca 67 End of 

Anpei corr. 
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/ es bb > / > A a De: > uA e 

unTHp Téexvn yeyovev e€écrar adTH | Tav (Siwy arodavew dy 

[eAaBev]] ‘Serax On’ mapa tic yauBpdac adbric THe dvarravcapevyc. 

[(€rous) ] [A] /0/’, Payevad C < mpdc r@ KamitwAiw. émi mapovtwy 

‘Qpiwvoc kal ‘Hpa brnpetav kal Eddoylov rapédpov. |/6 Aoyictyec el( ev): 

mpoctayuwa Tov Kupiov pou Tov diacynuoratouv éemapxov thc Alyv’mTou 

Pdaviov 

Mayvovu émjveyKev TH Eur metpiotyte AibaAnc amo ywpac Maccitav 

TEpl TpayLaTwv StapepovTwv TH emiTpoTEvOMLEeVY UT AVTOD 

‘rawdt ‘| E]|Tcitixaldiaxatexoper|| ov } ‘ wy ’ b710 706 mapdvroc Pirappwvoc 

Kal Tv adeAdav adr[o]b KAnpovduwv Bora. [Kal tour ] év crépvoic 

[exer] ‘[ovrec]’ ‘totvuv éywv’ tov _., tHe [avd]p[edac] p[o]Blov tov 

TnAukovTou a|pyovToc eTa- 

d[€]d[ w]Ka pev Toic dvtOixobci Ta TpocteTalypeva], evHyayor de Kat avTovC 

iva yv@pev tiva éctlv a duempagéavTo mpdc adtovc. Pirdupwv arrexp(ivato): 

SueAvVOnuev Kal €xw ypappdatiov mepi tovtov. |/6 Aoyuctyc et(mev): 

avayvwcbntw. 

Kal aveyvacbn ‘odrwe we mepiéxer’* peta THY avayvwciy Aebadnc 

amekp(ivato)* amo TOUTwY 

dv ‘kal’ éyparbaro pot cicw mpobecuiac aTodw@cuw: Kal Exw ‘70’ ypaypatvov 

Thc OptAnc. 

Aoyictnc €f(rev): TO TpdcTaypa TOO KUpiou pov TOD dLiacnuoTaTov EmapxoU 

tic Alytmrou 

Praviov Mdyvov én[t tlépac [4]x9[n]: 7o vee vyeaumatiov tHc petakv 

yevomevnc 

Siadicewc Suedéyx ‘ety gel] ‘we ’micBar duddtepa ta pépa. <dbev 

AVAXWPHCELTE 

eri toic yevopevoic bp’ Yudv cuppavouc. Trept b€ ye ob lla] ‘y ‘cur 6 Aecbadyc 

ypappatiov Tov xpéouc THY TAAdVTWY TEVTHKOVTA, KATA KaLpOV pETEAED- 
al > \ / ti 2 Aa 

CETAL TOV XpEwWcTHY TEpl THC evK ‘E “LEevyc OPELAc. 

78-97 These lines have been cancelled by a series of diagonal lines sloping down to the right 

80 ddAaviov 81 aiBadnc; 1. Aebadnc, Mactitav 84 Boxw’Ka 89 mepiexer ’” Om 

evwpetAncev gt 1. a, amodadicew, operdrjc 93 dAaviov 94 I. wemeicBar, wépn; ev of 

dvaxwpycecre corr. from 7 by a different hand: |. dvaywpycere 97 at of peteAedcerar corr. from e€ by 

a different hand; e of d¢eiAje corr. or rewritten 
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[(rouc) 10 8f",] Pla]ule]vgd uf ’. mpde 7H Aolyser[aple.] [mi wJapdvresy 
‘Qpiwvoc Kat 

‘Hp[a] banperav nai Eddoylov rapédpo[v]. Oléwv p(jtwp) et(mev):] 

Taxyaveic Apditoc aro K[w-] 

unc Iciov Iayyé én rapdvte Cipw Aipver. ToAd 76 mapaddatrov Kabe- 

crnxev. AiBy[c] yap @y taporxoc [.].[.... ]. 4. . ov mepuracwn 7H arroucia 

Sr 
cuvnyopoupernc érreAnAv[O ev [otkorédw] Siad€povts avrH Kal €¢ wey 

Secrrérnc ev TOUTW BLK, 6d... las eon ete ano KkaTtaypapav 7 ar[o] 
diabhKnc TOU TaTpOC Ton Oe |e bel rn | ny ig, ves cw eats) ih 18, 

A > / 

Liecarnh| alee liom, Wer Ite tenet cnn: Lomrare ee [ «. 5 ] rtovotrov empeper 
a€[.ovca.| 

> \ > A fal / “ Ve / ae A > ne / A 7 

avrov dvaywpeiv tHe Biac [Hv] Yc’ Kal? Hucdv epyalerar. TovTou yap eve- 

Ka TH WyEwovia evTeTUYHKapeEV, Kal exdiKiac TUxXEiV EvTavOa TapEcueEr. 
¢ \ S he i A / vi Z / \ > / 

/6 Aoyuctync €t(mev): Ti mpoc TabTa Aéyer Cipoc; T6HEv diaKaTEexXELc TO OLKO- 
, > , tN A A , G \ > \ 

medov; Cipoc amexp(ivato): amo dtadoxjc Tov TaTpoc. /6 AoyucTHc €l( TEV): TA 
ee A / A £ > / / > \ 

yvwpicuata THc Sectrotiac mapactHcov. Cipoc amexp(ivato): Aey[EéT]w azo] 

tivoc evxetat. Déwv p(jtwp) ef(mev)- Tayadvc[i|c Ovyarnp yeiverar Apor. 

Apoic de 
id \ 

Cupe oare (ele Late ile Weel are le Ls amet RENE COuRCa Ie 
ae ea 

/ A - a > / 

[vec cuvexAn |p[o]vouncav 7H yuvatki; Taywveic amrexp(ivato): 

adeAdgov efyov, améBavev. /6 Aoyu(ctHc) Ef(zev)* cd ovn EKANpovo- 
/ \ / > fi id ¢ \ \ > / 

pncac cov Tov matépa; amexp(ivato): vat. /6 Aoyt(cT7Hc) €l(meEv): TO ok d7rESOV 

Tovt[o] 
, > , a ” A A > : , PAS A , 

Tivoc EcTiv, UNTPHov 7 TaTpw@ov; Taywveic atekp(ivaTo): amo Tov TamTolv| 
” ¢ / > \ A x > / < \ > ¥ € 

Ecxev 6 TATHP ov, ATO TOU TaTpoc eyw. /6 AoyL(cTHC) El(meEV): un TL O 

adeApoc cov 
, , A > , 5) , ps > 

méempakev trepiwv; Taywveic amexp(ivato): av. O€wv p(jtwp) el(mev): 

TApacTyncaTw THC 

dect[o]tiac Tac amodi~ec 7 avl[alywpnc[a]rw. Cépoc amexp(ivato): pera 

THY 

100 l. AiBui; mapadat’ tov 101 |. mepimecanv 102 Marginal ink traces may be accidental 

110 lL. decrroredac 111 Unexplained ink traces above er of evyerat; 1. yiverar 118 1. od 
119 l. dectotelac, amodetEerc 
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abp.ov émupépw, ovepedaproc yap eADwy nyayev pe amo AdeEay- 

Spe[iJac. /6 Aoyuctac €f(ev): AiBuc S€ rH yéver ef; amexp(ivaro): vat. /o 

Noy(uctHc) €f(mev): 
\ > \ c a / s A / i / € 

Kal avtToc 6poroyei E€voc elvar THC TOALTiac: Kal WELYNLAL WC 

THe yuvaikoc KéAevcw erreve[y|KovcNc TH EA WETPLOTHTL TOU 
/ ol Be Ni / a € / A 

Kuptov pov Tod diaxocuncavroc Tov Opdvov THe Hyepwoviac C[a]B[w]cavo[v] 

Pelee Lae ae ih weet. Thal 6.15 J... Kededew pol, .].¢ 
> \ if / > \ a / 

[...d....0.]. evel romp [.).[.... 1... etmepor ent rey rén[or] 
/ > A \ / \ \ \ ” > / 

TapaKekopicbar avT@ Ta BiBAla Kal wETA THY AUpLOV ETrOLCLY 

rac amrodi€eic, Sivatar[,. |... .4 
> z / > \ \ a > / / > 

evkiweva jepn. ef d€ wy TEpiTroLn, GAAOTpELoc EcTLV 
a“ 2 / a > / > \ / > \ / 

rob oikomébou Tob eAP6vToc Etc TO yUvatov am KAnpovopi[ac] 

VS ee ere Wea 

drate(ac [Ipdxdov Kat IlavAivou trav AaptpoTatwv. 

{dmatetac} 

j(€rouc) Of Of’, Papevad xa’. &v 7H Adpraviw. emi mapovtwy 

Bepey[t} x[a}»(0]6 B[o]n9(08) 
Kal Oeodapov Tob Kat ‘Qpiwvoc kat Aupmwva Kat Icyupimvoc AvouBiwvoc 

rev reccapwv chpayictav Kai Aoyévouc taBedAlwvoc Kat ‘Qp| wvoc 

jUmmpérov. Avoyernc raBeArlwy ef(rev)’ Tavex[@lvtic émwocac €x [wv | 

‘[ov]ca’ 

jmeTeKad€ecato pe Kal Hétweev ypaphvas avTH [76] Blo]vAnuarcov rH}c 

peeaey Lj ovr |. Coe ].. ‘Hpaxrdc BiBrAopvrAa€ evro[ 

EULA. L.] 108 Blow dmédfor ..[..,...] mpbe Mtew. aed 
Tou TE- 

j<TeD AUT HKEY, crhpwepov emrupepeTat TO BovAnuatioy TH ch eupeAeia mpoc 

Aveuw. | Aoyucrync ef(rev): cb, “Hpaxda, eve[xerpt |cAnc To ose ay 

emreveyKau 

jTpoc Abcw; amexp(ivaro): vat. [6 Ao[yuc] tHe Aroyere e((mev)* Kata yuounv 

thc Tave- 

jX@vrTid0 ¢ ’ cyvecticw TO ypappdrtiov; amexp(ivato): vat. /6 AoyucTtHc 

el(mev): Ti- 

120 |. pou 121 Simply Aoy seemingly 122 |. moAttelac 127 |. émoicew 128 1. 

amrobetEec 129 |. éyxeipeva, adAdtproc 134 1. Adpraveiw; Blo]n9 135 Aupwva corr. 

from Appwroc 139 After avrjc occasional traces survive on loose and tangled fibres Tague 

Avoyéver 144 60 of -ywvrd0 ‘ce’ written over oc 
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145 Pov mapdvtwy; amexp(ivato): tav chpayicta@v. [6 Aoye(ctHc) €l(mev): 

mocot e€ic[t} 

jchpayricrat; Avoyévnc el(mev): énra, téccapec b€ mapeict. /6 Aoye(cTrC) 

el(zrev)* U7r0- 

lplalparweav ot] réc[ca]ple]e e[reyrw]|xévar €falut@y tac aadgaaes 

KL TOY 

[ lzaporrlwr] cppayicT@y Urocnpimcapevwv eTEeyvwKEVaL 
¢ 

eavTa@v Tac chpayidac, /6 Aoys(cTHc) €f(aev): AVOATW 76 ypappariov 

> / 

/ \ > / \ / A s £ > \ a 150 lac] avayvwcOntw. Kal ypaupatiov Taveyavre 8 ‘oc ao THV 
A \ \ > / / > \ \ > \ jad7oOu Avdevtoc ‘Kal avayvwcbévtoc’ Kexpovicévov etc ‘rH [v] [adrqv | 

evecta@cav ’ vratetav, Dayevwb x’, 

jHeTa THV dvdyvwcw |6 Aoyi(crac) [e]@(aev)- TO [pw]ev cdpa rhc 

K[ ato |tyouevnc 
ie AG ita / My bhai J / / j70 octa Trapadobjcerau: of d€ evyeypappevor KAnpovopor dpov- c 

A 
jreod [cl] Ta avtiypagda S.ddvrec Tov BovAnuatiov Ala] uBavew 76 abbevti- 

ol Rovere, pl pues ates [..].0....0..]. mov yevécbau. 

(€rouc) B/ Of’, Dawevwd KB’. mpdc 76 Kamitwriw. én rapdvtwy 
‘Rpiwvoc tanpérov Kai Evdoyiov tapédpov, Auparvioc (jnrwp) el(zrev): 

Xaipyhpwwv 
6 Kat ‘Icxupiwv BovAevtyc tH[c c. 7 | réAewe emi mapovcy |, |Oarjce 
‘HpaxdAdtoc aro tHe THe {Sern} TéAEwe. umapxet T@ BonBoupévw 

ov ‘Eppetac yewpet pyc 
Su Tee NAN A Sein 2 GI 

160 OLKLQ ETL TIC QuT7nc TOAEwe nv 
een tei so¥ wl tele. Je 

vioc Ilamipiwvoc Kal... 9, onc GAN’ emi Hv ”Oacw éxeivoc SiaBac 

Insalata a OV Dabok J... 9” U0 cnudvTporc mroujcac 
av- 

\ 
\ / ” 

fl) eee aie mall is ynvoe, eas accom tees aloulle .....lQY TOUC TOTTOUC EXEL 

agwobvtec Kal Ta chuavtpa [AvOjvar]] ‘ddaipeOAvar’. mpovola tHe che Oe 7) (Poe) > Efe IY 12a SS 
> x 

eupeAciac Tpoc- 
- A / Ay Ed A > / > ‘¢ / 165 TeTAKTAL TOUTO yelvecBat, Kal GELodjeEV erreiTEp ATOAITETAL CHLEpOV 

> ie cane / A \ 7, 7 \ bg sf A ev kupia 0 “Eppeiac thc untpoc mapovcyc 671 81) udAicra Kal Traic 
Umoxipidc ectw 70 mpd[c]raypa emi mépac axO[H]var. /6 Aoyictnc €f(7ev)- 

148 1. drocnuewwcapévw 151 ¢ of Dayevw6 corr. 153 |. éyyeypappévor 
161 add: rather than dAda? 164 cypavtpa: 7 rewritten above the line 165 1. yivecOau, droAeimerau 
167 1. droxetpioc 
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ri héyer Oanjcic; m[o]d ‘Eppeiac 6 c[dc] vidc; dmexp(ivato): etc "Oacuw 

a.[ 7 |nAGev: 

> 4 \ / > tf > ” a 4 > A > Yomi? \ 

dmexnpv&a ‘pwev ’ avrov: odK éxw Tpayya Tpoc avTov ovde O TATHP 

ror) aurovempool) 4). oo .c eax TwY [az lereppal , | \[u]e0a’ atrov mapa 7H 

HyEHovia 
[ C. 22 /6 No] ye(ctrHc) Ef(mev): of vdpoe KEAEY- 

> > \ > 

fever ne] hy ov amroxa, [| ¢.5 |, Auwy. met ovv 
¢ »\ \ a 

[Ge pede TA aN eee: HyEMoveRny trepl Tod Exew 
Tv otkiav adtod kal, ,[ ¢ 7 |.....¢ KaTa evoiKycw 

175 ‘Eppelac Hkiwcev Se efapr.[ ¢ 7 ]. . tol ve torouc | * 

exrayncet[, , | 

-t., .wococe, .[ ¢.5 ], , mouncerau ta ced ‘éxeivou ’ Kal etacer evey[0-3 | 

faa has nese i sence veaead emp 
Appl[dvio]e pljrwp) f(mev)’ adéold]uv ...0.)..0)... « & 

dquoc, .[ 0-5 | 

[ ¢. 14 ee eee eee pol c. 15 ] 
\ > > a ” a “a 3 / 

180 [6 Aoye(cr?}c) €f(zrev)> ev TH adpiov yevyjcerat O H&weare. 

(€rouc) Bf’ Of’, Papevwb 8. mpoc TH yupvactw. él TapovT@v 

KamitwaAivou dpéavroc taév atdTobt Kat Capamiwvoc ‘Eppeiov Kat 

Iciwvoc ‘Hpatoc cal Apoita CiABavot Kat ‘Qpiwvoc ‘Qpiwvoc tav 6° 

chpayictav Kai ‘Qpiwvoc tanpérov ‘Kat EddAoyiov mapédpov ’, [Tousévioc 
€ 7 > \ \ \ \ / i, \ 

p(HTwp) el(mev)* THY KOWNY “Kal TEeTAYMEVNY ETL 

TAA Bevis ti ge AGE SE Ue CeCe TTD 

een | Boars Pehl ee i eae ncewe THC €av- 

[ro] VUCOUNC” pou Pane eee. [ae Kal TpockaAecapevoc TOV 
AIO se 

185 mavtwv v7O THC... [ is |. . tov Biov daectn[, |}. . 

) 4 

aloectuwra- 

tov Kamitwiivov Bovreutay tHcd€ THC moXutlac evexipicev EVTO- 

Aac tapacyx|6|wevoc [e. ] e¢ rod Blov aTréAOon ErreveyKeElv TH CH 

> / \ Nw: \ \ A \ lal \ > > aA 

190 ~—s evTpexta Kata TO €Boc Tpoc TO AvOjvat Kal yyuwcOjvat Ta Ev aUTw 

176 1. édcet 188 1. moditelac, evexetpicev 189 Unexplained high traces above and to right 

of deletion, and above final c of preceding word 190 |. évtpexeta 191 lL. éxetvou 
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€ \ / > 

c. 40 ] €mra pev etcu 

eee ar eet Kupta. [6 doyreryc el(re0): 
[ric ectw 6 cucty]capevoc taBeAAwv; Tlous[évioc p(Arwp)] €f(aev): éyod. 

[6 Aoyuc[ THC €l(mev): Exac-] 

Tlo]¢ Tv mapovtwr chpayictav broypaib[a|7[w ér]e[yvwKévar éav-| 

¢€ 4 > / ¢ a a : Dia a 

UTOCHLLWCApLevwN ETTEYVWKEVAL EaUT@Y [Tac chpayidac, | 
¢ \ Lo td , See | / \ / 

[6 Aoyectyc ef(rev): AVOATW Kal aval[yvwcbATw 76 y|payparvov. 

Ko} dvayracBevrroc ypapyariou d,.,[..J, ,,.] Breapiwvoc averpavat 
KATOpEeVvovToc ev THOE TH TOAEL [KExpovic |wévou etc bmaTElav THV 

decr[o]ra@v nudy Kpicr[ov] x[ai Kwvcravtivolu trav émupavectarwv 

[Kaicdpwv 70 y ’, month and day, ITo].[]éveoc p()rwp) ef(zrev): avayvas|c-| 

OntTw Kaita,..... v....L¢5 ].[...].[..]. 76 yevopevov tro 
> > A 4 A Re OL ee el yocan carole an agvovpev de Ta 

avriypada [8].ddvrec AaBeiv 76 avbevtixov Tpd¢ adchadAav 

Tav KAnpovopwr. /6 Aoyicty[c ef(ev)-] 76 ev cop [a] Tod KATOLYOMLEVOU 

TH Ocla mapadobycerau aveyvwcOn S€ apa 7H enn [LET PLOTHTL TO 

ypapmdariov 70 yevouevov bd Bycapiwvoc ovetpavod Kal dbvavta 

ot KAnpovopor diddvar _[,,], ,¢ 7a iS1a Tob BovArpatoc mpdc KAnpo- 

{| Ger ee theese SLD Kataypadnvar eee ts 

] /6 Aoyuerac €f(sev): 

Wl Seer takap,,,,[ J... ew. [6 AoyterH[c ef (sev) -] 

‘oe [ ne Weert 
| (vac.) [ 

200 |. trocnwewwcapévwy 208 |. dchadevav; achad‘e ‘vav? 210 High spot of ink before 
aveyvwcOn, perhaps accidental 212 tdva 213 |. dcharevav 219 Possibly a further 
letter after p? 
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mypetov Kal EdAoyiou 7 a]p[édpou 

*Iciov Iayyd. 7 mev ex 

drroplo Joel 
éeyxov TapacTy,........ [ 

22, pevwytovoix[ c¢.7 |...[ 

dvdakiou Kkataket,,. , [ 

, voupev ic, , , [ 
[. ]..v79 oxo, . | 

222 may ya 224 dey’ xov 226 1. (-)dvdakelouc? 

‘Minutes for the month of Phamenoth of the year 19 and 9, before Dioscurides, curator, for filing. 

‘{Date, place. ] In the presence of. . . leading citizen(s) and Tiro son of Heracleides and the majority of the 

demotae, through Sarapion son of Taus. . . and Parammon and Ammon and Ammonius and others. The 

curator said, “In the beginning you were given orders by Sabinianus who then adorned the throne of the 

praesidiate that either the landowners or the councillors should collect a sum of money from the pagam; 

you collected as you were instructed. But now I have received a letter from the Nobility of my lord Flavius 

Magnus, vir perfectissimus, prefect of Egypt, . . . in full to the last penny. Since, then, I summoned you (as) 

the original purchasers of the tunics named and sent by the said former praeses Sabinianus to the end that 

the demotae may get the money decreed for them by the Virtue of my aforesaid lord Flavius Magnus, vir 

perfectissimus, prefect of Egypt, I urge you to give them the money, and if the councillors or landowners are 

willing to buy the tunics which you said you had brought, in accordance with the instructions from superior 

authority, they may sell them for what price they wish.” Leucadius answered, “My lord Sabinianus, vr 

perfectissimus, former praeses, ordered us to go to Tyre and carry out the compulsory purchase of the paragaudae 

and I sent the assistant in place of myself and he has effected the purchase at a price per tunic of 65,000 den. 

excluding expenses, and the tunics were brought and they are here, and if you want (me) to bring them to 

you and to distribute them to whom you wish, just say; all I want is a guarantee . . . ” The curator said, “The 

pagani are not taking the tunics since they were not ordered to take them, but the money which they gave 

unwillingly. If, then, you have collected the tunics, you can pass them on to your fellow councillors who were 

ordered to buy them or to the landowners, and give the money to the pagani; do so.’ Leucadius, prytanis, 

said, “I have nothing to do with the pagani. The paragaudae were collected; take them, give me a guarantee 

and give them to whom you want.” The curator said, “*. . . to give (it) back to the last penny.” Leucadius, 

prytanis, said, ‘You take the tunics and sell them or do what you like; just give me a guarantee. I have done 

my duty.” The curator said, “How many tunics did you collect with the 7,000 talents from the demotae?” 

Leucadius, prytanis, said, “Altogether 150 tunics were collected, at 65,000 den. per tunic plus 5,000 den. for 

expenses. I give you the figures per unit as ordered by my lord Sabinianus, vir perfectissimus, former praeses.”” 

The curator said, “. . . or give the tunics to whom you want for what price you want, it is absolutely necessary, 

in accordance with the order of my lord Flavius Magnus, vir perfectissimus, prefect of Egypt, that the demotae 

get back their own money to the last penny.” 

(39-77) ‘Year 19 and g, Phamenoth 7. In the consulship of Proculus and Paulinus. [Location, in the 

presence of . . .]phanes, assessor. Theon, advocate, said, ‘‘(My client is) Sarapion son of Aphynchius, against 

his wife Helen, who is present. My client used the petitionary procedure, pleading before the then office of 

praeses, to all appearances because he observed his wife was being defrauded, but in reality he regarded these 

objects which had been transferred by him to his wife as his own property and so with all the pressure he could 

muster he employed the same petition to obtain satisfaction.” While he continued speaking, the curator said, “It 

was superfluous for him to petition the praeses. Since the law is clear that the local judges are to hear such(?) 

cases, I accord a hearing to the affair and will listen to the suit.’ Theon, advocate, said, ‘““The wife has come 
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forward, [contradicting?] what has been said and is being said by her husband. He, then, on getting hold of his 
own children’s gold jewellery, deposited it with his own wife. As though for greater security the girl deposited 
these goods with my client’s mother. She, acting well, when... making up a will wished all the objects to be 
restored to the girl.”” While he continued speaking, the curator said, ‘‘Does the will proclaim it to be a deposit, 
and that it must be restored to the girl, or not?” Theon, advocate, said, “It does so, and I will read it.”’ The 
curator said, “Read it.” It was read; after the reading, the curator said, ““Who brought the will to the curator’s 
office for opening?” Theon, advocate, said, “We did, and Demeas raised no objections there. But when it 
seemed that time was running on and that the woman who held the objects— Tapatrinis, who is present—was 
delaying, because of this we were forced to . . . the office of the praeses.. . let there be no. . . before judgement, 
but let the gold be given back to the girl in accordance with the wish of my client’s mother,” Demeas answered, 
“I gave it to her.” Theon, advocate, said, ““The girl has come forward, and so has she who has the gold. 
Nothing further remains than for Your Sagacity, annoyed that someone dares to act in defiance of an actual 
will, to declare that the woman holding (the objects) must return them to us; for Your Grace observes that the 
young woman has become (entitled to act?) by the ius liberorum.”” Ammonius, advocate, said, ‘“‘Permit me to 
speak.” Theon, advocate, said, “I object . . . » Ammonius, advocate, said, “I speak against the charge.” 
Theon, advocate, said, ‘‘He is talking rubbish; let him say who gave him instructions.” The curator said, “In 
what capacity do you speak in opposition?” Ammonius, advocate, said, “I speak in opposition as the father of 
the girl who is present, and because the instructions of Alexandra were carried out.” The curator said, “How 
long ago did Alexandra die?”” Demeas answered, “Three years ago.” Ammonius, advocate, said, ‘Let the 
dispositions of the will be valid.” While he continued speaking, the curator said, “Whether the objects are 
with the father or with the husband or with Tapatrine here present, it will be necessary in accordance with the 
will... Ifshe wishes of her own volition to give them to her husband, she has the right, [since?] she has become 
mother of three(?) children to her husband, of the absolute enjoyment as her own property of the things 
bequeathed her by her deceased mother-in-law.” 

(78-97) “Year 19 and g, Phamenoth 17. At the Capitolium, in the presence of Horion and Heras, 
assistants, and Eulogius, assessor. The curator said, ‘‘An order of my lord the prefect of Egypt, Flavius Magnus, 
vir perfectissimus, has been brought before my humble self by Aeithales from the territory of the Mastitae, 
concerning property belonging to the child Isis, who is in his guardianship, which is being detained by 
Philammon, here present, and his brothers, heirs of Boccas. So, keeping in my heart the fear of the Nobility of so 
great an official, I have communicated his orders to the parties in the case, and I have also brought them in so 
that we may know what mutual arrangements they have come to.” Philammon answered, ““We made an 
agreement, and I have a document about this.” The curator said, ‘“‘Let it be read.” And it was read as follows. 
After the reading, Aeithales answered, “Out of this property he owed me fifty talents in money, which he wrote 
to me that he would repay within the appointed time, and I have the document attesting the debt.”’ The 
curator said, ‘“The order of my lord the prefect of Egypt, Flavius Magnus, vir perfectissimus, has been carried out; 
the document of discharge between you shows both sides to be in agreement. Wherefore you will depart, 
abiding by the conditions of the agreements made between you. As regards the document which Aeithales 
mentions concerning the debt of fifty talents, at the proper time he is to sue the debtor regarding the obligation 
contained therein.””’ 

(98-131) ‘Year 19 and 9, Phamenoth 17. At the accounts-office. In the presence of Horion and Heras, 
assistants, and Eulogius, assessor. Theon, advocate, said, “(My client is) Tachonsis daughter of Amois from the 
village of Ision Panga, against Syrus, a Libyan, who is present. Great is the aberration that has occurred. For 
being a Libyan immigrant . . . chancing on the absence of my client, he has occupied a piece of property 
belonging to her, and if (he is confirmed?) in control of it . . . from registrations of cession or from her father’s 
will. . . requesting(?) that he desist from the forceful behaviour he uses against us. Because of this we petitioned 
the office of the praeses and we are present here to obtain satisfaction.” The curator said, “What does Syrus say to 
this? On what grounds do you occupy the property?” Syrus answered, “In succession to her(?) father.”’ The 
curator said, “Produce the evidence to justify your control.’ Syrus answered, “Let her say from whom she claims 
(control).”” Theon, advocate, said, ‘“Tachonsis is the daughter of Amois. Amois .. . Syrus...” The curator said, 
“[? No one else] inherited along with the woman?” Tachonsis answered, “I used to have a brother, but he 
died.” The curator said, ‘“Did you alone inherit from your father?” She answered, “Yes.” The curator said, 
“Whose was this property, your mother’s or your father’s?” Tachonsis answered, “My father had it from my 
grandfather, and I from my father.” The curator said, “Your brother sold nothing while he was still alive?” 
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Tachonsis answered, “No.” Theon, advocate, said, “Let him produce the proofs to justify his control or let him 
withdraw.” Syrus answered, “The day after tomorrow I will produce them, for a courier came and brought 
them to me from Alexandria.” The curator said, ““You are Libyan by race?” He answered, “‘Yes.”’ The curator 
said, ‘““He admits himself that he is foreign to this community; and I recall how when the woman presented my 
humble self with the order of my lord Sabinianus, who then adorned the throne of the praesidiate . . . Since 

therefore [he declares(?)] that today the documents have been conveyed to him locally and that the day after 
tomorrow he will bring the proofs, he can control . . . in respect of the specified sections. If he does not procure 
(them), he is to have nothing to do with the property coming to the woman by inheritance...” 

(132-3) ‘In the consulship of Proculus and Paulinus, virt clarissimt. In the consulship (vac.)’ 

(134-55) ‘Year 19 and 9, Phamenoth 21. In the temple of Hadrian, in the presence of Berenicianus, aide, 
and Theodorus alias Horion and Ammonas and Ischyrion son of Anubion, the four of them signatories, and 

Diogenes, notary, and Horion, assistant. Diogenes, notary, said, ‘““Tanechontis, falling ill, summoned me and 

requested a will to be written for her... Heraclas, keeper of the records . . . in the case of her death, with its 
presentation(?) for opening. Since therefore she has died, today the will is presented to Your Grace for 

opening.” The curator said, “You, Heraclas, were entrusted with presenting the document for opening?” He 
answered, “Yes.”’ The curator said to Diogenes, “Did you make out the document in accordance with the wishes 
of Tanechontis?”” He answered, ‘“Yes.’’ The curator said, ‘‘In the presence of whom?” He answered, “The 

signatories.’’ The curator said, “How many signatories are there?” Diogenes said, “Seven, and four are 

present.” The curator said, “Let the four subscribe that they have recognized their own seals.”. When the 
signatories who were present had subscribed that they had recognized their own seals, the curator said, “Let the 
document be opened and read.” And the document of Tanechontis, of local origin, being opened and read, 
dated to the current consulship, Phamenoth 20, after the reading the curator said, ‘“The body of the deceased 
will be handed over for burial; the inscribed heirs will see to it that they provide copies of the will when they 

obtain the original. ..”.” 

(156-80) ‘Year 19 and 9, Phamenoth 22. At the Capitolium, in the presence of Horion, assistant, and 
Eulogius, assessor. Ammonius, advocate, said, “(My client is) Chaeremon alias Ischyrion, councillor of the 

city of... , against Thaesis daughter of Heraclas, from this city, who is present. There belongs to my client a 

house in the same city which Hermias, surveyor, son of Papirion . . . But he crossed over to the Oasis . . . putting 

it under seals . . . requesting possession of the property and that the seals should be removed. By Your Grace’s 

forethought it has been commanded that this should happen, and since today Hermias is absent on the 

appointed day but he is very much a boy under his mother’s control and she is present we request that your 

instruction be put into effect.”” The curator said, “What does Thaesis say? Where is your son Hermias?” She 

answered, ‘“‘He went off to the Oasis. We renounced him; I have nothing to do with him, nor did his father... 

we repudiated him before the court of the praeses . . .”’ The curator said, ““The laws order . . . Since therefore 

[Chaeremon has obtained a decision of?] the praeses concerning the possession of his own house, ANG. 6 6 

Ammonius, advocate, said, ‘“We request .. .”” The curator said, ‘“Tomorrow it shall be as you have requested.””’ 

(181-213) ‘Year 19 and 9, Phamenoth 19. At the gymnasium, in the presence of Capitolinus, local former 

magistrate, and Sarapion son of Hermias and Ision son of Heras and Amoitas son of Silvanus and Horion son of 

Horion, the four of them signatories, and Horion, assistant, and Eulogius, assessor. Poemenius, advocate, said, 

“The common . . . ordained for all . . . his own wish . . . and summoning the most-respected Capitolinus, 

councillor of this community, he provided him with his instructions, entrusting him in the case of his death with 

their presentation to Your Experience as is customary so that what was written therein might be opened and 

read. For this reason he has presented himself here in fulfilment of (Besarion’s) wish and requests that the 

opening of the will should take place in accordance with the laws.” The curator said, ‘‘What does Capitolinus, 

here present, say? Did the deceased deposit this document with you?” He answered, “Yes.” [The curator said, 

“How many are the signatories?” He answered, | “They are seven, . . .” The curator said, “Who is the notary 

who drew up the will?” Poemenius, advocate, said, “I am.” The curator said, “Let each of the signatories 

here present subscribe that he has recognized his own script and seal.” When the signatories present had 

subscribed that they had recognized their own seals, the curator said, ‘Let the document be opened and 

read.”’ After the reading of the document of . . . Besarion, veteran resident in this city, dated to the consul- 

ship of our masters Crispus and Constantinus the most noble Caesars for the 3rd time, [month and day], 

Poemenius, advocate, said, “Let there be read also the... and we beg to obtain the original, subject to our 
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providing copies, for the security of the heirs.” The curator said, ‘“The body of the deceased will be handed 

over for burial. The document made by Besarion, veteran, has been read in the presence of my humble self, 
and the heirs may give...”’.’ 

1 The writing is at the right-hand edge, upside-down in comparison with 2-4, and washed out 

except for the first letter. Was Aoyicrod intended? The form of the initial (undeleted) letter resembles d of 
AoyicTod in 4. 

2 The line is in the same hand as 3~4 but written much smaller. yn(vdc) transcribed by analogy with 3. 
Thereafter only scanty ink traces, and the reduced scale makes estimating the number of letters difficult. It is 

not clear how far the writer went; the right half of the line is blank, and if this were an abandoned title he might 

have stopped at an otherwise irrational point. There is no obvious reason why the title should have been 
written twice otherwise. 

3-4 Cf. 3759 42. There is no day of the month in that instance. After ¢ in 3, the rest of aye[v]a9 is very 
uncertain indeed. 

4 The line begins below éx/in 3. 
5 Traces of the first half of the line are extremely scanty, and indicated numbers of letters present or 

absent are little more than conjecture. We expect year-sign, year-numbers (19 and 9, cf. |. 39 etc.), month 

(Phamenoth, cf. 3), and a day-number (7 (cf. 1. 39) or lower(?)), and location (locations elsewhere are év 
T@ Adpraviw (134), mpoc TH Kamitwriw (78, 156), Aoyecrynpiw (98), and yuyvaciw (181)); but I cannot claim 
to recognize any of this here. 

émt mapovtwy. This formula occurs several times in this text (78, 98, 134, 156, and 181); also in 3757 3, 3759 
1, and 3767 1. See 156-8n. below. 

The second half of the line will have contained names and possibly titles; damage is such that scarcely any 
letters can be certainly identified. 

apxo. Cf. XXII 2346 23 dpyovrixay? Note Syuordv there which occurs in the next line here. 
6 mporoA(irevopévw) (or -ov?). See A. K. Bowman, The Town Councils of Roman Egypt, esp. 155-8; a 

different view of roAcrevdpevor is given by H. Geremek, Anag. 1 (1981) 231-47. See too LI 3627 1n. 
dnpotrwv. The same group are elsewhere described as tayavoi (9, 11, etc.); compare especially 13 and 38 

(dnu07ac) with 25 (wayavoi). The words here appear to be used interchangeably to describe those with no 
official positions, in effect the lower classes. The interchangeability excludes any sense of town-dwellers 
contrasted with country-dwellers (XXII 2346 23n.). For mayavoé see further ZPE 62 (1986) 66-7. 

The feminine Tauc-, if right, is unexpected. 
8 Sabinianus was already known as praeses Mercurianae (for this, and not Herculia, as his area of authority 

see J. D. Thomas, BASP 21 (1984) 225-34), see J. Lallemand, L’ Administration civile 256. To the references 
there given add XLV 3261, which provides our latest date for him in office (AD 324). He is out of office by the 
date of the present hearing (late February-early March 325) and the text does not indicate the interval that 
has elapsed since he was in office. 

xTHTopac. Lat. possessores. See A. Segré, Traditio 5 (1947) 113-14; A. C. Johnson and L. C. West, Byzantine 
Egypt: Economic Studies 13-16. 

9 mayavovc. Cf. 6n.; G. H. R. Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity i no. 44. 
dantycate [x}a[@]a@c. The reading is suspect. ¢ is the difficult letter: traces are attributed to it (as an 

extended centre bar) which if attributed to the word following would mean that the space and traces would 
be too extensive for Kabec. 

10 dvépetac. See 3757 gn. 

expe accapiou évdc. Again in 30 and 38. Cf. 3756 12n. 
12 cuvwryrac. For cuvwyy (coemptio) see J.-M. Carrié, Proc. XVI Congr. Papyrology (1981) 432-3. 
crixapiwv. For vestis militaris see Carrié, op. cit. 434-5; also XLVIII 3424 2n., gn. Carrié’s interpretation 

of the system is in large part supported by 3758. For prices see 21 n. below. 
14 dperic. Later the use of this honorific becomes more diffuse, but in the late third and fourth centuries 

its application is confined to the prefect, praeses, rationalis (IX 1204 4; P. Harr. 160. 8 (see LPE 37 (1980) 
237)), and dux (VIII 1103 4). 

18 Another crease has damaged the middle of this line, cf. 11n. Leucadius is a previously unrecorded 
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prytanis of Oxyrhynchus, cf. 28, 30, 33. He can scarcely be identical with the Leucadius active in P. Mert. 36, 
AD 360. Flavius Leucadius (almost certainly Dioscurides’ successor) is attested as logistes from July/Aug. 325 (1 
52; see Appendix I below), so that suggesting prytanis and logistes were the same man would require a change 
of prytanis during the year of office (324/5); there is no evidence of compatibility of tenure of the two offices. 

Leucadius’ words are introduced differently from elsewhere in this text (28, 30, 33): damage is severe, but 
crossed rho of azre[x]p((varo) is reasonably clear (the form of the abbreviation is standard, see R. A. Coles, 
Reports of Proceedings 45 n. 3, where however I inaccurately represented the form, and 3757 13n.). 

20 mapayavd.a (cf. 29) are here obviously equated with ctiyapia. The association of paragaudae with purple 
(R. Macmullen, Aeg. 38 (1958) 187; P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 21 (1976) 177-8) fits well with their Tyrian pro- 
venance here (see 19). For paragaudae see also Aeg. 43 (1963) 4-5 (this text republished as P. Med. II 46). For 

the use of purple garments note M. Reinhold, History of Purple as a Status Symbol in Antiquity (Coll. Latomus 116). 

21 Cf. 32-4. The ‘expenses’ are given in 34 as 5,000 den./tunic, and the arithmetic is correct as given 

there. That is to say, the coemptores collected 7,000 tal. = 10,500,000 den. (1 tal. = 1500 den.) and bought 150 

sticharia, giving a unit price of 70,000 den. including expenses or 65,000 den. net of expenses. The price per 
sticharion works out as 43 tal. 500 den. excluding expenses, or 46 tal. 1,000 den. including them (33-4). This 
is for a Tyrian sticharion, see 19 with 20n. above. The expenses total 500 talents. A breakdown is hardly 
possible, but presumably travel costs accounted for part of this. Consulting the table in Appendix III below 
will give some idea of the buying power of 500 talents at this time. We have evidence for Egyptian sticharion 
prices neatly bracketing this date (325), namely XLIV 3194 (4,000 dr. = 1,000 den. in 323) and PSI IV 309 
re-edited by R. S. Bagnall, Stud. Pap. 21 (1982) 87-91 (1 tal. in 327). Both of these are ‘official’ prices, that is to 
say the amount paid or refunded by the government, and were further reduced by a 64%, deduction. (A 

different explanation is offered by J.-M. Carrié, op. cit. (12n.), 435.) See also R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation 
in Fourth-century Egypt (BASP suppl. 5) 69. 3776 27 records a price for a pair of third-grade sticharia in 343 as 

133 tal. 500 den. Comparison of the dalmatic prices there with the earlier ones in 3765 12-13 (¢.327) could 

suggest that the local price for a sticharion at the earlier date might have been of the order of 6-10 talents. Ifso, 

this would make clear the discrepancy between the real cost of the garments and the miserable recompense 
offered by the government. Cf. CPR VIII p. 82. The Tyrian figure of 43 tal. 500 den. may be sufficiently 

explained by the luxury nature of the goods, cf. 20n. 
24 Another crease has severely damaged this line, cf. 11n. There are occasional traces in the indicated 

initial lacuna. 
30 A crease has severely damaged the first half of this line, cf. r1n. 

32-4 See 2tn. 
39 For the consuls cf. 3756 26n. 
39-77 This case isa clear example of abridgement in drafting the proceedings: note, e.g., the introduction 

of names into the argument (e.g. Demeas, 56) without any explanation of who they are. Similarly unexplained 

is, €.g., Tada in 44. 

41 Theon, advocate, recurs in 99. Other ‘statements of client’ of this type are in 99-100, 158-9, 222(?); 

M. Chr. 9713 and P. Bour. 20. 2; also 3759 2-3 and M. Chr. 93. 2 and the texts traditionally described as narratio 

documents such as P. Col. VII 174, of which the most recent treatment is by N. Lewis, P. Rainer. Cent. pp. 

121-6. 

Here and later a rho with a horizontal cutting the descender represents p(7%7wp): this is a common 

convention in records of proceedings. 

émt mapovcn. Cf. 156-8n. below. 

42 6 BonOovevoc. Cf. 51, 61, 159; P. Lips. 33 ii 19, P. Bour. 20. 5, 30, and M. Car. 300. 2, 4, 6. 

doyw ev kai T@ Soxeiv. Cf. SB V 7696. 30. 

43, Tiv Hyeuoviay TH TOTE. See the introduction above, on Il. 5-38. 

45 [odo]. The letters are small and close to the word before. The writer, before proceeding, deleted them 

and wrote the logistes’ title more prominently. The reason for the rewriting at the end of the line (note that the 

readings are identical: this is not a correction) seems to be no more than clarity following on an accidental blot 

obscuring we of repittac. - 

46-7 xapaducactdc. xapadixacric is usually rendered iudex pedaneus = 1udex delegatus. In this case there 

clearly had been delegation, directly or indirectly (rj ré7e, 43) from the praeses, but the wording in 46-7 

implies that a case of this nature should have gone straight to the xXapaduKactnc; we may suppose that the 

equivalence arises precisely because the local or minor judiciary often were the delegated judges. 
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47 d«obcar Toy. The reading is more assured than the dots indicate; the insertion of (rovoJtwy) seems 

essential. 
48 écrnxev. Cf. P. Lips. 38. 3; P. Bour. 20. 25, and KPE 34 (1979) 106 (1. 2). 
49 The repeated then deleted speech-introduction suggests that an intervening utterance by another 

speaker has been omitted in this version of the proceedings. 

exyove. Cf. 65, Wei} with nn. 

56 For the curator civitatis as competent official in cases of apertura testamenti cf. 141-2n. below. 
58 Tararpivoc. Contrast 72 Tararpivy. The introduction calls attention to a change of pen (or possibly 

hand) in this line: it comes between y and « of dvayxnv. Note the different style after this in the speech- 

introductions for the logistes. 

60 Traces of a short interlineation above the beginning of the line. 
61 The interlinear additions here and in 65, 75, and 77 are by the hand/pen responsible for Il. 39-58 of 

this section. 
63 ayxivorav. See H. Zilliacus, Unters. zu den abstrakten Anredeformen 49, 64, 105. 
65 €upéAca ( = eupeédera). See Zilliacus, op. cit. (63n.), 45, 47, 67, 106; CPR V 12. 5n. 
téxvewv Stxaiw. For the tus liberorum cf. the references collected in P. Koln IIIT 150. 3-4n.; add P. Mich. XV 

719. 5-6n. with Appendix II, pp. 158-71. The grammar seems odd. The possessor of this right is usually 
described as xpnuarilouca réxvwy dixatw. In some sense ypnwatifouca must be understood here. The relevance 
presumably is that acting without a guardian Helen can dispose of property left to her (52-4) without her 
husband’s control, cf. 74-7. Ammonius, advocate, recurs in 157 and in 3764 5, 16. The grounds for Theon’s 

objection at the end of the line are not clear. Ammonius’ status as an advocate seems to have been at issue in 

some way: the relationship between Theon and Ammonius is complex and not yet fully understood. 
67 It was possibly intended to delete Anpe? together with ovédéy at the end of 66. 
71 There is an ink spot in the left margin level with this line; whether it is accidental, or was intended to be 

indicative, is not clear. 

73 The initial traces are insufficient for a decision between BovAnua/BovAnuatcov. 
74-5 A wider space between these lines, perhaps because of pre-existing surface damage. 
74-7 For the ius liberorum cf. 65n. above. 

75 Ihave failed to read the mid-line supralineation. I do not think it can simply be y ’, i.e. (rpua@v) réxvwv. 
It would be possible to read yap, but grammar would then seem to require the deletion of 7 avépi at the 
beginning of the line, which is not indicated in the manuscript. 

78 mpoct@ KamitwAiw. See 3757 3 n. Note that in the hearing starting at |. 98 on the same day the location 
is different (the Aoyictjprov). 

81 There is an annotation in the left margin, of uncertain significance; it resembles a large mu with a 
vertical line (a rho?) through it. It is clearly not a «picic-indicator (cf. R. A. Coles, Reports of Proceedings 54 n. 3) 

at this point (contrast 92 and n.). Does it indicate in some way that the revised version of this section (= 3757) 
is to be found on the other side? It is not simply a deleted start to Mayvov, begun too far to the left. 

TH €uH petpioTynte. For petpidtyc, Lat. modicitas, mediocritas, see H. Zilliacus, Unters. zu den abstrakten 
Anredeformen 79, 95, 108; PE 10 (1973) 137. 

83 The interlinear corrections here and in 85 (twice) and 89 and g1 are in a smaller more slanting hand 
than the main hand of 79-97. The correction in 95 may also be the work of this corrector. See 94n. 

85 There are two levels of interlinear correction, apparently both by the same hand. wy of éywy was 

first deleted and ovzec inserted above; then ex and ovrec were struck out and roivuy éywv written higher up 
still. For the damaged letters before rc, see 3757 gn. 

g2 For the ecthesis, locating the curator’s xpicuc, cf. R. A. Coles, Reports of Proceedings 54 n. 3. Contrast e.g. 
the format in 108, where the curator’s utterance begins the line but is not his xpéctc. 

94 The corrections here and in 97 (see also the app. crit.) are in a different script (greyer and less crisp) 
from those listed in 83n., and may be from a different hand. 

98 mpoc 7 Alo] yscr[npiw. Note that in the hearing that began at I. 78 on the same day the location is 
different (the Kamur@Avov). For the Aoyecryprov cf. L 3576 18-19n.; for other locations for hearings before the 
logistes see 3757 3n. 

100 “Ictov Iayya. See A. Calderini, Diz. geogr. iii. 35; P. Pruneti, J centri abitati dell’ Ossirinchite 71-2. 
émt mapovte. Cf. 156-8n. below. 

101 mdéporxoc. Cf. e.g. E€voc (cf. 122 below) Kal mdpouxoc, L 3584 5. Note P. Harr. II EXO, It ga. 
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107 The hearing of the case was clearly delegated by the praeses to the curator as the local official, cf. 123-4. 
112-13 py Tt[vec cuvexAn|p[o|vopncav. The restoration is conjectural but must represent the general sense. 
118 av (=ov). Cf. e.g. P. Sak. 32 (=P. Thead. 14). 31; P. Lips. 32 (= M. Chr. 93). 5; F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 217. 
119-20 pera 77 avprov. Cf. 127. The next day (Phamenoth 18 = 14 March 325) was a Sunday, on which 

no court proceedings would be held (cf. 3759 introd. and 38n.); for the system of reckoning see V. Grumel, La 
Chronologie p. 316. 

120 ovepedaproc. Lat. veredarius. The word is already attested several times elsewhere in papyri in the 
spelling Bepedaproc/Bepidapioc. See B. Meinersmann, Lat. Worter u. Namen 10; S. Daris, II lessico latino nel greco 
d Egitto 33; and now especially F. Paschoud, Bonner Hist.-Aug.-Colloquium 1979/1981 (Bonn 1983) 215-43, esp. 

238-43. 
120-1 ovepedapioc yap eAOwy hyayev pe (1. por) amo AAetaydpe[(Jac. This presumably has nothing to do 

with the fact that Syrus was an immigrant to the Oxyrhynchite nome, cf. 121-2; rather, the original documents 

to support his occupancy of the property (yvwpicuata, 110; arode(erc, 119, 128; BiBAa, 127) had been filed in 

one of the Alexandrian record-offices and copies were now being brought out to him. 
121 For Libya see J. Mathwich, @PE 15 (1974) 74-5; A. Calderini, Diz. geogr. il. 199-201. 
122 &€voc elvar tHe ToAtiac. Is this not just a reference to the Oxyrhynchite nome but charged with a 

wider implication, that since the Diocletianic reorganization (see the article by Mathwich cited above) Syrus 

belonged to a totally different province, viz. Libya Inferior? Such, however, is not the sense carried by r7cde 

THc moATiac in 188. 
123 TH en petprorynte. Cf. Brn. 
124 Tod dvaxocurcavtoc Tov Opdvov tHc Wyewoviac. Cf. 7-8, and 3756 7 and n. For Sabinianus, praeses 

Mercurianae cf. 8n. above. 
127 peta THY avpiov. See 119-20n. 
131 There are a few scanty traces of ink on loose fibres besides the few traces indicated. 
134 év7@ ASpraviw. Cf. the note to P. Harr. 160. 2, re-ed. PE 37 (1980) 237-8. Further examples are in 

3767 1 and 3764 14, and cf. L 3576 18-19n. For other locations of hearings before the logistes see 3757 3 n. 

Bepev[t|xc{a]v[o]6 Bo[n]O(0d). Is this man possibly to be identified with the strategus (by this time a 

locally recruited post of course) of two years later, no. 121 in J. E. G. Whitehorne’s list, CPE 29 (1978) 184? 
136 raBeAXwyvoc. See A. Berger, Enc. Dict. s.v. tabellio, with references. 

139 evro[. There is hardly room for anything further. Perhaps évro|Adc or the like (cf. 188), but the 

beginning of 140 is too damaged to allow confirmation. 
140 After déAo, éreveyxeiv (cf. 189) vel sim. is expected, but I cannot read the traces as é7[. 

141 éupedeia. See 65n. above. 

141-2 For the curator civitatis as competent official in cases of apertura testamenti cf. 56 above. This is yet 

another area in which the curator encroaches on functions which were formerly those of the strategus, cf. 

B.R. Rees, J7P 7-8 (1953-4) 86 (for the strategus, cf. e.g. P. Mert. I] 75 introd.; R. Taubenschlag, Law? 203-4). 

146 érrd. For seven-witness peregrine wills see P. Col. VII 188. 26-31 n.; the evidence of that papyrus is 

usefully consolidated by the present text of just five years later. 

réccapec. Cf. e.g. BGU I 361 iii 2, 15. Four is of course the required maior pars of the full complement of 

seven, cf. H. Kreller, Erbr. Unters. 402-3. 

146-7 Cf. 198-9 below. The first three words of 147 are very conjectural; re of réc[ca]plel¢ is reasonably 

secure, and suggests the reading. 
148 Seemingly not rapévtwy or reccdépwv at the beginning. 

148-9 éreyvwxévar éavtav tac chpayidac. Cf. H. Kreller, op. cit. 402. 

151 ¢ of Bayevcsd corr. from 7, the scribe having changed an unfinished vmarteday IT poxdov to rH adtyv 

brateiay and then again to Hv évect@cav Urareiav? 

154 Cf. D. Just. 10. 2. 4. 3, heredem enim exemplum debere dare, tabulas vero authenticas ipsum retinere. The 

requirement that the original will and not a copy of it be deposited in the government records (M. Kaser, Das 

rim. Privatrecht i2 693; H. Kreller, op. cit. 405) is clearly not yet applicable here, and avdevrixdr is not to be 

understood in its sense of ‘officially certified copy’, for which see R. A. Coles, Reports of Proceedings 24, 54, with 

references. 
156 mpoc t@ KamitwXiw. Cf. 78 above (= 3757 3). 

156-8 émi mapdvrwv (156), emt mapotcy (158). Formulae of this type were discussed in my Reports of 
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Proceedings, esp. p. 33, but these logistes-texts add two new elements. First, the widespread use of the emt 

mapévtwy type to cover court officials etc. and also witnesses in cases of apertura testament (cf. 134 ff. above); I 

only quoted one uncertain example of this formula (op. cit. 33 n. 1), in P. Phil. 3. 2. The second is the use of the 

dative én! mapévr type to denote the defendant, occurring here each time in a statement of his client’s identity 

by the advocate for the plaintiff. None of the examples I cited op. cit. 33 n. 3 is exactly parallel for this usage. 
For ém! rapévrwy in these texts cf. 3757 3; 3758 5, 78, 98, 134, 181; 3759 1; 3764 14; 3767 1. 

For én! rapdvrt|/rapovcy cf. 3758 41 (the deduction regarding the significance of the formula has been 

particularly useful here in disentangling the persons in the case), and 100. 

158 rHlc ¢.7 | ddewe. There is no direct indication elsewhere as to which city this is; nevertheless, the 

contrast with 159 dé rHcde THC TOAEwe followed by 160 én! rH{c abrHc TOAewc strongly implies that Chaeremon 

alias Ischyrion came from elsewhere than Oxyrhynchus. 

159 T® Bonfovpevw, ‘my client’. Cf. 42 n. 
160 ‘Eppeiac yewpérpye. Cf. 166-7 maic broxipioc. For minors holding office cf. N. Lewis, BASP 16 (1979) 

117-19, with P. Leit. 8 and the list of examples ibid. p. 21; he concludes that ‘under age’ is likely to mean ‘less 

than 25”. On yewpérpac see F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 181; J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 180; also H. Kupiszewski, 

JJFP 6 (1952) 257-9. 
Is performance of the office elsewhere than one’s place of origin (manifestly Oxyrhynchus, in Hermias’ 

case) the explanation for Hermias’ departure for the Oasis? 
164 TH cAc eupedredac. See 65n. 
165-7 These lines do not represent a request for a judgement against Hermias in absentia: Hermias is a 

minor but his mother is present and she can (but contrast 169) receive judgement on his behalf (cf. R. 

Taubenschlag, Law? 145, on a father’s position in these circumstances). For the identification of Thaesis as the 

formal defendant in the hearing see 156-8n. For materna potestas see Taubenschlag, op. cit. 149-57 with 

references on p. 149; J. Modrzejewski, 7 7P 9-10 (1955-6) 355-7. Thaesis should exercise materna potestas (see 
169 for her claim to have abdicated it, which is a separate issue) because the father has died. Papirion (161) 
takes no active part in these proceedings (in so far as the text has been read, but tHc wntpoc mapovcyc for 

example (166) excludes the possibility), and presumably he died subsequent to the action attested in 
amexnpvéa ev ’ in 169 (is the correction to the plural (cf. 170 too) of subtle significance?). 

166 «vpia. Cf. 3759 18n., 37n. 

167 For vroyetpioc cf. R. Taubenschlag, Law? 1314. 

169 amexnpvéa ‘per ’. On drroxnpvéic see M. Wurm, Apokeryxis, Abdicatio und Exheredatio (Munch. Beitr. 60, 
Munich 1972); M. Kaser, Das rém. Privatrecht 11. 213; R. Taubenschlag, Law? 52, 137-8; S. Jameson, Hist. 24 

(1975) 290. The present text notably attests the persistence of the practice despite the recent injunction of 
Diocletian, Cod. Just. 8. 46. 6 (ap 288). 

ovK exw mpayj.a mpoc adtov. Presumably materna potestas was equally annulled by azoxnpuéic, although the 
implication of the plural dexnpvéayev must be that the rejection took place in the father’s lifetime and thus 
that it was patria potestas that had been annulled and the question of materna potestas does not arise. Nevertheless, 
materna potestas over Hermias, whether it truly existed or not, must constitute the grounds on which Thaesis 
has been brought to court as defendant. 

176 oc oce. The division is justified by the finial to first sigma, space, and enlarged second omicron. Divide 
further 6 ce-? 

179 The residual traces assigned to this line pose a problem because they are on a glue-stained area which 
was once covered by a kollesis. Possibly a strip had lifted off before these proceedings were written and 179 was 
then written on the exposed surface. But the problem is complicated by the appearance of similar traces level 

with the line above (where there has been surface loss before |v Sypoce, , [) which interfere with the ductus of the 
definite surviving letters. 

180 Contrast 165-7n. In fact a judgement in absentia must be what we have here, if Thaesis’ claim of 
arroxnpvéic (169) is accepted. However, although doxjpugéic was widely practised it had nevertheless been 
expressly forbidden by Diocletian (Cod. Just. 8. 46. 6, AD 288) so that it is quite likely that the curator’s court 

171-2, refer tolegislation on thissubject? = 

avpiov = Phamenoth 23 = Friday, 19 March 325. 

181 PDayevo i (the reading is clear and «6 is not possible) breaks the chronological sequence of the 
hearings (see the introd. above). 
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yvpvaciw. For other locations for hearings before the logistes see 3757 3 n. 
184 Poemenius is raBedAiwy as well as pi7wp, see 197; cf. 136-7 above. He recurs as pyjtwp in 3759 2 (2 

October 325). 
186-7 ric €av[ro]d yrwpnc. Identification of the deceased, namely the veteran Besarion (cf. 202, 211), 

must precede this somewhere, but I have failed to discern it in the traces. 
187-8 aidecyudrarov. This is an early example of the use of this honorific epithet. See H. Zilliacus, Unters. 

zu den abstrakten Anredeformen 60, 83. 

189 mapacx[6]evoc. An interlineation above the end of this word (cf. app. crit.)? 

el top Bloy aréA9o:. Cf. 140. 
190 evtpexia. Lat. experientia. See Zilliacus, op. cit. 62, 67, 88. ywwcOjvar is understandable but one 

suspects an error of omission and that avayywcOyvar was intended. 
195 The reference is to the number of signatories, cf. 146. As in that case, there were seven signatories and 

four (cf. 183-4) are present for the opening of the will. 
196 More traces ofink actually survive at the beginning than the transcription indicates, but they are on 

a twisted and distorted ‘rope’ of loose fibres. 
202 The damaged traces before Bycapiwvoc are presumably from his first name (if there are not too many 

letters for just that), and the first letter may be ¢ or i, but I have failed to read what is left as part of PAaouiov. 
For the use of this gentilicium by soldiers and veterans see J. G. Keenan, ZPE 11 (1973) 33-63, esp. 49-50 (50 n. 
48 cites some rare examples of military Aurelii in this period); ibid. 13 (1974) 283-304. Note that the curator 
civitatis in the present hearing (Dioscurides alias Julianus) was still Valerius in the following month (XLIII 
3125), although a senior official (a magister privatae) in that same document bears the gentilicium Flavius. 
OvaAepiov does not seem possible here. We do not know either the precise date at which the use of the gentilicium 
Flavius was instituted in place of Valerius (Keenan cites an example of Flavius dated 13 January 325, ZPE 11 
(1973) 48), nor the mechanics of its allocation (on which see Keenan, @PE 13 (1974) 297-301), and with 
allocations on an individual or category basis such discrepancies need not surprise us. 

203-5 The year is the preceding year, 324. The use of this particular consular formula in Egypt is so 
far attested only for December, see R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 
10g. Since the clerk may have applied the formula retrospectively, ignoring the actual form which was 
revealed when the will was opened, we cannot be certain that the will was drawn up in the last months of 
the year, after the defeat of Licinius. 

206 Or dzo- at end? 
207 Cf. SB I 4426. 8 drodobva: 76 xpewv = ‘die’, XXXIV 2713 6-7 (see BL VI p. 111); a comparable 

expression seems likely here. 

210 TH éun werpidtnte. Cf. 81n. 

212 Orxara,, at end? But the last two traces are difficult to read on this interpretation. 

215 The number of letters indicated is only approximate, as elsewhere in this fragment (especially 216 
and 220). 

218-19 The traces shown as from the earlier parts of these lines are on a piece linked to the main fragment 
by a twisted mass of loose fibres, and their vertical position and thus line-assignment are not certain. 

219 There is space for another line between this and 220, but no ink survives and we may have here a 

space between records of different hearings, as earlier in the roll. 
221 Presumably we are at the commencement ofa report here, cf. 79, 99, 157, 184. Restore }]anpérov. It 

is uncertain whether 220 should form part of this report (cf. 219n.). 221 is likely to have continued with the 

opening speech for the advocate for the prosecution, briefly identifying his client (cf. e.g. 99-100), here 

apparently without indicating the presence of the defendant; hence the punctuation adopted in 222. 

221-8 The articulation is uncertain at many places in this fragment, and the choice in the transcript is 
frequently arbitrary. 

222 “Iciov Ilayya is presumably the domicile of one of the parties in the case, cf. 100. Cf. 221 n. After 7 per, 
I can discern neither a personal name nor e.g. €xouca. 

226-8 There are wider spaces between 226, 227, and 228 than elsewhere on this fragment (221-8); the 
reason is not apparent. 
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3759. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE LOGISTES 

11 1B.145/G (a) 24.5 * 55 cm 2 October 325 

This report of proceedings before the logistes is self-standing and complete except 

for intermittent damage down the right edge. It was written fransversa charta (see 3758 

introd.) on the back ofa piece cut from a roll of declarations of prices made to the logistes 

by the various guilds; the declarations thus preserved are published above as 3747-53. 

3759 begins at the 3753 end. Written up the margin between 3747 and 3748 (thus across 

the fibres and at the end of the off-cut piece) is a single line which constitutes a label for 

the proceedings; this ‘label’ is transcribed below as |. 42. 

The basic issue in the case appears to have been the ownership of some buildings or 

building-land, and other officials (the prefect, the strategus) had already been involved. 

The sequence of events may be deduced as follows: (a) proceedings (more than one 

hearing presumably) before the strategus (7, 18-20); the defendants did not appear and 

a decision (19) was given against them in absentia. (b) Instructions passed from the 

strategus through the praepositus pagi to the village officials (8), but without result (9). (¢) 

A petition to the prefect (10, 21, 23, 29) enclosing the strategus’ taopvjpara (7). (d) The 

prefect’s subscription to the petition (14) delegates the case to the curator (also 7, 11). (¢) 

The prosecution therefore sends an émicraAua, an officially recognized private denuntiatzo, 

to the defendants (25-6), only apparently to a different set of defendants (24, 28). The 

present hearing (/) is consequent on the émicradua, but is complicated by the apparent 

perversity of the prosecution in bringing the action against different persons. The 

time before ( (a) above) the defendants had failed to appear, and now again it seems that 

persons concerned were not present (39-40). If Ischyrion the defending advocate is 

acting on behalf of the newly prosecuted persons, then the original defendants not 

unreasonably still failed to appear. Much of the current hearing is taken up with 

Ischyrion’s objections to the prosecution’s change of course and, presumably, by 

implication to the consequent application of the original default procedure to his new 

clients who had (because not previously summoned) not so been at fault; it is not clear if 

they are present at the current hearing (cf. 39-40, and 37n.), but that is a separate issue. 

At the end of the day the logistes postpones continuation of the proceedings, since the 

next day is Sunday, and puts off a decision yet again, to give all concerned one more 

chance to appear: but this time, all present or not, a decision is promised. 

There are two points of prosopographical interest. The prefect Flavius Magnus is 

known from this text (which gives the latest date we have for him) and 3756-8 only; his 

tenure is discussed in 3756 gn. The date of the proceedings falls within the known tenure 

of the logistes Flavius Leucadius; his name does not appear within the proceedings 

themselves but he is named in the docket on the back (42). For the evidence for his tenure 

see Appendix I below. 
Line 38 contains the earliest papyrological reference to Sunday as the Lord’s Day; 
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cf. XLVITI 3407 introd. and 15-16n. For the cessation of legal business on Sunday see 
Cod. Just. 3. 12. 2(3) (AD 321) cited in 3407 15-16n.: omnes iudices . . . venerabili die solis 
quiescant. See further 38n. below. Contrast 3741. 

For kollesis-locations and kollema-sizes on this piece of papyrus cf. the introd. to 
3747-53. 

(€rouc) Kf’ Kal uf’ ‘Kal B/’ , Daddu €’. év Ta Kopiw tepa@. émt rapd[vtwv | 

Atovucodapou brnpérov Kal Paviov rapédpov, [Touévioc p(jtwp) e[¢(aev)- 

Xat-? | 
/ > \ a > / > if > / PHLwv aro TMV avTOH evtvyxaver. od SiKactHpiove,,, 9... [cvy-] 

A > \ A / \ Ms a / > / € / Kpoteiv 7ABov, xx TObTO vopicnc, Kal EEjc A€yovtoc "Icyupiwv p(jTwp) 

el(7rev)* Tapa- 

5 ypahopar: rpo[c] riva A€éyer etratw. Tlomevioc p(jrwp) ef(mev): 6 Kbpidc 

jou Ovacn(dTaToc) 
” A > / / / nA \ > A / emapxoc THC Alyvrtov PAdovioc Mayvoc mpoc 7a abtoteAwe yevoueva 

UTouvywaTa Tapa TH cTpatnyla BonOdr ce SéSwxKev. Kal yap ém- 

crdAuara éyéveto Tapa Tob mpai(mocitov) mpdc Tovc Synpociouc t[eEpi Tod] 

/ > \ \ ee / \ a” } ae 5 a 

10 © veyKapev ert TOV KUpLOV prov |, || Tov exrapyov Kal ,,,[ ¢.4 | 
/ \ ” YS a \ at 

tepov ce BonBov ecxapev Kal a€vobpev THY vouny , ,[,, tapado-] 

Ojvat. /6 Aoyucryc €f(mev): Ti mpocéta€[eE]v 6 decrétNc mov [Stacnudtaroc] 

émapxoc tHe Alydmtov PAdovioc Mayvoc; [Topévioc p(jtwp) €f(mev): 

ava- | 
ND 7 LA € s\ \ A / € / 

ly. ] Kat dveyvadicbn obtwe: 6 Aoyictijc TA KATA Vopouc Spicbevta 

15 emlTEAH KATACTHCEL, WCTE CUVYWPNCOY aVayVavat TA VTOUVT- 
> = e > if Ld ee \ 4 € 

pata ad wy evtedéctepov ,, .[, ], ec O71 ovdev ETEpoy UT[0-] 

Aeltrerai ot 7 etcaxOjvat Etc THY VoUNnY THV olKoTE|Swv. | 

Kata Kuplav yap atreAipOnc[a]y of avtidiKor. 08 mapeAndAv- 

forec etc TO Suxactnpiov KaTa Kuplav, anddacw edéEay[To | 
No, / \ \ / ¢ \ Ss 

20 Kal e€wpor yeyovact KATA TOUC Vomouc. /6 AoyucTHC El(meEV): 

mpoc Tiva Aéyer eirratw. Tlowévioc p(jtwp) el(mev): kata Apaybov avyveyKe 

kal Evdaipova Kal PiBioc Kat TAv cdv avtoic. Icyupiwv p(ytwp) ef(zev): 

papTUpopat OTL KATA TIVWY aViVvEyKEV emt TOV KUPLOV Lou TOV 

1 1. Kopetw 4 ev and so passim 5 dvacnus 8 Trace above second a of rapa perhaps 
a more clearly written a Q nT Tov 18 |. ameAcifOncav; ovrap written over washed-out letters 
22 |. Evdaiwovoc; civ 
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A tal 4 w” 

ETrapxXov Kal KAT’ ETEpwv ElcayeL VOV. TOUTO LAapPTUPLOV ECTAL {LOL 
a a € \ Ss > \ bee / A 

25 THC Tapaypadyc. /6 AoyucTyc El(7eEv)* avTO TO ETIicTAaApa 
a 32 / fal > a / > / 0 ee! / 0 E 

0 éméctetAac TH avTidiKobvTi cot avayvwh. Kat aveyvwcln 
> \ 5) 

peta THY avayvacw Icxupiwv p(ytwp) el(mev): mapaypadyy emny- 
/ lel > / 

yan: trept Erépwv mpocwrwy TH Oikny vov Eicayet, 
\ Ui 

TEpl TLVWY GVEVEYKWV ETL TOV KUPLOV [LOU TOV ETTApXOV. 
\ = \ > / 0 \ 

go. THY Od Trapaypagny ernyyiAgunv BavwactHy 
€ > A / 

ovcav Kal €vvouwTaTyy: we ovdapac dvvaTar 
A a [bdr / ae? a 

Elcaywy ov Troety TO Tpaypa O avTid.Koc. Kal EENC 
, , yew? = , \ \ 

Aéyovroc Tlomévioc p(ytwp) €l(7ev)* paptbpopar THY Pwvyv 
A > \ ia 

avTov OTL 7) SUVaTaL eicaywyiywov elvat THY OiKNY 
id > a ww > \ / Q cal ne £65 

35 Omwe a€ia@ non Elc voy TéuTrEcOaL THY OLKOTIEOWY. 
€ \ i Me ba 4 / >? Ve / 7) \ 

/6 Aoy(ucrHc) el(mev): errevdy EcTrEpac EyEevETO TPOKPLLG OVOEV 
A / > / / 

EcTaL THC KUpPlac HTH EVCTACHC. ETTEITEP [LEPOC TL 
a A a > / € 

THC emuovcnc KUpLaKnc lepac eTrexupev, UTE|p-| 
/ ye \ \ € / / Ca la 

TeOynceTat peta THY KUpLaKHY 7 Oiky WExpL [od an |PoTEpa 

4o TG wépn Tmapécerat mrpoc Sikatodroyiav. éav | yap|| ‘dé’ Tuc atroA[e-] 

POH Et Te Tapicrarar TH Eu weTpLoTHTL arroxpiOncop|at. | 

Back vzopv(jpata) un(voc) Pawdi Kf’ ’ f’’ Bf’ ” emt Aevkadiov AoyicTOd. 

24 |. Kal? 27-8, 30 1. érnyyeAapny 36 Aoy'; |. écmépa 41 mapictarat 42 vTopy/un 

‘Year 20, 10, and 2, Phaophi 5. In the temple of Kore. In the presence of Dionysodorus, assistant, and 
Phanias, assessor, Poemenius, advocate, said, “[Chae?]remon of this locality petitions. I have not come 
[trying?] to contrive a hearing—do not think this”, and while he continued speaking, Ischyrion, advocate, 
said, “I object. Let him say against whom he speaks.”’ Poemenius, advocate, said, ““My lord the prefect of 

Egypt Flavius Magnus, vir perfectissimus, in response to minutes made independently at the strategus’ office, 
gave you as our helper. Communications had passed from the praeposztus to the village officials concerning the 

transference of possession. They paid no attention to this, and we petitioned before my lord the prefect and we 
obtained you. .. as a helper and we request that possession . . . be transferred.”’ The curator said, ““What did my 
master the prefect of Egypt Flavius Magnus, wir perfectissimus, ordain?” And there was read as follows: ‘‘ “The 
curator is to put into effect what has been decided in accordance with the law’; therefore assent to the reading of 
the minutes, from which . .. more completely that nothing else remains for me except to be installed in posses- 
sion of the sites, inasmuch as on the appointed day the defendants did not appear; not having come to the 

court on the appointed day, they were given a decision and have been decreed out of time in accordance 

with the laws.” The curator said, “Let him say against whom he speaks.’ Poemenius, advocate, said, ‘““He 
petitioned against Harachthes and Eudaemon and Phibis and those with them.”’ Ischyrion, advocate, said, “I 
call you to witness that he petitioned against certain persons before my lord the prefect and it is against 

different persons that he now brings a case. This will be the evidence for my objection.”’ The curator said, “Read 
out the actual communication which you sent to your adversary.’ And it was read; after the reading, 
Ischyrion, advocate, said, “I gave notice of my objection. After petitioning my lord the prefect regarding 
certain persons, he is now bringing a case in respect of different persons. So I gave notice of my objection which 
is admirable and absolutely within the law; thus in no way can my adversary make the case tenable.”’ While he 
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was continuing to speak, Poemenius, advocate, said, ““I call his own words to witness, that the case is 

untenable; so that I now request to be assigned possession of the sites.” The curator said, “Since the hour of 

vespera has passed, there shall be no prejudgement, the appointed day not yet having arrived. Since some part 

of the coming sacred Lord’s Day has supervened, the case will be deferred till (the day?) after the Lord’s Day, 

until both the parties shall be present for judgement. But if anyone is absent, I shall give such decision as occurs 

to my humble self.” 

(Back) ‘Minutes for the month of Phaophi, (year) 20, 10, and 2, before Leucadius, curator.’ 

1 évr@ Koptw fepa. For the cult of Kore at Oxyrhynchus, and her temples, cf. XII 1449, esp. 52 ev lep@ THC 

Képnc. For other locations for hearings before the logistes see 3757 3 n. 

2 Poemenius has appeared in 3758 184; see n. 

For the form of p(7j7wp) see 3758 41 n. 

2-3 Xai-?|phwy dard trav adrdh évrvyxaver. For such ‘statements of client’ at the start of a hearing cf. 

3758 41 n. 

3-4 Suxacryprov . . . [cvy]Kporeiv. Cf. XLII 3126 i 10-11 and n. The damaged passage in 3 here 

presumably contained a word meaning ‘wishing’, ‘trying’, or the like, but I have failed to read it. 

5 tpo[c] tiva Aéyer etmdtw. Note that Poemenius’ statement of client in 2-3 omits the én! mapovti-type 

phrase denoting the defendant (cf. 3758 156-8 n.). 

12 [Svacnudraroc]. The supplement is hardly in doubt. Scanty traces in fact survive of the opening letters 

but I cannot allocate them to particular letters. 

13 ff. Itis unclear why Poemenius’ speech-introduction was deleted. He probably read the quotation that 

follows (cf. Ischyrion, in 25-7). If 1 understand the structure of 14-20 rightly, and am correct in supposing the 

quotation to end at 15, then the speech following has no speaker’s introduction. This will be regardless of the 

identity of the quotation-reader, though acre (15) suggests that quotation-reader and speech-speaker must be 

the same. 

15 For dere followed by the imperative cf. Mayser ii 1 p. 300 and ii 3 p. 97. At end, vzoj), 1.€. drop(_ ), 

was first written. 

17 End of otxozé[Swv] is not clear and the lacuna is scarcely adequate for three letters. Was the word 

abbreviated in some way? For oixémeda see G. Husson, Oikia 209-11. 

18 xara xupiav. See A.-J. Boyé, La Denuntiatio 214 n. 32; R. Taubenschlag, Opera Minora ii 179 ff.; BGU 

XV 2467. 24bn.; and 37n. below. For judgements in absentia see also T. C. Skeat and E. P. Wegener, JEA 21 

(1935) 241-2. 
21 Possibly dvjveyxe[v] at end. [Chae?]remon (2-3) is the subject. 

25-6 Unexpectedly, the logistes’ words only seem to make sense if addressed to Poemenius, in spite of 

Ischyrion’s intervention in 22-5. The logistes will then be seeking to establish from Poemenius the precise 

identity of the persons against whom the prosecution’s action is presently directed (thus this émécraAwa will be 

the denuntiatio), and this will explain Ischyrion’s outburst in 27 ff. This copy of the proceedings does not quote 

this érfcraAya; is this important information omitted because this copy was made for the prosecution, for whom 

its inclusion would seem unfavourable? 

36 écrépac (1. écrépa) éyévero. For the technical use of écrépa to denote the hour before sunset cf. V. 

Grumel, La Chronologie 164. 

37 thc Kupiac. Contrast xara Kupiay, 18 and 19, the dies legitimus or supremus which has already passed. The 

defendants failed to appear then, and judgement was given against them. It seems to have been ineffectual and 

now the new hearing has its own dies legitimus or supremus and again the defendants (their identity is not clear, cf. 

21-9) have apparently so far failed to turn up (cf. 39-40) although Ischyrion the advocate is present. Whether 

after this further delay effective justice was anywhere nearer attainment we are not told. 

38 xupiaxjc. Cf. the introduction. This example of xupvaxy, ‘the Lord’s Day’, is at the same time the 

earliest from papyri and precisely dated; it also shows that the substantival usage was already current. On days 

of the week see XLIV 3174 17n. 3 October 325 was indeed a Sunday, as can be calculated by the tables in 

V. Grumel, La Chronologie 316. For Sunday see further W. Rordorf, Der Sonntag (Abhandl. zur Theol. d. Alten u. 

Neuen Test., 43) (Ziirich, 1962; Engl. transl. by A. A. K. Graham, London, 1968). 

éxéxupev. Cf. Theophylactus Simocatta III 16. 2, eset yeudvoc dpa tapéxuntev. The implication in the 

papyrus must be that the 24-hour day of the week was here considered as beginning at sunset with the ‘first 

hour of the night’. In Oxyrhynchus at the date of 3759 this would have been approximately 5.40 p.m., see 
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F. K. Ginzel, Handb. der math. u. techn. Chronologie ii 165-7. The meaning of pépoc 71. . . ééxupev will presumably 
be that the court session has run on past that time. Cf. 36n. on vespera. 

42 For the docket cf. the title to 3758, Il. 3-4. Note here that it comes at the foot-end of the proceedings; 

and that if it was to serve as a ‘label’ for the roll, as surely it was, then the curvature of the roll was reversed on 

rolling. 

3760-3763. DECLARATIONS OF PRICES 

4 1B.76/p 33 X 24.5 cm 326? 

The front of this papyrus was used for a series of declarations of prices by guilds. In 
all parts of five declarations are preserved. I do not transcribe the first item: there are a 
few scattered traces from line-ends only, few of them identifiable as particular letters. 
The second declaration is that of the éAavoupyo/, the third that of the dptupatom@Aa, and 
the fourth that of the «dAou; of the last one little survives but the subscription, from 
which the guild cannot be identified. The three guilds identified here recur in the same 
order in 3738-40; cf. also 3765 1-4. 

As usual, the text is not a répoc cuyxoAAjcuoc. For the regular format in such 
declarations see 3731 introd. As far as can be ascertained the main bodies of the 
declarations are in the same hand (this is certainly true for 3760-1; 3762 is too damaged 
for certainty, while almost nothing survives from the other two), as would in any case be 
expected. Names of declarants and the prices were presumably later insertions, although 
the only evidence for this is the slightly narrower space into which 3760 6 has been 
squeezed. I suppose that the insertions were made in the logistes’ bureau by the scribe 
who had drafted the declarations in advance. The subscriptions are all in different 
hands. There is one kollesis, after 3761, clearly of the three-layer type (cf. P. Harr. II 212 
introd. and LI 3624-6 introd.). The strip-construction (pace I. H. M. Hendriks, AEE AF 
(1980) 121 ff: his views were restated in a modified form in Atti del XVII Congresso int. di 
Papirologia (Napoli, 1984), 31-7; see P. Harr. II 214 introd.) of the left-hand kollema is 
particularly clear, and the width of the strips fluctuates, from a substantial 3.5 cm (or 
possibly more) down to 2 cm. 

For the date see 3760 introd. 
On the back is an extensive official document of ¢.337 whose publication is reserved 

for a later volume. 

3760. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

For some general comments on this roll see the introduction just above to 3760-3. 
The upper part of the roll is mostly missing, and it is here that it survives most fully. The 
date (see 1n.) and the identity of the logistes are highly conjectural, but the proposed 
combination (1~2) seems the best since the prices of d¢Ba and xvuwvov (3761 13-14, at 6 
and 8 tal./art.) are the same asin 3765 1-2 of c.327 and ought not to be too distant in date, 
while the prices declared by the «dando (3762 15-16) are in one case slightly lower than 
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is listed for the corresponding items in 3765 3~4 so that the 3760-3 roll may be expected 

to be slightly earlier than 3765 (but cf. 3773 for seasonal variation in wine prices). 

The guild here is that of the éAaovpyo/, who also appear in 3738. 

Kait|ca|po[c 76 a’, (month) d°.] 

P[A](aoviw) Aev[adiw Aoy](ic7H) POJE[ (vpuyxirov) | 

[7lapa tlo]d K[owo]b trav 

eNarovpya@y THc Aap (mpac) >O€(uvpuyxitav) 

5  modAEewc du eot AdpyAtou 

a ee Th, pUTOE: 
Tpocpwve TrHv €EHC 

evyeyp(aumervnv) Tyyy av xipilw 

a@viwv Kal duvdw TOV 

10 ~—- Oeiov dpKov pydev Sue- 

wedcBar. ectu dé 

Aaxavocméppov 

(aptaByc) a TaA(avTa) te. 

(gaa 2)) Abprrroc ,, , Tt, , ac 

15 eTMLOEOWKA WC TPOK(ELTAL). 

Adp(jAtoc) Atovicioc €yp(aiba) v(7ep) 

avTov yp(aupata) p71 €(5(dT0C). 

2 g[A]’ 4 Aapo€ ’ 8 evyeyp/ 13 +? Tad’ 15 mpo% 16 aup/, eyp/v) 

17 ypf, «® 

(2ff.) ‘To Flavius Leucadius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the oil-workers of the 

illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me Aurelius . . . son of... . I declare the price entered below 

for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

‘Vegetable seed 1 art. tal. 15. 

(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius .. ., presented this as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Dionysius, wrote on his behalf as he is 

illiterate.’ 

1 The date is restored as the end of the consular formula for 326, for which see R. S. Bagnall and 

K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 109; but the restoration is very conjectural, see the 

introd. above. 

2 Cf. rn. and the introd. above. For Flavius Leucadius, curator, see Appendix I below. He was certainly in 

office for much of 326 so that this text as it stands can add nothing to our knowledge of his term of office. 

4-5 Hc Aap(mpac) "OE(vpuyxitav) méAewc. Cf. 3748 7 n. 

6 This line is a subsequent insertion in a ready prepared text, but by the same hand; the space above and 

below it is less than elsewhere in the text. 

12 Aayavocréppov. For éAarov (cf. 4 €Aavovpywy) = vegetable oil see LI 3639 10-11 n. and 3738 5-6n. 
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3761. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the introduction above to 3760-3 for general comments on this roll. The guild 
here is identified as that of the aprupatoma@Aax by comparison with the sequence 3738-40 
where the items declared by the dprupatom@Aa (3739) are lost but total the same 
number as here and are likewise preceded by the declaration of the éAavoupyoé (3738) 
and followed by that of the camnaAox (3740). Note also 3765 1-4, where the last two items 
declared here are likewise followed by the items declared by the Kamara. (3740, 3762). 

area al 
Tyuny ov | 

Kal ouvy| 

Kov und|ev 

5 ect[u €: 

cncamo[v 

eat el 
Kopou Enp|[od 

opryavov,, [ J... 
10 © ¢wvatrewe [ (aptaByc) a?) 7[a]A(avra) =n 

KL. ...[.]. (apréByc?) a [ra]A(avra) ) 

KV KOV aptaByc?) a t[a]A[ (ava) | 

paBatoe (apraByc) a téXA(avra) 5 
14 Kuplvov (aptdByc) a t[a]A(avra) n 

(m. 2) Avp(HAcoc) ‘HpakdAyj[c] ér[i]Sé5wKa mp(ochwvav) 
wc mpdx(ertar). Adp(jAtoc) Oéwy éyp(arsa) U(mép) adrod 

yp(dppara) un €([ (Sdroc) J. 

8 1. Kopiov 13-14 =? See 11-14n. rad’; so presumably in 10-12 15 aup/, apf 
16 mpo%aup/, eyp/v), ypf? 

6 cycdpo[v, ‘sesame’. M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft 197-200. 
7 peAavOov, ‘black cummin’. Schnebel, op. cit. 205-6. 
8 xépov (1. xoptov) Enp[od, ‘dried coriander’. Cf. P. Teb. II 314. 17-18 Kopéov Enpo[d], and Schnebel, op. 

Cit. 207. 

g The traces exclude ‘HpaxAewrux-, Aeuk-, ped-, cf. LSJ s.v. épéyavov. 
10 cwazrewc, ‘mustard’. The reading is uncertain, especially initial sigma. See Schnebel, op. cit. 205. 
11-14 Note the app. crit. on the abbreviation for apraéByc in 13-14, which actually appears more as a 

straight horizontal without (apparently) benefit of a dot. That the items in 13-14 were measured by the artaba 
is shown by 3765 1-2. The unit in 12 is not certainly the artaba, and 11 is even more uncertain. That one item 
declared by this guild was differently measured is shown by 3739 18. 
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11 pyxwvoc (cf. Schnebel, op. cit. 206) cannot be read. 
12 xvnxoy, ‘safflower’. Schnebel, op. cit. 202; BGU XV 2484. 4n. 
13 daBaroc, ‘beans’: cf. §1. 9-10 of the Price Edict ed. Giacchero, with Lauffer’s commentary, Diokletians 

Prewsedikt p. 215. 
14 Kvpivov, ‘cummin’. Schnebel, op. cit. 205-6. 
16 For Aurelius Theon see Appendix IV below. 

3762. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the introduction above to 3760-3 for general comments on this roll. The surface 

here has suffered severe abrasion, especially at the top. The guild here is that of 

the kdmnAow, who recur—likewise preceded by the dptuparon@Aai—in 3740. Cf. also 

3765 3-4. 

oO 

iy 4 uN a | 

neal eae tasks ston [ 
een 
tpocpwva TH[v €€jc| 

10 = evyeypaymevny TLuny| 
dy [xipl Sw @vial|y Kat] o- 
Lv¥w Tov Oei[ov o]pxov 

pndev SrepevdcBar. 

éctu 0€° 

15  owlo]u’Oacitixod (€écrov) a (dnvapia) v 

xv[e]Siov OnBarkod (E€crov) a (dnvapia) t[o]e 

(m.2)  Adp(HAcoc) Aupwv mpoch(wra) we mpd (errar). 

Adp(jAtoc) ‘Qpiwy éyp(aipa) v(zep) avTou 

yp(dppata) py €(d(dT0c). 

15, 16 * 17 mpocd ’, 7po” 18 eyp/v) 19 yp/, a 
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(5 ff.)“... from the guild of the tavern-keepers . . . I declare the price entered below for the goods which I 

handle and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

‘Oasite wine I sextarius den. 400 

“Theban (wine) of Cnidian type 1 sextarius den. 375(?). 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius Ammon, declare as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, wrote on his behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

> 

1-4 Cf. 3760 1-2 and the introd. there and 1n. If the reconstruction of that text is correct, then since the 

declarations in the roll will follow the same initial format 1 here should be the top line, 1~3 preserve the 

consular date followed by month and day, and 4 the address to the logistes. But none of this can be confirmed 

from the exiguous remains. 

5 xam[nAwv]. See 3740 7 n. 

6-8 wv of karjAwy may have run on to 6. Comparing 17 and 3760, these lines should run r7c Aap(apdc) 

OE (upuyxita@y) moAEwe bv’ euod AdpyAtov Aupwvoc followed by a patronymic; other such documents may have 
enviapxou besides or in place of the patronymic. However, I have failed to equate this with the damaged traces. 
Letters read in 8 are difficult. 

15-16 Cf. 3740 16-17n. 

18 For Horion cf. Appendix IV below. 

3763. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

See the introduction above to 3760-3 for general comments on this roll. Virtually 

nothing survives of this last declaration except part of the subscription, and that tells us 

nothing except that the guild was represented by a single declarant who was called 

Aurelius A- or Ha-. We print the text simply for completeness’ sake and in case these 

scanty remains might somehow help in establishing the continued guild sequence. For a 

possible identity see 3n. 

(m.2)  AdpyjAcoc A[ 

eTrLoedwK | a 

we mpoK(ertar). AdpnA[toc 

eypawa vmep Tob [ 

10 ~— eevo[v] tac dyuc [ 

8 mpoX Q umep 10 1. dyerc 

3 Tentatively, the traces could be oy[, i.e. of[vov ’O€vpuyxerixod, from the guild that follows the «dmnAou 
(3762) in the extracted sequence of items in 3765 (5~7 together, probably; the items declared by the KamrnAou 
are in 3-4). 

g-10 E.g. BeBAaw|pevo[v]. 
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3764. PROCEEDINGS 

70/16 bis (a) 
+ 71/51 (b) 25.5 X 31.5 cm ¢. 326 

The back of the roll of price-declarations of which 3732-5 are preserved has been 

used to record proceedings; we have here 13 lines from the end of one case and 12 lines 

from the beginning of the next. Curiously, the logistes seems not to have been the 

presiding official (the declarations came into his bureau, admittedly fourteen years 

earlier); the second case here is held before a dcaitnT Hc, a delegated arbitrator, who was 

an otherwise unrecorded member of the Oxyrhynchite council. The presiding official in 

the first case must be identified at 7, but I have failed so far to read the title, see n. 

The first case (8) provides our second reference to Ti. Flavius Laetus, praefectus 

Aegypti (cf. LI 3620), which gives us an approximate date for the hearings (they were 

both held on the same day, 14). 

The details in each case are far from clear. The first appears to concern the disputed 

ownership of some property and the rents payable for its occupation, perhaps to a girl 

minor. The prefect had pronounced conditionally in favour of the minor, but the 

presiding official here defers a decision until he has more information at his disposal. The 

second case hinges on the non-appearance of one of the parties and the possibility of a 

judgment by default (cf. 3759). The arbitrator seems ill-informed (23) of the details 

of his own position. 

Be ese ies Te Oe | ¢. 30 ] 
/ / A Ng kg \ € / jy 

cTEyavopua TAapEcynKoTwY TH TaLol 6 pev ‘Tépa€ dieBeBarwcato 

[€]mt ypovov WKnKévar, creyavdu.a b€ mapecynKevar 

Oarcer twit: 6 S€ Odsioc ev rag Er KNSEUvOC PaiveTar EcTHKAC. 

5 Appedvroc p(rwp) €f(zrev)- qeic empidpeba 70 olkdmedov: deveatw Bialv. | 

GAN’ oddev €b/yOn [adv eri rob | ‘dv ebiSa€av 76 weyadeiov Tod’ Kuptov pou 
\ 7 ? mare J Ye / \ a > te / 

; Suacnu(ordrov) ’ érdpyou | terpaypevwn | ‘rc Alydrrov’. 
> \ / ¢ i / LA ” 

IC. ]..[. ef] (ev): ered) mpocéragev 6 Kdpidc pou dvacnporatoc errapxoc 

thc Atytiatov PrAdouoc Aairo¢ et e[d|peBein 7) malic €x cunpwr[ov] 
> A A > ig pe > id > Ni 7 >? \ 

éxPAnbeica |, , || tH¢ otketa[c] ravTHv elcagar ele THV VOY, ETELT, .,,, 
\o7 Le Pi \ / 

to ~— tout[1-2]. [. ]. tpovevouevo[, x]at erepa twa dikava mept SectroTiac 

dudorepa wéepyn KaTéOero, Ere [|v xpovey evddovtwyr dvvacb [ace 

a,,,,Tw[, ] avadida€ar Kal opov TuXELv | apa rH Hwerepac | 

[erpidty79¢ |. 

2 tepa€? 6 dA added in margin; |. edety6y; diacnus g |. otktiac 10 ],[: a long 

descender (1, p, ¢, or W?) 13 Extent of deletion not quite certain 
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TH adTH yuepa, mpoc TH Adpraviw. emi mapdvtwv IavAov mpocOupéou, 

15 emt AckAnn[ta]do[v] Acovucodwpov Blo]vA(evrod) diartyTOv. 

Appavioc p(jtrwp) ef(rev): ‘Qpyyévyc mpoc avtibixouc Aprewwdwpav Kat 

KAnpo- 

vououc EF [ 3-4 |, ov. we pev du[artytyc ef] jpiv aipovpévorc Kat Toic 

AVTLOLKOLC 

TovTo od povov diddacKer 6 map@[v] Adyor GAXa Kal Ta emuctddApata Tob 

a€.oro- 
/ / > \ Lo + J / A € / 

ywratou t[pu|tavewe me, , ,[, ],. ererdn d€ am’ Exeivyc THC NuEpac 

20 [Ka]0 Hv é[alectadnc chpepov xpdovot mAnpodbvTat, dia TObTO Tapec([peEV] 
> a >? / \ \ > / \ A > / 

[a]fsodvrec emicnpnvacbar pev THY anddufe THY Tw avTdi[ Kwv], 

cuvywphcat dé juiv Ta aitia THC UTobecewe etreiv. /6 bu- 
\ 2) a / > / \ / € a 

aityntnc €l(mev): deiEov mote éemectaAny diaityT HC yevecBar Ver. 

[Auporviloc p(jrwp) ef(mev): kata THY Ky’ Tob XovaK pnvoc etrectadnc 

Zl c. 20 | aS comm re PR es omen a ce 

14 1. Adpiaveiw, tapovroc, mpocbupaiov 15 Blo]uA 20-1 Ends of lines obscured by ink-blots 

21 lL. aodeusev 

“**”.. (of?) those who have paid rents to the girl, Hierax on the one hand confirmed that he had lived there 
for some time but paid the rents to one Thaesis; Thonius on the other hand is here present in court in his 
capacity as guardian.” Ammonius, advocate, said, ‘“We bought the property; let him prove violence. But none 

of the story they told the Highness of my lord the prefect of Egypt, v7 perfectissimus, was proved.” [The?] . . . 
said, “Since my lord the prefect of Egypt, Flavius Laetus, vir perfectissimus, instructed that if the girl should be 
found to have been indisputably thrown out of the house she should be installed in possession, (and?) since 
... and both sides have put forward further claims regarding ownership, you may, since the time still admits 
of it, . . . inform (me?) and obtain a ruling.””’ 

(14ff.) ‘On the same day, at the Hadrianeum. In the presence of Paul, doorkeeper; before Asclepiades 

son of Dionysodorus, councillor, arbitrator. Ammonius, advocate, said, ‘(My client is) Horigenes against his 

adversaries Artemidora and the heirs of... That you are the arbitrator whom we and our adversaries chose not 

only the present discussion tells us but so also the instructions of the most respected prytanis . .. Since from that 
day on which you were appointed today the time is up, for this reason we are present requesting that you 

take note of the default of our adversaries, and that you allow us to state the origins of the suit.” The arbi- 
trator said, “Show when I was appointed to be your arbitrator.” Ammonius, advocate, said, “On the 23rd 
of the month of Choiak you were appointed ...””’ 

6 76 peyadetov. Cf. CPR V 12. 4 and n. 

7 This must be the title or possibly the name of the presiding official at the beginning of the line, but I 
have failed to read it. At any rate the reading is not /6 Aoyucrijc ef( ev). 

8 Ti. Flavius Laetus was known as prefect of Egypt on 2 February 326 (LI 3620). His predecessor Flavius 
Magnus was still in office on 2 October 325 (3759); his next known successor Septimius Zenius was in office in 

Oct./Nov. 327 (P. Harr. II 215 recto). See BASP 22 (1985) 25-7 for another prefect in this period. 
9 tofvvy would suit very well at the end but it leaves us without a connective. 

14 Adpiaviw . . . mpocBbupéov (1. Adpraveiw, mpocbvpaiov). For the doorkeepers of the prison in the 
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Hadrianeum cf. L 3576 18-19n. There are now several items of evidence to support mpocOupaioc; mpocbupeve 
may well not exist. For the émi mapévtwy formula cf. 3758 156-8n. The formulaic plural is inappropriate here. 

16-17 ‘Qpvyévyc «7X. For ‘statements of client’ of this type cf. 3758 41n. 
18-19 a&vodoywrarov. See H. Geremek, 77P 16-17 (1971) 162-4. 
24 Choiak 23 = 19 December (the year can really only be 325 or 326, so that leap-year calculations are 

irrelevant). There are no grounds for linking the prefecture of Laetus (8) with this date. 

3765. SUMMARY OF Prices DECLARED; AND DECLARATION OF PRICES BY 

THE GUILD OF GOLDSMITHS 

3 1B.77/B(7)a 76.5 x 8 cm i, BOT 

This text is without parallel in this archive or elsewhere. Four fragments combine 

into a long strip from the top edge ofa roll and preserve the tops of seven columns. The 

seventh column is the beginning of the declaration by the goldsmiths (cf. 3768) to the 

logistes Flavius Thannyras (see 4gn. and Appendix I below) previously known only 

from I 83 and 83a (16 January 327). The six preceding columns have extracted the items 

and prices declared in such declarations, arranged in no immediately discernible order 

and with no divisions between the guilds. Prices are in the same hand as the items; there 

from the loss of an unknown number of columns at the beginning with yet more 

extracted items and prices, I believe that we have the beginning of a roll of declarations; 

that the declaration of the goldsmiths came first in the series, and that it was prefaced 

either by a summary of the items and prices declared the previous month, or (if prices 

were inserted) by the items and current prices extracted from the declarations that 

immediately followed. 

The summarized items and prices can be compared in some six places with items 

and prices in our complete declarations. The two clearest and best-preserved passages 

are both echoed in declarations of a couple of years or so later: with 18-23 cf. P. Harr. I 

73 11 (re-ed. <PE 37 (1980) 231) and with 32-40 cf. XX XI 2570 ii republished below as 

3766 v. The comparison enables us further to revise the text of P. Harr. 73 (see below, 

21n.). The later prices generally show an increase, varying up to 300°%(18, cf. 23), but 

in one instance (33) there is no change and in another (35) the price two years later was 

lower! Also with 1-2 cf. 3761 13-14; with 3-4 cf. 3740 16-17 and 3762 15-16; with 9-11 

perhaps cf. 3753 17-19 (and therefore possibly with 8 cf. 3752 19); with 12-15 cf. 3776 

15-19 and LI 3626 16-20. 

I have suggested in <PE 39 (1980) 115 that, whatever the original basis for the 

order of the guilds, the declarations would be drawn up by copying the previous month’s 

roll. They should thus preserve a consistent order, and it would be reasonable to suppose 

that 3765’s extracts follow this same order. That this is to a certain extent so is shown by 

1-4, which follow the order of 3739-40 and 3761-2, and 8-11, which may tally with 

3752-3. This information in turn may justify the use of 3765 as a vital factor in creating 
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the framework for the sequence of guilds proposed in Appendix II below. (The item in 

16, priced at 80 tal., should on this basis be the same item that recurs in P. Harr. 73. 20 as 

re-edited in ZPE 37 (1980) 231, apparently only 1,000 den. a couple of years or so later. 

Although some prices might drop (cf. 35), this is inconceivable; the answer might be that 

a figure in talents preceded the denarii in P. Harr. 73. 20. P. Harr. 73 i may on the other 

hand be a different guild, declaring at least two (Il. 20-1) and possibly more different 

items; but in 3765, 16-17 (plus more preceding, lost?) surely belong together, and 

inasmuch as they are dyestuffs they naturally adjoin 18-23, declared by the Ba¢eic; see 

P. Harr. 73 as re-edited.) 

Written along the fibres; the text is not a topoc cuyKoAAncusoc. Visible kollema- 

widths are 22 cm, 20 cm, and 18.5 cm. There is no kollesis between cols. vi and vii. The 

back is blank. 

col. i 

paBartoc (apraBnc) a TaA(avrTa) 5 

Ku|l|vou (apraByc) a TaX(avTa) 

owov OacitiKod E(écrov) a (Onvapia) 

Kvidtov OnBaik[o]b E(écrov) a (Onvapia) Toe 

5  otvov O€upvyx|utixod | €(€ctov) a (Onvapia) Toe 

d£ouc ’O€upvyx|[utixo |b E(€ctov) a (Onvapia) T 

[..J.[.. Olgvpvlyxerex-t | 

col. 1 

UTOOEECTEPWY YWPLK@V Ai(Tpac) a (Snvapia) 

cTimmiou TO decpidtov a’ ayov OAK(Hc) u(Vvac) € 

10 Tov pev e€dxo[v| TaA(avra) B (dnvapia) by 

Tov d€ KoWov TaX(avra) B 

o0ovnc mavtotac deApatix(@v) Tapcr- 

K@Y yuvalk (ew) a etdéac C(evyouc) a TaX(avrTa) w 

B eidéac [C(evyouc) a] Ta[A(avra)] A (dynvapia?) |. 

< letiest 

I +, tad’ 3 36 6 x? 8A g oAK uf 12 deApariX 13 yuvar 
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Nixaw7 [| 

pileiv[ yn |c 

/ 
KOKKLVOU @ 

a 

a 

topdvpalc é|vtom(iov) Ai(tpac) a 

a 

a 

col. iii 

Ni(Tpac 

Ni(tpac 

Ni(tTpac 

20 B KoKKivov Ni(tpac 

cavduKivoy Kal xAwpod Kal 
KadAaivwr kal Ta@[v , |, 

ite Mirae 

col. iv 

OnAca@v dprotwe (a7pwro)BdAov 

25 (devtepo)BdAou 

tedelac 

Tavpou TEAElou 

bmrodeecTEépou 

Kpewe pocx[e]i[o]v Ad(tpac) a 

30 Boac TeAEtac 

YI Serica) econ, ete 

col. v 

cTUpakoc €eAadpov Ai(Tpac) a 

KOCTOU [A] 

pLacTiKknc Ai(tpac) a 

35 GL fLeopLov 
BdéAAn|c] Ni(tpac) a 

KaCLac Ai(tpac) a 

Kacapo[v| Ni(tpac) a 

but [tov] Ai(tpac) a 

ine ORE eh ae 

16 vKawyc 17 1. pulivnc 18 evtom’ 
29 Beginning of xpéwe corr? >? 30 1. Bodc 

item in this line 

34 1. wactiyne 35 1. duwpov 39 1. puysvOlov 

i(tpac) [a ta]A(avta 

A[i(rpac)] a [raA(avta 

TaA(avta) 7 
/ 

TaX(avTa) y 

TaX(avra) B 
/ TaX(avta) 7 

TaX(avra) B 

Ta\(avrov)a [| 

TaA| (avra) | ¢ 

TaX(avTa) pv 

TaX(avta) p 

taX(avta) cA 

TaX(avta) c 

(Snvapia?) [. |, 
TaX(avta) p 

Ta[A(av7-) | 

taXr(avta) 6 

les 

[raX(avra) | 6 

I 
) 

TAA(avTov) a (Snvapia) p 

[ lh 

24 1. Onder; aBodov 

L.1..) ‘Ad(tpac) a raX(avrov) a (dynvapia) , [ 

25 B Bodov 

31 Only occasional ink spots survive of the 

32 An unexplained mark in the upper margin above the beginning of this line 
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(m. 3) 
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col. vi 

UrrodeEecTEpac TaA(avtTa) K 

Boivnc teAelac TaX(avTa) kK 

UTrodEEcTEpac [ra]A(avra) te 

atyiouv TeAelouv TaX(avta) 6 

Um [ode |ectépac TaX(avra) B 

mpoBartiov TeAEiou TaX(avra) B 

v7ro| deecT |€[ pou 7a|A(avrov) a 

ies Chasey lie | 

col. vii 

PXaoviw Oar[v]upa 

NoyictH ’O€upuyxitov 

Tapa TOU KOWod THY 

xpucoyowy THC Aap (pac) 

Kat Aap|(mpotaryc) “O]E(upvyxita@v) moAEwe 

du nul @]y Trav unve- 

apx[av AlipynrAiwv 

Apupwvilo|y kat Tot adeAdot 

a c. 15 Ihe. 

. alyetou 45 |. drodeectépou 46 1. mpoBaretouv 52 Aapf 

‘Beans I art. tal. 6 

‘Cummin I art. tal. 8 

‘Oasite wine I sextarlus den. 500 
“Theban (wine) 

of Cnidian type I sextarius den. 375 

‘Oxyrhynchite wine I sextarius den. 375 
‘Oxyrhynchite cheap 

wine I sextarius den. 300 

“Oxyrhynchite(?) [ ]  [ ] 

‘Inferior, local 1 lb. den. 500 
“Tow, per single bundle having a weight of 5 minas, 

superior quality tal. 2 den. 750 
standard quality tal. 2 

‘Linen of all kinds: ladies’ Tarsian sleeved tunics, 
Ist quality I pr. tal. 40 
2nd quality {1 pr.] tal. 30(?) den.?... 
3rd quality [ ] 

53 [o]é’ 
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(16-23) ‘Nicaean (purple) 1 lb. tal. 80 
‘Root (purple) 1 lb. tal. 3 
‘Local purple 1 lb. tal. 2 
‘Scarlet, 1st grade 1 lb. tal. 8 
‘ond grade scarlet 1 lb. tal. 2 
‘Bright red, and yellow orpiment(?), and 

blue-green and... 1 lb. taleercden; ee 

‘Pink 1 lb. tal. 1 [ | 

(24-31) ‘Females likewise: at 1st tooth-change tal. 200 

at 2nd tooth-change tal. 150 
full-grown tal. 100 

‘Bull, full-grown tal. 230 
inferior tal. 200 

“Veal 1 Ib. denier 
‘Cow, full-grown tal. 100 

inferior(?) tall | 

(32-40) ‘Storax, dwarf 1 lb. tal. 4 
‘Costmary 1 Ib. tal. 6 

“Mastic 1 lb. tal. 4 

‘Amomum 1 Ib. tal. 8 

‘Bdellium 1 lb. tal. 5 
‘Cassia 1 lb. tal. 6 
‘Cassamum 1 lb. tal. 1 den. 500(?) 

‘White lead 1b. [ | 
errr [ | 

(41-8) ‘inferior tal. 20 

‘Oxhide, from a full-grown animal _ tal. 20 
inferior tal. 15 

‘Goatskin, from a full-grown animal tal. 4 
inferior tal. 2 

‘Sheepskin, from a full-grown animal tal. 2 
inferior tal. 1 

oat 
(49 ff.) (m. 2) “To Flavius Thannyras, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the goldsmiths 

of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through us the monthly presidents Aurelii’ 

(m. 3) ‘Ammonius and his brother. . .’ 

1-2 Cf. 3761 13-14. 
3, &(écrov). For the form of the abbreviation see 3740 16-17n. 
3-4 Cf. 3740 16-17n. 
5 On Oxyrhynchite wine note 3740 7n. 
8 Perhaps linen, cf. 3752 19 and the introd. above, and n. 16 on Appendix III below. 

g-11 These items will perhaps derive from a declaration by the crummoyerpicrai, despite the variant 
wording in 3753, our sole declaration by them. The third grade (drodeecrépwy ywpixdv there) is absent here, 
by accident or design. For conversion from minas to pounds see D. W. Rathbone, PE 53 (1983) 267; 

5 minas = 5.20833 lb. 
12-15 Cf. 3776 15-19, and also LI 3626 16-20. 

13 C(evyouc). Cf. 3776 17n. The abbreviation is a zeta with an oblique stroke rising to the ght at a 

shallow angle to cut the lower horizontal. 
14 The reading of the price is very uncertain. 

16-17 On these two items cf. the introd. above. The two adjectives, without further specification, will 
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surely derive from the declaration of one guild. The price-difference between the two items is notable. For 

dyestuffs in general see H. Diirbeck, Zur Charakteristik der griechischen Farbenbezeichnungen (Bonn, 1977). 

Nixaivy[c]. I presume this is the same as ropddpac Netxanvijc xoxxnpac of the Price Edict, §24. 8 ed. 

Giacchero. For the spelling cf. Netxaivic of the Megara IV copy, reported in Lauffer’s apparatus. The high 

price compared with the dyestuffs following is appropriate for a genuine import. Lauffer’s edition gives a 

bibliography for the type, p. 271; Nuxaewjc roppvpac also in P. Strasb. 131. 7. 

For pitetvne cf. P. Holm. 26. 28 (now re-ed. R. Halleux, Les Alchim. grecs i (1981) ) and P. Strasb. 131. 6, 8. 

I. Andorlini, in M. Manfredi et al., Trenta testi greci (editi in occ. del XVII Congr. int. di Pap.) (Florence, 1983) 18. 

24n., supposes equivalence with rop¢vpa évrémoc in P. Harr. I 73. 40 (re-ed. R. A. Coles, ZPE 37 (1980) 

231), but the lower price for the latter in the next line here (18) implies a distinction between the two grades. 

For purple see also G. H. R. Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity 111 (1983) 53-4. 

18-23 Cf. the declaration of the Badeic, P. Harr. 73 re-ed. R. A. Coles, op. cit. The numismatic informa- 

tion in R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth-century Egypt (BASP suppl. 5 (1985) ) 37 could suggest that 

P. Harr. 73 will date not earlier than 330; on the other hand, the modest increase in the price of first-grade 

xoxkwoc (cf. the table in Appendix III below) does not well accord with this. 

18 ropdupa[c]. Cf. M. Manfredi et al., op. cit. 18. 24n. 
19-20 Koxkivov. Cf. M. Manfredi et al., op. cit. 18. 26n.; P. Laur. III 82. 2n. 
20 B xoxxtvoy. This confirms the reading of the less legible parallel passage in P. Harr. 73. 42 (as re-ed. 

locate): 
21 cavduxivov will presumably be the word I could not read at the beginning of P. Harr. 73. 43 (as re-ed. 

loc. cit.). Cf. P. Laur. III 82. 4n.; M. Manfredi et al., op. cit. 19. 7n. 
xAwpod. Cf. M. Manfredi et al., op. cit. 18. 25n. An identification with trisulphide of arsenic (CPE 37 

(1980) 234) may not be correct: Miss Gillian Eastwood informs me that textile dyes should be organic. 

(dpcevexdv nevertheless features in two dye recipes, Halleux, op. cit. 150 with p. 204n. Thphr. Lap. 51 refers to 

painters’ pigments, not dyestuffs (rejecting with Eichholz the reading Badeic). The edition by Caley and 

Richards, Theophrastus on Stones pp. 171-2, has a useful note on apcevixov.) 
22 Kxaddaivwr. Note P. J. Sijpesteijn, PE 30 (1978) 233-4; M. Manfredi e¢ al., op. cit. 18. 21n. I cannot 

make out the last word of the substances listed in 21-2. cuyypowy (cf. P. Harr. 73. 44 as re-ed. loc. cit.) must bea 
likely candidate, but I cannot claim to see it. 

24-30 For a revised version of the Price Edict’s §30 (ed. Giacchero) see M. H. Crawford and J. M. 
Reynolds, <PE 34 (1979) 177-8 with commentary on pp. 198-9. 

24-6 For the meaning of the terms (z7pwro)BoAou and (devrepo) BoAov see CPR VI p. 20. Comparison with 
the Price Edict (§30, as revised, see 24-30n. above) suggests that the animals listed here may be female 

donkeys. Both in the Edict and here the price is approximately on a par with that for bulls (230 tal. here, 27). 
The value of a female donkey reduces with age, presumably because of the reduced breeding potential. 

However, the fourth-century donkey prices listed by R. S. Bagnall, op. cit. (18-23 n. above) 67-8 have reached 

nowhere near 3765's prices (c. 327) by 331, the latest example he lists (40 tal.), and it may be that horses are 

meant here, cf. his list of prices for them on p. 68. 
29 For fourth-century meat prices see Bagnall, op. cit. 67. 
31 One might guess todeectépac came in this line, but the traces are too scanty for any indication. 
32-40 For the commentary on these items declared by the wupommAa see 3766. 

35 Not clear if ayp- or au- was intended. 

37 Initial x oddly written; perhaps there has been a correction. 
38 The denarius-figure is uncertain, but y is the only alternative to ¢; ify, a trace to the right may be from 

a second letter, probably v. ¢ (= } tal.) and yy (= } tal.) are likely quantities. 

40 Presumably cavéuxiov, cf. 3766 96, but I cannot claim to read it in the scattered and broken traces. 
41-7 These entries must refer to hides. For the ox-hides the noun implied is Bupenc, cf. §8. 6a, 9 in the 

Price Edict (ed. Giacchero); for the other hides the noun is d€pparoc. The feminine ending in 45 must be an 
error. 

49 The curator’s name: the sole alleged evidence for the spelling Thennyras is I 83 with its duplicate 83a. 
The original of 83 is missing and I have no photograph; the name is awkwardly written in 83a but alpha seems 
preferable to epsilon. 

52 We may conclude from 3773 (see the introd. to that text) that the goldsmiths declared the price of the 
gold solidus (cf. 3768 introd.). 
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3766. DECLARATIONS OF PRICES 

4 1B.76/3(c) 41 X27cm 27 October 329 

new joining fragment which completes 2570 i (here col. iii) and adds a further column 
before that (col. 11). There are extremely scanty traces of a yet further preceding column 
which we do not transcribe. The guilds now represented are the fish-merchants 

((x8vor7@Aau, col. ii), the fullers (kvagetc, col. iii), the potters of earthenware pottery 

(Kepapeic Kepapixod Kepdpuov, col. iv) and the perfume-sellers (uupom@dAat, col. v). 

Suggested readings for 2570 in BL VI (p. 110) are all mistaken. 

The identification of the fish-merchants in col. ii supports the identification of this 

guild in PSI III 202 col. ii, proposed in ZPE 37 (1980) 230, since in both declarations 

whatis declared is the price of (y@iwy mavtotwv. Not enough survives to identify the guild 

of our col. i, unfortunately; the knowledge would have helped—one way or the other— 

with the problem of the order of the guilds, since in PSI 202 the yotpouayeupor precede the 

ix8vo7@Aa. The next two guilds are still sole representatives, but documentation on the 

pevpommAa is accumulating: cf. 3731, 3733, and 3765. The surviving guilds in 3766 are 

arranged roughly alphabetically, but this may not be deliberate. 

As regards col. iv, for pottery manufacture in Egypt see now H. M. Cockle, JRS 71 

(1981) 87-97 with L 3595-7. 

The logistes to whom the declarations are addressed, Flavius Julianus, is known 

from several texts (see Appendix I below); this one is still the earliest evidence for his 

tenure. See 3755 27-8n. regarding his family and probable earlier career. 

Kolleseis occur between cols. i and ii and between cols. iv and v. This is fortuitous; 

the text is clearly not a répoc cuyKoAAncuuoc. The kollema bearing 1i-1v 1s approximately 

20 cm wide (the visible width of the sheet). 

Distinction of hands poses a problem, as often in these declarations. For the 

expected format in texts of this type see 3731 introd. As far as the preliminary drafting 

goes, there are frequent changes of style and one gets the impression that, at the 

minimum, the upper parts of the texts are due to one hand and the lower parts 

(generally, zpochwv- onwards) to another. As for the insertions, the prices in cols. ii and 

iv are added in a different hand. In cols. 111 and v they are in the same hand as the draft; 

the single example in ii shows no sign of being a later insertion, but several of the prices 

in v are clearly so. As for the subscriptions, a hypographeus was employed in cols. ii—iv, 

Aurelius Horion. If he were responsible for the name-insertions (probable in col. u, 

possible in col. v), he will have been a scribe in the logistes’ bureau. See Appendix IV 

below. Insertion of the price in col. 11 may be by his hand. The subscription in col. v could 

be an autograph; that in col. 11 is too badly damaged to allow certainty, but may also be 

an autograph. 

I have numbered the lines of the five columns continuously throughout. I do not 

repeat the inconvenient line-numbering of the ed. pr. 
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On the other side, along the fibres, is 3767. The new piece supplies the beginning of 

the report of proceedings, XX XI 2562, and the whole is now re-edited as 3767. The 

minimum interval before reuse of the declarations to take the obsolete proceedings on 

the back would be a month, the maximum interval thirteen months: see 3767 introd. 

(ae) 

18 A 

25) 

5 tyOu 

col. i 

¢. 12 aed (rors) 
c.15 ES 

a8 aly 
ao eo 

omwAld]v tlp]e [Aa]u[(mpac) «Jat Aau(mporaryc) ’O[E](upuyxera@yv) 
[eae ].. 0... ] Adp(mAtov) 

[pele el fepeunse 

mpo[c]d[w]|v@ tdiw T- 

[ulate rH €fhc 
ley ]yeypappevany Te- 
[w]nv é[at] rodde Tov 

u[nvoc] dy xupilw wvi- 
wv kat [6|u[v]dw zlo]y 

efov op[Ko]v undev du- 

ebevc [ac. €c]te dé: 

Perle ee | eter eee 
oe Plea] €FH0s (61 @- 
Ka T[poc]d(wrav) w[c] mpdx(errac). 

col. 11 

[dat leiac TV 

[Secrrot av hua 

[Kwverav|tivev Abyotc[rov] 

6 apf 7 avp”™: rewritten? Q tduw 13 lL. xeupiw 
19 aup’? 22 mpo 

17 t[x]Ovev 
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[roy Kal] Kwvcravtivo[v| 

tov emp |avectatouv Kaicapoc 

70 6’,| Pawdu rA™ 

PXaov|iw lovAcava Aoy (ict) "OE (upvyxitov) 

[ 
[ 
[ 

30  [map]a tod Ko[t]vod Tay Kvade- 

[wp tHe Aau(mpac) Kal Aap (mpotaryc) OE(upuyxita@v) moAEwE 

[ du nul@y unviapyov Avp(nrAtwv) 

(m. 1, added?) Teppal[vod] [TAoutiwvoc Kat Capa- 

miwvoc Avockopou Kal Vel oyv ]we- 

35 Tov Neidrov cal Owri[oc ?@i]Ao- 

Eévov. (m. 1?) mpocdwvod|pulev 

idtw Tyunulalre rHv €Ejc 

evyeypappevny TYLA 

etl TOVOE TOD py[ Voc @v | 

so. -xept[Co]uev wv[iwy] Kat 

opv[vo]ulev Tov evo]v 

opKov und[ev die |pevdcBar. 

[ecru d]é: 

44 vitpov ApaBixod Kev(tHvapiov) a (Snvapra) (m. 1, added?) dp. 

(m.2)  Adp(HAcor) Teppavec cat Capariwl[y] Kat 

Ocoyvwctoc Kat Oavic emde€- 

SwKapev mpoch(wvobvrec) we mpdk(ertar). Adp(HAtoc) ‘Rpiw[v] 

éyp(arba) b(mép) adt(dv) yp(dupara) u7 €10(dTwv). 

col. iv 

(m.1) vraretac THY 
a € A 

50  decrotav 7[ wav | 

Kwvectavtivov 
> / \ - \ 

gees TON KL 

enupavectatou Kaic[a]poc 

29 [Aaov]iwiovAcavwroy/(?) of’ 31 Aapfo€é’ 32 Ductus of Adp(nAwv) not clear: some 

interference with the line above 37 tduw 38 1. eyyeypappéerny 40 x re-written; |. yecpiComev 

43 Trace is a horizontal finishing-stroke 44 Kevf, 45 aup’ 47 mpoch’, mpo“aup’ 

48 eypfv)avr°yp/, ei? 
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So RULTAR rs 
PXaoviw *lovAiaya 

doyier A ’O£up[vy |xiTov 

Tapa TOU KOLWOD THY 

KEPAPLewv KEPALLLKOU 

60 [Kk ]epapou TH A[a]u(apac) Kal Aap (mpotaryc) ’OE(vpvyyitav) 

[76 ]Aewc dv’ €od Al dp] (nAcov) 

(m. 1, added?) Anunrplov [M]éAa[vo]c. 

(m.1?)  mpocdhwvae (6[iw] t1- 

penuwate tHv €€y[c €]v- 

65 yeypappevny [Tyunv | 
emt TovdE TOD [pNvo |c 

av xipilw w[viwv] 

Kal ouvtw Tov Oei[ ov] 

7o = PetdcBat. Ectt O€: 

micence Enpac Cipi- 

TUKHC KEV(THVapLoVv) a TAaA(avTa) (m. ?, added) y 

(m.1?) Tpwad[y]|clac xe[v](tyvapiov) [a | 

(m.2)  Adp(HAvoc) Anunrproc émd€[bw-| 

75 ka mpoch(wrav) we mpoK(ertar). A(dpyAtoc) ‘Qpi[ wv] 

€yp(aa) u(mep) adro[b] yp(aupara) pr) €fSdroc. 

col. v 
€ iy a a € a vf > 4 \ / \ (mis T) vTatetac Twv decrotav Huav Kw[vctavtivov Avyovcrou T6 n° Kall 

Kavetavrivoy rob émpavectatov K[aicapoc 76 8’, Daddu A”. ] 
Pdaoviw IovAiava ALoyicty ’O€upuyxirov] 

80 Tapa TOY KoWod THY pupoTWAdy [THC Aap (mpac) Kal Aap (potaryc) 

"OE (upuyxita@v) méAewc bv €0d Adp(nAtov) | 
(m.2?)  Owviov O€wvoc. (m. 1?) mpochave idiw re[whpwatu ty €&Ac evyeypap- 

pevnv | 

56 dAaoviwiovrAava 60 AapfoE’ 61 a[vp]’ 63 [iw] 64 1. éy- 67 1. 
Yeipilay wits eerf, ta\'ae- 93 nel © ps.aye”  _gaumpacd bh apoaas) 98 espe Jy 
79 ddAaoviwiovAavw 81 tduw? 



(m. 1? 

Tie ke) 

THe Te | 

(aml, 12) 
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Pe ase a a a \ a C a Oe Ne , \ fs) A 

TLALYY ETL TOVOE TOV [L7)VOC WV x[erpd W WVLWV, KAL OMVUW TOV elov | 

Opkov pundev SrepedcHar. [ecru dé: | 

TiTE PEW Ni(tpac)a Tad(avTa 

A.Bavou Ni(tpac)a TadX(avra) 

padaBabpouv Ni(tpac)a Tad(avta 

ctUpaxoc vynAov Ni(tpac)a Tad(avra 

cTtUpakoc eAadpov Ni(tpac)a Tadr(avra 
/ / rd 

KOCTOU Ni(tpac)a Ttad(avTa 
e / / 

pacTiKyc Ni(tpac)a Ttadr(avra 
> x me / 

Aw LLov Ni(tpac)a Tad(avta 

BdSéAAnc Ni(tpac)a Ttad(avta 
/ id if 

Kaclac Ni(tpac)a Ttad(avra 
/ / / 

KC {LOU Ni(tpac)a Ttad(avra 
/ / 

ysuiTiov Ni(tpac)a tadA(avrov) (m 

[c]avduKiou Ni(tpac)a Ttad(avTa 
/ e, ta 

Cuvpryc Ni(tpac)a Tad(avta 

(98-112 to right of 84-97) 

98 

100 

[ 
ible | 
poxrw, . | 
[Cuvxumépewe [ 

TmatTHu|atoc 

acdaday[ 6} toy 
apvaBwpatiwy 

cacéAewe 

chayviov 

elpwvewv 

eAevidiwv 

adKewT lOwv 

ovux lav 

Evropalcrixne 
aA[uractov? 

(113 below 97) 

(m. 4) 

84 A, Tad 
90 |. pacrixne 

Aidp(jAoc) Ow 

Ni(rpac)a t[adA(avra 

A[((tpac) a 

Ni(rpac)a (dnvapra 

Ni(tpac)a (dnvapia 

Ni(rpac)a (dnvapia 

Ni(tpac)a (dnvapra 

Ni(rpac)a (dnvapra 

A[i(tpac) ] a [ 

101 lL. CiyyuBepewc 

5. se 5.35 

85, rad’ and so elsewhere; the diagonal may be omitted, as in 84 

95 |. pupvbiov, x 

. 1, added 

i, added): 

»i, added) ¢ 

. 1, added 

wieadcaed f 3° 865-892. Se 3 Bae 

. 1, added 

. 1, added 

71, added 

. 1, added 

. 1, added 

1, added) ¢ 

- 

.1,added 

1, added 

4 @o GP Gea 4 

FOSS FO yy 

aN 

103 |. dcradabov? 

wry, addede 

. 1, added) B 

. 1, added) v 

. 1, added) k 

mivadced\iy 

(Snvapia) A 

aA re-inked in 85 

113 aup’ 
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Col. 11 
*... the fish-merchants of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, .. . Aurelius’ (m. 2) 

*... son of Pamunis.’ (m. 1?) ‘At my own risk I declare the price entered below for the present month for the 
goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

“All sorts of fish 1b. den.’ (m. 2) ‘500.’ 
(m. 3) ‘I, Aurelius .. ., presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid.’ 

Col. iti 
(m. 1) ‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 8th time and Constantinus the 

most noble Caesar for the 4th time, Phaophi 30. To Flavius Julianus, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the 
guild of the fullers of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through us monthly 
presidents Aurelii’ (m. 1, added?) ‘Germanus son of Plution and Sarapion son of Dioscorus and Theognostus 
son of Nilus and Thonis son of Philoxenus.’ (m. 1?) ‘At our own risk we declare the price entered below for the 
present month for the goods which we handle, and we swear the divine oath that we have been deceitful in 
nothing. As follows: 

“Arabian soda 100 lb. den.’ (m. 1, added?) ‘500.’ 
(m. 2) ‘We, Aurelii Germanus and Sarapion and Theognostus and Thonis, presented this, making our 

declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, wrote on their behalf as they are illiterate.’ 

Col. iv 
(m. 1) ‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 8th time and Constantinus the 

most noble Caesar for the 4th time, Phaophi 30. To Flavius Julianus, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the 
guild of the potters of earthenware pottery of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, 
through me Aurelius’ (m. 1, added?) ‘Demetrius son of (?) Melas.’ (m. 1?) ‘At my own risk I declare the price 
entered below for the present month for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been 
deceitful in nothing. As follows: 

‘Dry pitch, Siritic 100 lbs. tal.’ (m. ?, added) ‘3’. 
(m. 1?) ‘Troadensian 100 lbs. __[ 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius Demetrius, presented this, making my declaration as aforesaid. I, Aurelius Horion, 

wrote on his behalf as he is illiterate.’ 

Col. v 
(m. 1) ‘In the consulship of our masters Constantinus Augustus for the 8th time and Constantinus the 

most noble Caesar for the 4th time, Phaophi 30. To Flavius Julianus, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the 
guild of the perfume-sellers of the illustrious and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites, through me 
Aurelius’ (m. 2?) “Thonius son of Theon.’ (m. 1?) ‘At my own risk I declare the price entered below for the 
present month for the goods which I handle, and I swear the divine oath that I have been deceitful in nothing. 
As follows: 

‘Pepper 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘12’. 
(m. 1?) ‘Incense 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘2’. 
m. 1?) ‘Malabathrum 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘50’. 
(m. 1?) “Storax, tall it Ms), tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘20’. 
m. 1?) ‘Storax, dwarf 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘ro’. 
(m. 1?) ‘Costmary 1 |b. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘6’. 
m. 1?) ‘Mastic 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘ro’. 
(m. 1?) ‘Amomum 1 |b. tal” (m. 1, added) ‘6’. 
m. 1?) ‘Bdellium 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘7’. 
m. 1?) ‘Cassia 1 lb. tal. (m. 1, added) ‘.’. 
m. 1?) ‘Cassamum 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘a’. 
m. 1?) ‘White lead 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘1, den. 1,000’. 
(m. 1?) ‘Sandyx 1 lb. tal.’ (m. 1, added) ‘4’. 
m. 1?) ‘Myrrh 1 lb. tal. [ 

‘Ginger [ 

] (Ll. toe) [ ] 

‘Pounded spice(?) [ 
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‘Camel’s thorn(?) 1 lb. tal. [ ] 
‘Zedoary tb. [ ] 
‘Hartwort 1 Ib. den.’ (m. 1, added) ‘1,000 

(m. 1?) ‘Sphagnium illloy. den.” (m. 1, added) ‘1,000’. 

(an DES ake 1 lb. den.’ (m. 1, added) ‘1,000’. 

(m. 1?) ‘Elecampane 1 |b. den.’ (m. 1, added) ‘1,000’, 

(iadegee)) aeee 1 lb. den.’ (m. 1, added) ‘1,000’. 
(Grol aN Bs 1b. [ | 

‘Mastic wood [ | 

en 
(m. 4) ‘I, Aurelius Thonius, .. . 

19-22 The subscription is puzzling, although I can make very little of much of it and what is transcribed 
is very hazardous. The surface is almost entirely abraded. If 21-2 are correct the subscription is autograph. 

What occupied all the preceding space, since there was but one declarant (cf. 8 with the singular verbs in 9, 13, 

and 14 as well as 21-2), is far from clear. -erapync (19) hardly suggests a personal name; did the declarant 
somehow describe himself as unverapync (a very short name could precede: but what of 20-1?), abnormally? 

The space allocated to the name will of course have to fit with 8 as well. 
22 Reading very uncertain. No trace of ink below this line; unless another line has been totally lost, 

mpochwva@v must have been abbreviated although no mark of abbreviation survives. 
25 The consular formula as lemmatized in R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of 

Byzantine Egypt 109 has CeBacrod, not Ad’yovcrov. For the latter as the normal Oxyrhynchite form see LI 

3620 2n. 
44 virpov ApaBi«od. For vitpov see A. Lucas, Anc. Egyptian Materials and Industries, 4th edn. rev. J. R. Harris 

(1962) 263-7; also M. Manfredi et al., Trenta testi grect (editi in occ. del XVII Congr. int. di Pap.) (Florence, 1983) 

22. 17n., and M. Amelotti and L. Migliardi Zingale, Scritti in onore di Orsolina Montevecchi p. 5 with n. 7, from 

which it appears that the Arabian variety is new. The aphronttri of the Price Edict (two grades, §33. 38-9 as 

revised by M. H. Crawford and J. M. Reynolds, ZPE 34 (1979) 180 with commentary p. 203; the price of the 
better grade restored as 100 den./lb.) is so differently priced that it must be a different substance, unless the 

Edict’s price is wrongly given. 
62 The reading of the patronymic is very conjectural. 

71-3 Cipitixjc and Tpwadyciac first read by H. M. Cockle, 7RS 71 (1981) 95. See further the note on L 

3596 19. 
79 Probably a space between A[oyicrn and ’O€upuyxitov. 

84 ff. It is by no means apparent that all the prices have been added, but some are clearly so (e.g. 84); on 

this basis the deduction is made for the rest. On the import of aromatics see BASP 21 (1984), 39-47. 

84 mim€épewc. See V. Gazza, Aeg. 36 (1956) 92; M. Manfredi e¢ al., op. cit., 19. 8n.; M. H. Crawford and 

J. M. Reynolds, ZPE 34 (1979) 207; H. Harrauer and P. J. Sijpesteijn, Medizinische Rezepte (Vienna, 1981) p. 8. 

85 ABdvov. See Gazza, op. cit. 87-8; Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, op. cit. p. 10; S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedzkt 

285; P. Coll. Youtie II 87. 6n. and L. C. Youtie, @PE 27 (1977) 145. 

86 padraBdbpov. A. Lucas, op. cit. 308; Dar papiri della Societa italiana (Omaggio all’ XI Congr. int. di Pap.) 

(Florence, 1965), no. 12. 11n.; Lauffer, op. cit. 287; Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 204 (on §34. 2-3 of the 

Aezani copy of the Price Edict). At 60 den. /Ib. for the cheaper grade (§34. 3) this cannot be equivalent to the 

item in our declarations, which is consistently the guild’s top-priced item. 

87-8 crvpaxoc. See XXXI 2570, n. ad loc.; Dai papiri (cited above), no. 12. 10n.; Lauffer, op. cit. 285; 

P. Vindob. Worp p. 156 (this text, no. 20, is re-ed. Harrauer-Sijpesteijn op. cit., text no. 1); Gazza, op. 

cit. 98; P. Coll. Youtie II 86. 4n. 

89 Kécrov. See Gazza, op. cit. 85; P. Coll. Youtie I] 86. 3n.; Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 2043 

Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, op. cit. p. 26; P. Haun. II 20. 11n.; CPR IX 78. gn. 

go pacrixne (1. pacriync). See P. Coll. Youtie II 86. 5n.; P. Haun. IT 20. 7n.; Dai papiri, no. 12. gn.; 

Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 205; Lauffer, op. cit. 285; L. C. Youtie, PE 27 (1977) 145; Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, 

op. cit. p. g. 
g1 dpchpov. P. Coll. Youtie II 86. 2n.; Dai papiri, no. 12. 19n.; Lauffer, op. cit. 286. 

g2 BdéAdnc. Lauffer, op. cit. 284; J. Hengstl, ZPE 30 (1978) 245-6. 

93 xaciac. Lauffer, op. cit. 284; Crawford- Reynolds, op. cit. 204-5; Ann Hanson, 7APA 103 (1972) 164. 
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94 Kxacdpou. Ka[A]duou ed. pr., but traces of all the letters are present. The first published suspicion of this 
reading was due to D. Hagedorn as reported by A. Biilow-Jacobsen, P. Haun. II 20. 6n., and is confirmed 
by the passages in 3731, 3733, and 3765. 

95 pyuriov. See Gazza, op. cit. 105; Lauffer, op. cit. 288; Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, op. cit. p. 6. 

96 [clavéuxiov. See Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 209, and cf. 3765 21 n. 
97 Cuvpyyc. Gazza, op. cit. 97-8; Dai papiri, no. 12. 13n.; Lauffer, op. cit. 288; Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, op. 

cit. p. 5; Hanson, op. cit. 164; Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 206. 

100 Note Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 206 (§34. 25n.). 

101 []ivKurépewc. Gazza, op. cit. 82; Lauffer, op. cit. 287; Harrauer-Sijpesteijn, op. cit. p. 8. 
102 marzrjularoc. See XXXI 2570, n. ad loc. 

103 achaAay[6}/oy. There is some uncertainty as to whether this should be equated with dcmdAa6oc or 
with acpaAroc. See Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 207. If itis at all correct to equate our item here with § 34. 70 of 
the Edict (as revised by Crawford—Reynolds: aspalathi in the Latin, dcrdArov in the Greek), the form of the 
word here and in 3733 suggests the equation with dcmdAaBoc is more likely. For dchaAroc see Lauffer, op. cit. 
289; Gazza, op. cit. 101; Dai papiri, no. 12. 16n.; M. Manfredi et al., op. cit. (see 44n.), 1g. 5n. 

104. apvaBwpariwy. The reading at the end is uncertain: dpvaBwparixdy could also be read, but a genitive 
is expected. See XX XI 2570 n. ad loc.; also Lauffer, op. cit. 288, but for the revised text of the Edict at this 
point (§34. 64-5) see Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 183. 

105 cacéAewc. cayédewc or caréAewc ed. pr, ‘unknown’. The new reading (confirmed by 3733 23) allows 
comparison with céceAic, Gazza, op. cit. 96; see also P. Haun. II 20. 12n. 

106 cdayviov. The word is still not evidenced from elsewhere. Note that LSJ s.v. cAdyvoc gives an 
equation with acmaAafoc, cf. 103n. above. 

107 e(pwrwy. ‘Unknown’, ed. pr. Note Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 209, suggesting a possible equation 
with the Edict’s ireos (§ 34. 82); the Greek version is lost at this point. For this substance see Gazza, op. cit. 82; 
Harrauer—Sijpesteijn, op. cit. p. 14. Possibly cf. éAadov eipivov, §34. 46 in the Price Edict ed. Giacchero, with 
Lauffer, op. cit. 287? 

108 €Aevdiwy. See Crawford-Reynolds, op. cit. 210. 
109 dAkewridwy. adxewridoc ed. pr., ‘unknown; a herb, ‘‘elk’s ear’’?’ 

110 dvuyiwy. Cf. ed. pr., n. ad loc., also VIII 1142 qn. 

113 The line must surely read Adp(jAvoc) Odwoc émbéSwKa mpoch(wrav) cdc mpox(evtar), cf. 46-7 and 
74-5, but I cannot claim to link the traces to this reading beyond @w-. The subscription of a droypadevc could 
have followed; there could just be room in the rest of this one (wide) line. 

3767. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE LOGISTES 

4 1B.76/3(c) 27X41 cm 30 December 329 or 330 

Under this number we republish XX XI 2562 together with an additional dozen 
lines which adjoin at the top and stretch back to the beginning of the report; 2562 had 
the end, so that now we have the full extent (although lacunose) of the proceedings. The 
line-numbering of the ed. pr. is added in brackets. On the first-written side is 3766, which 
republishes and extends XX XI 2570. 

The new piece makes it clear that the presiding official is not the logothetes but the 
logistes (as was to be expected, since the documents on the other side came into his 
bureau). The logistes is not named but must have been Flavius Julianus. 

The date is Tybi 4 ofa year which must fall in the prefecture of Flavius Magnilianus 
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(his predecessor Septimius Zenius in office 19 August 328, XLIII 3126; Magnilianus in 

office 12 January 330, XLVII 3350), but later than the declarations to the logistes 

written first on the other side (3766, 27 October 329). At the other end both papyrus and 

prefect are limited by the prefecture of Florentius, only attested so far in hagiographical 

sources for some time in 331: see J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 241. Possible dates are thus 

30 December 329 or 30 December 330. The first of these was a Tuesday, the second a 

Wednesday (V. Grumel, La Chronologie p. 316); i.e. one cannot exclude one of the choices 

on the basis of its being a Sunday, cf. 3759. The papyrus roll with the declarations 

preserved in part as 3766 (27 October 329) would not have been considered scrap paper 

at least until it was superseded by the next month’s declarations (which would be dated 

26 November), so that the minimum interval before partial reuse as 3767 would be a 

month. 

Written along the fibres in transversa charta form. For the kolleseis, see 3766 introd. 

| Year; ] Top 8/’, ev r@ Abpraviw. emi mapdvtwv ee aca erSes ] 

[Cepjvouv xat Ilerp|wviov cat Xwob Kal ‘Qpiwvoc amo eipnvapyav tav 

TavT@y 
[ Le |... Kat TiBootc Kai Caparé trnperav xa EvayyéAov 

Tapédpou, 

[Aidvpoc ef(rev): ..].[.] ‘ dvyveyxa éml Tov KUpiov pou TOV 

dvac(nudtatov) Emapxov THC 

[Atytrrov] P[A]doviov MayviAravor mrepi jetépwv mpaypuatwv Kal Ecwce 
on 

[word Sixasa? | dréAaBov obv Ta Herepa. /6 Aoyictyc Et(mrev): Gy[ayvw] Oe 70 

[mpocéra€ev 6 KU]pidc pov 6 d1ac(nudratoc) émapyoc tHc Aty’mTov 

PAdaov[toc MayviAcavoc. | 

[al dveyv]dcOn od twe: PAd[ovio]c Mayvirtavec AoyicrH OF vp[vyxitov] 

yaipew. adalpecy Jropepe[vnx Jévar Sia [ac] ‘e ‘pdvrwy [éavra? | 

10 ~— eto Brd Tw AiSvpoc ABle]AAov eridode TH euH[ 6.7 | 
a cee / , A / € A 7 

00 TO avtiypadov TovToic ov Toic y[paypaci] UToTayHvar TPO [céraéa] 

ee ene et teeter 
[2-3], cw dpdy[t]e[clov ...... [... ]w rapacyeiy ef rac amrodeiEic TH¢ 

yeyeyvnuernc U0, , , .v po OiKNS adaipécewe TAPACKXOl. Eppwoo. 

15 peta [7H ]v dvdyvwcw [6 Aoyictijc elev): Ti A€youct of mapovTec ay poLKoL 
A A Nee: / > rd 

(5)  Ceptvoc Kat Tlerp{ oc |advioc kai Xwogc at ‘Lpiwy; emnxovcate 

1 |. Adpravetw 3 umnpetwv 4 Sdiacf; so in 7, 17, 24 6 «) and so passim g First v 

of dvahepovtwy rewritten 13 |. amrodetEeuc 
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A A / > f a 

[rA]c mpoctage[w]c rod Kupiov plov diac]|(nuorarov) érdpxo[v rH]¢ 

Alytrtov PAaoviov MayviAcavot 
\ al € \ / / > \ a € Wn [Kat] Tov bd Aid¥pou Katatelévtwy emt TMV VTOMYNnUATwWV 

we ely TWAnpwlelc Tadv Elddv abrod: KatabecB| au] ’ roivuv Kal pic 
4? / > \ 4 n” / > / € a € / 

20 Tl émpatate emt TovToic: 7 Tépa amnTHCEV Uuac 6 Aidupoc; 

(10) of poeipyrevor atrexp(ivavto): ei Te expi[O|nwev ev TH Kuptak@, dedwKapev" 
\ 

Kal émicOnpev mpoc éavtovc. /6 Aolyi|c[7H]e [ef] (wev): Kal 7 tpodopa 

A.dvjou 

Kal 7) THY aypolikwy eudépetat Toic UT[o]uvnuacuv: THC yap mpoct[a]E[ewc] 

Tob Kuplov pou diac(nwotatov) éemapxouv mpoctatrovcyc TA Taic aAnfetaic 

xpew|[cTov- | 
> A A / \ \ / 

25 peva atoKxatactabjvat, TobTO yeyévyTat Kata Ta TpocpwryG| Evra, | 

(15) ac elrolul|y, Lem, . |] d[76 duldorepwy tav pepav én bropu|vnpd-| 

TWV. 

19 vpuc; 1. dpetc 20 vac 22 |. émeicOnuev 23 Third ¢ of éudépera corr. from a 

‘[Year,] Tybi 4, in the Hadrianeum. In the presence of Serenus and Petronius and Choous and Horion, 
ex-eirenarchs, all... and Tithoes and Sarapas, assistants, and Euangelus, assessor, Didymus said, “I sent up 

(a petition?) to my lord the prefect of Egypt, Flavius Magnilianus, vir perfectissemus, about our affairs and he 
(confirmed my rights?). So I recovered my property.” The curator said, ““Read what my lord the prefect of 

Egypt, Flavius Magnilianus, vir perfectissimus, instructed.” And there was read as follows: “Flavius Magnilianus 
to the curator of the Oxyrhynchite, greetings. Didymus, having presented a petition to my . . . that he had 
suffered the theft by certain persons of goods belonging to himself, the copy of which I have ordered to be 
subjoined to this my letter, ...see toit... provide. ..ifhe should provide the proofs of the theft that occurred... 
before the court case. Farewell.”’ After the reading the curator said, ‘“What do the peasants who are present 
say, Serenus and Petronius and Choous and Horion? You have listened to the ordinance of my lord prefect of 

Egypt, Flavius Magnilianus, vir perfectissimus, and the depositions of Didymus on the record, that he has 

received his goods in full. Depose yourselves therefore what you did in this connection; or did Didymus demand 
too much from you?” The aforesaid persons answered, ‘“‘Whatever we were assessed in the government 
account, we paid; and we came to an agreement among ourselves.” The curator said, “The depositions both of 
Didymus and the peasants are entered in the minutes; for the ordinance of my lord prefect, var perfectissimus, has 

ordained that what was genuinely owed should be paid back, and this has happened according to the 
declarations, as I said, by both sides on the record.”’’ 

1 The regnal-year notation presumably came in the lacuna. The possibilities are 24, 14, 6 and 25, 15, 7 
(see the introduction above). 

ev T@ Adpraviw. Cf. 3758 134 n. 

Possibly ‘Qpiwvoc under the deletion. 

1-2 Serenus ef al. are in effect one of the parties in the case (cf. 15-16), not assistants to the court as the 

persons named in 3 will be. This, then, runs counter to the rules of format proposed by me in Reports of 
Proceedings (= Pap. Brux. 4), esp. p. 33. See further 3758 156-8n. 

3 Tithoes and Sarapas recur in P. Harr. I 160. 3, as re-ed. ZPE 37 (1980) 237, dated ‘after c. AD 329-331’. 

4 For the restoration of AéSupoc ef(zev) cf. 10. It was perhaps followed by a note of the month and the day, 
or more likely by an object (A(BeAAov (cf. 10) vel sim.) for avnveyxa following. 

7 MayviAavéc at end must have been somewhat cramped. 
Q adaipecw. See LI 3611 7-10n. 
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19 ely mAnpwOeic. For the construction see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 305-7. 
20 7) 7€pa. Umep d cannot be read, although yep might possibly be a phonetic variant of b7ép. 
21 For the abbreviation of aexp(iavto) cf. 3757 13n. 

22 For éavrovc as first person reflexive see Gignac, Grammar ii 167. 

3768. DECLARATIONS OF PRICES 

A 6.B5/2(J) (5 ili 74) 15 X9.5 cm 6. 332-6? 

This sequence of three price-declarations to the logistes contains those of the 
goldsmiths (cf. 3765) and the silversmiths (cf. LI 3624), and is likely therefore to have 
been the beginning of a roll of such declarations, cf. 3765 introd. If it was once preceded 

by columns of summarized prices, as in 3765, no trace now remains. The blank spaces 

left in these declarations, see 3731 introd., were never filled in; cf. I 85 v-vi, re-ed. ZPE 

39 (1980) 119-20, and LI 3626. Was this roll never used? 

The sequence of guilds yielded by 3765 combined with this papyrus indicates that 

LI 3624-6 may also come from near the beginning of their roll; see Appendix II below. 

The declarations here break off before reaching the statement of the objects 

declared, as does the goldsmiths’ declaration in 3765. We may conclude from 3773 (see 

the introd. to that text) that the object of the goldsmiths’ declaration was the gold 

solidus. - 

The logistes, Flavius Asclepiades, is new. The papyrus preserves no date, and 

Asclepiades’ position in the list of logistae is uncertain. The use of the gentilicium Flavius 

assures a placing c. 325 or later (J. G. Keenan, <PE 11 (1973) 46, 49) but there is no 

adequate gap in fact until between Flavius Hermias and Flavius Paeanius alias 

Macrobius, c. 332-6. As well as being the earliest substantial gap in the period after c. 

325, this is one of the longer gaps within the palaeographical date-range. But this must 

remain conjectural and I cannot exclude a placing somewhat later in the fourth century. 

All the writing on the papyrus is in one hand. There is one kollesis, at the right edge 

of col. ii. The back is blank. 

col. 1 

PX(aoviw) AckAnmady 

AoyictH ’O€upvyxitou 

[rapa to]d x[o|t[vod trav] 

xpucox9[w]v ra[c av-] 
5. THC TOAEwWC 

[ |] (vac.) 

mpoch| w |vovpev 

1 pd’ 5 Final c extended as filler-stroke 
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9, 18, 29 1. eyyeypapperny 

20 

25 

30 
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Slearihuane rly] 
€[E]jc evyeyp[appe-] 

col. ul 

PX(aoviw) AckAnmiadn 

Aoyictn “O€upvyxitov 

[mrap|a tot Kow[o]b trav 

ap|y|vpox|omwy 7 |H¢ av- 
THC TOAE[ w|c 

[ | (vac.) 

Tpocpwvovpev 

(lw TYLAMaTL THY 

€[E] nc evyeypappe- 
[y]ny Tyan dv xu- 
[pillolwlev ov[aw[v] «[at 

col. 11 

[P]A(aoviw) AckA[nmAdy | 

Noyicty [’ O€vpvyxitov | 

[7]apa Tod Ko[wod tar] 

Lees ]. . [0-3 rH adrac ] 
ToAfew|e — [ ] 

(vac.) [ 

tpocdwv[ot]ulev] 

(Siw Tyunwat[e THV] 
efnc evyeypa[upe-| 
vyv Tiyu[ nv av xee- | 

pilopev w[viwv 

ee eal 

10 od’ 14 Filler-stroke at end (cf. 5) 

] 

19-20 1. yepilowev 
21 [p]X’ 25 T9Alew]c: trace at end is of filler-stroke (cf. 5, 14 with app. crit.) rather than actual c 
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‘To Flavius Asclepiades, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the goldsmiths of the same city 
{vac.]. At our own risk we declare the (price) entered below . . .’ 

Col. ii 

‘To Flavius Asclepiades, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the silversmiths of the same city 
[vac.]. At our own risk we declare the price entered below for the goods which we handle and... ’ 

Col. 11 

‘To Flavius Asclepiades, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the... of the same city [vac.]. At our 
own risk we declare the price entered below for the goods which we handle. . .” 

5-7 Note the consistent plural drafting (cf. 16, 27) and the comparatively narrow space for the names 

(esp. in 26) if there were to be more than one declarant. Cf. I 85 i-iv (re-ed. ZPE 39 (1980) 116-19). 

24 Traces are completely indeterminate: there is no chance of identifying the guild here (dproxdzrox, cf. LI 

3625?) on their basis. Estimate of letters lost at the end (besides the necessary r7c adr7c) is variable, from none 
(cf. 21, 23) to three (cf. 22), since the break is approximately vertical. 

3769. PETITION TO A SYNDIC 

22 3B.16/K(1-2)a 12.5 X 12cm February/March 334 

The details of this damaged petition are scarcely discernible. Nevertheless it is of 

interest for its addressee, Flavius Julianus, syndic, who appears again—but as 

Aurelius—in 3770: see the introd. to that text. There are various possible explanations of 

the change of gentiliclum from Aurelius to Flavius, but since 3769 (where he is Flavius) 

must antedate 3770 (where he is Aurelius), or at the very least date from the same day 

(3769 was written in Phamenoth, 3770 on Phamenoth 30), this must strengthen the case 

for supposing that Aurelius as Julianus’ gentilicium in 3770 is only a slip. A minor 

consequence is that 3770 is less likely to have been drafted at the syndic’s bureau, where 

obviously the scribes would have known his correct current style. 

The papyrus formed part of a répoc cuyKoAAncoc and there are scanty remains of 

the ends of some lines from the preceding entry, which we do not transcribe. 

The back is blank. 

vmatetac PAgoviov’Onrtarov ratpu[ Kilov [kat Avixiou | 

TTavAewvou trav Aaptpotatwy, Papyev[ wo | 

Praoviw lovAvave cuvdixw vowod ’OE[upuyxitov } 

mapa AvpndAiac Atebt0c Aticioc amo kwpnc[ 6.8 | 

5 eno fbadwidy nuetépwr yndta[v ..].. [ 9 | 

amo TH[c] adtic KwpncTeEvT,,.[ 6.9  PpupoKi- | 

duvov EavTov TpoTEivat TOC, , [ 

LI. L. Juv 6 rpoxipevoc Aor, , [ 

1 dAaoviov 3 pdraoviwiovdavw; superfluous ink after cvvdikqm perhaps just an accidental blot 

4 ¢ of Avedroc corr.; avcvoc: v partly obscured by ink, perhaps only a blot 8 1. mpoKxeipevoc 
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cepa |Aawwry efpnvapxay [ 
érra|pxiKov duxactyprov , [ 

ele eee ee ele aL 

[ 
[ 
[ é€ 5 |, aurov.o] . |, vy Kel 

[ 
[ Ua 

1 For the consuls cf. 3770 18 and n. 
5, For éropfaAuiaw with the genitive cf. P. Sak. 43. 19, but here a dative could have followed, e.g. pépet. 

g For irenarchs see P. Turner 41. 20-1n., 42 introd. and N. Lewis, The Compulsory Services of Roman Egypt 

(= Pap. Flor. X1) 23-4. The irenarchs here will be village officials; for their cepadawr7c cf. XTX 2233 3-4 

(with XX XI 2568 1-3n.) and L 3576 21. 
10 It is tempting to conjecture that the petitioner is requesting that the culprit be brought before the 

prefect’s court under guard by the headman of the irenarchs. 

3770. PETITION TO A SYNDIC 

71/21(a) 20 X 23.5 cm 26 March 334 

Aurelia Ptolema petitions Aurelius Julianus, syndic of Oxyrhynchus, because of the 

behaviour of her son-in-law. 

The document is of particular interest for the style and title of the addressee. 3769 

attests him as syndic in the same year and month (therefore the same day or earlier) but 

with the gentilicium Flavius. He is to be identified with the Flavius Julianus who was 

curator cwwitatis shortly before (see Appendix I below) and acting syndic shortly after the 

date of the present text (VI 901 and 3771). For the significance of the gentilicium-change 

and for the office of syndic (and its relationship to the €xdccoc) see 3771 3n. and 3769 

introd. 

There is one kollesis, of the usual three layers, about one quarter of the way across 

(the edge of the upper sheet bisecting dv/dpi, 4). The damage is such as to permit 

examination of the uppermost layer from behind. 

The back is blank, as far as can be seen; it has been extensively covered with repair 
strips in antiquity. 

Avpy[Aiw] *LovArav@ cuvdi«w tHe’ O[E]vpvyx[it ]av z[dAewc] 

(vac.) 

mapa Auvpnri[a]c ITrod€uac Avovuctov amo [Hc] adric t[dAEwc. THY | 

nuetép[av Oluyarépav ApirAav Avoyévov[c ..]..[.].un[ ¢.7 | 

exdédaxa avdpi Oéwri tur mpdc ya[uoly [.]..[....]...[ «5 ] 

3 1. bvyarépa; A of Atoyévov|c corr. 
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5 Tout,[ c.5 ], pwr e€ He Kal vidv ecyev app[e]|va ov éy[a]Aa- 
/ > naa. Ld > 4 \ ww a \ KTOTpOpycev emt Eva Hutcu eviavTov [Kal obre TW TALOL 

Tac Tpopac OvTE TH yuvatki EavTob €[ a ]exovpycev add’ Hd 
KaL-ev &[Aro]Sar7 Yevomevoc TOAAW ypovw Ta jev cTpwmaTa avTou 

\ 

AaBwva,...[, |cev cal év XnpEla THY eur Ovy[ar|épa KaTadeipac 
10 MpaTat Kal Ta ESva arrep TéTE Tapécxev ama[tT]eiv we THC eujc 

> 4 / iid tS / \ a 3 \ acbeviac katadpovrcac: dbev ob dépouca tiv Tod avdpdc 
acuverdyciav emidiSwut Ta BiBrLa a€vob[ca] ¢2 TH avTy [avb|a- 

J. .v Suxaul, .] yawov dpecuévove a, ,[3-4].a.[ ©. 6 | 
J|L).. 0.2]. rpedac rot re viot atrobé Kal THC yapeT[ Hc] varo 

LiL)... LB. ede] BovrAdpevor 8:86vac unde Brot avTo(v) 

..)....[., GA]Aorpiobcbat adr z[o]b av8pdc. 

v|matelalc] PA(aoviov) ’"Orrdarov matpixiov Kat Avixiov [avAivou 

19 ©T@v ALapmpoTatl]wr, Dayevwd r’. 

LS ; 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

(vac.) 

(m. 2) [Atp]|nAta ITroA€ua émidéSwxa. 

5 Japwv or ]Opwr 10 1. recparau 11 1. dcBevetac 13, 1. émupévor 16 1. Bidtiov? = avo 
17 Long filler-stroke at end of line 

‘To Aurelius Julianus, syndic of the city of the Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelia Ptolema, daughter of 
Dionysius, from the same city. I gave our daughter Arilla (her father being Diogenes) .. . toa man, one Theon, 
in marriage . . . He had a male child by her. She nursed the child for a year and a half. He provided no 
maintenance for the child or for his wife, but having already been elsewhere for a long time, taking his bedding 
he..., and leaving my daughter as a widow he tries even to demand back from me the bride-price he provided 
at that time, scorning my powerlessness. Wherefore, since I cannot endure the man’s lack of conscience, I 
present this petition, requesting that if he persists in this same wilful behaviour and... 

‘In the consulship of Flavius Optatus, patrician, and Anicius Paulinus, viri clarissimi, Phamenoth 30.’ 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelia Ptolema, presented this.’ 

5 vioy.., app[e]va. For vidc used as a feminine cf. L. C. Youtie, PE 33 (1979) 210 and R. Hodot, ibid. 37 
(1980) 105 n. 5. 

9 Not azedmyncev: the fourth letter is not 6, nor are the remains wide enough. 
12 dcuvedncia. See John Chrysostom, Homil. in Act. Ap. 31. 4 (PG. 60. 234) dcuvedyciac aricrov ddEav 

AaBwy (cited, as Dr Holford-Strevens points out, in the Dimitrakos lexicon s.v.). Cf. the opposite edcuverdycéa, 
PSI V 452. 26, where it is used as an honorific (which is absent from the discussion of H. Zilliacus, Unters. zu 
den abstr. Anredeformen). 

15 vo? Or amd? 

18 For these consuls and for Optatus’ title of patricius note T. D. Barnes, The New Empire of Diocletian and 
Constantine 107-8. 
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3771. PETITION TO AN ACTING SYNDIC 

71/61(a) 12.5 * 16.5 cm 1 May 336 

This is a duplicate of VI 901. The new text confirms the addressee, Flavius Julianus, 

as acting cUvSixoc instead of acting &xdioc (see B. R. Rees, 7 JP 6 (1952) 83 n. 66, and 

3n. below) and the two papyri combine to allow us to know more of the drama of the 

petitioner’s story and to appreciate the real plight of her poor pigs. 

The two texts are in the same hand, and the pattern of damage is similar which 

suggests that they may have been rolled up together when they were thrown away. 901 

probably came from Grenfell and Hunt’s first season (cf. VI preface); the inventory- 

number of 3771 indicates nothing about the time of its discovery. At any rate the first 

editors were clearly unaware of this text when they published 901. The writer’s spelling 

is much improved in 3771 (5 écmepwaic wpaic, 6 xoipor, etc.) except for the curious error 

in 1, see n., but the grammar remains incorrigible. 3771 possibly joins to the right of 

901. The back of 3771 is blank; contrast 901 introd. 

The surface of 3771 is badly damaged but there appears to be a kollesis reaching 

about 2.5 cm from the left edge. 

vmatetac Oviptov Nerwrtiavot cat Tetr[ (Jou Cexovvdou 

Tav Aautpotatww {Aapmpotatwr}, [ITa]ywv s”. 

Pdaoviw JovAcave d.rocxobvte cuvdixiLav] ’Ovpuyxitov 

mapa AtpnrAtac AdXdobtoc Owviov aro Kwunc Taa ‘py *- 

5 mepwove’ mayov. écepwaic wpaic TH x[PJec H[ Ep la 

HLETEPOL Xoipot So THY [6]purY TroLov[p]Evor emt HLE- 

Tepov edagoc yeyouevor ev) vdpaywytw p[n]xavic 
TeV Hwetepwy T[e]Sav kat aBav[ov] tude aro rH[c] 
avTnc Kw[|nc, 6 mpoerpnuévoc IlaBavoc m[apartv-| 

10 xwv exwy peta xipac Eoid.ov avedetv Tovc xol- 

pouc BovAdp[evoc] Kal TobTov eticyovca we LN- 

dapydc ad[tK]n[Betc] vo THY yoipwv Kal azro- 

[cyd]mevoc [7Hc mpoc] Tove [yor] pouc ereAcUcewc 

€[prol ereAnAvOe |v Bou[ Adu |evdc we KaTamrovTicat 

15 ev vdpalywyiw we el] 7) EK TiVOC TpOVolac THY 

eer. [c. 3] 
eA [un]v dn’ adrod ey [ddpaywlyi[o] 

[c. 3]v Trav épaytAovvTwv Bowy 

I ovipiov, tet tL0v; 1. Paxovvdov 3 draoviwiovAiavw 10 |. xetpac; Eoidvov 12 |. aducnbévta 

17 um 
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[ 12 deja ocved bel Cait ] 

[ e192 ine localtlial [e ae0e 4] 

20 [ c. 13 lee ¢. 16 | 

‘In the consulship of Virius Nepotianus and Tettius Secundus (sic), viri clarissimi, Pachon 6. 
‘To Flavius Julianus, acting syndic of the Oxyrhynchite, from Aurelia Allous daughter of Thonius from 

the village of Taampemou in the 5th pagus. In the evening hours yesterday our two pigs broke out on to our 
plot and got into the conduit of the waterwheel for our lands and those of one Pabanus from the same village. 
The said Pabanus happened by, having a chisel in his hands, and wanted to kill the pigs. I held him back, for 
the pigs had done him no wrong. He desisted from his onslaught on the pigs and came at me, wanting to push 
me under in the conduit, so that had I not by some providence... the. . . of the oxen working the irrigation, [I 
would have been?].. . by him in the conduit. . . ’ 

1 Cexovvdov. The reading is quite clear, but there is no justification for the name. For the consuls see R. S. 
Bagnall and K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt 110. The writer’s error is the more 
extraordinary given the generally improved spelling here compared with the performance in 901. 

2 The slight indentation in this line does not occur in 901. 
3 Flavius Julianus is the former logistes or curator civitatis, attested in that office from 329 to 331. For his 

career see Appendix I below. I deal here with problems relating to the office of c¥vSuxoc in general and to his 
tenure of it in particular. 

3769 of Feb./Mar. 334 attested him as syndic, not as acting syndic, with the gentilicium Flavius (he had 
already been Flavius as curator). 3770 again attested him as syndic in the same year, on 26 March, but with the 

gentilicium Aurelius. Now the present text and its duplicate VI 901 (see B. R. Rees, 77P 6 (1952) 83 n. 66: froma 
photograph I believe cyvdc«/ay is justifiable) attest him a couple of years later (1 May 336) as acting syndic and 
Flavius again. 

The standard reference for the €x8:xoc/c¥vdixoc/defensor in Egypt is still B. R. Rees, 77P 6 (1952) 73-102. 
Several new examples can be added to his list on pp. 101-2, and there have been several more recent 
discussions, none of them reaching significant conclusions radically different from those Rees could reach. 

These discussions are: A. K. Bowman, Akten des XIII. intern. Papyrologenkongresses (1971; publ. Munich 1974) 44; 

J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 114-18; A. K. Bowman, Town Councils 46-52, 124; J. G. Keenan, ZPE 11 (1973) 
49, 60, ibid. 13 (1974) 291. 

References from mid-fourth-century Egypt with named éxé.co. and cbvdiKou are as follows: 

P. Strasb. 296 326 Aur. Ammonius alias Canobus, Hermop. 
Aur. Nilammon alias Hierax, 

both ctvéiKor, ex-magistrates, 

and councillors 

XLIV 3195 39 Claudius Hermias, éxédiKoc Oxy. 
P. Koln Panop. 30 Bot Fl. Paniscus, éxéducoc Panop. 
PSI VII 767 331/2 Aur. Achillion, €xdcKoc, duadoxoc = Oy. 

to curator 

XII 1426 332 5 és 6 Oxy. 
XLII 3127 332 5 i 3 Oxy. 
P. Cairo Preis. 7 iv Sallustius Olympiodorus, éxkdicoc | Hermop. 
3769 334 Fl. Julianus, cdvdixoc Oxy. 

3770 334 Aur. Julianus, cdvdixoc Oxy. 
3771, VI 901 336 Fl. Julianus, acting cdvdixoc Oxy. 
SB III 6294 336 Fl. Hermias, cdvduxoc Oxy. 
CPRV 9g 339 Aur. Eulogius alias Euphronius, Hermop. 

EKOLKOC 

P. Col. VII 175 340 [F1.?] Didymion(?), cdvduxoc Arsinoite 

(see <PE 45 (1982) 234) 
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From the welter of conflicting and confusing information some facts may now be claimed to emerge. The 

éxSicoc in the early fourth century was junior to the curator (witness the order in 3195 and elsewhere, and the 

position of the éxdicoc as duddoyoc to the curator, PSI VII 767), the civduxoc from the 330s apparently senior 

to him (two ex-curatores become civdiKou; contrast Lallemand, op. cit. 118). Nomenclature adds further proof 

in both directions: éx3ccou in this period can be Aurelii, if they do not carry another nomen like Claudius 

Hermias and Sallustius Olympiodorus. On the other hand civéicor and acting cbvdicoe are Flavii after 325, 

except for the single anomalous case of Aur. Julianus (3770) who is Flavius in the same year (3769), and the 

pair who are Aurelii in 326 (P. Strasb. 296), a puzzle which I except from the discussion which follows and 

defer to the end of this note. 

If a condition of the grant of the Flaviate was not only that the post should be of a certain status but that 

it should be a government post (army or civil service) as opposed to a municipal service post, then either the 

ekdikia rated too low, or it was not a government post, or both (in the first half of the fourth century, that is). 

The post of curator was a government one and its holders from 325 are Flavii (earlier they were Valerii). Early 

on the gentilicium probably lapsed on ending tenure of the post (XLV 3256 1n.); later the title was retained 

in an ‘emeritus’ capacity (I 66). If in the 330s, the period relevant to the present text, the gentilicium would 

normally lapse, then it is most likely that the syndic was a government official. If the gentilicium was retained, 

then the post of syndic may still be a government one carrying the Flaviate; or it may be a senior municipal 

appointment filled by local ‘elder statesmen’ who would have the Flaviate if they had (as had both Julianus 

and Hermias) been in government service at the appropriate level, on a par with the office of riparius (P. Harr. 

II 218. 2n.), Whatever the explanation, the attribution of the gentiliciwm Aurelius to Julianus in 3770 seems 

likely to be purely an error. 

The odd man out is Fl. Paniscus, é«Sicoc (P. Kéln Panop. 30). He may, of course, have the Flaviate 

by virtue of previous service in the army or in another capacity (for a possible early Flavius-veteran cf. 3758 

202N.). 

The other difficulty is posed by P. Strasb. 296, where two syndics occur in November 326, both of 

them Aurelii; they are also described as ex-magistrates and councillors (of Hermopolis). This is sub- 

stantially later than the start of the allocation of the Flaviate. Admittedly we do not know the mechanism 

of the allocation (cf. 3758 202n.), and the evidence shows (e.g. XLIII 3125) that some ranks received 

it before others. Nevertheless, since they are paired and bear municipal titles, these syndics of the Stras- 

bourg text seem more akin to their namesakes from the beginning of the century (e.g. XXXIII 2665 

and 2673, M. Chr. 196) than to the Flaviate ex-curator syndics, seemingly without colleagues, of the 330s, 

and to suppose that the Strasbourg text is just too early for the Flaviate to have reached the syndics does 

not obviate the difficulties. Was there a change in the status and the number of holders of the cuvdi«ia 

between 326 and (at the latest) 334, so that the allocation of the Flaviate comes later than expected and 

P. Strasb. 296 may legitimately be segregated from the syndics of the 330s and 340s? (Cf. A. K. Bowman, Akten 

XIII Papyrologenkongr. 44.) Otherwise we must suppose that, like the rzparti, the syndics are not Flavii in virtue 

of their office and that the holders of the office who are Flavii either carry the gentilicium by right of a previous 

office or have some unmentioned concurrent entitlement. 

4-5 For Taaymepoo see P. Pruneti, / centri abitati dell Ossirinchite (= Pap. Flor. IX) 188-9. Its location in 

the 5th pagus was already known (only from 901). 

5 écrrepwaic wpaic. Cf. LI 3620 9-10. 

7 The presence of oxen (¢7aytAotvtwy Body, 16) indicates that the znxav7 here will be of the saqza-type; 

the J8payaycov will be the exit-channel. Cf. L. Ménassa and P. Laferriére, La Saqia: technique et vocabulaire de la 
roue G eau égyptienne (Cairo, IFAO), where note the diagram facing p. 26. On the saqza see also J. P. Olesen, Greek 

and Roman Mechanical Water-lifting Devices (= Phoenix suppl. 16, 1984) 370-85; T. Schioler, Roman and Islamic 

Water-lifting Wheels (Odense, 1973). 

8 a[e]Sayv. 901 8 has réSwv. Pace Grenfell and Hunt, this is far more likely to be for wed(wv than raiéwv: for 

loss of iota in these circumstances and for the accent-shift cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 302-3. 

10 €ot8cov. 901 read o¢Avoy, corrected in the app. crit. to €¥Avov, but from a photograph it is reasonably 

clear that the reading should be €oi6:ov as here. Delete vAcov from LSJ. 

12 ad[u«|n[Getc]. Cf. 901 11 ddimnOei[c] where cis clear and 48.xn6éy[ra] cannot be read. 

14 pe. The damaged fibres at 901 14 must be adjusted to allow you or yar (in place of 9x) at this point. 

15 mpovotac. The reference for azévo.a from 901 15 should be deleted from the lexica. 
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17 |nunv 901, but I cannot recognize the last trace here before [yy]y as n. From this point 901 preserves 
rather more text than 3771, whose remains are too scanty to permit placing what 901 supplies. 901 was read 
um avrod [23 letters|«dyac uc ex tov [18 letters], ,,,, o1¢ twac mapayere [26 letters] Opacdrynt, [29 
letters ]ouca, [ (breaks off). 

3772. DECLARATION OF PRICES 

71/21 bis (a) 6.5 X 10.5 cm ¢. 338 

This fragment from the top of a declaration of prices by the cowov tav exdoxéwr 1s 

more of I 85, republished by R. A. Coles in ZPE 39 (1980) 115-23. To be precise, it is 

more of the separate roll on which stand cols. v—vi of 85. As in them, the spaces left blank 

were never filled in; the hand is identical; and the new piece shares all the peculiarities 

distinguishing this series from 85 i-iv which are set out in <PE 39 (1980) 116 except 

possibly one (see rn. below). I believe that it may once have directly preceded 85 v, thus 

further separating the two parts of 85, but I have not been able to confirm this by 

physically putting the papyri together. 

For the curator addressed, Flavius Eusebius, see Appendix I below. 85 i-iv are 

precisely dated (26 November 338) but I prefer to assign a less specific date to this new 

piece since along with 85 v-vi it carries no indication of its date beyond having the same 

addressee as i-iv (see PE 39 (1980) 116). 

Traces survive from the preceding column (-]w from its first line and -]v from its 

second) at the upper left edge here, slightly higher than ll. 1 and 2 respectively. The back 

is blank. 

Praoviw EvceBiw 

AoyictH ’O€upuyxitov 

Tapa TOU KOLVOU THY 
> f A 2) 

EKOOXEWY THC AU- 
A / oe tel A 

5 THC TdAEwC du’ Ewod 

Abpynrjiov _(vac.) 

(vac.) mpochwva 
»Q7 / \ (Olw TLYLNMATL THV 

éLijc evyey papuie- 
10 UNV TYLTVY GV XL- 

/ > / > \ A 

pilw wviwy em TOU- 

Se Tob pn[volc Kat 

dpviw TO[v Beto |v 

a 

1 ¢Aaoviw? See n. 8 iduw 9-10 I. éyyeypappevny 10-11 lL. xerpilw 
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‘To Flavius Eusebius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the middlemen(?) of the same city, 
through me Aurelius (vac.). I declare at my own risk the price entered below for the goods which I handle for 
this month, and I swear the divine...’ 

1 A spot of ink above ue of ®Aaoviw may possibly be remains of a diaeresis over the iota; this would be 
contrary to the pattern of I 85 v-vi, see ZPE 39 (1980) 116. 

4 €xdoxéwv. Variously translated ‘forwarding agents’ (LSJ), ‘middlemen’ (XIV 1669 2n.), ‘Spediteure’ 
(M. San Nicol6, Ag. Vereinswesen (2nd edn., Munich 1972) i 129). The word receives no entry in CGL. Such 
broad terms leave one puzzled as to what item or items the éxSoxeic would have declared. They are frequently 
recorded as handling grain, but this was not their sole business; in XIV 1673 they are handling wine. Note also 
P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria i 186-7, ii 319-20, cited in the note to XLIX 3507 25, where exdoyeic also 
occur in a context which may concern wine. 

3773. ComMmopiTy PRIcEs 

3 1B.81/D(2) 21.5 X 22cm ¢. 340 

A substantial sheet of papyrus records the fluctuations in the price of gold, silver, 
and five basic commodities in the Oxyrhynchite nome (presumably) over a period of 
more thana year. The front carries the month-by-month prices from Thoth to the end of 
the year, but must have run back into the preceding year or years, see 1-3n. The back 
begins in Thoth of what is probably the following year, but breaks off after three months. 
A close parallel is provided by LI 3628-33, but 3773 differs in recording the price- 
fluctuations month by month in one nome, whereas 3628-33 record the variations 
averaged over 4-month periods in a series of nomes. It would have been easy to put 
together information of this kind from a collection of documents such as 3773; 3773 for its 
part can really only have been assembled from a collection of guild price-declarations of 
the type featured plentifully in the present volume. Indeed the order of the commodities 
reflects to a certain extent the sequence of guilds proposed in Appendix II below. There 
are two immediate consequences from this conclusion: first, that the prices listed in 3773 
are genuine open-market prices, not for example the level of refunds offered by the 
government in cases of compulsory purchase; second, that the guild of goldsmiths—no 
declaration of theirs survives intact—declared the price of the gold solidus in terms of 
talents and denarii. For possible evidence for the goldsmiths’ use of gold coins as a source 
of raw material for the articles they fashioned, cf. P. Rainer Cent. 16r. 22-3, though that 
passage may be otherwise explained. 

The papyrus is not dated, apart from the month notations, but for a guide to its 
probable placing see R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth-century Egypt (BASP 
suppl. 5 (1985) ) 38. On economic grounds a likely date may be in the late 330s or early 
340s. Comparing also the list of prices assembled by R. S. Bagnall and P. J. Sijpesteijn, 
APE 24 (1977) 117-18, while remembering their caveat on Pp. 115, 3773 should post-date 
the prices for wheat and barley in 338 (24 tal. and 13} tal., I 85). For the price of the gold 
solidus see Bagnall, Currency 61-2; also 3628 8n. with references, and R. S. Bagnall and 
K. A. Worp, £PE 46 (1982) 246-7. 3773’s gold prices (190-2433 tal., see below, 
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= 13680-17520 tal./Ib.) fit neatly at the proposed date into the price structure outlined 

by Bagnall, Currency 61. See also J.-M. Carrié, Aeg. 64 (1984) 219-20. There is little other 

documentation for the solidus close to the price range attested by 3773, but 3773 ought 

to post-date the price of 183} tal. evidenced from SPP XX 81. 22 (re-ed. @PE 22 (1976) 

101-5 = SB XIV 11593; undated but assigned to the end of Constantine’s reign (A. H. 

M. Jones, LRE i 440) or to the early 340s by Bagnall-Sijpesteijn, KPH G4 (1977) 123-4; 

338-41, Bagnall, Currency 39); the same document gives a wheat price of 26 tal. P. Lond. 

II 427 (p. 311 = P. Abinn. 68) may be nearly contemporary with 3773, the price of 

wheat being 50 tal./art.; P. Abinn. 43 has a barley price of 0 tal. /art., higher than 3773. 

Both these texts are discussed briefly by Bagnall, Currency 41. His lists on p. 64 give their 

date as ‘ca 348-351’ against c. 342-51 on pp. 41, 67, and 70. 

The ratio of gold to silver is probably meant to be consistently —if not always 

calculated absolutely accurately, see 53n.—1:14.4, or in other words 1 lb. silver costs 

5 solidi. For this rate—not otherwise certainly documented before 397—see 3628 gn. 

(For P. Oslo III 162 and the meaning of povac see XLVIII 3402 4-5n. and LI 3636 

18n.) The price of gold climbs through the period of the text, from a conjectured 

2063 tal. (and perhaps 190 tal.) per solidus to 2433 tal., then drops to 240 tal. The price 

of silver follows suit, though the increases only take effect after a few months’ delay; 

when the papyrus breaks off, the silver price has not yet settled to match the drop 

in the price of gold. For silver prices see LI 3624 17n. and Bagnall, Currency 28 and 62 

(on p. 62 the figure for 3624 should read °45,333 T. 2000 dr.’). The other commodities 

show less a steady increase than an inconsistent irregular fluctuation. The changes 

up and down, from one month to the next, reach a magnitude of one-third and show 

only too clearly how unsafe a guide to inflation-rates isolated prices can be; while 

longer-term changes (but still within a year) reach no less than 77% (vegetable seed, 

from 45 up to 80 tal./artaba). 

It will be useful to supplement the text and translation with the commodities and 

prices tabulated, see Table 1. Prices are in talents. 

The price-fluctuations for the five commodities other than gold and silver are 

perhaps in part to be explained as seasonal variation. Perhaps wheat, barley, and wine 

will fit the anticipated pattern of the highest prices coming just before the harvest, but 

lentils hardly will. There is no obvious explanation for the drop in barley, lentil, and 

vegetable-seed prices in Mecheir. The price-difference for lentils between one Thoth 

and (I presume) the next is striking. The figures for vegetable-seed suggest an autumn 

crop. The comparative values of barley, lentils, and wheat accord neither with the 

values given in 3628-33 (tabulated p. 73) nor with the statement in XLVII 3345 

46-7n. (AD 209) that lentils were generally equated or nearly equated with wheat. Note 

also LI 3625 16n. Known fourth-century prices for these commodities are listed by 

Bagnall, Currency 64-6. 

The effects of inflation are reduced (but not entirely removed), for those in a 

position to profit, by the increase in the price of the solidus: e.g. the increase in the price 
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of lentils is approximately 50° from one year-beginning to the next, but in terms of the 

buying-power of the solidus the increase reduces to approximately 25°%. 

There are two kolleseis, at the extreme right edges of cols. i and ui. The visible sheet 

distance between them is approx. 15 cm. Col. iv on the back is written larger and more 

coarsely (only partially because of the coarser papyrus texture) than the front, but the 

hand is the same. 

On the back, and visible either side of the column transcribed here, are the faded 

remains of two columns; after a general heading, sub-headings a’ rayou, B’ mayou, y’ 

mayou, and 8’ rayov are visible. The order of writing of the two texts is not certain, and it 

is not clear if there has been any deliberate attempt to efface this other text. Blank areas 

below a’ mayou and B’ wayou may be due to absence of entries for these districts. The 

hand of this other text may be the same as that of 3773. 

col. 1 

[ ] 
[kpibav Ja TaX(avTa) K 

[paxov Ja qTaX(avra) kK 

[ ] 
5 [ ] 

[Pawddu| 

[voutcuartiou (i. 

Gehan ee 
[cirov |] pe 

10 [xpibav | 

p[aKkov ] 

Aayavo| crrép(jov) i 

oivou E(écrov) a 7a[A(avrov)] a 

Addp vopicpartiov TaA(avta) c[Ay (dnvapia)] 

15 ac7{Lou Ni(tpac) a 7aA(avta) Ady (dnvapia) 

ciTou a(ptapyc) a TaA(avTa) [be 

Kpioa@v a(ptaByc) a TaX(avTa) K 

paKkov a(ptaByc) a TaA(avta) «KB 

ayavoctrép(jrov) a(ptaByc) a TaX(avTa) v 

20 oivo[u| E(€écrovu) a TaX(avrov) a 

3 tad-, and so below; the dot has been lost in 2 15) Ay oS TO) a 



PANG) 

25 

30 

35 

AUS 

XowdK 

Hanis cacy 
[acrov 

TbBu 

v[opc|u[ar]iov 

a[c7|wou 

citov 

Kpioa@v 

pakod 

Aaxavoctrép (ov) 
m” 

OLVOU 

Mexeip 

vopiicpatiou 

ACT ALOU 

ciTov 

Kpioa@v 

pakov 
fh 

Aaxavoctrép (ov) 
” 

OlLVOU 

Papevard 

vopu[c]watiov 

ACT LOU 

ciTov 

Kpioa@v 

pakod 

Aaxavocrép (pov) 
” 

OlLVOU 

P[ap|uot 

[vo ]urcwatiouv 

[ 

31 a(praByc): |. E(écrov) 

ptapyc) a 

ptapyc) a 

ptapyc) a 

ptaByc) a 

ptaBnc) a 

Qe 

Re (p7aBnc 
ptapyc) a 

ECTOV) a 

col. ii 

Ni(tpac) a 

A(Tpac) a 

praBnc) a 
ptaBnc) a 

) 
) 

a 

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS 

Tan(avra\ 

TaA(avTa 

TaX(avra’ 
/ 

TAA\aAVTA 

TaA(avra 

TaA(avta 

TaX(avtov) 

TaA(avTa 

TaX(avrTa) 

TaX(avra 

TaX(avta 

TAA avTa 

TaX(avtTa. 

TaA avTov) 

TaA(avra 

TaX(avra 

TaA(avra 
4 

Tad(avra 

TAA avTa 

TaA(avta 

TaX(avTov) 

TaA(avra) 

cAy (dnvapia) 

Ady (dnvapia) db 

cAy (dnvapia) db 

Apés (8nvapia) A 

ps (dnvapia) A 

cAy (Snvapia) db 

Apés (Snvapia) A 

a (Onvapia) db 

cAy (dnvapia) db 

f ] 



55 

65 

7O 

64 axavoc pap.; |. Aayavou (cf. 71)? 
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olvov 

Tlaxwv vopucuatiov 

ACTLOV 

citov 

Kpila@v 

pakov 

Aaxavocr|é]p (pov) 

oivou 

TTabvi vopicpatiou 

AC7[{LOV 

citou 

Kpilarv 

pakov 

Aaxavoc(répjiov? ) 

oivou 

> Exreth vopicu(atiov) 

acrLou 

citou 

Kpio@v 

pakov 

Aayavovu 

olvou 

Mecopy) vopicu(artiov) 

col. i 

E(écrov) a 

Ni(tpac) a 

a(pTraBnc) a 

ptaByc) a 

[lordBne) a] 
ptapnc) a 

> 

a 

E(écrov) a 

Re 

Re 

Ni(tpac) a 

a(pTtabyc) a 

a(ptaByc) a 

a(ptaByc) a 

praBnc) a a 

E(écrov) a 

Ai(tpac) a 

a(prapnc 

a(praByc 

a(praByc 

praBnc a 

€(écrov) a 

a 

Q 

a 

SS 
Qa 

66 vopicus 

TaA(avtov) a (Snvapia) 

wedbieta aay Gates! 
taA(avta) Apms (dnvapia) A 

TaX(avTa) v 

TaXA(avTa) ve 

TaX(avTa) K, 

TaX(avra) [ | 

TaX(avtov) [a] (dnvapia) 

taX(avta) cuy (dynvapia) 

TaA(avta) Apms (dnvapia) A 

TaX(avTa) pe 

TaX(avTa) ve 

taX(avta) A 

TaXA(avTa) o€ 

TaA(avtov) a (dnvapia) d 

TaA(avta) cuy (dnvapia) 

TaA(avta) Apms (dnvapia) A 

TaX(avTa) pe 

taX(avta) K 

[raX(avra) | A 

TaX(avTa) o€ 

TaX(avtov) a (dnvapia) A 

TaA(avta) c[uy] (dnvapia) 

taA(avta) Apms (dnvapia) A 
uA 

TaX\(avTa) pe 

taA(avTa) K 

[ré]A(avra) A 
ae | 

76 xpiO? 
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(Back) col. iv 

006 

80 vopucpatiou TaA(avtTa) cy (Onvapia) 

ACH LOV Ai(tpac) a taA(avta) Acvy (dnvapia) 

ciTov a(pTapnc) a (radAavra) p 

Kpioa@v K 

paxod de 

85 Aax (avocmréppov) 

olvouv a 

Pawdu 

vopicwatiou cp 

achLou Acvy (dnvapia) 

go ciTov BL 

Kp.O(@v) KB 

pakov A 

Aaxav(ocméppov) 0€ 

oivov a 

95 ABip 
vopicpatiou cu 

ACT LOU Acvy (dnvapia) 

[c]érov a(ptaByc) a 

85 Aaxy’ A large blot of ink after 7, probably accidental QI Kpid’ 93 Aayay’, altered 
from Aaxavoc or Aayavou 94 A dot below a, perhaps only a blot 98 See n. 

(14-20) ‘Hathyr. 1 solidus 233 tal. 500 den. 

Uncoined silver 1 lb. 1,033 tal. 500 den. 
Wheat I art. 45 tal. 

Barley I art. 20 tal. 

Lentils I art. 22 tal. 

Vegetable seed I art. 50 tal. 
Wine I sext. 1 tal.’ 

(24-49) “Tybi. 
1 solidus 233 tal. 500 den. 

Uncoined silver 1 lb. 1,033 tal. 500 den. 
Wheat I art. 45 tal. 

Barley I art. 25 tal. 
Lentils I art. 25 tal. 
Vegetable seed I art. 50 tal. 

I Wine art.(!) I tal. 



(51-77) 

(79-98) 
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Mecheir. 

1 solidus 

Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 
Lentils 

Vegetable seed 
Wine 

Phamenoth. 

1 solidus 

Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 
Lentils 

Vegetable seed 
Wine 

Pharmouthi. 

1 solidus 

‘Wine 

Pachon. 1 solidus 

Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 
Lentils 

Vegetable seed 
Wine 

Payni. 1 solidus 
Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 
Lentils 

Vegetable seed 
Wine 

Epeiph. 1 solidus 

Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 
Lentils 

Vegetable seed 

Wine 

Mesore. 1 solidus 

Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 

Lentils 

‘Thoth. 

1 solidus 

Uncoined silver 

Wheat 

Barley 

Lentils 

Vegetable seed 
Wine 

— a a ee | H 

ee ee | 

om 

lb. 

art. 

233 tal. 500 den. 

1,166 tal. 1,000 den. 

46 tal. 1,000 den. 
20 tal. 

22 tal. 

45 tal. 

I tal. 

233 tal. 500 den. 
1,166 tal. 1,000 den. 

50 tal. 

25 tal. 

25 tal. 

50 tal. 

1 tal. 500 den. 

233 tal. 500 den. 

1tal. 500 den. 

243 tal. 500 den. 
1,186 tal. 1,000 den. 

50 tal. 
15 tal. 

20+ tal. 

lava 
1 tal. 500 den. 

243 tal. 500 den. 

1,186 tal. 1,000 den. 

45 tal. 
15 tal. 
30 tal. 

75 tal. 

1 tal. 500 den. 
243 tal. 500 den. 

1,186 tal. 1,000 den. 

45 tal. 

20 tal. 

30(?) tal. 

75 tal. 

1 tal. 1,000 den. 

243 tal. 500 den. 
1,186 tal. 1,000 den. 

45 tal. 

20 tal. 
30 tal.’ 

243 tal. 500 den. 
1,213 tal. 500 den. 

40 tal. 

20 

35 
80 

I 

’ 

213 
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Phaophi. 
1 solidus 240 
Uncoined silver 1,213 500 den. 

Wheat 40 

Barley 22 

Lentils 30 

Vegetable seed 75 

Wine I 

Hathyr. 
1 solidus 240 
Uncoined silver 1,213 500 den. 

Wheat I art. / 

1-3 The prices in 2-3 must surely be for barley and lentils, comparing the prices in the table in the 

introduction above. Line 1 of the transcript, which though altogether lost would have been level with the top 

of the following column, would then contain wheat, and the Thoth prices for gold and silver must have come at 
the foot of the preceding column, so that the papyrus must have recorded prices back into the previous year. 

7 The trace is not 4, i.e. 500 den. It could be from A, 1,000 den., indicating a gold price of 2063 tal., 
correct in relation to the silver price (which was slow to adjust) the following month (1,033 tal.). 

8 Ifv = 50 is correct, the next price-step down for silver would be g50 tal. /lb., indicating a gold price of 
190 tal./solidus in Thoth or earlier (earlier is more likely, comparing the time-lag in other instances —see the 

tabulation in the introd.). 
14 The price is restored by analogy with the prices from Tybi to Pharmouthi (col. 1). The price in 

Phaophi was probably less, cf. 7n. 
17 It is possible that xe was intended. 
19 Aayavocrép(yov). The descender of rho is cut by an oblique stroke rising to the nght at a shallow 

angle; so also in 30, 38, 46, 57. 
22 The price may be 233} tal. as in the following months. 
23 The price may be 1,033} tal. as in the preceding month and the following month, but I cannot confirm 

this from the scanty traces. 
39 For the form of &(écrov) see 3740 16-17n. 
45 The papyrus is badly warped in the second part of the line but the reading is not in doubt. 
50 Probably ]Apé[, from the price for adcnuov. 
51 Two strokes in the margin above this line probably not significant. 

53 This price corresponds to a price for the solidus of 2374 tal., which does not actually occur. Are we to 

suppose an error, in place of a continued 1, 1663 tal. (34, 42, 250), or were such variations in the proportion (cf. 
the introd.) admissible? Note that the rate of 1, 1863 tal. for silver is sustained till the end of the year (60, 67, 74). 

When the silver rate eventually rises to match (apparently) the new solidus rate from Pachon, it is given (81, 

89, 97) as 1,213} tal. (corresponding to a solidus price of 2423 tal.) instead of the expected 1,2163 tal. which 

would accord strictly with the ratio of 1:14.4. 
58 The missing numeral will hardly be other than a, cf. the tabulated prices in the introd. above. 
73 Talents-figure read by analogy with 52, 59, 66, and 80. 
98 a(praBnc) ais a rationalization of the papyrus text which has a single alpha struck through, thus qd. The 

talent-indication is omitted; the price is indicated as two units, but u (the price in the two preceding months) is 
a possible alternative. 

3774. DECLARATION TO THE LOGISTES 

3 1B.81/B(1)a 8x 11cm 341 

This document is primarily of interest for establishing the correct position of Flavius 

Eulogius in the logistae list, viz. between Flavius Eusebius (known 338) and Flavius 

Dionysarius (known from March 324): see Appendix I below. 
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The text is a nomination to a liturgy or liturgies whose identity is lost. For a list of 

such texts from the fourth century see CPR VII pp. 74-5. Add LI 3621 and 3623; PSI 

XVII Congr. (= M. Manfredi et al., Trenta testi greci, Florence 1983) no. 28; P. Harr. 
TT 313. 

There are traces of a four-layer kollesis in the left margin; the papyrus will once 

have formed part of a ropoc cuyKoAAncimoc. 

The back is blank. 

vratetac Avtwviov Mapx[€AdAwvou | 

Kat [letpwviov IIpoBivov [tdv Aa (mpotatwv).| 

Praoviw EvAoyiw AoyicrH [’ O€vpvyxitov | 

Tapa TwY amo KwuNc Cedw [f° mayov? | 

5 Ov Huady [tT] @v dypociwy A[dpyrAiwv | 

Pevapovvioc Woiroc pil|ovoc tic] 

Kkwpnce Kal AyiAdgouc , .[... , ] 

teccadapiou Kal Evdainov[oc ‘lépa-? | 

Koc Kal €’Douctivou ITtoAe[paiov| 

10 Kwpapx@v. axovdAovO| we Toic| 

mpoctaxbeicw v0 Tob [d.a-] 

cnmotatou nynpovoc [tHc Adyou-| 

crapvikjc Praoviov *lo[vAtov| 

Adcoviou didopuev K[wddvw | 

15 U@y Kal mav[Twv Tov aro | 

the al[d]ric (Kd >un[e 6.8 | 
ese | 

’Oév (rov]: the word was perhaps abbreviated 6 1. petfovoc «ai corr. from 61a? 3 pvyx perhap a i 
8 1. reccepapiov 10 |. adxodAovdwe 12 1. wyewovoc 

‘In the consulship of Antonius Marcellinus and Petronius Probinus, [virt clarissimz(?).] 
‘To Flavius Eulogius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the inhabitants of the village of Sepho in the 7th 

pagus, through us the public officials Aurelii Psenamounis son of Psois, headman of the village, and Achilles 
son of... , tesserarius, and Eudaemon son of Hierax(?) and Justinus son of Ptolemaeus, comarchs. In accordance 
with the instructions of the praeses of Augustamnica, Flavius Julius Ausonius, ver perfectissimus, we present at our 
own risk and that of all the inhabitants of the said village...’ 

4 For Cea see P. Pruneti, / centri abitati dell’ Ossirinchite 176-7. 
8 reccadapiov. Cf. LI 3621 5-6n. 3774 is now the latest evidence for the office. 
11-14 For Fl. Julius Ausonius see L 3576-9, esp. 3576 10-12n. with references, and 3775. Published texts 

show him as in office between at least 13 November 341 and 1 July 342. Information about him is insufficient to 

restrict the placing of 3774 within 341. 
14-16 Restorations are conjectural, especially the imposed correction in 16. 
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3775. PETITION TO THE LOGISTES 

71/40(b) 18.4 X 10.5 cm 1 July 342 

This darkened and fragile papyrus preserves the beginning of a report of 

proceedings before Flavius Julius Ausonius, praeses Augustamnicae, preceded in a separate 

column by a petition or application to Flavius Eutrygius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, 

referring to the appended proceedings. The second column was very wide, given the 

need to put the consular formula of 1-3 into one line there, see 15n. 

The text is of interest as providing the earliest attestation of Flavius Eutrygius as 

logistes; see Appendix I below. It also supplies our latest date for Flavius Julius Ausonius 

as praeses (previously 5 May 342 from P. Harr. 65); see 3774 11-14n. 

The back is blank. 

col. 1 
€ / a A € a 

[wrarteial|c THV dectoTMY Nuwv 

[Kwveralvriou 76 y’’ Kat Kwvctavtoc 

[76 B] ’’ Adyovctwr, ’Emetd C. 

Paovilw Ed|rpuyiw AoyictH OF (upuyxitov) 

5 mapa A[tpyri lov ‘EEG Crefavov amo tH 

avTic T[dAe]we. TOV mpaxbévtwv 

vrropy|[n|uatwr Tapa TH apEeTH TOU 

kuptov [pov] dvacnpotatou yWyEewovoc 

thc Ayouc[t apvixjc Praovil[oluv 

10 ‘JovdAiov A[vco]viov rept Tob tapado- 

Ojvai por [7 ]ovd jyeTEepou otKkotrédou 

THhv vouyn[v] dua THC CHC EvTOViac 

disor ea GUIS ie Iheeailior 
Neca 

col. 
¢€ vA aA A € 

15 vrrateiac TMV SecTOTa@Y HuL[ wv 

> A A 

etcayévtoc ‘EEG aro tic [ 

KAnpovojouc “HpakXeidov [ 

4 of" 7 vropr[n]|matwv g 1. Adyouctapwxic, Pdaovifolu 13 l. icov I5 umatevac? 
16 An attempt made to wash out éa of ‘Eéa? 
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umnKov[c]ev, Apioc p(jrwp) €f(mev): ev[ 

mou, , ,aA[, , ] TOv vouwv du 

20 Aguteoy exivor eADovtec e[ 

olkovcw eel T@ arrav[ 

Um0 THC weyadovolac T, [ 

a ovdev [,],[,, . ]. zal 

Ta TeTp| aypeva? 

25 Nuepav , [ 

nyenov[ - 
eel 

18 «) 20 I. éxeivou 

(1-12) ‘In the consulship of our masters Constantius for the 3rd time and Constans for the 2nd time, 
Augusti, Epeiph 7. 

“To Flavius Eutrygius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from Aurelius Hexas son of Stephanus, from the same 
city. Subjoining to the petition a copy of the minutes transacted before the Virtue of my lord praeses of 
Augustamnica, Flavius Julius Ausonius, vir perfectissimus, concerning the restoration to me of the possession 
of our property through Your Vigour...’ 

7 apern. See 3758 14n. 

12 evroviac. For the honorific use of this word cf. BGU III 786 ii 1 and P. Brem. g. 18 (both ii ap). 

14 [ala]? 
15 The proceedings in the following lines are before the praeses Fl. Julius Ausonius, see 6-10. Given his 

known tenure, the nearest preceding imperial consulate, and the date of the creation of Augustamnica, the 
consulship here has to be that of 342 as in 1-3. 

15-16 Marks of ink before the beginnings of these lines perhaps accidental. 

18 drjKov[c]ev. Probably a variation of the xAnb€évt0c Kai (47)) braKxovcavroc formula, for which see R. A. 

Coles, Reports of Proceedings 31 n. 4. 
For the form of 6(7j7wp) see 3758 41 n. 

20 Agvteoy. yuteoy could also be read. There are unexplained traces both below (first «) and above (eo) 
the word. If Agureoy is correct, [Bou]Aeuréov? 76 re]Aeutéoy (= reAevtaiov)? 

22 peyarovolac. Lat. magnanmitas. See H. Zilliacus, Unters. zu den abstrakten Anredeformen 72, 89, 106. More 

recently published examples are SB VI 9396. 1 and 9597. 3, PSI XIII 1342. 12 and XIV 1425. 2. 
23 The beginning of the line could be otherwise articulated. 

3776. DECLARATIONS OF PRICES 

22 3B.14/C(2-3)b 14 x 26.8 cm 24 July 343 

This papyrus preserves the declaration by the guild of 68ovcommAat more or less 

intact, despite its tattered appearance, plus ends of lines and beginnings of lines of the 

preceding and following declarations respectively. The papyrus is not a tépoc 

cuyKoAAncuoc although there is a kollesis between cols. 1 and ii (note that a line-end from 

col. 1 overruns it). The same hand wrote the main body of all three declarations. 
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Curiously the declaration of the 680vcom@Aa in the centre column here is almost 

identical, word for word, with the later one of the rapcixdpror in LI 3626 (25 January 

359), although in the latter the prices were never filled in. The parallelism is so close 

that the commentary on 3626 will in large part serve for the present text too. The 

explanation why two different guilds should make an identical declaration (or 

conversely what the difference is between the d0oviom@Aa and the rapcuxdpror) 1s still to 

be found. The third column here is clearly from the declaration of another but closely 

related guild of textile-merchants who handle —inter alia— goods described as Laodicean, 

cf. 3626 4n. 

The papyrus provides the latest attestation for the logistes Flavius Eutrygius, for 

whom see Appendix I below. 

Only line-ends remain from the preceding declaration, which we do not transcribe. 

No indication survives of the guild or of the items declared. The subscription is 

autograph, by [Adp]jAcoc [Tabeppov[B10c? |. 3765 9 ff. could lead us to expect the guild of 

ctimmoxerpictai to precede, but the space may not suit; also, for what it is worth, the 

declaration from them in 3753 (ap 319) has four declarants against one in the present 

instance. 

Distinction of hands, as often in these series of declarations, is not always easy. Here 

at least all three subscriptions are autograph. The statement of the identity of the 

declarant is handled casually, in the one place where it survives (6), both in the early 

stopping of the first hand (at 7éAewc) and in the minimum possible insertion of just the 

one name. The series is probably consistently plural-drafted (yip/]Cowev survives among 

the tattered traces of col. i), single declarants in cols. i-11 notwithstanding. Early stop 

and plural drafting are features shared by I 85 i-iv (re-ed. R. A. Coles, PE 39 (1980) 

115-23; cf. ibid. 115-16 for an analysis of the often more rigorously circumscribed 

bureaucratic forms of these documents). I have compared a photograph of 85 (dated 

338, five years earlier) with 3776; the main hands are similar in style, but not sufficiently 

similar (or dissimilar) to allow a decision that they are (or are not) the same. 

The back is blank. 

col. 1 

Pdaoviw Evtp[vyiw | 

AoyictH ’O€vpu[yxitov] 

Tapa Tov Kowo|[d Tw] 

dOovioTwAdyv T[ Hc] 

5 avutnc mdAewc (added, m. 1?) 

6u(a) Arriwvoc. 

(m.1)  mpochwvobpev idiw 

5 Final c extended to form filling-stroke 6 dc at’ Twwvoc 



(m. 

(m. 

35 

33 Aap/ 

TUYLHMaTL THY EEC ep- 

Yeypaperny TYLA 
dv xipilopev wviwy 
ss SN) A A \ 

elvat emt TOVSE TOU [LNVOC 
ws , \ a 

KQL OMVUOMEV TOV Qeiov 

opKov pndev drepetcOar. 

ectu O€: 

[0]@6[vnc mlavrolac dadpartix (adv) 
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[yuvark(eiwv) tlapcix(@v) weyaA(ov) wérp(ov) 

a [etdéa|c 

B ei[8éJac 
x [e]iS¢ac 

c 
C 
C 

/ 

evyouc 
{ 4 

€vyouc 
Ae 
EVYOUC 

dvaf[oda] die duoc 
a €(d€ac 

B etd€ac 

y €iGeac 

C 
C 
C(evyouc) a 

a 

R 

R 

/ 

evyouc) a 
/ 

evyouc) a 

c[t|txaplwr 6[lotwe: 

a’eid€éac [ 
/ > / 

B’etd€éac 

y €td€éac 

4 

evyouc) a 
/ 

€uyouc) a 

daxtadiwv 6poiwe: 

a eEloeac 

B cidéac 
y «(d€ac 

C 
C 
C 

evyouc 

evyouc 
ig 

evyouc 

Qa 

a 

a 

TAA 

Tar 

TAA 

TOA 

TOA 

TAA 

TOA 
TOA 

Tar 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

avTa 

TaX(avra 

Tan avTa 

[vmateia]c Poupiov ITAakidov Kai PAaoviov 

[‘Pwuwdrolu tav Aan (mpotatwv), Emeih Xr’. 

[Adp|jAvoc Arriwyv mpoc- 

[d]wva we mpoxite. 

8-9 |. éyyeypappernv 

34 aT Tuy 

10 |. yepilowev 

35 |. mpoKerrau 

15 dadpware~ 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

added, m. 

16 rapeu“peyar: 

219 

IP) v 

1?) cEs (Onvapia) A 

vane 
1?) pdy (dnvapia) 6 

1?) p& 
I?) pk 

1?) p 

17 ff. raa- 
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col. i 

(m.1)  elvat emt robd[e TOU pyvoc] 
wesc Kal ou[vdouev TOV Deiov dpKov | 

un[dlev d[repedcBar. | 

[ecru dé | 

40 = @p [a] p[ (wv 

Aadixn|[vav 

[ 
vrodeec|TEp- 
Snunineanie hall 

45 wetp( ) [ 

vTod¢| ecTEp- 

cTLyapt| wy 

[cee lea | 
(eee yl 

5 

[ 
[ 

(m.3)  AdpylAco- 

55 mpoc| pwv- 

44 dadApari* 

Col. i 
‘To Flavius Eutrygius, curator of the Oxyrhynchite, from the guild of the linen-merchants of the same city’ 

(added, m. 1?) ‘through Attion.’ (m. 1) ‘At our own risk we declare the price entered below for the goods which 

we handle to be (the price) during this month, and we swear the divine oath that we have been deceitful in 
nothing. As follows: 

‘Linen of all kinds: 

‘Ladies’ Tarsian sleeved tunics, large size: 
“Ist quality 1 pr. tal.’ (added, m. 1?) ‘400.’ 
(m. 1) ‘2nd quality 1 pr. tal.’ (added, m. 1?) ‘266, den. 1,000.’ 

(m. 1) ‘grd quality 1pr. tal.’ (added, m. 1?) ‘200.’ 
(m. 1) ‘Shawls likewise: 

“Ist quality Tpr. tal. (added, m. 1?) °2, | ~ 

(m. 1) ‘2nd quality 1 pr. tal. (added, m. 1?) ‘200(?).’ 
(Tepe grdiqualityesm pres tale (added his 0?) it: 
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(m. 1) “Tunics likewise: 

“ist quality [ 
‘end quality Tepreetalat(aadedsamed iw 

(m. 1) “3rd quality 1pr. tal.’ (added, m. 1?) ‘133, den. 500.’ 
(m. 1) ‘Facecloths likewise: 

“rst quality Mpa tal. addedy my t:) 100. 

(m. 1) ‘gnd quality 1 pr. tal.’ (added, m. 1?) ‘120.’ 

(m. 1) ‘grd quality 1 pr. tal.’ (added, m. 1?) ‘roo.’ 

(m. 1) ‘In the consulship of Furius Placidus and Flavius Romulus, viri clarissimi, Epeiph 30.’ 
(m. 2) ‘I, Aurelius Attion, declare as aforesaid.’ 

> 

6 Arriwvoc. Note 3746 introd. ad fin. 

11 etvacand emt rodde rod pyvdc are among the variations found in the formula of these declarations; often 
both omitted, both occur in LI 3624-6 and in I 85 i-iv (PE 39 (1980) 116~19), while émt rode 706 pnvdc also 
occurs without efva:, in the same position (85 vi) or preceding dv yerpilw/-opev dviwv (3766). 

15-19 These entries reappear in the earlier summary 3765 12-15, of c. 327: the price of the first quality 

has increased tenfold between then and 343. See Appendix III below. 
16 pérp(ov). The descender of rho is cut by an oblique stroke rising to the right at a shallow angle; so also 

in 45. 
17 {(evyouc). The abbreviation is a very rapid cursive zeta with a horizontal cutting it in the middle. 
Cf. 3765 13. The prices of the items in LI 3626 are calculated by the rerpdAaccov. For the possibility of 

{(edyouc) being the correct expansion of the abbreviation cf. the comments on 8¢Aaccov, 3626 16-17n. The 
equation complicates rather than eases the explanation of the -Aaccov compounds. For pairs note also P. Mich. 
VIII 468. 10-11, perhaps contrasting 14~15 there. 

18 Note that 66 tal. 1,000 den. = ? of roo tal. Cf. 27 and n. 
20 Less likely is avaB[oA]aiwv. Note LI 3626 21 n. 

21-3 The damaged prices must fall within a certain pattern. The second quality (22) may be just 200, 
although it could be more. The first quality 1s obviously over 200, and the one-third/two-thirds pattern is likely 

(cf. the amounts in 18 and 27). Likewise with the third quality, which is over 100 (but less than 200). 

24 cttx( ) in LI 3626 24 may presumably now be expanded to criy(apiwy), cf. the note ad loc. 
25 Scanty traces in fact survive of €(evyouc) a taA(avra) but on scraps of loose fibre. No traces of the price 

survive. 
27 a7taA(avra) must represent the writer’s intention, but the strokes are reduced to no more than aA. Note 

that 33 tal. 500 den. = } of 100 tal. Cf. 18 and n. 
32 The consulship begins in ecthesis in the blank space left below the shorter preceding column. 
37 d6u[viouev. The series is probably consistently plural-drafted, even though the declarant is single (as in 

cols. i-ii): cf. the introd. above. 

40 For wpdpiov = Lat. orarium, ‘napkin, handkerchief’ LS (not in the OLD), see the Edictum de Pretus ed. 
M. Giacchero, §26. 162-82, with the commentary of S. Lauffer, Diokletians Pretsedikt 275. The edict lists 

@papiwy Aadixnyay among other varieties. 
41 Aadixn[vav. Possibly abbreviated Aaéix/? 
43 For vrodeéctepoc in these declarations cf. 3752 19, 3753 20, 3765 8, 41, 43, 45, 47. xatadeécrepoc is the 

adjective regularly used in the Edictum de Pretus. 
53 A. Probably 4’ as in 33, but all except the left foot of A is broken away. 



APPENDIX I 

THE CURATORES CIVITATIS OF OXYRHYNCHUS, 303-346 

A by-product of the texts in this volume has been a substantial increase in our 
prosopographical data relating to the logistes or curator civitatis. | do not attempt any 
synthesis of his responsibilities etc.; for that the standard reference remains B. R. Rees, 
FFP 7-8 (1953-4) 83-105. On pp. 104-5 Rees provides a list of the then known holders 
of the office, which has been superseded by the list of K. A. Worp, BASP 13 (1976) 38-40; 
Worp’s list in turn is rendered obsolete—for Oxyrhynchus up to 346—by the new list 
presented below. To the above bibliography add J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 107-14. 
J. G. Keenan discusses the status (Valerius or Flavius, as against Aurelius) of the curator 
in PE 11 (1973) 44-6, 49 and 13 (1974) 290-1, 294, 297, 302; add XLV 3256 rn., 
XLVI 3306 1 n., 3308-11. The length of tenure of the office is discussed by Rees, op. cit. 
95-6 and Lallemand, op. cit. 113. Our new documentation greatly extends the data 
available as a basis for judgement; the shortest maximum-possible term that can be 
deduced from the list below is around one year, while the longest attested term is around 
five years (unless new evidence breaks the continuity of tenure) and the longest possible 
term around six years. 

Aurelius Seuthes alias Horion 
Earlier career: 

297/8(?) Gymnasiarch. XLV 3246 6 
For P. Oslo III 135 and some other contemporary mentions of a Seuthes simply, 
see the introd. to P. Harr. II 230-4. 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 

303 3727 
Interim and undated attestations: 

305 VI 895 

Feb./Mar. 306 3728 

29 May 306 VIII 1104 
XVII 2106, XVIII 2187, XX XIII 2673 carry references to an unnamed logistes 
within this period; presumably he will be Seuthes alias Horion. 

Latest attestation as logistes: 

4 May 307 3729 
Out of office by: 

29-30 Sept. 308 P. Lond. inv. 2226 (J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 265). 
Out-of-office references: 

s.d. but 

assigned c. 308/9 XX XIII 2666 
22 June 309 XX XIII 2667. Line 18 implies that Seuthes was the direct predecessor of Heron. 

Valerius Heron alias Sarapion 

Commenced office after: 
4 May 307 3729 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 
29-30 Sept. 308 P. Lond. inv. 2226 (J. Lallemand, L’ Admin. civile 265). 
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Interim and undated attestations: 

28 June, 
year uncertain XLIV 3193. See the discussion by J. R. Rea, LI 3618 1-4n. 

s.d. but 
assigned c. 308/9 XX XIII 2666 
22 June 309 XXXII 2667 
C. 310-11 3731 
s.d. 3730 
25 May 312 3732-5 
312 (27 Sept.?) 3736 

Latest attestation as logistes: 
27 Sept. 312 3737, 3739, 3740 

Out of office by: 
16 Mar. 313 XLVI 3305 

Out-of-office references: 
317/18 XLV 3256 (Aurelius Heron alias Sarapion) 

Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius (first period of office) 

Commenced office after: 
27 Sept. 312 3737, 3739, 3740 

Earliest attestation as logistes I: 
16 Mar. 313 XLVI 3305 

Interim and undated attestations: 

s.d. 

(assigned c. 314) XLVI 3306 (Aurelius Ammonianus alias Gerontius) 

July-Sept. 313 3741 introd. 
21 Feb. 316 VI 983 (= SB III 6003) 

25 Feb. 316 53 
316 VI 896 (col. ii: 1 Apr. 316) 
1 Nov. 316 I 84 (= W. Chr. 197) 
26 Nov. 317 3742 

Latest attestation as logistes I: 
15 Jan. 318 XXXIII 2675 

Out of office by: 
318 (month not 
determined) 3743, 3744, 3745 

Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus (first period of office) 

Earlier career: 

It is not certain how many persons are involved in the following references, and which of them is to be 

identified with the later logistes. For a discussion see esp. J. G. Keenan, ZPE 11 (1973) 45-6 and 13 

(1974) 297- 

Sept.? 271 XII 1413. Julianus alias Dioscurides, exegetes. (For date see A. K. Bowman, Town 

Councils of Roman Egypt 151-3.) 

293 P. Vindob. Salomons 7. Aur. Julianus alias Dioscurides, ex-hypomnematographus 

and bouleutes of Alexandria, ex-prytanis and bouleutes of Oxyrhynchus. 

296 SB VI 9502. Aur. (rather than Val.: J. G. Keenan, ZPE 11 (1973) 45) Julianus 

alias Dioscurides, ex-hypomnematographus, ex-prytanis and gymnasiarch 

and bouleutes of Oxyrhynchus, protostates. 

17 July 299 P. Laur. III 67 (see IV p. 14). [Julianus] alias Dioscurides, hypomnematographus, 

bouleutes of Oxyrhynchus. 

304 XVIII 2187. Dioscurides, ex-magistrate. 

ill-1v XIV 1747 64. Dioscurides son of Julianus, yeouxav. 
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310 or 311? P. Mert. II go (for date see XX XIII 2668 introd., with XLIII 3120 8 gn. and P. 
Coll. Youtie II 79). Aur. Dioscurides [al. Julianus], strategus. PSI VIII 886. 8 may 
provide a reference to his tenure, in 310/11. P. Koln IV 199. 13 (s.d.) may also refer 
to him. 

22 Aug. 311 XX XIII 2668 (= SB VIII 9875 re-ed.). Aur. Dioscurides alias Julianus, strategus 
of the Oxyrhynchite. 

Oct./Nov. 315 | XXXI 2585. Aur. Dioscurides alias Julianus, (ex-?) gymnasiarch, ex-prytanis and 
bouleutes of Oxyrhynchus. (On the titles, note A. K. Bowman, op. cit. 137 n. 27, 
and N. Lewis, BASP 7 (1970) 109-10. I have re-examined the original in an 
attempt to read yupvaccapxyjcar|7. in 3-4. Up to x, traces are present of all the 
letters and none is really in doubt despite the damage; but I cannot elicit ncav from 
what is left at the end of the line.) 

Set out thus, the evidence supports the tentative suggestion of J.G. Keenan, ZPE 11 (1973) 45, that 
we are dealing with two members of the same family, probably father and son; the father being 
Julianus alias Dioscurides and the son the subsequent logistes Dioscurides alias Julianus. The 
attested offices would accord with the two distinct careers implied by this hypothesis. That the 
hypothesis is correct may reasonably be taken as proven by P. Harr. II 212, addressed to the logistes 
Dioscurides son of Julianus. The family was clearly of standing in both Alexandria and 
Oxyrhynchus. The references to the son as strategus of the Oxyrhynchite are not at variance with this 
theory, since by this date the strategus was of course no longer from a nome different from where he 
held office (XLII 3123 3n.). For a third generation of this family cf. 3755 27-8n. and the entry 
below for Flavius Julianus. 

Commenced office after: 
15 Jan. 318 XX XIII 2675 

Only attestations as logistes I: 
318 (month 

not determined) 3743, 3744, 3745 

Out of office by: 

23-5(?) 
Mar. 319 3746 

Valerius Ammonianus alias Gerontius (second period of office) 
Commenced office after: 

318 (month 

not determined) 3743, 3744, 3745 
Earliest attestation as logistes II: 

23-5(?) 
Mar. 319 3746 (logistes) 

Interim and undated attestations: 
26 Mar. 319 3748-53 (acting logistes) 
320 (month and 
day lost) 3754 (acting logistes) 

Latest attestation as logistes II: 
Jan./Feb. 320 PSI V 454, where J. R. Rea has re-read line 6 to give Pepovtiw [ScJoucodvr[c 

Ao|yicrialy ’O€(upuyxirov), i.e. acting logistes: this correction has not previously 
been published. 

Out of office by: 

27 Sept. 320 3755 
Out-of-office references: 

7 Nov. 331 PSI VII 767.28? [«Anpo(vdpor) Apo |vravod ao Aoyucra@v? (K. A. Worp by letter); 
cf. p. 226. 

18 Sept. 334 PSI V 469, xAnpovoporc Appwriavod amd Aoyucta@y (cf. K. A. Worp, BASP 13 (1976) 
39). 

Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus (second period of office) 
Commenced office after: 

Jan./Feb. 320 PSI V 454 (see above) 
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Earliest attestation as logistes IT: 
27 Sept. 320 3755 

Interim and undated attestations: 

30 July 321 VI 900 (see XLVI 3305 3n.) 
329\ 01 329) P. Harr. II 212. Dioscurides son of Julianus. 
18 Jan. 323 I 42. Dioscurides only. There is no need to consider whether Dioscurides may be a 

different logistes from Dioscurides alias Julianus; the Julianus was presumably 
dropped to avoid confusion with the son, now entering public office (cf. 3755 and 
the entry below for Flavius Julianus). It may be that Fl. Julianus’ full name 

included alias Dioscurides, but there is no evidence of this as yet. 
3 Mar. 323 XLI 2969 (for date cf. XLI 2993). Dioscurides only. 
29 Mar. 323 XXXVI 2767. Dioscurides only. 
324 P. Harr. II 214. Dioscurides only. 
3-18 Mar. 325 3758. Dioscurides only (see ll. 3~4). 
s.d. XII 1509. Dioscurides only; the logistes? 

Latest attestation as logistes II: 
Mar./Apr. 325 XLIII 3125. Valerius Dioscurides only. 

Out of office by: 
July/Aug. 325 152 

Flavius Leucadius 

Earlier career: 

For the possibility of a connection with the prytanis of Feb./Mar. 325, see 3758 18n. 

Commenced office after: 

Mar./Apr. 325  XLIII 3125 
Earliest attestation as logistes: 

July/Aug. 325 152 
Interim and undated attestations: 

2 Oct. 325 3759 

June/July 326 XLV 3265 
326? 3760? 

Latest attestation as logistes: 

Sept./Dec. 326 XLV 3249 
Out of office by: 

16 Jan. 327 I 83 and 83a 

Flavius Thannyras 
For the spelling of the name see 3765 49n. 

Commenced office after: 
Sept./Dec. 326 XLV 3249 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 
16 Jan. 327 1 83 and 83a. The date is not 16 February (= 22 Mecheir) as givenin R. S. Bagnall 

and K. A. Worp, Chron. Systems of Byzantine Egypt 109. 

Interim and undated attestations: 

s.d. 3765 
Latest attestation as logistes: 

16 Jan. 327 I 83 and 83a (see above) 

Out of office by: 
27 Oct. 329 3766 (= XXXI 2570 re-ed.) 

Flavius Julianus 
Earlier career: 

27 Sept. 320 Deputy-logistes? 3755 

Commenced office after: 
16 Jan. 327 I 83 and 83a 
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Earliest attestation as logistes: 
27 Oct. 329 3766 (= XXXI 2570 re-ed.) 

Interim and undated attestations: 

12 Jan. 330 
s.d. 

ill-iv 

XLVII 3350 
P. Harr. 73 (see <PE 37 (1980) 220 ff.) 
P. Mich. inv. 411 (ed. H. C. Youtie, ZPE 37 (1980) 217-18 = Script. Post. ii 
581-2). Julianus, son of Dioscurides (no titles) appears in a possibly Oxyrhynchite 

name-list. Fl. Julianus the logistes seems a likely candidate for the identification 
(the script is a good official cursive, see PE 37 pl. VIIb) or at least a member of his 

family, conceivably his grandfather (see above under Val. Dioscurides alias 

Julianus), but I should be inclined to date the text iv rather than iii. This proposed 
identification strengthens the case for its Oxyrhynchite provenance. Further proof 

of that comes from recognizing the name of Eutonius alias Uranius (I. 4 in the 

Michigan text) in XLIV 3189 5-6 (Edrpuyiov ed.), a tax-receipt assigned to the 
late third or early fourth century. 

Latest attestation as logistes: 

13-14(?) 
June 331 

Out of office by: 
7 Nov. 331 

XLIV 3195 

PSI VII 767. 2 (see below under Fl. Hermias) 
Out-of-office references: 

In PSI VII 767.28 (7 Nov. 331) Jsavov (so ed.) will surely be preceded by «Anpo (vdpor), cf. 23, and 
cannot therefore refer to Julianus as suggested in XLIV 3195 3 n. Presumably Ammonianus 

was named, cf. p. 224. The Julianus son of Ammonianus in P. Ross.-Georg. V 28 (cited in 
XLIV 3195 gn.) is not to be identified with our Julianus, son of Dioscurides (cf. 3755 and the 
discussions above). 

Later career: 
Feb./Mar. 334 

26 Mar. 334 
1 May 336 

Sept./Oct. 360 

Flavius Hermias 

Earlier career: 

17 Aug. 323 

31? July 324 
Mar./Apr. 325 

Syndic. 3769 (Fl. Julianus) 

Syndic. 3770 (Aur. Julianus) 
Acting syndic. 3771 and VI 901 (FI. Julianus) 

PSI V 467: a Fl. Julianus(?) held a post in the office of the praeses of Augustamnica. 
I am indebted to Dr Rosario Pintaudi for a photograph and an examination of the 

text; a reading (I. 1) PAaovi[w] Jo[v]Ac[av@ seems possible. For the post held, 
perhaps cf. XLIX 3480 1, Bevedixvapiw taéewc, which if abbreviated (B¢/) might 
conceivably fit the space in PSI 467. Nevertheless, it is not clear that this would be 
a likely step in the career of our Julianus, who would have been in his sixties (or 
more) at this date. 

Strategus. I 60. See J. E. G. Whitehorne, ZPE 29 (1978) 184. Named Hermias 
only. See also 3746 48 n. 
Strategus. XII 1430. Hermias only. 
Strategus. XLIIT 3125. Aur. Hermias. This then is a different Hermias from 
Claudius Hermias the later éxSucoc (XLIV 3195), and the other two strategus- 
references are likely to be to this same Aur. Hermias. There is possibly a reference 
to him as out of office in PSI III 201 (7 March 327: see P. J. Sijpesteijn and K. A. 
Worp, <PE 26 (1977) 278), but in any case he was out of office by 11 February 327 
(Aur. Veronicianus in office: J. E. G. Whitehorne, ZPE 29 (1978) 184). It is 
possible, but much less likely, that it is Claudius Hermias who becomes Flavius 
Hermias the logistes: for other gentilicia at this period, see J. G. Keenan, APE UO 
(1973) 47, 51. 

Commenced office after: 

13-14(?) 
June 331 XLIV 3195 
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Earliest attestation as logistes: 
7 Nov. 331 PSI VII 767. 2. In the introduction to that text the possibility was put forward of 

reading Mecheir for Hathyr in |. 2 and converting 1. 1 to a post-consulate (thus 
332); this possibility is hardly still open, because the consuls for 332 were already 
known in Mecheir 332, see R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, Chron. Systems of 
Byzantine Egypt 110. (Conversely, a date to Mecheir 331 is excluded because 
Julianus was still logistes, see above. The 331 consuls were known this early, see 
Bagnall and Worp in BASP 17 (1980) 13.) The edition wrongly converts Hathyr 
10 in 331 to 6 November instead of 7 November. pox in 4 provides reasonable 
assurance for the restoration of Hermias’ name in 3. The puzzle remains of the 

apparent later date in 7 (Hathyr 11, ed.) which ought to antedate Hathyr ro in 

line 2. I have tried reading a different month (thanks to a photograph kindly 

supplied by Dr Rosario Pintaudi) but without success. It may be wrong to seek a 

date here, and we should rather look for an introductory formula on a par with 
those in 30 and 35. If so, 7 November 331 remains the earliest precise and 
reasonably secure date we have for Hermias as logistes. 

Latest attestations as logistes: 

332 (month and 

day lost) 

Out of office by: 
s.d. 

26 Mar. 336 

Later career: 

25 Oct. 336 

Flavius Asclepiades 

XII 1426, XLII 3127 

Tenure of Fl. Asclepiades (3768); or 

X 1265 

Syndic. P. Freib. 11 = SB III 6294 

The placing of Asclepiades, so far attested solely by the undated 3768, at this point in the list is 
conjectural. See the discussion in 3768 introd. 

Commenced office after: 
332 (month and 

day lost) XII 1426, XLIII 3127 
Only attestation as logistes: 

s.d. 

Out of office by: 

26 Mar. 336 

3768 

X 1265 

Flavius Paeanius alias Macrobius 
For the correction of Paranius to Paeanius see P. Oxy. XX XVIII p. xiv. 

Earlier career: 

s.d. Strategus. X XII 2344. This text poses a problem, since Paeanius is styled Flavius 
and the evidence indicates that strategi in this period were not ex officio Flavii 
(J. G. Keenan, <PE 13 (1974) 291 n. 171). On the other hand, the strategus was 

junior to the logistes (the logistae at this time were Flavii and may have retained 
the name on leaving office: cf. 3771 3n.), and tenure of the junior post subsequent 
to the senior post is hardly conceivable. Dr J. D. Thomas would now withdraw 
(personal communication of 30 July 1984) his suggestion in CE 34 (1959) 130 that 

Paeanius is in fact logistes in 2344. We must, I think, conclude that Paeanius was 
entitled to the name Flavius on other grounds, possibly military service. 

Commenced office after: 

s.d. 

332 (month and 

day lost) 

Tenure of Fl. Asclepiades (3768); or 

XII 1426, XLIII 3127 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 
26 Mar. 336 X 1265 
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Interim and undated attestations: 

s.d. X 1303 
Latest attestation as logistes: 

26 Mar. 336 X 1265 (see above) 
Out of office by: 

13 Jan. 338 VI 892 

Flavius Eusebius 

Commenced office after: 

26 Mar. 336 X 1265 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 

13 Jan. 338 VI 892 

Interim and undated attestations: 

28 Mar. 338 I 86 
c. 338 3772 
There is no evidence that Eusebius was the addressee of the undated PSI III 202, although economic 

and scribal considerations (cf. Appendix II] and Appendix IV below) mean that a dating c. 338 must 
be approximately right. 

Latest attestation as logistes: 

26 Nov. 338 185 
Out of office by: 

341 (no month 

or day) 3774 

Flavius Eulogius 

Earlier career: 

There is a scant possibility of identity with the deputy strategus in early January 316 (XVII 2113: 
J. E. G. Whitehorne, ZPE 29 (1978) 184), if this were a junior appointment held by Eulogius as a 
young man. The identity will hardly be compatible with identifying the ex-logistes with the 
moArevopevoc of 365 (XLVIII 3393, see below). Given Eulogius’ attested activity as riparius in 350 
(see below), it is more plausible to link him with his namesake of 365 than with the deputy strategus 
back in 316. Similar but less cogent arguments apply to identifying him with the wdpedpoc of 3757 4 
(325) and elsewhere. There is no reason to associate the later logistes with the private person in 
P. Princ. II 79 (326). 

Commenced office after: 
26 Nov. 338 185 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 
341 (no month 

or day) 3774 
Interim and undated attestations: 

s.d. XVIT 2115. The date previously attributed to this text, ‘c. 345° (BASP 13 (1976) 
39), cannot stand. 

Latest attestation as logistes: 
341 (no month 

or day) 3774 (see above) 
Out of office by: 

1 Mar. 342 1 87: the unpublished second column is dated Phamenoth 5. 
Out-of-office references: 

s.d. XIX 2235: dro Aoyicrav, purapiw. Cf. below. 

iv P. Princ. II 98? See XIX 2233 2n., 2235 rn. 
Later career: 

346 Riparius. VI 897 
s.d. Riparius. X1X 2229 
s.d. Riparius. XX 2235 
350 Riparius. P. Harr. II 218 
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7 June 350 Riparius. XX 2233 
8 June 365 moAdrevopevoc. XLVIII 3393. The possibility of identifying this Eulogius with the 

ex-logistes is discussed above under the heading of Eulogius’ earlier career. 

Flavius Dionysarius 
Commenced office after: 

341 (no month 
or day) 3774 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 
1 Mar. 342 I 87: the unpublished second column is dated Phamenoth 5. 

Latest attestation as logistes: 
5 May 342 P. Harr. 65 

Out of office by: 

1 July 342 3775 

Later career: 
346 Riparius. V1 897 

Flavius Eutrygius 
Commenced office after: 

5 May 342 P. Harr. 65 

Earliest attestation as logistes: 
1 July 342 3775 

Interim and undated attestations: 

17(?) June 343 ~=—~P.. Harr. II 216 
Latest attestation as logistes: 

24 July 343 3776 

Out of office by: 

346 or 347 (no 
month or day) P. Harr. II 217 

Out-of-office references: 
357 I 66. Fl. Eutrygius, azo Aoyectawv 
360 VIII 1103. Eutrygius, a6 Aoyucta@y 
I. F. Fikhman, Le Monde grec.: hommages 4 Claire Préaux 789, supposes that the plain Eutrygius who 

appears in I 93 (362), PIFAO II 13, and PSI III 217 may be the ex-logistes, but this is not 

compelling. 

Flavius Heraclius 

Commenced office after: 

24 July 343 3776 
Only attestation as logistes: 

346 or 347 (no 
month or day)  P. Harr. II 217 

Out-of-office references: 
27 July 371 Dead by this date. XLVIII 3395 



APPENDIX II 

THE GUILDS OF OXYRHYNCHUS 

Despite the present volume’s additions to our documentation, we are a long way 

from having declarations from all the guilds that must have made them, as a glance at a 

document such as PUG I 24 quickly makes clear. For a list of guilds and occupations see 

I. F. Fikhman, Egipet na rubezhe doukh epokh (Moscow 1965) 25-34, 122-7. It is equally 

clear that the guilds did not always follow the same order: contrast e.g. LI 3624-6 with I 

85 (re-ed. ZPE 39 (1980) 115-23). Nevertheless we now have several part-sequences and 

some overlaps and repeated sequences, and with the help of 3765 most of the declaring 

guilds can be put into a tentative order (which does not reflect that of the Edictum de 

Pretiis), although there are breaks in it (where we cannot yet calculate the number of 

intervening guilds) and other uncertainties such as those due to fragmentary declara- 

tions at the beginning or end of a sequence. It must also be admitted that the part- 

sequences we have may not come from the same overall sequence; indeed some of the 

part-sequences (e.g. the first two sections below) are incompatible. Some guilds appear 

in different positions in the tentative composite sequence I have constructed below; both 

occurrences are listed, with the second one bracketed. 

Xpucoxdor 3765 vil 3768 

dpyupoKkorrou a 3624 

apToOKOTOL 3625 

TAPCLKGpPLOL 3626 

? 85! 

xadKoKoAAnrai - 

(dproxézrot) ze 

Cv0oma@Aat % 

KEpLoTP@AQL 3737 3755 3744 

éAavoupyot 3738 3760 

aptupatomm@Aa 376511-2 3739 3761 

KamrnAot » 3-4 3740 3762 

? » 45-7 3763 

€xdoxeic 3772? 

€AavoTr@Aat 853 

peAcccoupyoi 3747 - 
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cTaypatoTr@Aau 3748 

yapotrmAar 3749 

dAoma@Aat 3750 

€pioTr@Aau 3751 

Aevkavtai 3765 118? = 3752 3743 
cTUTTOXELpicTal _,, g-11 3753 

dboviom@Aat ee 2 a) 3776 

textile guild 

? 3765 iil 16-17? P. Harr. 73 i4 
Badeic & 18-23 a ul 
= % ill 

butchers of 

some kind? 3765 iv 24-30 

XOLlpomayerpou PSI III 202 

ixOvoT@Aau 3766 es ee 

Kvadeic » 
KEpapetc 7 

fLupoTr@Aat 3765 v 32-407 a 3731 

? 3765 vi 41-7 

The following additional sequence is necessarily incompatible with the above: 

P 3732 

(upomaAar) 3733 

(aAo7@Aat) 3734 
n 3735 (a declaration in two columns) 

We have effectively ‘singleton’ declarations from the following guilds (in alpha- 

betical order) for which we also lack parallel guiding information, so that we have no 

clue to their place in any sequence of this sort: 

dpBioT@Aat 3745 

vedoupyol 3742 

In the next Appendix on commodity-prices the guilds are listed in the sequence 

proposed here; the deAoupyod (no prices survive for the épBiom@Aar) are tacked on at the 

end. For the daxom@Aat, not attested as such by a declaration and also tacked on at the 

end of the list, see note 35 to Appendix ITI. 
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Notes to Appendix I 
1 The placing of this group here is somewhat arbitrary. The other sections are held together by the 

framework of 3765. I place the 85 guilds near the beginning on the uncertain grounds that metals and basic 

commodities come early in the sequence. 
2 It is not certain that the éxSoxeic immediately precede the éAaon@Aa and ff.; see 3772 introd. 
3 For the splitting of the sections of I 85, see the re-edition of that papyrus in ZPE 39 (1980) 115 ff. 

4 See the re-edition of P. Harr. 73 in PE 37 (1980) 229-36. 

® Might the guild here be the cayparopddox (for whom see Rech. Pap. 4 (1967) 82n.) who follow the Bageic 

in PUG I 24? Probably this is to put far too much weight on PUG I 24’s list, since the Badeic there are preceded 

(in reverse order) by the cvadeic, rapcuxdpror, and Aevavrai, all of whom are established in different positions in 

the sequence above. 
6 See PE 37 (1980) 230 and n. 1. 
7 Seventeen more items would have followed, drawn from the declaration of the pupom@aAa. There can 

have been very few intervening items (and therefore even fewer guilds) before those preserved in ll. 41 ff. at the 

top of the next column. 

APPENDIX III 

COMPARATIVE COMMODITY PRICES 

Commentary on the prices of the items declared by the guilds, in so far as they 

survive, has been reserved for this section from the notes on the individual texts above. 

The guilds are arranged in their projected order (see the preceding Appendix) rather 

than alphabetically, and the items declared follow the same order as in the declarations. 

Guilds for which no prices survive have been omitted; guilds with two positions in the 

sequence are given in the earlier position. I tabulate prices to cover the period from the 

Edictum de Pretis (Nov./Dec. 301) until our latest declarations in 359, LI 3624-6. Only 

prices derived directly or less directly (3765, 3773) from guild declarations are included; 

I use the previously published declarations (XX XI 2570 = 3766, P. Harr. 73, 1 85, PSI 

III 202, and LI 3624-6) as well as those in the present volume. This concentration on a 

single category of document avoids the problems of evaluating diverse evidence, e.g. the 

prices for (Tyrian) crvyapia in 3758 (see 21 n.) and especially the confrontation between 

open market prices and government refund levels. Prices are given throughout in talents 

(T) and denarii (d.). For consistent comparative purposes the solidus is understood 

throughout as = 4 ofa lb. of gold; I have recalculated values for the pre-Constantinian 

aureus (= @ |b. of gold) in terms of the later coin. 

With each commodity for which the evidence admits it, I have calculated an 

annual compound inflation percentage for the period between the earliest and latest 

recorded prices. In most instances we have but one price for a commodity in a year, but 

the price fluctuations attested by 3773 show how unreliable these inflation percentages 

may be. Furthermore the pace of inflation was more irregular than is implied by my 

annual percentage figures. R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth-century Egypt 

(BASP suppl. 5 (1985) )! explains ‘inflation’ in this period as due to the fluctuating but 
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generally diminishing silver content of the coins in circulation, and analyses the changes 
not as gradual but as coming in stages, in line with the monetary changes. Nevertheless, 
in terms of the tariffed values of the coins, the inflation was real enough (so Bagnall, op. 
cit. 54-5). The percentages are given in two columns at the right edge of the table below: 
(A) covering the span from the Edict till our latest evidence, and (B) covering such spans 
as are available with the Edict’s evidence excluded. I provide these latter figures to meet 
the comment of R. P. Duncan-Jones, The Economy of the Roman Empire (2nd edn., 1982) 
367, that the Edict’s prices are likely to be at least in part theoretical prices and not true 
market-prices.? These figures, totalled and divided by the number of the samples, 
provide averages of 13.91% including the Edict’s evidence (column A, thus over 
the period 301-59) or 18.97% without the Edict’s evidence (column B, effectively for 
the period from c. 310-11 till 359). These figures may be expected to correspond to the 
reduction in the silver content of the coinage; and, satisfyingly, I calculate the reduction 
from the 25 den. coin of 301 (Bagnall, Currency 30-1) to the introduction of the coin with 
30 mg of silver in the early 350s (ibid. 44-5; also J.-M. Carrié, Aeg. 64 (1984) 224) asan 
annual decrease of approximately 13.75%. The discrepancy between my column A and 
column B figures needs some explanation. First, I have generally chosen the Edict’s 
highest prices (cf. n. 4 below), while the goods listed in the Edict are often of a higher 
quality anyway than what was available locally in Oxyrhynchus; secondly, the 
increasing inflation in the later years covered by the samples pushes up the figures in 
column B, none of which derive from data earlier than c. 310-11. Such validity as these 
figures may have is of course only in terms of the buying power of talents and denarii; 
calculated in terms of the gold solidus or any other commodity, the results would be 
vastly different.3 

I should like to thank Mr G. Mazzarino, of the Oxford University Institute of 
Economics and Statistics, and my father Romney Coles for help with the mathematics in 
this Appendix. 
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Notes to Appendix II 

1 Bagnall’s work was only available to me just as this volume was going to press. 
2 j.e., real prices in terms of denarii in 301 were already higher and the degree of inflation calculated for 

301-59 should in reality stretch back over a longer period, thus pulling down the putative annual rate. 

Duncan-Jones also comments that the Edict does not distinguish between wholesale and retail prices. Given 

the extent to which the guilds declare the price paid for the raw materials of their trade (cf. LI 3624-6 introd.), 

their prices are wholesale rather than retail in character so that the retail price and with it the inflation-rate can 
only have been higher. 

’ For example, 3773 indicates that by c. 340 many items had fallen in price in terms of gold; a solidus 
would have bought roughly 3 art. of wheat or 5 art. of barley in 301, 5 art. of wheat or 10 art. of barley inc. 340. 

4 Edict prices: where there are several grades potentially relevant to a commodity in this list, the highest 

price is given. 
5 3773 prices: those given are the lowest and highest prices recorded for each commodity during the 

period covered by the text. Lowest and highest are not necessarily equivalent to earliest and latest. See the 

table in 3773 introd. 
§ Fractions of one-third and two-thirds are common in the pricing-structure, so that sums such as 2663 tal. 

(3776 18) are not as idiosyncratic as they may at first seem. 243 tal. 500 den. here is one-third of the way from 

240 to 250 tal. 
7 Calculated on the figure in the table of 243} talents, which is not actually the latest figure in 3773 where 

the price per solidus in fact drops to 240 talents. A similar caution applies to all the other commodities in 3773 

(cf. the table in the introd. ad loc.) except silver. 

8 The Edict’s price is 100 den. for 1 castrensis modius. For the conversion here and below to artabas 

(1 artaba = 3.2727 castrenses modit) see R. P. Duncan-Jones, ZPE 21 (1976) 56. 

® Cf. n. 7 above. 

10 For yaAxod édarod see E. J. Doyle, Hesp. 45 (1976) 97. The commentary there on I 85 is erroneous: 

see the revised text of that papyrus by R. A. Coles in PE 39 (1980) 117. 

1 The Edict’s price-list does not include Oxyrhynchite or Oasitic wine; its grades range in price from 

30 den. down to 8 den. the sextarius, M. Giacchero, Edictum Diocletian: 140-1. There is a brief list of Egyptian 

wine-prices and references in CPR VI p. 65; for the fourth century, Bagnall, Currency 66. 

12 Note that the type of wine is not specified in 3773; this may therefore not be the strictly correct guild 

under which to place the 3773 prices. 

13 The Edict’s price is 100 den. for a castrensis modius (for the conversion see n. 8). The maintained drop in 

price evidenced by the papyri is surprising. 

14 The Edict (§ 25 in both Giacchero and Lauffer) lists several prices for wool, reaching 400 den. /Ib. (this 

is for lana marina, see Lauffer’s commentary (p. 264) on §19. 14 of the Edict). The specific varieties of wool 

listed seem inappropriate so that the cheapest grade (§ 25. 9) seems the best parallel. 

15 The Edict’s section epi Atvou is §26 in both Lauffer and Giacchero. The prices there (revised PE 34 

(1979) 168) range from 1,200 down to 72 den./Ib., in part exceeding papyrologically attested prices of nearly 

twenty years later. Because of the uncertainty over the way in which the declaration of Aw mavtoiwy AevK@v 

by Aevxavrai (prima facie a service industry, not a retail trade) is to be understood, I do not tabulate the Edict’s 

prices above or use them in calculations regarding inflation. 

16 The price of 500 den. /Ib. in c. 327 is based on the assumption that 3765 9-11 record the same items as 

3753 17-19 and therefore that 3765 8 may record the same item as 3752 19; nevertheless the unchanged price 

after eight years or so must cast doubt on the identification. 

17 The prices for the three grades are those given in §26. 1a-3 of the Edict (ed. Giacchero), assuming 

equivalence of crummiov xexerpicuévov here and Aivov rob KaAoupévov croumiov in the Edict. 

18 These are not the prices as given in 3765, which lists a 5-mina bundle at 2} tal. for the best grade and 2 

tal. for the ordinary grade. For the conversion (5 minas = 5.20833 Ib.) see 3765 g-11n. 

19 For the fcréc/tela (translated ‘1 piece’ by M. H. Crawford and J. M. Reynolds, ZPE 34 (1979) 195) see 

S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt 273; LI 3626 16-17n. No conversion to the Cedyoc-based prices of the papyri 

has been attempted, and the Edict’s prices have not been used to obtain an inflation figure. 

20 The Nicaean variety of purple, at 1 tal./Ib., is one of the cheaper varieties in the Price Edict (§24. 8 ed. 

Giacchero), although the price relates not to the dyestuff but to the cost of a pound of wool dyed with it; so that 
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it may be unfair to compare this price with the 80 tal. for 1 Ib. of the dyestuff itself (presumably) evidenced by 
3765 16. Nevertheless, ‘cheaper’ variety though the Nicaean might be, its price of 80 tal. is instructive for the 
quality of the local product (mopupac évrom(ov, 3765 18) which is only 2 tal./Ib. at the same date. 

*1 For this figure see 3765 introd. 
*2 This is the highest figure for rop#vpa in the Edict and it relates not to the substance but to the price of a 

pound of wool dyed with it. The much lower prices thirty years later in the papyri will surely relate to a cheap 
local substitute, as évromdov implies, I have therefore not taken account of the Edict’s price(s) in assessing the 
inflation-factor. 

*8 podivov: listed by the Edict (ed. Giacchero, § 34. 43-4) under the heading De plantis/mepi dvAAwv; this is 
likely to be a different substance from the dyestuff listed in our two papyri, despite the identical nomenclature, 
see S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt 287. The Edict’s price ought perhaps therefore to be discounted in 
calculating inflation-rates. 

** For the proposed identification of the animal here with the female donkey of the Price Edict (§30. 
13 ed. Giacchero) cf. 3765 24-6n. There is some uncertainty over the Edict’s price, cf. ZPE 34 (1979) 178. 

*° This is the Edict’s price for xpéwe Boetov, § 4.2 ed. Lauffer or Giacchero, and therefore perhaps not an 
exact parallel; in any case damage to the price in 3765 29 prevents comparison. 

26 For the price see @PE 39 (1980) 125. 
27 For the price c. 338 see CPE 39 (1980) 125. 
*® The Edict (ed. Giacchero, § 33. 7) gives 8 den./lb. as the price of micene cxAnpac = picis durae. For the 

equivalence of cxAnpdac: Enpac cf. S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt 283. 
28 On the price see 3733 12n. 
°° For the price see M. H. Crawford and J. M. Reynolds, ZPE 34 (1979) 181. 
31 For the price see <PE 34 (1979) 182. 
%? The price is given on the basis that cavdu«iov = the Edict’s sandugos (§34. 79 Giacchero): see KPE 34 

(1979) 209 (sandugos in |. 78 in the text as edited here). 
%8 For the substance and price see ZPE 34 (1979) 183. 
34 On this price note 3733 23 n. 
°° Not attested in our declarations, and therefore not included among the guilds arranged in the 

preceding Appendix. Conversely, none of our surviving declarations declare the price of lentils so as otherwise 
to identify the guild indirectly attested by the data in 3773. 



APPENDIX IV 

SCRIBES AND SUBSCRIBERS 

In ZPE 37 (1980) 230 I briefly discussed the phenomenon of the scribe in the 

logistes’ bureau (in that case Aurelius Leontius, from P. Harr. 73) who was 

commissioned by the guilds’ representatives to subscribe for them. Another such is 

Theon (I 85, PSI III 202), see CPE 39 (1980) 121, 124. Uroypadeic of this type are 

discussed by H. C. Youtie, ZPE 17 (1975) 216-18. The new texts in this volume enable 

us to recognize more such scribes. 

Aurelius Theon in 3761 (?326) may be the same as the Theon just mentioned (338). 

Only one subscription survives for Aurelius Nilus, as is the case for others (Aurelius 

Dionysius, 3760; Aurelius Pathermouthis, 3742), but in Nilus’ case there is other proof 

that he was a scribe in the logistes’ bureau, cf. 3733 introd. 

Aurelius Sarmates in 3737, put forward as a possible scribe in the bureau in the 

introduction to that text, will perhaps not be identical with his namesake in 3752 of 

nearly seven years later. 
Finally there is Aurelius Horion, whose distinctive hand is widely found in 

subscriptions and elsewhere in several texts over a long period, from 312 to 329; he wrote 

the subscriptions in 3740 and possibly also 3739 (312), 3743 probably (the name is lost) 

of 318, 3748, 3749, and 3750 (all 319), possibly 3762 (?326), and 3766 ili-iv 

(329). The writing of 3762 is rather more cursive and flamboyant than the earlier 

examples, but there are nevertheless some particular resemblances and his continued 

activity in 329 can also argue for the identity. The tiny scrap P. Harr. inv. 190c (<PE 37 

(1980) 239) may also bear his hand. 
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CIOS ED, 1), Ae ioe, EI) 
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Mevavdpetov * 6-7? 

pevtor 2 6-7? 

poera [1° ii 7?], [2° ii 8?] 
peradopa | 6?, 28 4? 

prervevar 1° 11 18? 

prerw- 711 3? 

pexpt °° 3, 84 4? 
jigs Pa ee teh 
pnkere 17 15 

purjcwery 18 | 21? 

pitece 2° 1, [62], (8? 

proipa *5 i 16? 

podety ® 5? 

Hopl 4 52 
prouvo- 18 1 8? 

Mucéc #9 1 5? 

ver[ 27 8? 

veoc ° 3-4?, 33 9? 

vixa[ >! ii 7? 
vuxav 73 8? 

vo- 16 1 8?, 251 6? 

voeiv [3 72] 

voupn 16 i g-r10?, 171 [14], 18 

DOVoE oan Catone on Tier am O) 

Ss Glen = Oy nh Ei Te, Pr Oe CST ie ei 

otkeiv 73 g? 

otvavOn 33 2?, 5? 

oivorrotyc [1 12?] 

Gives Pin 02, fh, mo, 8 oe, Rae 
@ije = he OG 

oAo[ 17 1 10? 
doc [1 19?] 
opac *3 2 

dverdoc 33 3 

dvopa 18 11 5? 

évoc © i [6?], [72] 
otrotoc 1° ii 18? 

otrot| 102 2 

opys[ °° 6? 
opv[ 16 11 11? 

dpxeicbat > ii 10 

Gre Gy, Oe ah ORT (lai; seal, (Me iG), Goa) sae 
SEY T loys toh atl 

6ccoc 17 1 14 

ore * 2 

OT 2 24e a 25h Gh [om aats | a) sO oun ene 
on |S 72], |S wi 13) 
CRE Mp POV, STN vio Mae Yoyy, ME hh Gi, ET I (Gy ERY (GP 

80 9, 8 4?, 87 3? 

dyavov *? 5?, 8 

dyevew 1° 1 6 

mabnuwa [? 6?| 

mal °4 119 

madia 18 ii g? 
mate [2° i 1?) °* i Ae 

maa[ > 6? 
maAw 27 4?, 4 it 4? 

mapa") 14%, 2° 1 82, 5! 11 ror 

trapa[ ? 8 
TrapaAapyBavew '° ii 3, 73 8, >? 5? 

|rapaco[ 7° 3 
maparilevar ** 10 

mapey| 2? 11 7? 

maplévoc * 8? 
Trapouyria ! 10 

mac 171 15-16 

matnp » ii 17-18? 

medoukoc 19 3? 

meOew 1 14 

meAddc ® 2? 
GeO ee, | a aie Eetaye, eke ou) 

nepibl 4 
mepiTrAdpevoc 17 1 16 

mérarov 1° 1 1? 

mBavoc 8® 14? 

Jed * 3 
tAouteiv 8% 3? 

moety 1 12, 151 g?, 11 18?, 16 1 4—5?, 18 ii 18? 

mountnc 33 8? 

totuviov 1 6, [28 4?] 
morc >> 11 WE ae 13? 

toduc 74 13? 

mot| 185 

motepov 39 5? 

|7pal 7° 2 

pal °° 8? 
mpa€[ > 11 8 

pol ii 25 
mpoepeiv > 11 g? 

pom, .¢,[(mpomivew?) *4 5 
mpottimtwy > 4 
mpoc [3 52], 33 9, 1° 52 

mpocayope[ 1° 11 4 

tmpock[ > 7 

mpoctaktiKoc } il 1-2? 

mpocwrrov 7° 2 

mportepov 1° 11 6, 28 8? 

mpotiBevar > 1 13? 

mpoyxeiv [15 11 g?], [88 3?], 9° 6? 

mparov [15 11 6?], 7 

mrnyccew? jamtal 4 11 

qu, | °° 9 

TTv@6pavdpoc ? 3?, g? 

mya, el ° 7 
TTvAaxparyc 6 ii 13 



mupyoc 18 ii 12? 

iis MSV Tele, AO ED 

pabdwryé 17 i 14-15 

pvOudc 171 2 

Capoc 18 8? 

Capoc 1° i 18? 

Capbic 2 1 15 
cefew > ii 12? 

cnuetov } 25? 

c8npoc 31 5? 
Cixedia 4 6? 

CiAnvéc * ii 17? 

Cuul * 32 
crepavngdopoc 18 ii 6-7? 

eye TT Oe ra? Oy 22at TO, mee 
cuBwryc 1° i 17 
cuyypadery 19 7? 

cvAAaBy [2° 3?] 
cuuBaivew 4 1 

cuptrociov 2 2 

cov 16 1 8? 

cuvawveiv [15 ii 8?] 

cuvadidy 1° 1 16? 
chaAdew 5°} ii 9? 
cxedov 8? 16? 

cwdpovilew } ii 12, 14-15? 
p > 

Tapiac 18 8? 

tavitretAoc 82 3? 
tamres[ 3° 4 

tavpoc *3 2 

tavtodoyia *4 1 1ga—b? 
re 7 6?, 17 i 17, [18], 18, 7° 5? 
Téxvov 19 4? 

Téepuvew 16 j 21? 

Téwe 7 8?, 9 

repr 7? 116 

Téptrewy *4 | 
répysic + 3? 

tétpatoc [1° 11 g?], 88 4? 

]rewe[ 72 1 

THhKew 1 1 2? 

tyc[ > 10 

ru © 2? 

tixrew 1 1 7? 

Tice Celaya ot ne 

ie OE Th fe, ie 0 Tale 

Irpan[ * 3 
mpere — tIeGs sae 

tpietnc 8? 16? 

Tpiro[ 14 8? 

tporroc 17 ii 7, 84 2 

I, NEW LITERARY TEXTS 

Tpuyav 1 26? 

tUpavvoc ® 6 

vdpy 18 i 24? 

vdwp 1 ii 1, [67], [7?], 9?, 88 3? 
vrrép [15 i 4?] 

urrepec, [ 33 4 

Umvoc 14 4? 

Sea) UGH, [Oe pl MVS a ae 
utroje- 18 | 12? 

vp[ 4? 
dyipwedwv © B? 

byixaitync © 10? 

paivecBa 16 i 5-62, 33 6, 8? 10 

247 

pdvar® 5, 19 ii 16, 18 ii 14, 162, [17 i 13], 2 ii 18 
depew 1 ii 1 (bis), [1?], [2?], 4 
Pirin 48 2? 

iro 18 ii 13?, 17 ii 2, [29 a], 53 3 5 
Guvorne 4822, 80%. 

PoBepdc * ii 5? 

PoBoc * ii 5?, 6 
powdc *8 6? 
opety [15 i 4?] 

diode Hh gt 
pac [% 2] 

xaipev [29 2] 

xan. [7 4? 
xapterc 1° 11 ro, [29 2] 

xetdoc 1 g?, 18?, 207, 22?, 19 9? 51 ji 10 

xeyualerv 1 i 4? 

xetv 1 29? 

xeip 7 
xeAcdav 19 9?, 5? 
xualew %3 4? 

xiTapy 32 5 

xopoc [7° 5?] 
xpoa 78 2 
xpovoc [82 16?] 

xpucoxaitnc © 10? 

BPP ia |], Ph eo, SER, OT St AP 

won [1° ii 2?] 
’Qkeavoc [*1 ii g?] 

Emons t ait 

wpa 7 i 6? 

wpatoc »® i 6? 

ye MP wl WU NY TW, Phat ow 
weattwe 7 5? 

were }” ii 3? 
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(b) Elegy and Epigram (3723-3726) 

The first two digits of the item number (always 37) have been omitted. 

ayeAaioc 24} 1 8? Bodrdrew 241} ii tr 25% 4? 

aypoc 241 v 17 Bin 23 18? 
adew 242 24 

dbXAov 23 20 yadnvaioc 24} vin 2 
atet 241 vii 5? yap 241117, 21? 
aicyuvew 241 iv 2? yactynp 251 ii 7 

aicyuvyn 241 iv 2? ye 241 vii 15? 

Aicwroc 24! iii 8], v 32 yeuilew 2411 3? 

axty [251 ii 4] yevo- 241 ii 8? 

AXxpunvn 23 17 yily)vecBar 241 vii 1? 251 11 [4], 6 

adda 24 2 10? yuly) voce 24) iii 19, V 27, vil 13 

GANoc 2411 10?, iv 6,2 10? [261 25] yAadupoc 24} vi 7, vii 14 

audi 23 3? yAvkepoc 241 iv 3 
*audiruxalew 23 3? yovoc [23 17?] 
aupdotepoc 241 v 8 ypadew 241 v2 251 ii [3], 12 [261 25] 

avi24*1 716 257 117 (= ear) 
ava 23 10? daew 23 21? 

ava,, 241 iv 14 daxptew 241 v 13 

avat 24 2 8? daKpvov 241120 

avewoc 241 iv 11 Aapwl 25 * 6? 

avOpwroc 241 vil 3? 261 24? dadvy 23 [3?], [10?] 
avia [23 22?] de 23 17a? 242 verry 9? (252 1 [513 26025 
avri 241 11 8? det [25 1 ii 12] 
Avrvyévyc 24 } 11 8? deiva 24 } vii 22? 

a7[ 25 2 4? b€éxa 23 20? 

amavOpwroc 24} vii 3? d€xatoc 23 20? 

amavrav 2411 5? dedre 241 v 4 

amac 24115? dyAo( ) 241 vii 22? 

amo 241 v 20, vii 3? [261 26] dynuo( ) 241 v6 
ampoda( ) 241 11 3? djpoc 25 2 5? 

Apa 24 ! iv 23? Ane 241 iv 21?, vii 7 252 5? 
apeccew 241 v 15 dvaytyvwckew 251} 1 11 

apxtoc 2411 2? dddvar 241 11 18, vi 11 

Apreutdwpoc 24! vii 17 dukAtc 24141 15 

aprnpiaxy || 24 } iti 1 | AvoxAje 25 ? 4 
apxecBar 24! vi 19 Spouadny 25 3 3? 

ac( ) 241 iv 29? dpdcoc 241111 

acroc 241 viii 7? *Spupoxopoc 23 12 
Arbic 241 iv 24 

atpwroc 24} ii g edv 24116? 
avy [23 13?] eyxeiv 24 1 vii 4 

adic 24} vii 11? ey) 23:7? 241 ii 17?, [iii 7], iv 17, 31, v 15, 26, 31, 

avpiov 241 iv 4 vi 1?, 5°, 18, vii 2?, 16, 24, vili 102, 12? 25111 [3], 

abdric 2414 vii 11? [6] 26 [1 25], 24 
adréc 2411 4?, iv 29?, vi 18,28 [251 ii 10] eOérew 24 ® o? 

adporoKoc or -toKoc 23 2 ef 241 ii [4], 11, 24, 25, iti 17, 21, vii 11?, 24, 
apevdnc [23 62] 241 11 13 vill 8?, 2 9? 

eidévar 241 ii 3, 28, iv 12, 25?, vii 6, 22?, viii 7? 
Baxyn 23 13 eikoct 241 ii 2 
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elvat 23 5?, 10? 24? iii 162, 212, 1V 23?, (26), v 10, 
vii 162, 20?, (21), viii 10? 251 ii [8], [11] 261 26 

etmeiv 24 ! iv 9, viii 8? 

ele 24 v4 tr 25 245i A 
elc [241 iii 5] [261 26] 
elcatpew 24 ! iy 29? 

éxeivoc 241 2?, 19 

exAéyew 241 viii 5 

extTiBévar 24 } iii 22? 

*éxroveiv 241 iv 30? 

erégac 24117 

eAxew 241 v 28 
eAn[ 242 11? 

euBadrew 241 vy 25 253 4? 
eudc 241 iv 12?, vi 5 
ev 241 vii 11, viii 3 251 ii 7, 2 5? 
evaipew 23 18 

evdnuety 25 2 5? 

evOade 241 iv 18 

evoixiov [25 } ii 5] 

e€ 24! vii 22? 

e€erdéevar 24 1 vii 22? 

e€nxovta 24! vii 25? 
ééc 23 1, 22? 
erréxewva 2411 9? 

érnAucia 23 22? 

emt 24112? 251 ii 9,28? 26129? 
erricyew 23 16? 

érra 241 ii 14 
épav 2411 17, ili 10? 

épacbar 241 v 11, vii 7 

épvecbar 23 22 

épwc 23 15, 20 241 iii 10? 
“Epwe 24 ! ii 26, iv 30 
éc [25 1 ii 8] 
ert 24111 1? 
evdew 24 ! iii 20 
evioc [23 13?] 

evporpoc 2411 7? 

*etrratayoc 23 14 

edpiccew 2476? 251118 
edtaxteiv 25 1 ii 5 
eddpocuvoc [25 ! ii 4] 
evyapic 241 vii 20 

exe 23 23 241 iv 27, v 6, vi 12, 2 10 
exOéc 24} iii 22?, vi 11 
exidvy [23 17°] 

Cabeoc 23 4? 

Zeve 247 12 

Cyv 23 10? 
Cwpordrnc 24 | iv 20 

425 ii 12 

noe 23 12, 18 
noew 24} vii 22? 

75 24 1 ii 6, iv 9, v 30, vii 2?, 21 
“H8b\ov 24 } viii 6 
ndvc 241 ii 26, v 28 
Kew 24 1 iv 28 

nAakarn 241 vi 16? 
HAcxin [25 1 ii 8] 

nuaroc [25 } ii 6] 

neétepoc 241 iv 5 

my 235? 241 vilit [251 ii 5] 
nuika 241 vi 14 

nixopoc 23 19 

i763 44 
Ocddwpoc [25 ! ii 10] 
Oedxpitoc 26 | 25 

Bépoc 24! vy 28 

Ondrv( ) 241 v 10 

Ovnroéc 24} vii 11? 

JopuBeiv [25 | ii 7] 
Opyié 23 19 
Ou(yat-?) 24 ' ili 12 

Ovew 24 1 iv 33? 
Ovupe(An?) 241 iv 16 
Bupdc 23 22 
Oipn 2411 18 

Ovpcoc 23 16 
Bucia 25 3 6? 

idyew 23 13? 

tévar [23 14?] [251 ii 8] 
“Tkapoc 24! vi g 

*iketnpiac 23 10? 
Ivddc 23 15 
Ive) 241 iv 19 
t€évew 24} ii 12 

(6c 241 vi 12 

Ka[ 26 ! 21? 

Kadoc 24 ! iii 22? 

a40 

(oul 78 ie We, OE, BEN ml WG), aD suit [Fl], wae, Ty. 

iv 25°, v 14, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 31, vi 2, 5 (bis?), 

10, vii 6, 15?, 21, vilig, 12? 25111 [3],6,10 26 

5 
Katey 24! vi 3?, 5? 
kawoc [23 13?] 

Kaicap 24! iv 25? 
Kaxo[ 24 ? 3? 

kaxoc 23 8? 
Kareiv 24 ! ii 22? 

KadXuxpa( ) 24} iii 20 

KaAdoc [23 19? ] 

KaAdc [23 8?] 241 ii 22?, iii 17, vili5, 8? [251 ii 11] 
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kav 241 11 22 
k[alp7o[ 261 19 

xara, 241 vi 8 

KatatnKew 23 19? 

KatopBpoc 241117 
ceAdevew 24! vi 6 
Kev 25 3 4? 

xep[ 26} 24? 

xepadn 24 ! iv 32 
qndew 24! iv 1? 
KnpomdAactoc 24! iv 7 

Kidaipwrv 23 12 
kweiv [25 ! ii 3] 
koupn 241 v 15, vi 4 

kotpwv 24115? 

kpatew 241 11 1? 
KpapBy 24! vii 17 

Kpatepoc 23 17 

Kpewactoc 241115 

Kpnuvoc 24116 

Kpjvn 26 1 23? 
Kpoxeoc 241 iv 12?, vil 10? 

Kpoxoeic 241 iv 12?, vil 10? 

Kpoxoc | 24? iii 2] 
Kpovidnc 241 v 1 

Kpotadoc [23 3?] 
xrewvew [23 17?] 

kvafoc 241 y 12 
Kopa 23 2? 

KvpBadrov [23 13?] 

Kompic 24} iv 26, viii 2, 12 

ralyayare 74 5 Syal GS 33 

Ktéwv 241 11 2 

kwvot|[ 242 7? 

Aareiv [25 1 11 13] 

Aadin 241 v 14 
AopBave 23 20 241117 [251 ii 7] 

Aéyew 241 vi 15? 
Aetrew 23 21? 

Aeovtrevoc 23 18 

Aevxowoc 241115 

Aevxoc 241 ii 15 

AiGoc [251 11 3] 

Aimrecbar 23 21? 

AiccecBar 23 21? 

Aitéc 24 } iv 4, vill 11 

Aovew 241 116 

Rbyvoc 241 11 13 

pa 241 11 26, vii 10 
paivecbar 241 ii 11 

paxpoc 2411 1?, ill 15 

INDEXES 

pdda 23 21 241 iii 16? 
Mapei(wrnc?) 241 v 7 
poa(y-) 24} ini 9? 

péyac 24! vii 1g? (bis?) 

peOvew 24} i 25 

peilwv 2411 3? 

peAaveiv 241 11 19 

MeXiéprnc 24! iv 19 
peAlriov [| 24} iii 6 | 

peaAdew 241 26 

péArrewy 23 6? 

pev 24} ili 17, vi 14? 

pécatoc 24} vii 9 
pera 241i 4?, 10?, vil 19? (bis?) 

peraAAav 2411 10? 

péradAov 24 11 10? 

19 (bis) [251 ii 7] 
under, 24? iii 11] 

pndeic 241 11 22 

pjAov 24 1 iv 31 

pnv 23 17 

*unvwrdc 24} vii g? 

pntn[ 26° 2 
pntnp 24} ii 12 

puxkoc 241 11 19 

puceiv 24 } iii 10, iv 8, v 22, vil 5 

popd 24 ii g 
pocyoc 24} vii 12? 
poveiada (Mucias?) 24} vi 23 

potca 2411 23,118, iv 5 

pvOo[ 26 1 20? 

p000c 23 23 

pupioc 241 11 10 

puctic 23 13 

Valls e724 92s) [25)2 a 7) 
var[ 25 ? 4? 

van 24116 

vapdoc 241 v 16 

vex[ 25 3 2? 
Népectc 24 1 iv 33? 
vedeAy 241111 

vnoc 241 iv 22 

vipew 241 11 17 
vuk,,., 241 vii 18 

Nixapérn 241 v 21 

vuxtepwoc 241 v 3 

vov 241 vi 8 251113 
vo0é 241 viii 3, 9 

€av0- (Hav6-) 241 iv 1? 

Eavbd 241 iv 7 

o py 241 ii [4], 15, 24, i 17, vi 1: ’ Vil Ey QE eA, 
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de 2411 15, viii 7? 261 25 mepiccoc [25 1 ii 5] 
olew [25 } ii 10] ma(voc) 241 v 8, vili 1 
olvoc 24! vi 10 mivew 241 y 7? 
oxtamAovc 24 } iti 23? mwAn( ) 241 iv 15? 
oxtw 241 ili 16? mAo( ) 241 iti 18 
oxtwKadexéric 24} iii 14 mAbKapoc 24 ! ili 13 
oAn[ 25 3 4 mAou( ) 241 ii 17? 
dAAvcOar 24! vii 3 mo( |) 242 y 0 
ouBpoc 241i 11 mobev 25 1 ii 8 
oupa 2411 17 Tronua 24! iv 8 
opoiwc 25 2 37, 3 5 7000c [23 22?] 
opmodroyeiy 24 1 iv 28 motoc 25 1 11 4, [12 (bes)] 
ovopatew 26 2 4? moAAaKic 241 v 30 
opav 2411 18, 2 g? ToAvc 26 ! 26 
OprucBar [23 14?] modutpy( ) 241 v 9 
opxeicbar 24! vi 7, vii 14 mote 23 [17°], 18 241 vii rr 
oc 23 5?, 10?, 13? 241i 7, 2 10? move 23.9, 14 241 v 20 
ort 241 iv 26?. vii 6 mplv 24 } {aii 7], V 31 
ov 241 ii 3, 26, iii 18, iv 1, 8, v 10, vi 15, vii 10 mpo 241 ii 2 

[25° 4?] 261 94 mpovevar 241 i 1 
ovdérw 241} y 25 IIpéxvn 241 vii 1? 
obrw 241 ii [4], 24 mporéeyew 241 iv 17 
otc 241 vy 29? mpoc 23 14, 20, 23 [251 ii 3] 
ovre [23 8? (bis?)] 241 iv 6 mpocw(mrov?) 241 ii 27 
ovric 23 7? mpoc(wmov?) 24! vii 6 
odroc [23 207] 2411 4?, ii 9, 29?, iv 202, vi 13, viii mporepov 241 ii 15, 16, 21, iv 16, vii 4 
ite mpopa( ) 241 ii 3? 

ovTw(c) 241 iii 16? mpwnv 24} ii 7 
ovxi 241 v 11 mpwkroc 25! ii 10, [12] 
odintic [23 17?] IIpwrevic 241 v 18 
dxAnpdc 24 ! ii 20 mpwatoc 241 iv 13 
opwveiv 24! vii 8 mrepy[ 253 1 

mrwyx6c 241 iv 27 
wel ad oe muKkalew 23 3? 

bp 23 1 maboc 23 8, [22?] TrUp <t 

matddapiov 2411 8? mw 24! viii 8? 

naic 2316 242 v5 eA 
maic [23 17?] i ; 
maAXiodov 24} vy 29 podwoc 24 ‘vi 148) 
*ravropédwv 24 } iii 23? pddov 24° vii 21 
mapd 25 2 7? Pwpata 24 } viii 4? 

trapai 23 g 

tmapbéevioc 241 v 1g campdctomoc 25 ! ii g? 
TlapOevorn 241 iv 14, 15 Capderc 24 } iv 25? 
FOG LS 20 ee evil 2ol) 1s cavtov [25 ! ii 3] 
mavew 241 vi 16 cBevvivar 23 1 

Tladin 24 } ii 10, iv 13, 24 cnkoc 23 5 
mela 23 11 cuyav 24 1 iv 10 

meiWew 241 y 7?, 21 eioe 2421 27 
mecpav [251 11 5] cxeuy [241 iti 1 | 

méeurrew 241 iv 31 cxomia [23 12?] 
meumtoc 24 1 vii 2, 16 cxvAov 23 15 

mevre 241 11 18, [iii 7] cuupva 241! vy 16 

mept 2411 23 coc 23 10? 24! iii 16? 
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creha(vy ) 241 v 17, 22, vi 18 dépew 2411 12, 13, 14, Vv 23 25% 2? 

ctépavoc 2411 21 dnun [23 8? | 

cropa 236 251 ii 10, [12] $0{ 26! 22 

crov- 24! vi 12? pbeyyecbar 23 6? 

ctpoBidov | 24 } iii 4] pbivew 2411 14 

crvew 241 11 16? direiv 24 | ii 28 (bis), iv 6, vill 6 267 5 

ci 24} ii 22, iv 4?, 9, vi 6, vii 15 (bis?), vili 11  DAawic 241 iv 10 

25 ri ol os. ns zee en OF fiAnranatoc 24! vi 16? 

curdv 24 1 iv 22 Pirwva 24 } vii 20? 

ctv 23 13 fiA(o- ) 241 i1 15, vil 4 

*cuvopxnctyc 23 16 DiArddy(p ) 241 11 12 

Cupaxdcioc 26 1 26 pirowoc 24 ' vil 24° 

chiyy[ 25 ? 8? fidroc 24 ! iii 21, iv 2, vil 24? 

chtpa 24} iv 32 dhopt| 26 * 3 

cxedia 25? 6 dpovrilew [25 } ii 6] 

cwrnpioc 23 7? fpvraxyn 2411 10? 

pvrAa€ 2411 10? 

tare, evy 241 v 27 ducixoc [25 ! ii 11] 

re 23:11 2411 4?, 6 (bis?), 10, viii 7? dwveiv 241 ii 19 

rédoc 2411 12?, 13, 14 

reoc 24} vil 10? xaipe 241 vii 15, vii 8 

réccapec 24! iv 23, 26 xareroc 23 22 

tiévar 23 9, 15 xaplerc 241 vii 13 

rixrew [25 1 ii 7 (b25)] Xadpic 24 ! viii 12? 

twaccew 24 11 16? xOloc 241 V 5 

ric 241 iti [8], 21, iv 6, 21?, v 32, vii 11? [251115] Xioc 241 i125 [261 25] 

tic 23 23 241 ili 10, iv 12, v 11, vio xotpoc 2411 7? 

Tu@doc 23 11 xphua 24 | ii 18, ? 4? 

toccoc 26 ? 8? xpyv 23 7? 
tpaydxavOa || 24} iii 3 | xpncuoc 23 7? 

Tpeic 24 1 i 22°, v 12 xpuceoc 241} iv 29 

tpepev [25 1! 11 3] xpucoxepwc 24 } vil 12? 

tpinxovta 241 11 14 x@poc 23 21 

*rpixivarooc 24 ! 11 29? 
tpimouc 23 4 parrAew 241 v 24, vi 8, g 

tpitatoc [23 207] yradwoc 241 v 14 

tptroc [23 202] 241 iv 9 wevd| 26 |! 20? 

rpudepdc 241 iv 18 wjyew 24 ! viii 1 
yuyn 23 23 241 iv 17, vi 19 

‘YaxwOoc 23 9 
vdpn [23 172] @ 23 10? 247111 13, iv 10, 24, 32 
vetoc 2411 11?, 19 @ 241 v 20 
vixoc 241+ viii 7? @be 241 v 4 
*Yrac 23 19 wveicbar 241 iv 3 
v6 23 5 ov 24} ii 23?, [iii 5] 

wpn 241 iv 20? 

dappaxov 241 vi 1 e235) 7 |ro — 24> 19 

Dapoc 241 v 18 were 251} 11 11 



I. EMPERORS AND REGNAL YEARS 253 

The first two digits of the item number (always 37) have been omitted from Indexes 
II to XII. 

Il; EMPERORS AND REGNAL YEARS 

DiocLetTiAN AND MaAxIMIAN 

ot KUpioe nud Adtoxpatopec AtoxAntiavoc Kal Maéuravoc CeBactot cal Kwvcravtioc cat Maguravoc of 

emipavectator Kaicapec CeBacroi (oath formula) 27 7-10 
CoNSTANTIUS AND GALERIUS 

. KUpLoL Hud@dv AvdtoKparopec ... 28 10 

ConsTanTINE I AnpD Lricrntus 
of decrrotar nud Adtoxpatopec Kal Kaicapec (oath formula) 46 27-8, 52-3 

19/9 (= AD 324/5) 
571 58 3, 39, 78, [98], 134, 156, 181 

20/10/2 (= AD 325/6) 

59 1, 42 

24/14/6 (= AD 329/30) 
67 [1]? 

25/15/7 (= AD 330/1) 
67 [1]? 

[Il. CONSULS 

AD 308 emi bratwr Tav KUpiwy Huav Adtoxpatopwv AtoxAntiavod To 7 |/ Kat Ma€ipravod ro € || CeBactadyv 27 1-3 

AD 306 énl irdtwv tov Kupiwy Hav Adtoxpatopwv Kwvcravtiov cal Magéyuavod CeBactay ro ¢’ 28 1-2 

AD 307 éml imdtwv trav Kupiwy judy Adtoxpatopoc Ceovnpouv CeBactod Kat Ma€ipivov rob émavectatou 

Kaicapoc 29 2-5 
AD 312 Urartelac tay Secrota@v juav PAaviov Odarepiov Kwveravtivov kai Arxuravod Acxwiov CeBactay ro B’ 

[32 1-3] 331-2 341-3 [351-2] 361-4 371-4 381-4 391-4 401-4 
AD 313 brariac Tov decrr6tov juav PAraviov Ovadrepiov Kwvcravtivov CeBactob ro y”’ 41 (front) 1 

AD 317 vratelac ‘Ooviviov TadAtkavod Kai Kaicwviov Baccov rév Aapmpotatwr 42 14-16 
AD 318 tmartelac tov decrorav Hudv Acxwiov CeBactot 10 €f’ kal Kpicrov rob émavectarov Katcapoc 70 af” 

43 1-4 441-4 451-4 
AD 319 umatelac tay decroray judy Kwvctavtivov CeBactot 76 €f’ Kal Auxwiov tod émpavectatov Kaicapoc 

70 af 46 18-20, 44-6 
— trarelac trav Secrotav tyudv Kwvctavtivov CeBactod 16 €f” kat Acxwiov Kaicapoc 76 af’ 481-3 49 1-3 

50 1-3 51 1-3 521-3 53 1-3 
AD 320 bmartelac tay Sectrot ay jpav Kaverartivov CeBactot 76 s’ kai Kwvctavtivoy 700 éemupavectatov Kaicapoc 

ro a 541-2 55 19-23 (beginning lost) 
AD 324 [Kexpovic ]uévou eic Urarelav Tov Secrorav Huwy Kpicrov cal Kavcravtivov trav emipavectarwy [Kaicapwv 

To y 58 203-5 
AD 325 vratiac IIpdxdov kal ITavAtvou 56 26 58 39 
— trateiac IIpéxdov cat Ilaviivou trav Aapmpotatwr 58 132 

— trartelac IlavAivov cat JovAvavot tay Aaumpotatwy 57 1-2 

AD 326... Kaicapoc 70 a’ 60 1? 

AD 329 Umatelac tay decrotav judy Kwyvcravtivov Adbyovctou 70 1 kal Kwvcravtivov tot émpavectatou 

Kaicapoc 70 8’ 66 23-8, 49-55, 77-8 

AD 334 vratelac Praoviov Onrarov matpixtov Kal Avixiov TlavAivou trav Aaptrpotatwy 69 1-2 70 18-19 

AD 336 dmartelac Odipiov Netwriavod cat Terriov Cexovvoon (I. Paxotvdov) tav Aaptpotatwv 71 1-2 

AD 341 vmatelac Avtwriov MapxeAdivou Kal Hetpwviov IT popwvov [trav Aap(mpotatwy)] 74 1-2 

AD 342 brarelac tav Secrotav jpav Kwveravtiov 70 y” Kat Kavcravroc 70 B’ Avyotctrwy 75 1-3, 15 

(fragmentary) 

AD 343 bmatelac Poupiov ITdaxidov cat Praoviov ‘Pwywdrov trav Aaptrpotatwy 76 32-3 
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IV; MONTHS AND DAYS 

(a) Montus 

Adp 42 16 73 14, 95 
"Ereih 73 66 753 76 33, 53 
006 37 20? 3815 3924 4018 73 79 
Mecopy 73 73 

Mexeip 56 26 73 32 

’OxrwBproc 55 [4], 24 
Tlaive 73 59 

Taxév 29 13 [3217] 33 31 3416 712 7352 

Topi 67 1 73 24 
Papers) 289 46 13, 38,63 4816-17 4916 50 

15} 3118 5220 5321 571 583?. 30, 78, [98], 

134, 151, 156, 181 692 7019 73 40 
Pappoti 73 48 

Paddi 59 1, 42 66 28, 55, [78] 
Xow 64 24 73 21 

73 [6], 87 

(b) Days 

Aide 41 13, 18, 36, 44 
Kadavéda 55 24 

KUpLaKT) 59 38, 39 

V. PERSONAL NAMES 

Ayabivoc 46 55 

Ae8adnc, Aur., s. of Heron, gd.-s. of Hierax 56 2 57 
[5], 15, 21 58 81, 89, 95 

AxvAac 56 20 

AdeEavipa 58 69 (bis) 

Anétavdpoc, f. of Aur. Horion 46 23 

AnxéEavdpoc, Aur., s. of Antonius, monthly president 
53 9-10, 22-3 

A)doic, Aurelia, d. of Thonius 71 4 

Appov, its of Aur... . 45 10 

Appr 58 6 
Appwyr, Aur. 62 17 

Aupwrac, Aur., s. of Paol 46 24, 39 

Appwrae 58 135 

Appowviavec, Valerius, alias Gerontius, curator 41 

(front) 2,3 421 4621,47 484 494 504 51 
4 524 534 543 

Apupwvoc, Aur., s. of Apollonius 28 5 
Apuporvioc, Aur., s. of Tryphon 48 8, 18 

Appovioc, Aur.,s. of Syrus, f. of Isis 56 5, 6, 11, 15, 20 
Appovioc 58 7 

Appavioc, advocate 58 65, 66?, 67-8, 70, 157, 178 
Auporioc, advocate 64 5, 16, [24] 

Apwpwvioc, Aur., monthly president 65 56 
Apéic, f. of Tachonsis 58 99, 111 (bis) 
Awpowrac, s. of Silvanus 58 183 
Avéécrioc, Aur., exegetes 29 7 
Avixvoc see Index III (ap 334) 
AvovBiwy, f. of Ischyrion 58 135 
Avrwvoc, f. of Aur. Alexander 53 10 

Avravoc see Index III (ap 341) 
Amoc, assessor 41 40 

Aroddwvioc, f. of Aur. Ammonius 28 5 

ArokdAwvioc, f. of Aur. Syrus 56 4 
Ardgotc, Aur., s. of Sarapion 27 5 
ApayOnc 59 21 

Apeiwy, Aur., 42 5, 17 

Ap.avoc 41 g? 

ApidXa, d. of Diogenes and Aurelia Ptolema, gd.-d. 
of Dionysius, w. of Theon 70 3 

Apwoc, advocate 75 18 
Aprewiddpa 64 16 

Apreutdwpoc, f. of Aur. Sarmates 30 6 

Apteuwidwpoc, Aur., s. of Diogenes 49 7-8, 17 
AckAnmadnc, supervisor of baggage-animals 41 45 
AckAnmadnc, s. of Dionysodorus, councillor, 

arbitrator 64 15 

AckAnmadyc, Fl., curator 68 1, 10, 21 
Arriwv, s. of Eupotius 46 (back) 38-9 
Arriwy, Aur. 76 6, 34 

Abéévtioc 41 28? 

AbpnAta see Adoic, Aveic, Trodeua, Tatpic, Texwcotc 
Adprrioc . . ., s. of Ammon 45 9 
AbpyAvoc [305] 314 32[18?],[19?] 449 [4614] 

47 [6], [17] 605,14 636,8 (667,19) 726 
76 54; see also Aebddnc, Adr€éavdpoc, Apupwvr, 
Appovac, Auparvioc, Avbéctioc, Amdoic, Apeiwv, 
Aprepidwpoc, Aywrrevc, Teppavec, 
Anuntproc, Adwpoc, Arovicioc, ‘E€ac, ‘Eppiac, 
Evdyyedoc, “Hpaxdjc,  "Hpwr, 
Ocddwpoc, O€wv, Odvoc, Oadric, ‘Tepaxac, 
*Tovdvavec (FI.), Icidwpoc, Ma€ipoc, MéXac, Neidoc, 
TTajcc, THabeppovioc, TTabepyoibuc, [ext)Aoc, 
Tlerripic, T1toAepaioc, 

Arriwv, 

Ocdyrvwertoc, 

Capariwv,  Capparnc, 
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CéXevxoc, CedOyc, Cipoc, Pirdppwr, Pirovpevoc, 

Xaipjuwv, Pevapotvie 

Adcc, f. of Aurelia Dieus 69 4 

Adcomoc, Fl. Julius, praeses Augustamnicae 74 13-14 

75 g-10 
Adbovoc, s. of Eupotius 46 (back) 38-9 
Adivyxvoc, f. of Sarapion 58 41 
Ayirrcdbc, Aur., tesserarius 74 7 

Baccoc see Index III (ap 317) 

Bepevixravoc 58 134 

Bycapiwy, veteran 58 202, 211 

Boxxac, f. of Aur. Philammon 56 3, 5, 10, 13, 14, 20 

578 58 84 

TadAcxavoc see Index III (Ap 317) 

Teppavoc, Aur., s. of Plution, monthly president 66 

awh a 
Tepovrioc, Valerius Ammonianus alias, curator 41 

(front) 2,3 [422] 4621,47 485 495 505 51 

4-5 525 [534-5] 543 

Anuéac 58 56, 61, 70 
Anpunrproc, Aur., s. of Melas(?) 66 62, 74 
AiSupoc alias Eudaemon, f. of Aurelia Techosous 

alias Eudaemonis 41 (front) 4 

AidSvpoc 67 [4], 10, 18, 20, 22 
Aveic, Aurelia, d. of Ausis 69 4 
Avoyévnc, f. of Aur. Hermenas(?) 31 4 
Avoyérnc, f. of Aur. Artemidorus 49 8 

Avoyévnc, notary 58 136, 137, 143, 146 

Avoyévnc, f. of Arilla, h. of Aurelia Ptolema 70 3? 
A.ddwpoc, Aur., s. of Dionysius 40 10, 19 
AvoxAnriavdc see Index II s.v. Diocletian and 

Maximian; III (ap 303) 

Avovicioc, Heron alias, f. of Aur. Heron 29 10 

Aovicioc, f. of Aur. Diodorus 40 10 

Avoviccoc, Aur. 60 16 
Avovicioc, f. of Aurelia Ptolema, gd.-f. of Arilla 70 2 

Avovucddwpoc, assistant 59 2 

Avovucddwpoc, f. of Asclepiades 64 15 
Avdcxopoc, f. of Aur. Sarapion 66 34 

Atockoupténc, f. of Serenus 41 20 
Atocxoupidyc, Valerius, alias Julianus, curator 43 5 

445 455 55 [5], 24-6 583 

‘Eda, w. of Sarapion 58 41 
‘Rédc, Aur., s. of Stephanus 75 5, 16 

‘Eppeiac, s. of Papirion, surveyor 58 160, 166, 168, 

175 
‘Eppeiac, f. of Sarapion 58 182 
‘Eppecac, Aur., s. of Diogenes 31 4? 

‘Epuiac, Aur., s. of Horion, monthly president 53 

9, 22 

‘Eppivoc, acting strategus 46 22?, 48? 
EbayyeXoc, Aur., s. of -on 39 8-9?, 25? 

Evbayyedoc, assessor 67 3 
Evsaipovic, Aurelia Techosous alias, d. of Didymus 

alias Eudaemon 41 (front) 4 
Evdsaiuwv, Didymus alias, f. of Aurelia ‘Techosous 

alias Eudaemonis 41 (front) 4 

Evsaiuwr, f. of Aur. Horion 53 8 
Evdaiuwy 59 22 

Evsaiuwyv, s. of Hierax(?), comarch 74 8 
Evioyioc, assessor 57 4 58 79, 99, 157, 184, 221 

Edroyroc, Fl., curator 74 3 

Evrorvoc, f. of Attion and Aphthonius 46 (back) 38-9 

EdcéBuoc, Fl., curator 72 1 

Evrpvytoc, Fl., curator 75 4 76 1 

Zinep, Valerius, praeses 46 [10], 35, 60 

‘“HpakAdupwv 54 9 

‘HpaxdAdac, bibliophylax 58 139, 142 

‘HpaxAac, f. of Thaesis 58 159 

“Hparreidnc [55 13-14?] 
‘HpaxdAcidnc, £. of Tiro 58 6 
‘“Hpaxdetdne 75 17 
“Hpakdevoc 41 11 

“HpakAjc, Aur. 61 15 

‘“HpaxAoc, f. of Aur. Seleucus 55 34 
‘Hpac, assistant 57 3 58 79, 99 
‘Hpac, f. of Ision 58 183 

“Hpwv, Aur., s. of Heron alias Dionysius, public 

doctor 29 9 
"Hpwyv, alias Dionysius, f. of Aur. Heron 29 9 

"Hpwv, Valerius, alias Sarapion, curator 301 [32 4] 

333 344 [353] 365 375 395 405 
“Hpwy, f. of Aur. Aeithales, s. of Hierax 56 2 

Oajec, d. of Heraclas 58 158, 168 

Oanjcc 64 4 
Oavvupac, Flavius, curator 65 49 

@e,[ 41 22 
Ocdyvweroc, Aur., s. of Nilus, monthly president 66 

34-5, 46 
Ocodapa 41 9? 
OedSwpoc, Aur., s. of Sarapion 40 9, 19 
@cdSwpoc, Aur.(?), s. of Aurelia Tayris, gd.-s. of 

Horion 54 8 
@eddwpoc, alias Horion 58 135 
Oéwv, advocate 58 41, 48, [49], [54], 56, 61, 65, 66, 

Ge}, Wik, WIiKs) 

Oéwv, Aur. 61 16 
@éwyv, f. of Aur. Thonius 66 81 

Oéwyv, h. of Arilla 70 4 
Odnoc, f. of Aur. Philumenus 46 49, 65 

Oavioc 64 4 
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O@wvoc, Aur., s. of Theon 66 81, 113? 
Odnoc, f. of Aurelia Allous 71 4 

@avc, Aur., s. of Philoxenus(?), monthly president 

66 35, 46 

‘Tepaxac, Aur. 37 9, 21 

‘Tépa€, s. of Gasianus, h. of Maxima 46 54-5 
‘Tépa€, f. of Heron, gd.-f. of Aur. Aeithales 56 2 
‘Tépaé 64 2 

‘Tépa€, f. of Eudaemon 74 8-9? 
‘TepoxAjc, Sossianus, prefect [31 6] 
TovAvavoc, Valerius Dioscurides alias, curator 43 6 

[446] [456] 55 [6], 26 
TovAvavoc, s. of Valerius Dioscurides alias Julianus 55 

[7-8], 27-8 
TovAavec, Fl., curator, syndic 66 29, 56,79 693 70 

Tere a 

TovAvavéc see Index III (Ap 325) 

TovrAoc Abcovoc, Fl., praeses Augustamnicae 74 13-14 
75 9-10 

*Touctivoc, s. of Ptolemaeus, comarch 74 9 
Icidwpoc, Aur., vir egregius, ducenarius 29 14, 18 
‘IciSwpoc, [Aur.], s. of Sarapion 33 5, 32 
Tcidwpoc, praeses Aegypti Iouiae 56 7 
*TIcuc, d. of Aur. Ammonius, gd.-d. of Syrus 56 6, 11 
577 58 83 

Ictwy, s. of Heras 58 183 
TIcxvpiwv, s. of Anoubion 58 135 
‘Icxupiwv, Chaeremon alias, councillor 58 158 
TIcyupiwv, advocate 59 4, 22, 27 

Kaicap see Index II s.vv. Diocletian and Maximian, 

Constantine I and Licinius; III (ap 307, 318, 319, 

320, 324, 326, 329) 
Kaucwvioc see Index III (ap 317) 

KamitwaAivoc, ex-magistrate 58 182, 188, 193 
Kacuavéc, f. of Hierax 46 55 
Kacioc 56 3 

Kactwp 41 5 

Krdé.10c KovAkvavéc, prefect 28 7 

KovdAxvavéc, Clodius, prefect 28 7 

Kpicroc see Index III (ap 318, 324) 

Kaverac see Index III (ap 342) 
Kwvcravtivoc see Index III (ap 312, 313, 319, 320, 

324, 329) 
Kwveravtioc see Index II s.v. 

Maximian; III (ap 306, 342) 
Diocletian and 

Aairoc, Fl., prefect 64 8 
Aevxdéd.oc, prytanis 58 18?, 28, 30, 33 
Aevkdéd.oc, Fl., curator 59 42 60 2? 

Auxuravéc see Index III (ap 312) 

INDEXES 

Axivioc see Index III (ap 312, 318, 319) 

Aotxtoc, f. of Ptolemaeus, monthly president 34 7 

Mayviatavoc, Ale prefect 67 5> Als 8, 17 

Mayvoc, F1., prefect 569 575,18 58 10, 15, [37], 

81, 93 596, 13 
Maxeé- 41 29 

Maéévrioc 41 28? 

Ma€iwa, w. of Hierax 46 54 

Ma€uyuavec see Index II sv. 

Maximian; III (ap 303, 306) 
Maé€ipivoc see Index III (ap 307) 

Maé moc, Aur., s. of Sarmates, monthly president 43 
[9-10], 24 52 8, 21 

MapxeAdivoc see Index III (ap 341) 
Meédac, Aur. 33 32? 
Meévac, f. of Aur. Demetrius 66 62? 

Mnvac 56 16 

Diocletian and 

Neidoc, Aur. 33 32? 

Neidoc, f. of Aur. Theognostus 66 35 
Nerwrtvavoc see Index III (ap 336) 

Sevixoc 41 6? 

*Oovivioc see Index III (ap 317) 
*Onraroc see Index III (ap 334) 
Odaréproc see Index II] (ap 312, 313) 
Ovarépioc Aupwravdc alias Gerontius, curator 41 

(front) 2,3 421 4621,47 484 494 504 
514 524 534 543 

Ovar€pioc Atockoupidyc, alias Julianus, curator 43 5 
445 455 5525 

Ovar€pioc Zimep, praeses 46 [10], 34-5, 59-60 

Ovarépioc “Hpwy alias Sarapion, curator 301 31 1? 
[32.4] 333 344 [353] 365 375 395 
40 5 

Oviproc see Index III (ap 336) 

ITa,,.[, f. of Aur. Pettiris 38 8 

ITaBavoc 71 8, 9 

TTajeuc, Aur., s. of Saprion 50 7, 16 

TTaGeppovbioc, Aur., s. of Sarapion, monthly 

president 43 [10-11], [24] 52 8-9, 21-2 
TTafeppotbic, Aur. 42 18-19 

TTappévync see Index VI (c) s.v. dudodov TTappévouc 
Ilapadeicov 

TTapotvic 66 8 

TTa0, f. of Aur. Ammonas 46 24 
Tlampiwv, f. of Hermias 58 161 

Tlapappewv 58 6? 

TTavaAivoc see Index III (ap 325, 334) 
TTaidoc, doorkeeper 64 14 

TTexvAXoc, Aur., s. of Stephanus 51 8, 19 
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Tlexicuc 58 219? 

Tletpwvioc, ex-eirenarch 67 2, 16 

Tletpavioc see Index III (ap 341) 
ITerripic, Aur., s. of Pa... 38 8, 16, 18 

TTAdKidoc, Furius see Index III (ap 343) 
TTXovtiwy 46 30 

TTXoutiwv, f. of Aur. Germanus 66 33 

TTowuévioc, advocate, notary 58 184, 197, [205] 592, 

5> [13], 21, 33 
TTpoBivoc see Index III (ap 341) 

TTpoxdoc see Index III (ap 325) 

ITroX€ua, Aurelia, d. of Dionysius, m. of Arilla, w. 

of Diogenes 70 2, 20 

ITroAepaioc, f. of Justinus 74 9? 
TTroXewaioc, Aur., s. of Lucius, monthly president 34 

717 

‘Pa&pwAoc see Index III (Aap 343) 

CaBuravec, former praeses 58 8, 13, 19, 35, 124 
Campiwy, f. of Aur. Paesis 50 7-8 
Caparac, assistant 67 3 
Capariwy, f. of Aur. Apphous 27 5 
Capamiwy, Valerius Heron alias, curator [301] [32 4] 
333 344 [353] 375-6 395 405-6 

Caparriwy. f. of Isidorus 33 5 

Capariwy, f. of Aur. Theodorus 40 9 
Capamiwv, Aur., praepositus pagi 41 (front) 2 

Caparriwy 41 54? 

Capamiwyv, f. of Aur. Pathermuthius [43 11] 52 9 
Capariwyv, s. of Taus- 58 6 

Capariwyv, s. of Aphynchius, h. of Helen 58 41 
Capariwy, s. of Hermias 58 182 
Capariwy, Aur., s. of Dioscorus, monthly president 

66 33-4, 45 
Capuarnc, Aur., s. of Artemidorus 30 6 
Capparnc, Aur. 37 22? 

Capparnc, f. of Aur. Maximus 43 10 52 8 
Capparnc, Aur. 52 23-4 

Cexovvdoc see Index III (ap 336) 
CéXevxoc, Aur., s. of Heraclius 55 33 
Ceounpoc see Index III (Ap 307) 

Cepjvoc, s. of Dioscurides 41 20 

Cepjvoc, ex-eirenarch 67 [2], 16 
CedOyc, Aur., alias Horion, curator 27 4 283 296 
CirBavoc, f. of Amoitas 58 183 
Cocciavoc ‘TepoxAnjc, prefect [31 6] 

Crégavoc, f. of Aur. Pecyllus 51 8 
Crégavoc, f. of Aur. Hexas 75 5 
CGpoc, Aur., s. of Apollonius 56 4 
Cipoc, f. of Aur. Ammonius, gd.-f. of Isis 56 5 
Cipoc 58 100, 108, 109, 110, 112, 119 

Tavexa@vric 58 137, 143-4, 150 
Tararpivyn 58 he's 

Tararpivic 58 58 

Tavpic, Aurelia, d. of Horion, m. of Aur.(?) 
Theodorus 54 5 

Tavc[, m. of Sarapion(?) 58 6 

Taxaveac, d. of Amois 58 99, 111, 113, 116, 118 
Teipwyr, s. of Heracleides 58 6? 

Térrvoc see Index II (ap 336) 

Texweovc, Aurelia, alias Eudaemonis, d. of Didymus 

alias Eudaemon 41 (front) 4 

TiBorc, assistant 67 3 

Tpvdwy, f. of Aur. Ammonius 48 8-9 

®Paxodvdoc see Index III (Ap 336) 
Paviac, assessor 59 2 
PiBic 59 22 

PiArdupwr, Aur., s. of Boccas 56 3, 4 578,12 5883, 

87 
Pird€evoc, f. of Aur. Thonis 66 35-6? 

P.Arovpevoc, Aur., s. of Thonius, escort 46 49, 64 
Prdovioc see AckAnmadync, EddAdyioc, EvcéBioc, 

Ebrpiyioc, Oavvupac, TovAvavoc, JovAvoc Adbcévioc, 

Aairoc, Aevxad.oc, Mayvidvavec, Mayvoc; Index II] 

(AD 312, 313, 334, 343) 
®Povproc [TdaKdoc see Index III (ap 343) 

Xaipnuwyv, Aur., s. of .. 

53 10, 22 

Xaipjuwy alias Ischyrion, councillor 58 157, 177 

Xarpnuwy 59 2-3? 
Xapitéva, slave 46 29-30? 

Xwotc, ex-eirenarch 67 2, 16 

. mon, monthly president 

WPevapobdvic, Aur., s. of Psois, village headman 74 6 

Wouc, f. of Aur. Psenamounis 74 6 

‘Qpryévnc 64 16 
‘Qpiwv, Aur. Seuthes alias, curator 27 4 283 296 
‘Qpiwv, Aur. 39 26? 40 20-1 [43 262] 4820 49 

18 5018 6218 66 47, 75 
‘Qpiwy 41 23 

‘Qpiwv, Aur., s. of Alexander 46 23, 39, 42 

‘Qpiwyv, Aur., s. of Eudaemon, monthly president 53 
8, 22, 23 

‘Qpiwy, f. of Aur. Hermias 53 9 
‘Qpiwy, f. of Aurelia Tayris, gd.-f. of Aur.(?) 

Theodorus 54 5 
‘Qpiwy, assistant 57 3 58 79, 98, 136, 156, 184 

‘Qpiwyv, Theodorus alias 58 135 
‘Qpiwyv, s. of Horion 58 183 
‘Qpiwy, f. of Horion 58 183 
‘Qpiwy, ex-eirenarch 67 2, 16 
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VI. GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a) Countries, Noes, Cities, Etc. 

Aiyurtoc 569 575,18 5810, 15, [37], 80,92 596, 333 345 [353] 376 396 406 41 (front) 

13 646, 8 67 [5], 7,17 2,3 422 436 446 456 485 [535] 544 

Adeéavdpera 56 7 58 120-1 6550 6657,[79] 678 68 2, 11, [22] [69 3] 
AndeEavdpéwr, Todc THY 56 2 71 3 72 2 [74 3| 76 2 

ApaBixoc 66 44 (O€vpuvyxitnc) (nome) 297 46 22,48 495 505 
Abyouctapvixn 74 12 13 75 9 51 Sy 52 5 [60 2| 66 29 75 4 

‘Enravopia (41 3-4?) ’Okupuyxitixoc 65 5, 6, 7? 
OnBaixoc 40 17 62 16 65 4 ’Okupuyxitav mode 276 29 10-11 30 4 31 A-5 

Aadixnvec 76 41 41 (front) 4 4650-1 537 [546] 604-5 701 

AiBuc 58 100, 101, 121 ’OE(upuyxita@v) modAuc 42 4 43 8-g [448-9] 458 

AiBucca 41 5 487 [497] 517 527 5531-2, [43-4] 6553 
Mapewrnc 56 3 66 6, 31, 60-1, 80 

Macrityc 56 3, 4,5 576 58 8r OE (uptyxwv) medic 46 24 

Méudic 27 7 mayoc 46 25 (8th) 715 (5th) [74 4 (7th)?] 
Nixaivoc 65 16 Cipitixdc 66 71-2 

"Oacic 58 161, 168 Tapcixoc 65 12-13 76 16 
*Oacitixdc 40 16 6215 653 Tpwadycioc 66 73 
’Okupuyxitnc (nome) [27 4] [28 3] 30 2 [32 5] Tbpoc 58 19 

(b) VILLAGES 

Awcbéov 46 25 Cedpu) 74 4 

Iciov Tayya 58 100, 222 Taaprepod 71 4-5 

(c) MiscELLANEOUS 

appodov ITapypévouc Ilapadetcov 54 11 Ciywa (district of Alexandria?) 56 2 
ef ypawpa (district of Alexandria) 56 2 

VIT. RELIGION 

Adpraveiov 58 134 6414 671 KamitéAwov 57 3-58 78, 156 
Zevc see Index IV (b) s.v. Adc Kopeiov 42 introd 59 1 
tepov 42 introd. 59 1 Kupiakn 39 38, 39 

tepdc 59 38 Tuxn (genius) [27 10] 
Iciov see Index VI (6) 

VIIT. OFFICIAL AND MIEITARY* TERMS AND TITLES 

apxew [57 9] 58 85, 182 drad€éxecBar (46 22, 48) 

dpxovtikoc 58 5? diddoyoc 29 8 55 [8], 28 
BiBAvoddAa€g 58 139 diartnT Hc 64 15, [17], 22-3, 23 
BovAeutyjc 58 8, 16, 158, 188 (64 15) dvacnudtatoc 316 (46 [10], 34,59) 569 574, 18 
yupvaciov 58 181 58 10, 15, 18, 35, 37, 80, 92 59 (5), [12?] 64 (6), 
dnudcioc 598 745 7 67 (4), (7), [47)], 24 74 11-12 758 



VII. OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TERMS AND TITLES 

diorxeiy (48 5) 

3] 713 
douxnvapioc 29 15 
elpnvapxnc 67 2 69 9 

eEnyntyc 29 7 
errapxixoc 69 10? 

érapxoc 569 57[4], 18 5810, 15, 37, 80,92 596, 

TO; 13, 24, 20 64657 G67 4.7, 17, 24 

emumeAntnc 277 41 45 
erritpotroc 41 3 

nyewovevew 58 13, 35 

nyepovia 567 58 8, 19, 43, 46, 58, 107, 124, 170 
Hyewovikoc 58 173? 

jyewwr (46 [10], 34,59) 7412 758 
Geioc (imperial) [32 11] 337 3411 [3572] [37 

13°] 3812 3913 4014 4211 4317 4516 
46 12,27, 37°,52,62 [4712] 4813 4913 5012 

S112 5214 5315 6010 6212 6615, [41], 68, 

[82] [7213] 76 12, [37] 
KkaboArxoc 41 16 

Kkepararwtnc 69 g? 

Kpatictoc 29 15 

(495) (505) 515 525 535 [54 

Kupiakoc 67 21 

Kwudapync 27 11 74 10 

Noyicreta (485) (495) 505 515 (525) (535) 
544 5856 

AoyictHprov 58 98? 

Aoyicryc 27 4 283 296 [301] [325] 345 
[35 3] 376 [396] 406 41 (front) 2,3 422 
436 446 456 5527 581?, 4, 7, 67, 69, 71, 79, 
88, 92, 108, 109, 121, 142, 143, 144, 167, 193, 196, 
197, 201, 209, 217,218 5912, 14, 20,25,42 6550 

66 57, [79] 676, 8, 15, [22] 682, 11,22 722 
7450754 162 
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(Aoyicryc) 33 3 4159? 46 22, 47 57 4, [13], 17 
58 24, 29, 32, 36, 45, 53, 55 (bis), 112, 114, 115, 

117, 121, 145, 146, 149, 152, [171], 180 59 36 
(60 2] 66 29 

pe(lwv 74 6 

unviapxnc 305 348 (40 10) 

53 11 6554-5 66 19?, 32 
ovepedapioc 58 120 

ovetpavoc 58 202, 211 

mapedpoc 41 40 57 4 58 40?, 79, 99, 157, 184, 221 
59 2 673 

matpixvoc see Index III (ap 334) 

{43 11-12] 529-10 

mpaumrocitoc (59 8) 

mpautrocitoc mayou 41 (front) 2 

mpotroA.revdpevoc (58 6) 

Tpotroutroc 46 51 

mpvravic (58 28, 30, 33) 64 19? 

ceBacuuoc 46 26, 52 
ctpateia 34 8 

ctpatnyia (46 22, 48) 597 

cupBovdeuTyc 58 27 

cuvdixia 71 3 

cuvdukoc 69 3 701 
teccepapioc 74 8 
trateia [32 162] 33 31 3415 37 20 [38 15] 

(39 24] 4018 [4323] 46[13], 38,63 4816 49 
16 5015 5118 5220 5321 56 24 58 133, 
151; see also Index III (ap 312, 313, 317, 318, 319, 

320, 324, 325, 329, 334, 336, 341, 342, 343) 
Umatoc see Index III (AD 303, 306, 307) 
umnpetnc 37 3 58-79, 99, 137, 157, 184, 221 

67 3 
xaparduxactnc 38 46-7 

59 2 

TX, PROFESSIONS, LRADES, AND OCCUPATIONS 

ayporxoc 67 15, 23 
aAevc 41 15 

dAoTwAnc 346 506 
apyupoKorroc 68 13 

aptupatotwAnc 39 7-8 

yapotrwAnc 49 6-7 

yewpetpnc 58 160 

exdoyxevc 72 4 

éAatovpyoc [38 5-6] 

épromwAnc 51 6 
60 4 

tatpoc 29 11 

ixyOvorrwmAnc 66 5-6 

Kamndroc 407 625 

*xeutomwAnc 37 7-8 447-8 55 30 

Kepaevc 66 59 

kvadevo 66 30-1 

Aevxavtync 437-8 526 

peAuccoupydc 47 5-6? 

pLupoTrwAnc {31 3] 33 4 66 80 

PoviormAnc 76 4 

*dvonayywv 28 4 

opBioTmwAnc 45 7-8 

mpocOupaioc 64 14 

(pyTwp) 58 41, 48, [49], 54, 56, 61, 65 (bis), 66 (b2s?), 

(Se), FO); |[keXs)lf, teat, waksh, WEY, aC yAeh, KEE, [fell BOR 
59 2, 4,5, [13], 21, 22, 27, 33 645, 16,24 7518 

ctaypatorwAnc 48 6-7 

cTummoxerpuctync 53 6-7 
taBeANwv 58 136, 137, 197 

veroupyoc 42 3 
xpucoxcoc 65 52 68 4 
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X. MEASURES 

(a) WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

(dpraBy) [3414] 3715-19 3814 3915-17, 19-23 
5014 6013 61 [10], 117, 12?,13,14 651,2 73 
16-19, 27-31, 35-8, 43-6, 54-7, 61-4, 68-71, 82, 

98 
decuidiov (39 18) 659 
(xevrnvapiov) 42 13 66 44, 72, 73 

Atpa 56 22? 

(Airpa) 31 9-12, 14-19 33 8-20, 22-30 43 20-2 

5115,17 5217-19 5318-20 658, 16-20, 22, 23, 

29, 32-9 66 18, 84-97, 103-10 7315, 26, 34, 42, 

53, 60, 67, 81 

(uva) 65 g 
(€écrnc) 40 16,17 4915 6215,16 653-6 7313, 

20, 39, 47; 51, 58, 65, 72 

(b) Money 

accapiov 56 12, 23 58 11, 30, 38 
(8nvapiov) 31 10, 15-19 32 13-15 33, 11, 12, 

15°, 16-20, 22-30 3414 3718, 19 3814 39 

16-21, 23 4016,17 4320 4715 4815 4915 
5014 51 15,17 5217-19 5318-20 58 21, 33, 
34 62 15, 16 65 3-6, 8, 10, 14?, 22, 38 66 

[18], 44, 95, 105-9 73 14, 15, 23, 25, 26, 33-5, 
41, 42, 47, 49, 51-3, 58-60, 65-7, 72-4, 80, 81, 89, 
97 76 18, 27 

vopicudriov 73 [7], 14, [22], [25], 33, 41, 49, 52, 59, 
(66), (73), 80, 88, 96 

tdAavrov 56 14 (bis), 15, 16 (ter), 17, 19, 20 58 g0, 96 
(réAavrov) 31 9, 11 33 8, 10, 13? 37 15-17 38 

14 3916,22,23 4121? 4213 [4320] 5217 
57 16,22 5832 6013 61 [10-12], 13,[14] 65 
I, 2, 10, 11, 13, [14], 16-20, 22-8, 30-8, 41-7 

66 72, 84-97, [103] 73 passim 76 17-19, 21-3, 

26, 27, 20-31 

ele yA 

ixOunpa 41 14 
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ayavakteiv 58 62 

dyew 57 19 58 32, 93, 120, 167 659 
ayporxoc see Index IX 

ayxivora 58 63 

dywyy 41 56 
adeAdoc 46 (back) 38-g 563 578 5884, 114, 117 

65 56 
aduxeiv 71 12? 

alyevoc 65 44 

aldeciupwratoc 58 187-8 
aipeicbar 64 17 

airety [285] 307°? 

aittacbar 41 46 

aittov 64 22 
*axpwartoc 41 45 

axon 58 47 

axorovdwe [286] 315 [328?] (335) (348) [35 
5°] 3710 389 399 4010-11 426 [43 12] 

(44 11] [4511] [478] 489 499 508 518-9 
DZ MO MOSNT IND) 95000 Omnia 2 Om, 4a O 

axovew 58 47 (bis) 

adndeva 67 24 

aAevc see Index 1X 
*aXuysactou 33 30? 66 112? 
*aAKewTldwv 33 a, 66 109 

aAdd 58 25,57, 161 646,18 707 
addodar6c 70 8? 
aAdoc 415, 9,59 4642 5116 56 29? 

aAASTproc 58 28, 129 

addorprovv 70 17? 
adoma@Anc see Index IX 

dAc 3414 50 14 
adodov see Index VI (c) 

audotepoc [30 6?] 5720 5894 59309? 6411 67 
26? 

aguwpov 3116 3315 6535 6691 

av 46 [9], 33, 58 58 50 
avaBoAadiov 76 20? 

avaywwcKkew 57 [13-14], 14 58 54, 55 (bz5), 88, 89, 
150, 151, [201], 202, 205-6, 210 59 14, 15, 26 
(bis) 67 6?, [8] 

avayKn 58 58 

58 7 
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avdyvocie 57.15 5855, 89, 152 5927 6715 
dvaypadew 54 7 
avabidackew 64 12 
dvadidovar 41 14? 

avatpety 71 10 

avadapBavew 41 57 

avadicxew 58 34 

avdAwpa 56 18, 19 58 21, 34 
avarravew 58 77, 194? 
avarréurew 41 4 

avactéAAew 58 20? 

avadépew 58 42, 45-6, 48 59 [9-10], 21, 23,29 674 
avadopa 58 45 

dvaywpetv 57 20 58 94, 106, 119 
avdpe(a 57 g 58 10, [85] 

avéxabev 56 17 

dvnp 58 49, 72, [74], 75,219 704, 11, 17 
avreireiy 58 56 

avri 56 18 58 20 
avriypadov 56 1 58 154, 208 67 11 

avridixedy [57 10] 58 86 59 26 

avridixoc 59 18, 32 64 16, 17, 21 
avtiAéyew 58 67, 68 
aétodoywtatoc 64 18-19 

aftotv 41 [20], 59 43 26 58 105?, 138, 164, 165, 
175, 178?, 180, 192, 207? 5911,35 6421? 7012 
73 14? 

amraiteiv 58 8, g? 67 20 70 10 
atavtav 58 19?, 191 

amagatA@e 56 25? 58 46, 75 

arrapiOuety 56 19 

arrapiOuncic 56 17? 

areAacta 41 63 

améxew 71 12-13 

amevar 58 140, 168, 189? 
a7é6 29 10 [306] [314] 41 (front) 4 46 24 (bis?), 

50 546,9 56 2, 3, 4,5, 13?, 16 (bis), 18 576, 15 
58 74, 81, 89, 99, 103? (b75), 109, 110?, 116, 117, 

120, 130, 150, 159 593,16 6419 672 694, 
O70 a. 15? 71 4.3.) 74040 [157] 755, 16 

amoytwvecbar 58 70 

amdderéic 58 119, 128 67 13 
a7r06.6var 569,16 5716 58 30?, 60, 64-5, 75], 91, 

207? 

arobvnckew 58 114 
amoxabictava 58 11?, 53, 54 67 25 

amoxatactacic 56 8 

amoxnpuccery 58 169 

atoxpivechar 59 41 

(amoxpivecOat) 57 13, 15 58 18?, 61, 70, 87, 89, 109, 

LUO, LIS ii, FLO, iO winO, Tet Ag aI. hA5,, 

168, 194, 214? 67 21 

arroAapBavew 58 38 67 6? 

aroAavew 58 76 

amoXeirew 566 58165 59 18, 40-1 
aroAeupic 64 21 

GrroTre Trew 58 170? 

atrorrAnpoby 58 192 
amoteAectiKoc 56 25 

arroucta 58 101 

aropaivew 58 64 
aropacic 59 19 

arroyn 56 25 
anrew 58 24 

apyvprov 56 13, 17 (bis), 20,22 (5716) 58 14, 16, 
23, 25, 28, 38, go 

apyupoKoroc see Index IX 

apetn 58 14 75 7 

apiOudoc 27 12,13 589 
apictepoc [29 19] 

*dpvaBwpatiov 33 20? 66 104? 

appnv 70 5 
apraBn see Index X(a) 
aptupatomwAnc see Index LX 
apyew see Index VIII 

apxy 58 7 
apxovtixoc see Index VIII 
acnuov 56 22? 73 [8], 15, [23], 26, 34, 42, 53, 60, 67, 

74, 81, 89, 97 
acbévera 70 11 

actradaboc 33 20? 66 103 
accaptov see Index X(6) 

*acuverdncia 70 12 

achareva 58 23, 29, 31, 208, 213 
av (= ov) 58 118 
Aibyoucroc see Index III (ap 329, 342) 

avfadia 70 12-13? 

avdevtixov 58 154-5, 208 
avprov 58 120, 127, 180 

av7oh 58 151, 182 593 
Aibtoxpdtwp see Index II s.vv. Diocletian and 

Maximian, Constantius and Galerius, Constan- 

tine I and Licinius; III (AbD 303, 306, 307) 

avroc [28 4] 2916 [307] 32 [7?], 162, [19] 33 
4, (31), 32 347,15 [35 4?] 378, 20, 29? 386, 

15 39 8?, 24, 26 40 [8], 18,21 4219 [43 26] 

46 [9], [(13)], 33, (38), 58, (63) 4820 4919 50 
18 5224 [549?] 56 4 (bis), 5, 6 (ter), 7, 8, 11 
(DUS) 25a. (DIse are Oe2ON( IS De 7a Gy a 

58 13, 14 (bis), 16, 41, 43, 45, 49, 67, [76], 
77, 82, 84, 86, 102, 106, 122, 127, 138, 139?, | 151], 

160, 162-3, 169 (bis), 170 (bis), 174, 190 59 22, 

25,34 6017 6116 6218 6414 66(48),76 67 

19 68 [4-5], 13-14, [24] 696 70 2?, 8, 12, 15, 

16,17 719,17 724-5 7416? 756 765 

avtoteAwc 59 6 

avrov [57 11] 58 87 

adaipeiy 58 164. 
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adaipecic 67 9, 14 

axpic 46 8, 33, 58 

axupov 56 16? 

Bdé\Aa 31:17 3316 6536 66 92 
Bia 58 106 645 

BiBAiov 29 13 75 13 
BiBAtvov 41 (front) 2 58127 70 12 

BiBAtopvAa€é see Index VIII 

Bioc 56 6 58 140, 185, 189? 
Buorvov 70 16? 

BAamrew 63 9-10? 

Bonbety 58 42, 51, 61, 159 
BonOdc 58 20, 134 59 7, 11 

Bowoc 65 42 

BovAecBat [54 6?] 58 16, 18?, 22, 23, 29, 36 (bis), 74 
70 16 71 11, 14 

BovAevtéov 75 19-20? 

BovAevryec see Index VIII 

BovrAnua 58 63, 72-3?, 192, 212 
BovAnuatiov 5B 52, 53, 56, 72-3?, 138, 141?, 154 
BovrAncc 56 12, 15 58 60 

Bode 41 63 65 30? 71 16 

yadaxtotpodetvy 70 5-6 

yauBpa 41 39? 58 77 
yauBpoc 46 55 
yapetn 58 41, 50 7015 
yapoc 70 4?, 14 

yap 5719 58 23, 25, 36, 65, [752], 93, 1012, 106, 120 
59 7, 18, [40] 67 23 

yapov 49 15 

yapoTwAnc see Index IX 

ye 57 21 58 95 
yevoc 58 121 

yewpmetpnc see Index 1X 

ynd.ov 69 5? 

yivecbar 276? 418, 25,62 547 568, 18,24 5719, 

21 58 12, 19, 60, 63, 65?, 75, [76], 93, 95, 111, 
155, 165, 180, 193, 206, 211 596, 8, 20, 36 64 
23 6714,25 708 717 

ywackev 57 11 58 87, 190 
yvaun 58 74, 143, 187, 192 

yrepicua 5B 110 

ypdppa 46 43 589 10, 199 
VI(c) s.v. ef yp. 

(ypaupa) 3219 3333 3722? 3926 4021 4219 
[43 26] 46 [11], 35,60 4820 4919 5018 52 
24 6017 6116 6219 66 48, 76 

ypawparteiov 57 13, 17, 19, 22 

ypapparvov 58 88, 91, 93, 96, 142, 144, 149, 150, 194, 
201, 202, 211 

ypadew 27 11 [32 19] 
191 639 

[67 11]; see also Index 

46 42 5716 58 91, 138, 

INDEXES 

(ypddew) 33 32 37 22 3926 40 21 4219 43 
26 4820 4919 5018 5224 6016 6116 62 

18 66 48, 76 

ypagy) 41 14? 
yupvaciov see Index VIII 
yuvatxeioc 65 13 [(76 16)] 

yuvavov 58 65, 130 
yuvy 41 6?, (23) 4654 5615 5841, 44, 48, 57, 64, 

113, 123 707 

daduatix( ) 76 44 

dadpatixn 76 15 cf. deA- 

ddavecov 41 21 
daveictyc 41 60? 
dé [32 12] 337 3413 [37147] 3813 [39 14] 
4015 4212 43[18],[21] 4713 4814 49 14 

5013 5114 5215,18 5316,19 5410 566,13, 
15, 187, 20,22 5711, 21 589, 43, 46, 60, 61, 

[75], 86, 95, 111, 121, 129, 146, 153, 175, 207, 
210 5940 6011 [615] 6214 64 3, 4, 19, 
22 6511 66 16, [43], 70, [83] 76 14, [39] 

decxvivar 64 5, 6, 23 

detv 41 6 58 37, 54, 58, 72 

déxa 27 13 56 16 

dexatéccapec 56 17 

deAuarixy 65 12 cf. daA- 

decuidiov see Index X(a) 

decrolew 58 128 

decroteia 58 110, 119? 64 10 
decrotnc 58 103 59 12; see also Index II s.v. 

Constantine I and Licinius; III (ap 312, 313, 318, 

319, 320, 324, 329, 342) 
devtepoBodoc (65 25) 

d€xecBar 56 10? 59 19 
bn 58 23, 166 
dnudcioc 29 11; see also Index VIII 
dnpociodv [56 26] 

dnudtyc 58 6, 13, 32, 38 
dnvaprov see Index X(b) 

64 285 297 [3042] [327°] 335 347 [35 4?] 
387 398 408 415 [425] 439 [449] 45 
g 4622,48 [476] 488 497 507 517 527 
53 7,23 55[7], 27,32 563,12? 58(6?),58 60 
5 6420 6554 66 [32], 61, [80] 725 745 
75 12 (766) 

diaBaivew 58 161 

dcaBeBaroty 64 2 

duadéxecBar see Index VIII 

dadidovar 58 22 

dadox7y 58 109 

diadoyoc see Index VIII 

biaBecic 29 16 

diabhxy 41 39 565, 11, 13, 20, 23 5871, 104 
diary tH see Index VIII 
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dvaxaréyew 57 7 58 64, 83, 108 
diaxocueiy 56 7 58 7, 124 

diaréyecbar 58 53 

diadvew 57 13 58 88 

diadvere [57 19] 58 94 

dvamrumpackew 56 13? 

diampaccew 57 11 58 64, 87 

dvacnporaroc see Index VIII 
diardccew 56 14,15 58 77 

duatpéxeww 58 Lay) 

diagepew 56 11 [576] 58 82, 102 679 
drapevdecbar [32 12] [337] 3411-12 357-8? 42 

11-12 4318 [4517] [47 12-13] 4814 49 
13-14 3013 5113 5215 5316 6010-11 62 
13 66 15-16, 42, 69-70, 83 76 13, [38] 

diSaccew 5867 5916? 646, 18? 

ddovar 41 (front) 2 4115, 47 58 16, 26, 28, 29 (bis), 
31, 34, 36, 47, 61, 74, 154, 208, 212 597 6721 
7016 74 14 

dreAéyxew 57 20 58 o4 
dixalew 56 20? 

duxatoroyia 59 40 

dikavcov 56 11 5865 6410 [67 6?] 
dixactynprov 59 3, 19 69 10 
dicen 58 59 59 28, 34, 39 67 14? 
diovxety see Index VIII 
droixncc [56 24°] 

doxeiv 41 3?, (8), (10), (25), (517), (57), (62) 58 42, 

oY 
dovuxnvaproc see Index VIII 
dovAn 46 30 

dvvapic 58 43 

dvvacBar 58 17, 24, 27, 128, 211 
dvo 71 6 

59 31, 34 6411 

éav 59 40 

éav 58 176 

éavtod 56 20 58 38, 42, 50, 147?, 149?, 186-7, 
[198-9], 200 67 [9?],22 697 707 

eyypadew 39 11-12 41 (front) 2 428-9 [43 15] 
[45 13-14] [4710] 4811-12 4911 5010-11 
51 ro-11 52 12 53 13-14 [55 39] 58 153 
(608) 6210 6611, 38, 64-5, [81] 689, 18-19, 
29-30 729-10 76 8-9 

eyypadwe 29 16 

eyyuntnc 46 29 

eyxadeiv 56 [25], 25 

eyKeicbar 57 23 58 97, 129 

éykvpew 56 12? 
eyxerpile 56 24? 58 142?, 188 

eyw 28 5, [6] [30 4?] [387] 408 41 (front) 2 
[425] 439 [449] 459 466,30,56 [476] 48 
8 497 507 517 527 537,23 [5410] 5532 
56 7 (bis), 9, 11, 14, [17], 20 (bis?) 57 4, [16], 
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18 58 10, 15, 18, 19, 28, 29, 31 (bis), 35, 37, 56, 
58, 65, 66?, 68, 80, 90, 91, 92, 106, 117 (bis), 120, 
124, 138, 197 595, 10, 12, 17, 23, 24?, 29 605 
645,6,7,17,22 6554 6632, 61,[80] 674, [6?], 
7,11,[17],24 7010 71[14],14 725 745, 15? 
75 [8], 11; see also Index II s.vv. Diocletian and 
Maximian, Constantius and Galerius, Constan- 
tine I and Licinius; III (Ap 303, 306, 307, 312, 

313, 318, 319, 320, 324, 329, 342) 
édadoc 71 7? 
édvov 70 10? 
eOéXew 58 ayes 

€0oc 58 190 

ef see Index VI(c) 

et 58 16, 22, 26, 74,75], 102, 129, 189 5941 648 
67 13,21 7012 [7115] 

eidéa see idéa 

eldevar 32 19 [33 33] [37 22] (3926) 4021 42 
19 [4326] 4643 4820 4919 (5018) (5224) 
(6017) (6116) (6219) 66 (48), 76 

elSoc 58 50, 52, 57, 71 67 10, 19 
elvac 28.9 2913 [3212] [33 7] [3413] 37 14? 

38 13° 3914 4015 4212 4318 46 12, 37, 
62 4713 4814 4914 5013 5114 5215 
5316 56 13, 19 (bis?) 5711 58 22, 28, 44, 46, 
54, 67, 68, 71, 87, 101?, 116, 121, 122, 129, 145, 

167, 195, 197 59 24, 31, 34,37 6011 615 62 
14 [6417] 66 16, [43], 70, [83] 6719 7611, 

14, 36, [39] 
e(reiv 58 23, 65,67 595,21 6422 67 26 

(cémeiv) 57 4, [13], 17 58 7, 24, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 

[36], 41, 45, 48, [49], 53, 54, 55 (dis), 56, 61, 65 
(bis), 66 (b25), 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 79, 88, 92, [99], 

TO8) TOO) Tin, 112) 114, 115) 117, 118, 121 (b25)), 

137, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146 (bts), 149, 152, 157, 
167, 171, 178, 180, 184, 193, 196, 197, [197], 201, 

205, [209], 217, [218] 59 [2], 4, 5, 12, [13], 20, 
21, 22, 25, 27, 33, 36 645, [7], 16, 23, 24 67 
[4], 6, 15, 22 75 18 

eipnvapxnc see Index VIII 
*elipwrwy 33 25 66 107 

etc 4115 46 [11], 36,61 56 12, 14 (bis), 15, [18], 
21 35819, 33, 34, 44, 58, 130, 151, 168, 203 5917, 

19, 35 649 
efc 56 12, 23 58 11, 30, 38 706 
eicayew 59 17, 24, 28 649 75 16 

etcaywyipoc 59 32, 34 

eicw 5716 58 g1 

eire 58 8?, 71, 72 

ex 2913 5617, 23 5811? 648 705 7115? 
exactoc 58 21, 33, 34, [197-8] 

exatov 36 14 

exBadXew 64 9 

éxyovoc 58 49 
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exdidovat 56 25 70 4 

exduxia 58 4.4, 107 

exdoyxevc see Index IX 
éxeivoc 58 51, 161, 176, 191 

extayn 98 175? 

éXavoupyoc see Index 1X 
édadpoc [31 13] 3312 6532 66 88 

édeyxew 58 224 
*ENevidiov 33 26 66 108 
éuavtot 58 20 

éupédcca 58 65, 141, 164 
éuoc 575 58 81, 123, 210 59 41 

eudepew 67 23 
év 46 11, 36,61 548 562,[3],19,20 578 58 84, 

103, 134, 166, 180, 190, 203 591 644 671, 21 

70 8,9 7115, 17 
evayew [57 10-11] 
evaywyn 58 66 
évatoc 97 I 
evdiddovar 64 11? 

évexa 58 106-7, 191 
évexev 41 14 568 

evevnKovta 36 15, 19 

évéxupov 56 16? 
evautoc 70 6 
evictavac 29 12 5618 58 151 

evvoptoc 59 31 

evoiknec 58 174 

evodetrew 57 15-16 58 go 

évoyoc 46 [12], 37, 62 
evraccew 75 13? 

évrav0a 56 10? 
evteAnc 59 16 

evredbev 56 23-4? 
évtoAn 56 20? 58 68, 139?, 188-9 
evromoc (51 15) 65 18 
evtpéxera 58 190 

evrvyxavew 58 107 59 3 
evtvxia 56 8 58 42 

e€ 56 19 
é€eivar 56 25-6 [58 76] 
e€etalew 54 8 

eféracic 41 63 
eényntyc see Index VIII 
éfjc 2711 329 336 349 [3562] 3712 3911 

4012-13 428 4314 4513 [4710] 4811 [49 

11] 5010 5110 5212 5313 5538 58 (45), 

(53), 71 59 4, 32 607 [629] 66 Io, 37, 64, 
[81] 689, 18,29 729 768 

é€oucia 58 17, 74 

é€oxoc 65 10 

eEwpoc 59 20 

errayyéArew 59 27-8, 30 

emaxovew 67 16 

64 19 75 20 

67 10 709, 10 

58 86 

59 37 

58 22, 107, 191 

INDEXES 

éravtAeiv 71 16? 

érrapxixdc see Index VIII 
érapyxoc see Index VIII 
éme( 58 11, 126, 140,172 649 75 21 
ered) 56 4 58 46,57 5936 647, 19 

érretnep 58 165 59 37 

éréAeveic 71 13 

errepwrav 56 23, 26 

éréxew 71 11 

é7i 29 19, 20 413?,60 466, 30,56 54 [g?], [10?] 

56 [11], 13, 19 57 3?, 18, 20 583, 5, 41, 42, 46, 

78, 93, 95, [98], 100, 126, 134, 156, 158, 160, 161, 

167, 181, 184 591, 10, 23, 29,42 643, [6], 14, 
15? 66 [12], 39, 66, 82 67 1, 4, 18, 20, 26 70 
6 716 7211 7611, 36; see also Index III (ap 

303, 306, 307) 

emvywackew 58 1472, 148, 198?, 200 

emoexecHar 56 21 
emdid6var 29 14 3818-19 41 21 4217 [43 25] 

[47 18] 4818-19 4917 5016 5119-20 52 
22 5323-4 6015 6115 637 66 21-2?, 46-7, 

74-5 67 10? 70 12, 20 

émvevac 58 102? 59 38 [71 14] 
emtxoupeiv 70 7? 

emexuTrTew 99 38 

émureAnrnc see Index VIII 

érieverv 70 13? 

emvocwe 38 137 

émicnuaivew 64 21 

érrictaAua 59 7-8, 25 

éemuctéAAew 29 11-12 

64 20, 23, 24 

émictoAn 41 57 

emiteAnc 39 15 

64 18 

[30 72] 41 (front) 2? 59 26 

(57 6-7] 58 82 
émitpotroc 56 5, 7, 10; see also Index VIII 

emupavyc see Index II s.v. Diocletian and Maximian; 

III (aD 307, 318, 319, 320, 324, 329) 

émipéepey 46 [11], 36,61 575 5855, 81, 105, 120, 
123, 127, 141, 142, 189 

eropbadmuav 69 5 

érra 398 146?, 195 
émtakociot 36 20 

epyalecbar 58 106 

epyatync 27 7 

epyov 58 43 

épéBuOoc 37 17 

€peotc 56 22? 

émitporrevew 56 11? 

épiov 51 15 

€ptomw@Anc see Index LX 

ecOjc 56 22 

écTrépa 59 36 

écrrepwoc 71 5 

erepoc 59 16, 24, 28 64 10 
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é7. 5615, 22 6411 

étoc 58 3, 70 

(€roc) [571] 58 [39], [78], [98], 134, 156,181 591 
evdoxncic 56 3 

evpicxew 64 8? 

evtovia 75 12 

evyecbar 58 111 
edy7n 58 26? 

epopav 29 15, 17 
exew 2918 4156 [549?] 5624 579, 13,17 5854, 

57, 62, 73, 74, [85], 85, 88, 91, 114?, 117, 137?, 
163, 169,173 5911 705 71 10 

éwe [58 75 | 

(Cedyoc) 65 13, [14] 7617, 18, 19, 21, 22, 29°96, 27, 
29, 30, 31 

Cryy(Bepic 66 101 

Cutpryn 66 97 

7 46 [12], 37, 62 58 8, 16, 31, 36, 54, 62, 725 103s 
116, 119 5917 67 20? 

nyetcbar 58 44 

Hyewovevew see Index VIII 

nyewovia see Index VIII 

Hyepwovixoc see Index VIII 

jyeuwav see Index VIII 

789 59 35 707 
juépa 2912 46 8,32-3,58 5618 6414?, 19 [71 

5] 75 25 
muetepoc 54[7?], 10 [6412] 675,6 695 70 Z 

IV6,6=7,°82 75 Tr 
juscuc (58 33) 706 
jvika 58 51 

Wrrov 59 9 

Bavpactoc 59 30 

Qeioc see Index VIII 
béXrew 58 23, 31 

Jewpeiv 58 42 

OnAruc 65 24 

Opovoc 567 58 8, 124 

Guyarnp 41 (front) 4 566 58111 703, 9 

larpoc see Index IX 

id€a 65 13, 14,15? 76 [17], [18], 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 
26; 27, 20,30, 37 

i6voc 328 336 348 356? [3710] 3910 40 
11427 [4313] [4512] [479] 4810 4910 
509 519 5211 5312 5536 5615? 58 43, 

49, 74, 76, 212 6609, 37, 63,81 688,17, 27 72 
8 767 

(8vdxpwpoc 51 16 

lévar 58 58, 120, 130 594 75 20 
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tepov see Index VII 
‘epoc see Index VII 
(Ocv 29 19? 
va 57 11 58 87 
icov 41 (front) 2 75 13? 
icravar 58 48, 61 (bis), 70 64 4 
‘xOunpa see Index XI 

(yOvorraAnc see Index IX 
iyi 66 17 

Kabicravar 56 4,5, 6-7 58 100-1 59 15 
Kabodxdc see Index VIII 
Kabwc 58 9?, 16 
Katpoc 57 22 58 96 

Kareiv 56 2 

KadAdivoc 65 22 
Kadde 58 51 

KamnaAoc see Index IX 

cacapov 31 19 3318 6538 66 94 

xacia 3118 3317 6537 6693 
kata 41 16? 565, 7,9, 14, 15,25 5722 587, 34, 

37, 60, 72, 96, 106, 128, 143, 174, 190, 192 59 14, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24 64 20?, 24 67 25 

Kataypadew 58 216 

Kataypapn 58 103 

KataXeirew 70 9 

Katapevew 58 203? 

katamovrivew 71 14 

Katatilévar 41 46 64 11 

Katagppovetv 70 11 

KaTaxwpicuoc 3B 4? 

KatolxecBar 58 152?, 209 
xedevew 28 6 [32 8] 335 348 [35 Pl] Srl 16) 

[38 9] [39 10] [40 11] 427 [43 13] 4411 
45 11-12 478 489-10 499-10 509 51g 52 
10-11 3312 55 36 569 58 7, 25, 27, 125?, 
171-2? 

KéAeveic 41 16? 58 35, 123 
*xepwvomrwAnc see Index IX 

Kevtnvapiov see Index X(a) 
Kepamevc see Index IX 

67 18, 19 

Kepapikoc 66 59 

képajoc 66 60 

kepadrawwryc see Index VIII 
Kndeta 56 132, 14 
Kndeuwv 64 4 

Kivduvoc [74 14?] 

KAnpovopeiv 58 114-15 
KAnpovouia 58 130 
cAnpovdpuoc 56 3, 6, 10 578 58 84, 153, 209, 212 

64 16-17 7517 
kvagevc see Index 1X 
KyjKoc 61 12 
kvid.ov [40 17] (48 15) 6216 654 
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xowdv 284 303 313 [326] (334) (346) [35 
4] [377] 385 397 407 423 437 447 45 
7 [475] 486 496 506 516 526 536 
55[9], 29, [41] [603] 625 6551 66 30, 58, 
80 68 [3], 12, [23] 723 763 

cowde 43 21 5218 5319 58184 65 11 

KoKkwoc 65 1g, 20 

Kopitew 58 10 

kopiov 61 8 

Kocnoc 58 49 
xéctroc 31 14 3313 6533 66 89 

Koupatwp 36 4 

Kougilew 56 14 
Kpaticroc see Index VIII 

Kpéac 65 29 
«pO, 73 [2], [10], 17, 28, 36, 44, 55, 62, 69, 76, 83, 91 

kpivew 67 21 

KTHuwa 98 43 
KTnTwp 58 8, 16, 27 

Kupwov 61 14 65 2 
kupia 58 166 59 18, 19, 37 
kupiaxy see Index IV(4); VII 

xupraxoc see Index VIII 
xUproc [286] 567,9 574,17 58 10, 14, 18, 35, 37, 

70, 80, 92, 124,196 595, 10, 23,29 646,7 674, 
7, 17, 24 . 75 8; see also Index II s.vv. Diocletian 
and Maximian, Constantius and Galerius, III 

(AD 303, 306, 307) 
kwpapxnc see Index VIII 
kon [27 11] 4624-5 56 21 
TUNG, Chen, Ge Oe 

58 99-100 69 4,6 

Nap Bavew 41 11, 24? 58 13, 25 (bts), 29, 31, 77, 154; 

208 709 
Napmpdc 54 6 (bis) 56 2; see also Index III (ap 317, 

325, 334, 336, 341, 343) 
(Aapzrpdc) 276 (bis) 2910 (bis) 30[4], 4 41 (front) 

4 (bis) 42 4 (bis) 438 (bis) 44[8],8 458 (drs) 
46 50 (bs) 487 497 517 527 537 5531 
(bis) 60 4 65.52, 53 66 [6], 6, 31 (bis), 60 (dz5), 
[80 (dzs) | 

Aaxavov 73 71 

Aaxavocreppov 38 14? 60 12 

57, 64?, 85, 93) 
héyew 58 17, 45, 48-9, 53, 66, 71, 108, 110?, 168, 

193? 59 4, 5, 21, 33 67 15 

Aectoupyia 41 15 
Aeveavtnc see Index IX 
Nevxdc 43. 19 5115 52 16 

Anpeiv 58 67 
AiBavoc 31 10 33.9 66 85 

AiBeAXoc 67 10? 
Awov [43 19] 52 16 

Nirpa see Index X(a) 

(73 12, 19, 30, 38, 46, 

INDEXES 

Aoyilew 56 19 
Noyicreta see Index VIII 
Aoyierhpov see Index VIII 
NoyictHc see Index VIII 

Adyoc 56 14, 15, [24] 58 33, 34,42 64 18 

Nourdc 56 16 58 62 
Aoxeta 56 15 
New 58 149, 151, | 164], 190?, 201 

Nbcic 41 39 58 56, 140, 142, 143, 192 

paddBabpov 31 11 33 10 66 86 

pardicra 58 166 

paptupecBa 59 23, 33 

paptupiov 59 24 
pacriyn 3115 3314 6534 66 go 

peyadciov 64 6 
peyadovora 75 22 

péyac (76 16) 
peiLwv 58 172; see also Index VIII 
petc 28.9 58 (27), (3) 5942 64 24 

[66], 82 7212 76 11, [36] 

peAavOov 61 7 
peAuccoupyoc see Index IX 

peudecBar 46 [12], 36, 61-2 
pév 4320 5216 5318 5614 [5710] 58 16, 22, 

26, 42, [45], 45, 59, 86, 102?, 152?, 195, 209, 222? 
64 2,17,21 6510 708 

pépoc 57 20 586, 94, 129 5937, 40 6411 67 26 
pera 46 8, 32,58 563,14,[19] [5714] 5855, 89, 

119, 127, 152 59 27,39 6715? 71 10 
peradidovar 57 10 58 85-6 

petaxareiv 58 12, 138 

peraAAaccew 56 6 

petaév 57 19 58 93 

petanndav 58 44 

percevar [57 22] 58 96-7 

werp( ) 76 45 
perpotyc [575] 58 81, 123, 210 59 41 

pétpov (76 16) 
péxpe 56 12, 18, 23 58 11, 30, 38 59 39? 
(a) ey) Tit, We) BRI 7, I) Szemie [ESS Gel) Ses ees 

22? [3813] 3914,26 4014,21 4147 4219 
[43 26] 4643 4820 4919 5018 5224 58 
112,117,129 594,34 6017 6116 6219 66 

48, 76 71 15? 
pndawac 71 11-12 

pndé 56 25 70 16 (dis) 
pndetc 4211 [4318] [4517] 4611, 36,61 4712 

48 14 49 13 5013 5113 52 14-15 53 16 
56 24, 25 (bis) 5859-60 6010 614 62 13 
66 15, 42, 69, 83 76 13, 38 

pnviapxnc see Index VIII 

res 59 37 
uytnp 56 15 58 51, 60, 75, [76], 166 

66 [13], 39, 

[64 13] 
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Lntp@oc 58 116 

enxary 71 7? 
fuurnckew 58 122 
teva See Index X(a) 
potpa 41 11 

povoy 58 23, 31 6418 

povoc 56 6, 12, 23 58 114 

pocxeroc 65 29 

povAn 41 47 

pupiac (58 21, 33) 

fLupotw@Anc see Index IX 

vai 58 115, 121, 143, 144, 194 
vitpov 66 44 

voun 59.9, 11, 17,35 649 7512 
vouilew 59 4 

vouicuatiov see Index X(h) 

vouoc 56 3 69 3 
vonoc 58 46, 171, 193 5914, 20 7013 75 19 
vixtwp 46 [8], 32, 57 

viv 58.9 59 24, 28 67 12 

€evixoc 41 6? 

€évoc 58 122 

fécryc see Index X(a) 
Enpdc 61 8 66 71 
foidiov 71 10 

*fvAopactiyn 33 29 66 111 

dydonKovta 56 16 

66e 58 159, 188, 203 66 12, 39, 66, 82 72 11-12 
76 11, 36 

60ev 29117 57 20 5894 7011 
d66rvn 56 12,23 6512 [76 15] 
dfoviommAnc see Index IX 

olxely 56 2 643 75 21 

otxia 41 10 [54 10?] 58 160,174 649 
otkoredov 58 [102], 108-9, 115, 130 5917?, 35 64 

5 eo 0d 

olvoc 4016 6215 633? 653,5 7313, 20, 31, 39, 

47, 51, 58, 65, 72, 86, 94 
oloc 58 18, 36 

éxraKdcior 56 14 
6Akn 42 13 (65 9) 
opvvew 27 7 [32 11] 337 3410 [35 72] [37 

13°] [3812] 3913 [4014] 4210 4317 [45 
16] 46 26,51 [4711-12] 4813 4912-13 50 
12 5112 5214 5315 609 613 6211-12 66 
14, 41, 68, [82] 7213 76 12, [37] 

opotwc 5615, 19 5844 65 24 76 20, 24, 28 

opodoyeiv 46 25-6? 56 23, 26 58 122 
omod 27 13 
dvoua 41 22 
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ovopdyywr see Index IX 
dvonatew 58 12 

dvoc 56 16 

ovdx.ov 33 28 66 110 
d€oc 65 6 

orov 41 47? 

orwe 41 (front) 2 59 35 
opBromwAnc see Index IX 
oplyavov 61 9 

opilew 59 14 70 14 
opxoc 3211 337 3411 [3572] [37 14?] 38 12 

[39 14] 4014 4211 4317 4516 46 [13], 27, 
37°, 52,62 [4712] 4813 4913 5013 5113 
5214 [5315] 6010 [613-4] 6212 6615, 
42, 69, 83 76 13, [37] 

opun 71 6 
dpoBoc 37 19 

opoc 64 12 

opdavy 56 18 

bphavixoc 56 24 
6c 318 [3210] 336 3410 [356?] 3712 3912 

[4013] 429 [4315] 4514 [4711] 4812 49 
12 5011 [5111] 5213 5314 [549] 5611, 
16, 17 (bis?), 24,25 5711, 16,21 5817, 22, 20, 
31, 36, 56, 76, 87, 91, 95, [ 106], 106, 160, 180 59 
16, 26, [39] 608 612 6211 646, 20? 6613, 
[39], 67,82 6711, 20? 6819, [30] 705 (bis) 72 
10 75 23? 76 10 

ocia 41.7 58 153, 210 
ocrrep 58 26 70 10 
octic 29 13 

octicoty 56 25 

6rt 58 63, 68, 166 59 16, 23, 34 

od 58 25 (bis), 54, 56, 169 593,18 6418 7011; 
see also av 

ovdapadc 59 31 

ovdé 58 23, 169 

ovdeic 41 [17], 19, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 
41, 42, 43, 52, 53 58 62, [66] 5916, 36 646 
75 23? 

ovepedapioc see Index VIII 
ovetpavoc see Index VIII 

ovv 58 [11], 26, 172 5930 676 
ovtre 70 6, 7 

odroc 46 6, 31, 56 56 4, 8, <g>, 25 57 [13], 15 58 
22, 44, 50, 58, 73, 88, 89, 103, 106, 108, 115, 165, 

191, 194? 594, 9?, 24 649, 10?, 18, 20 67 11, 
20,25 705? W111 

ovrwc 41 8, 25,62 5714 589, 54,89 5914 678 
ogpecAn 57 17, 23 58 g1, 97 
oxic 63 10 

mayavoc 58 9, 11?, 25, 28, 29 

mayoc see Index VI(a); VIII s.v. mpaurécitoc ma&you 
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maic 56 8 (bis), 10, 11,15 577 5850, 53, 54, 60, 61, 

68, 83, 166 642,8 706 

mavrotoc 43 19 5216 6512 6617? 7615 

mavtwc 58 37 

mammoc 58 116 

mapa 275, [10] 284 299 303 313 {32 6| 

334 346 354 [377] 385 [397] 407 41 

(front) 4 [423] [437] [447] [457] 4623, 49 
[475] 486 496 506 516 526 536 54 

5 55 29, 41 56 10, 21? 58 26, 32, 56, 71, 

72 (bis), 77, 170, 210 597,8 603 [625] | 64 

12] 6551 66 30, 58, 80 68 [3], [12], 23 69 

4 702 714 723744 755,7 763 

mapayavo.or 58 20, 29 
mrapayivecbar 56 9 
mrapaypadecbar 58 65 59 4-5 

mapaypapy 59 25, 27, 30 

mapadercoc see Index VI (c) s.v. dugdodov Mappevouc 

Tlapadeicou 

mapadiSevar 41 7 58 153, 210 59g, 11-12? 75 

10-11 
Tapabnkn 38 53-4 

Trapauweiv 38 15 
mapaxopicew 58 26, 127 

mapadaunBavew 27 10 46 [15], 28-9, 40, 54, 65 56 

12, 23 
mapadAatrew 38 100 
mapactacic 46 [10-11], 35, 60 
mapatilévar 58 50, 51, 194 

napatuyxavew 71 9-10? 
rapadvraky 46 [7], 31-2, 57 

mapaxwpeiv 38 27 

mapedpoc see Index VIII 

napeivat 57 3, 7-8 585, 41, 57-8, 68, 72, 78, 83, 98, 

100, 107, 134, 145, 146, 156, 158, 166, 181, 193, 

198, 199? 591, 40 64 14, 18?, 20? 671, 15 

mapéxew 56 20? 58189 642, 3 6713, 14 7010 

mapevar 39 18-19 

mapicravar 46 [9], [16], 33, 41, 58-9, 66-7 58 110, 

118, 224? 59 41 

mapo.koc 98 101? 

mac 56 10, 12 (bis?), 19, [23], 25, 26 58 33, 52?, 185 

67 2? 74 15? 
maTnua 33.19 66 102 

natnp [5410] 565, 6, 11,14, 20,24 5868, 71, 104, 

109, 115, 117 (bis), 169 

matpixvoc see Index III (AD 334) 

matp@oc 58 116 

medtov 71 8? 

me(Oew 57 20 5894 67 22 

mrepacbar 70 10 

méurew 58 12-13 39 35 

mevrakociot 36 16 

meévte 27 12 

INDEXES 

mevtiKovTa 58 90, 96 

mépa 67 20? 
mépac 57 18 58 93, 167 

mepi 29 16 41 (5), (10), (28), (39), (63) 56 8, 21 

(bis), 222, [24], 24, 26 57 [6], 13, 21, 23 58 82, 

88, 95,97, 173 59 [8], 28,29 6410 675 75 10 

Trepry pape 58 42 

mrepreivat 5B 118 

(57 14] 
mepirintew 98 101 
mepiexew 96 11 58 89 

mrepuoveiy 9B 49, 129 

mepictoAn 56 13? 

mrepitt@c 5B 45 

nirep. 319 338 66 84 

mumpackew 98 118 

micca 66 71 

mictic 38 31 
tAeictoc 58 6 

mAetwv 58 50 

mAnpync 5617, 23 SB 11? 

mAnpotv 41 60 5712 5869 6420 67 19 

mobev 58 108 

moveiv 46 7-8, 32,57 569 58 20, 21, 28, 45, 51, 162, 

176 5932 716 

nédc [28 4] 307 [3272] 334 (347) [35 4°] 

378? [386] 398 408 4122 [549?] 58158, 

1592, 160, 203? 685, 14,25 [702] 725 756 

76 5; see also Index VI(a) s.vv. AdeEavbpéwv, 7. 

tov, Ofvpvyxitav 7., O€uptyxwv 7. 

moXtteia 58 122, 188 

moAdvc 58 100 708 

moppupa 65 18 

mococ 58 32, 69, 145 

mocoTnc 96 17 

Tote 64 23 
mob 58 168 
mpaypa 414 568 57[6],15 5847 (bis), | 48], 82, 

g0, 169 5932 675 

mpaurocitoc see Index VIII 
mpatrew 58 31 [646] 6720 756, 24? 

mpecBuTepoc 56 3 

mptacbar 64 5 
mpd 55 23 564 5859, 69, 70 67 14 

mpoBatevoc 65 46 
mpoyivecbar 64 10? 

mpodnAoty 56 4-5, 10? 

mpoeipnxevat 67 21 71g 

mpobecuia 57 16 58 91 

mpoxeicba 2918 [3418] [37 21] 3817, <20> 40 

20 46 [17], 41,67 [47 19] 4918 5017 53 

24 5617 698 7635 

(mpoxetcOar) 32 18? 33 32 3925 4218 43 23, 

[25] 4816,19 4916 5015 5118,21 5220, 23 

5301,23 6015 6116 6217 638 6622?, 47,75 
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mpoxpya 59 36 
mpovoia 58 164 71 15 
mpotroArrevopevoc see Index VIII 

mpotroutoc see Index VIII 

mpoc 41 9? 56 2, 16, 20, 24 573,11 58 (4), 10, 22, 
50, 56, 66, 78, 87, 98, 108, 140, 141, 143, 156, 169, 
181, 190, 208?, 212, 213? 595,6,8,9?,21,40 64 

14,16 6722 704 [71 13] 
mpocet 56 13? 
mpocepyov 56 17, 18 

mpocett 396 13? 

mpocOupaioc see Index IX 
mpockaAeiv 58 187? 

mpoctaypa 56.7 57 4, 12,17 58 80, 92, 167 
mpoctagic 58 37 67 17, 23 

mpocracceww [5710] 589, 14, 16, 19,86, 164-5 5912 

647 67([7], [11], 24 7411 

tmpochwveiv 29117 317 32 [9], 18? 336, (32) 34 
9,17 [3567] 37 11,21 3816-17, 19 39 [11], 
25 40[12],20 428,18 4314, [25] [45 12-13] 

479, [18-19] 4810-11, 19 4910-11, 18 5010, 
17 5l 10,20 5211-12, 22-3 5312-13, 24 55 

37-8 607 (6115) 629, (17) 669, (22?), 36, 
(47), 63, (75), 81 6725 687,16,27 727 767, 

34-5, 55° 
mpocwrov 46 [15-16], 40, 66 59 28 
mpoteivew 69 7 

mpogacic 56 25 

tmpopopa 67 22 

mpvravic see Index VIII 

mpwtoBdoroc (65 24) 

mpwrwc 54 7 

mwrev 58 18, 31 

pytwp see Index IX 

pilwoc 65 17 

pupoxivdvvoc 69 6-7? 

podwoc 65 23 

pwbwyr 29 19? 

pwvvtvar 67 14 

cavdvKwoc 65 21 

cavdux.ov 65 40? 66 96 
cacedic 33 23 66 105 

ceBacutoc see Index VIII 

CeBactéc see Index II s.v. Diocletian and Maximian; 
Ill (Ap 303, 306, 307, 312, 313, 318, 319; 320) 

cypavtpov 58 162, 164 
cypepov 58 126, 141, 165 64 20 

cycapov 61 6 

ctypa see Index VI(c) 

civamt 61 10 

ciroc 73 [g], 16, 27, 35, 43, 54, 61, 68, 75, 82, 90, 98 

cxevoc 58 176 
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coc 58 63, 65, 141, 164, [168], 189 75 12 
craypa 48 15 
ctaypatoTmwAnc see Index 1X 

creyavojuov 64 2, 3 

crépvov 57 8-g 58 84 

ctinmiov 53.17 659 
ctimmoxetpictnc see Index 1X 

ctixapiov 58 12, 17, 21, 22, 25, 26, 31, 32, (33 (b15)), 

36 76 24, 47 
ctpateia see Index VIII 
ctpatnyia see Index VIII 

ctpa@ua 70 8 

ctupaé 31 12,13 3311, 12 6532 66 87, 88 

cv 286 2912, 14,17 41 (front) 2 565, 6, 10, 14, 
19, 21, [22], [24], 24,25, 26? 5721 5812, 15, 22, 
ST esAWOn iid Th 7s. qo LO OO Tob 

64 23 67 19, 20 
cuykAnpovopety [58 113?] 

cuyKpoteiv 59 3-4? 

cUyxpouc 65 22? 

cuyywpetv 58 65 5915 64 22 

c¥uBroc [58 41 | 

cupPovAeutyc see Index VIII 

ctudwvoc 57 21 5895 648 

cov 59 22 

cuvayopevew 58 102 
cuvdixta see Index VIII 

cbvdixoc see Index VIII 

cuvictavat 58 52, 144, 197 
cuvopav 58 65 

cuvwveicbar 28 8? 
cuvwyy 58 20, 21 

CUvWLNTIC 58 12 

*chayviov 33 24 66 106 

chpayic 58 147, 149, 199, [200] 
chpayictyc 58 136, 145, 146, 148, 184, 198, [199] 
cwlew 58 32 675? 

capa 58 152, 209 

58 17 

taBpeAXiwv see Index 1X 

taAdavtov see Index X(b) 
trafic 46 (back) 11 469, 34,59 644 
raccewy 58 184 

tavpoc 65 27 
te 46 [8], 32, 57 5622? 7015 
réxvov 58 65, 75°, [76] 

tedeiy 56 17 
téAevoc 65 26, 277, 30, 42, 44, 46 
tedevtaioc 75 19-20? 

teAevTav 58 140-1? 

téccapec 56 22 58 136, 146, 147? 
teccepaptoc see Index VIII 

TyAkodtoc 57.9, 12 [58 85] 

THAvc 37 18? 
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ripneee 46 [7], 31, 56 
tyin 287 318 [3210] 336 349 [356?] 3712 

39 12 [4013] 4114 429 4315 4514 [47 
11] 4812 4912 5011 Slr 5213 53 14 

56 13, 16 58 18, 36 608 612 [62 10] 66 
11-12, 38, [65], 82 6819, 30 7210 769 

tiunua 317 [329] 336 349 [3567] 3711 39 

10 4011-12 427-8 [4313-14] 4512 [479] 
48 10 509 519-10 5211 5312 5537 66 

9-10, 37, 63-4, [81] 688,17, 28 728 768 
tic 98 63, 112-137, 117 59 23, 20, 377, 40?, 41 644, 

10 67 10,21 704 71 82,15 
TG 07 SE EOS 55007 (00S), to OO dhid een Os 

144-5, LOG, 1937, 197) 59) 5, 12, 21 67 (6, 
15, 20 

toivuy 37.9 58 49, 85, 126, 140 649? 67 19 
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